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1 VOCABULARY food and cooking

3 LISTENING & SPEAKING

a Take the quiz in pairs.

FOOD & EATING

1 Is there any food or drink that you
couldn't live without? How often do you
eat/ drink it?

2 Do you ever have
a ready-made food?
b take-out food? What kind?

ONE red fruit. ONE yellow fruit, ONE green fruit
TWO kinds of food that some people are allergic to
THREE kinds of food that come from milk
FOUR vegetables that you can put in a salad
FIVE containers that you can buy food in
BIX things that people sometimes have for breakfast
b
c

3 What's your favorite
a fruit?
b vegetable?
Are there any that you really don't like?

4 When you eat out do you usually order
meat, fish, or vegetarian?

> p.152 Vocabulary Bank Food and cooking.

5 Wh•t food do you usually eat
a when you're feeling a little down?
b before playing sports or exercising?
c before you have an exam or some
important work to do?

4>)) Listen to these common adjectives to describe
food. Do you know what they mean? Then say one kind
of food that we often use with each adjective.
canned fresh f[Qzen low-@! raw fil2!cy �-out

2 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds
a Look at the eight sound pictures. What are the words and sounds?

i

squid chicken
spicy grilled

5 :.,

sausage roast
chocolate box

beef steamed
beans breakfast

6
�

force fork
boiled pour

3�

grapes sal mon
lamb cabbage

7

cook sugar
pudding food

44r

margarine carton
jar warm

I

2cp

'Iii;·,·

·ti

8d!

spoon zucchini
fruit duck

b Look at the words in each list. Cross out the word that doesn't
have the sound in the sound picture.
c

t-

d

1 5>)) Listen and check.

>

Yes, but I'm
trying to cut down
right now.

p.166 Sound Bank. Look at the typical
spellings of the sounds in a.

a

6>)) Listen to five people talking. Each
person is answering one of the questions in
Food & EatinB above. Match each speaker
with a question.
Speaker D
Spealcer A
Spealcer B
Speaker E
SpealcerC

W
O
O

D
O

b Listen again and make notes about their
answers. Compare with a partner.
c Ask and answer the questions with a partner.
What do you have in common?

4 READING
a Are the foods in the list carbohydrates
or proteins? With a partner, think of four
more kinds of food for each category.
cake chicken pasta salmon

b With a partner , answer the questions below
with either carbohydrates or proteins.
What kind of food do you think it is better
to eat...?
• for lunch if you have an important exam
or meeting
• for breakfast
• for your evening meal
• if you are feeling stressed
c Look at the title of the article. What do you
think it means? Read the article once to
find out, and to check your answers to b.
d Read the article again. T hen with a partner,
say in your own words why the
following people are mentioned.
Give as much information as
you can.
2
3
4
5

Dr. Paul Clayton
people on diets
schoolchildren
Paul and Terry
Sw iss researchers

e Find adjectives in the article for the verbs
and nouns in the list. What's the difference
between the two adjectives made from stress?
stress (noun) (x2) relax (verb) wake (verb)
sleep (verb) power (noun) benefit (noun)

f Ask and answer the questions with a
partner.
What time of day do you usually eat protein
and carbohydrates? How do they make
you feel?
2 How often do you eat chocolate? Does it
make you feel happier?
3 After reading the article, is there anything
you would change about your eating habits?

We live in a stressful world, a nd daily life can sometimes
m ake us feel tired, stressed, or depressed. Some people go
to the doctor for help, others try alternative therapies, but
the place to find a c ure could be somewhere completely
different: in the kitchen.

D

r. Paul Clayton. a food expert from Middlesex University, says
"The brain is affected by what you eat and drink, just like every
other part of your body. Certain types of food contain substances that
affect how you think and feel."
For example, food that is high in carbohydrates can make us feel more
relaxed. It also makes us feel happy. Research has shown that people on
diets often begin to feel a little depressed after two weeks because they
are eating fewer carbohydrates.

On the other hand, food that is rich in protein makes us feel awake and
focused. Research has shown that schoolchildren who eat a high-protein
breakfast often do better at school than children whose breakfast is
lower in protein. Also, eating the right kind of meal at lunchtime
can make a difference if you have an exam in the afternoon or a
business meeting where you need to make some quick decisions.
In an experiment for a TV show, two chess players. both former
champions, had different meals before playing each other. Paul
had a plate of prosciutto and salad (full of protein from the red
meat), and his opponent Terry had pasta with a creamy sauce (full
of carbohydrates). In the chess match Terry felt sleepy and took
much longer than Paul to make decisions about what moves to make.
The experiment was repeated several times with the same result.
Another powerful mood food could become a replacement
for some medications doctors prescribe for stress. In a
study, Swiss researchers discovered that eating one dark
chocolate candy bar (about 1.4 ounces) had beneficial
effects on highly stressed people. Not only did eating
the dark chocolate help reduce stress, it was also shown to
improve mood and reduce high blood pressure.
Why does chocolate make people less stressed? First, it
causes the body to reduce the level of the stress hormone
cortisol. Second, it reduces the "fight or flight" hormone-a hormone
that makes people want to start a fight or run away when they are very
stressed. In addition, it contains other compounds that lower blood
pressure and improve your mood. These three things, along with its
delicious taste, make chocolate a powerful mood changer.

Mood food - what the experts say
• Blueberries and cocoa can raise concentration levels for up
to five hours.
• Food that is high in prote in helps your brain to work more
efficiently.
1 • For relaxation and to sleep be tter, eat carbohd
y rates.
• Dark green vegetables (e.g., cabbage and spinach) and oily
fl.sh (e.g., salmon) eaten re gularly can help to fight depre ssion.

Online Practice

••

5 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a Ask and answer the questions with a
partner.

•

How often do you eat out?
2 What's your favorite ... ?
a kind of food (Chinese. Italian. etc.)
b restaurant dish
3 How important are these things to
you in a restaurant? Number them 1-4
(1 = the most important).

D the food
D the service
D the atmosphere
D the price

Have you ever tried English food?
What did you think of it?

b

7>)) Read the text about Steve Anderson.
Then listen to Part 1 of an interview w ith
him, and number the photos in the order he
mentions them.

c Listen again. Why does he mention
each thing?
d

1 8>)) Now listen to Part 2 and answer the
questions.
What does he say is the best and worst thing
about running a restaurant?
2 What's the main difference between British
and Spanish customers?
3 What kinds of customers does he find
difficult?
4 How does he think eating habits in Spain
are changing?

e What about you? Answer the questions with
a partner.
What was your favorite food when you were
a child?
2 [s there anything that you like/ don't like
cooking?
3 [n your country, when people eat out would
they usually tell the chef what they really
think about the food?
4 Do you know anyone who is a "difficult
customer" in restaurants?

--

STEVE ANDERSON has always had a passion for
food. He was first taught to cook by his mother, who is
half Burmese. After studying physics in college, he got a
summer job helping with a cooking course in Italy, where he
met several famous chefs. One of them, Alastair Little, later
hired him as a trainee chef. Two years later, he moved to
Valencia in Spain and opened a restaurant, Seu Xerea, now
one of the most popular restaurants in town.

6 GRAMMAR

simple present and continuous, action and nonaction verbs

a

9 >)) Listen again to some of the things Steve said.� the form of the
verb he uses.
1 This week for example , I cook/ I'm cookinB nearly every day. We usually close/
are usually closinB on Sundays and Mondays, but this Monday is a public
holiday.
2 The British always say/ are sayinB that everything is lovely.
3 Actually, I think I prefer/ I am preferrinB that honesty, because it helps us to
know what people like.
4 Unfortunately, I think they Bet/ they're BettinB worse. People eat/ are eatinB
more unhealthily.

b With a partner, say why you think he has chosen each form.
c

> p.132 Grammar Bank lA. Learn more about the simple present and the
present continuous, and practice them.

d Make questions to ask your partner with the simple present or continuous.
Ask for more information.
On a typical day
- What/ usually have for breakfast?
- / drink soda? How many glasses/
drink a day?
- Where/ usually have lunch?
- What/ usually have for lunch
during the week?
- / ever cook? What/ make?
- / prefer eating at home or
eating out?

Right now/ nowadays
- / need to buy any food today?
- / want anything to eat right now?
What?
- / take vitamins or food
supplements right now?
- / try to cut down on anything
right now?
- / the diet in your country/ get
better or worse?

7 SPEAKING
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1
2
3
4
5
6
a
b

Men are better cooks than women.
Both boys and girls should learn to cook at school.
Cheap restaurants usually serve bad food.
On a night out with friends, where and what you eat isn't important.
Not all fast food is unhealthy.
Every country thinks that their cuisine is the best in the world.

13>)) Listen to two people discussing sentence l. Who do you agree with
more, the man or the woman? Why?
14>)) Liste.n to the phrases in the Useful language box. Copy the intonation.

p I agree.

Useful language: Giving your opinion (1)

I don't agree.

I'm not sure.
(I think) it depends.

For example,...
In my opinion.. .

••

c In small groups, say what you think about sentences 2-6. Try to use the
Useful language phrases.

Online Practice

G future forms: present continuous, going to, will I won't
V family, adjectives of personality
P sentence stress, word stress, adjective endings

Are you seeing
your grandparents
this weekend?

No, I'm going to
stay home. I'll
probably see them
next weekend.

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING

family

a Look at some photos showing family members.
What's happening in each one? What do you think the
relationship is between the people?
b With a partner, explain the difference between
each pair.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a father and a parent
a mother and a stepmother
a brother and a brother-in-law
a grandfather and a great-grandfather
a nephew and a niece
a child and an only child
your immediate family and your extended family

c Read ChanBinB-for the better and try to guess what
the missing percentages are. Choose from the list.

11%
d

43%

60%

67%

75%

15>)) Listen and check. Do any of the statistics
surprise you? Which ones do you think would be very
different if the survey was taken in your country?

e Work in small groups. Say what you think and give
reasons.

Do you think that... ?
families should have a meal together every day
• children should leave home as soon as they can
afford to
• parents and their teenaged children should spend
a lot of time together
• parents should be friends with their children on
social networking sites, e.g., Twitter
• elderly parents should live with their children
when they are too old to live alone

p

-

Useful language:
Giving your opinion (2)

We often use should+ verb to say what we think is the
right thing or a good thing (to do), e.g.,
I think families should have dinner together every day
because...
I don't think parents should be friends with their children
on Twitter because...

Changing

for the better?

F

amily life is changing in the US, but not in the way
we might think. The results of several different
US surveys expected to find that family relationships
were suffering because of the decline in traditional
family structures.
However, some of the results were very surprising ...

S

of adults30·34
of young
•adults under •
I ' , still live at home
with their parents.
25 and

of families '" togeth" every day.

• say they have the TV on during
dinner.

think a new baby in
• the family brings more
happiness.

2 GRAMMAR future forms
a

1 16>)) Listen to three dialogues between different family members. Who is
talking to who (e.g., brother to sister)? What are they talking about?

b Listen again and match two sentences with each dialogue (1-3).
A D I'll make you a cup of tea.
B D You'll drive too fast.
CD I'm not going to go to college yet.

D D I'm staying overnight there.
E D I'll drive really slowly.
F D It's going to be cold tonight.

c With a partner, decide which sentence (A-F} is ...
D a plan or intention
an arrangement

O

d

DD a prediction
a promise

O

D an offer

>- p.133 Grammar Bank 18. Learn more about future forms, and
practice them.

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress

p Sentence stress

An important aspect of speaking English is stressing the words in a sentence
that carry the information, and not stressing the other ones. This will help you to
communicate better and to speak with good rhythm.

21>)) Listen to the rhythm in these three dialogues.

a

8
8
8
8

1 A Are you coming home for dinner tonight?
e No. I'm going out with my friends .
2 A What are you going to do in the summer?

of adults are happy
• and enjoy their lives
without a lot of stress.

40%

of adults are not happy
and have a lot of stress
or worry in their lives.

B We're going to rent a house with my sister and her husband.
3 A oo you think they'll have children soom

e I don't think so. Not for a few years anyway.

b Practice them with a partner. Copy the rhythm.
c Ask and answer the questions below. Give as much information as possible.

ARE YOU...?

of teens feel close to
their family.

•
•
•
•

having dinner with your family tonight
or is anyone in your family getting married soon
doing something with a family member this week
visiting a relative this weekend

of teens want to spend
more time with their
parents.

ARE YOU GOING TO...?

of parents stay
connected with their
children on social
networks.

DO YOU THINK ... ?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of parents worry about
what their kids post on
social networks.

17%

of elderly women
live with a relative
such as a daughter,
daughter-in-law, or
grandchild.

4

have a new nephew or niece soon
have a big family get-together soon
go on vacation with your family this year
buy a present for a member of your family this month
the number of people getting divorced will go up or down in the future
the birthrate will go up or down in your country
anyone in your family will live to be 90 or more
you will move away from (or back to) the area where your family lives

22>>)

SONG Our House�
Online Practice

·-

5 READING
a Which do you th.ink has more advantages,
being an only child, or having brothers and
sisters? Why?
b Work in pairs. A read The Youn8er Brother,
B read The Onry Child.
c Tell your partner about 1 and 2 below.
Whose childhood sounds happier?
l other family members who are mentioned
2 how the writer's experience as a child
affects him/ her now
d Look at the highlighted words in the two
texts. Try to figure out their meaning
from the context. Then match them with
definitions 1-12.
l
2

adj ill
it's no surprise that
noun competition between
two people
noun the time when you were
a child
noun a meeting of people,
e.g., family
noun people who are fully
grown
adj knowing about or being
conscious of something
noun a school where children
can live during the year
verb think that somebody or
something is important
verb divided something
between two or more people
verb try to hurt somebody else
noun a group of friends

3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12

Jg) each other

When brothers and sisters get older they
value each other more.
Use each other to talk about an action
between two people or groups of people, e.g.,
I don't get along very well with my fat her. We
don't understand each other.

e Talk to a partner. Do you have brothers and
sisters, or are you an only child? Do you feel
positive or negative about it?

-·

THE YOUNGER BROTHER
NOVELIST TIM LOTT
Rivalry between brothers is normal, but
there was a special reason for the tension
between us. I was very ill when I was born,
and spent three months in the hospital
with my mother. My brother did not see
her at all during that time because he
went to stay with an aunt. When our
mother returned home, it was with a sick
newborn baby who took all the attention.
No wonder he hated me (although if you
askJeff, he will say that he didn't - we
remember things differently).
My brother and I were completely
different. We shared the same bedroom,
but he was neat, and I was really messy.
He was responsible; I was rebellious. He
was sensible; I was emotional. I don't
have any positive memories of our childhood together,
though there must have been good moments.Jeff says we used to play
"Cowboys and Indians," but I only remember him trying to suffocate
me under the bedcovcrs.
My relationship withJeffhas influenced my attitude toward my own
four daughters. If the girls fight, I always think that the younger child
is innocent. But the good news about brothers and sisters is that when
they get older, they value each other more.Jeffis now one of my best
friends, and I like and admire him greatly. For better or for worse, we
share a whole history. It is the longest relationship in my life.
Adapted from The Times

THE ONLY CHILD
JOURNALIST SARAH LEE
I went to boarding school when I was seven, and the hardest thing I
found was making friends. Because I was an only child, I just didn't
know how to do it. The thing is that when you're an only child, you
spend a lot of your time with adults, and you're often the only child in
a gathering of adults. Your parents go on living more or less
the way they have always lived, only now you are there, too.
I found being an only child interesting because it gave me
a view of the world of adults that children in a big family
might not get. And I know it has, at least partly, made me
the kind of person I am - I never like being one of a group,
for example. Ifl have to be in a group, I will always try to go
off and do something on my own, or be with just one other
person - I'm not comfortable with being one of a gang.
My parents arc divorced now and my mother lives in the US
and my father in the UK. I feel very responsible for them - I
feel responsible for their happiness. I'm the closest relative in
the world to each of them, and I am very aware of that.

6 VOCABULARY

adjectives of personality

8 LISTENING & SPEAKING

a Without looking back at The YounBer Brother
text, can you remember who was neat,
responsible, and sensible and who was messy,
rebellious, and emotional? Do you know what
the adjectives mean? Would you use any of
them to describe yourself?
b

> p.153 Vocabulary Bank Personality.

c Write down the first three adjectives of
personality that come into your head. Don't
show them to your partner. Now go to
Communication Personality p.104.

>

7 PRONUNCIATION

word stress, adjective endings

a

26l)) Underline the stressed syllable in
these mulitsyllable adjectives. Listen and
check.
1 jeallous anlxious amlbi�ious
gelnelrous relbelllious
2 sojciajble reltilalble
3 relsponlsilble senlsilble
4 comlpeltijtive tallkaltive
ajggrejssive senlsi�ive
5 unlfriendlly inlsejcure
imjpajtient ijmmajture

a What's your position in the family?
Are you the oldest child, a middle child, the
youngest child, or an only child?
b

27l)) Look at the cover of Linda Blair's
book. Now listen to a journalist talking
about it on a radio program. Complete the
chart by writing four more adjectives of
personality in each column.

sensible

relaxed

outgoing

self-confident

b Listen again and answer the questions.
Is -ous pronounced /aus/ or fas/?
Is -able pronounced fabl/ or /e1bl/?
Is -ible pronounced fabl/ or hbl/?
Is -ive pronounced fav/ or /iv/?
5 Are -ous /-able/ -ible / -ive stressed?
6 Are un- / in- / im- stressed?

1
2
3
4

c Compare with a partner. Then listen to the four sections one by
one. Check your answers. What reasons or examples does the
journalist give?
d Look at the completed chart above. In pairs, say...
... if you think it is true for you - and if not, why not?
...if you think it is true for other people you know
(your brothers and sisters, friends, etc.)

9 WRITING

> p.113 Writing A description of a person. Write a description of
a friend you know well.

Online Practice

Meeting the parents
� INTRODUCTION
a Look at the photos. Describe Jenny and Rob.

2 � REACTINGTOWHAT PEOPLESAY
a

1 29>)) Watch or listen to Jenny introducing Rob to
her parents. W hat bad news does Rob have for Jenny?
W hat good news does Jenny have for her parents?
O American and British English
mom = American English
mum = British English

b Watch or listen again and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false). Correct the F sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6

b

28>)) Watch or listen to Jenny and Rob talking. Fill
in the blanks.

Jenny Zielinski and Rob Walker work for a'----
called New York24seven. She's American, and he's
____. Rob came to New York a few 3_____
on
ago. He had met Jenny when she went to 4
a work trip. They got along very well, and he was offered a
job for a month in s
. Later he was offered a
6
job. Jenny helped Rob 7
an
apartment, and they are enjoying life in the US, although
Rob misses his friends and 8 ____

-

O American and British English

apartment = American English
flat = British English

Rob left the chocolates at the office.
Rob's desk is usually very neat.
It's the second time that Rob has met Jenny's parents.
Sally has prepared a big dinner.
Jenny's new job is managing director.
Jenny is going to be Rob's manager.

c

l 30 >)) Look at some extracts from the
conversation. Can you remember any of the
missing words? Watch or listen and check.

3 � HARRY FINDS OUT MORE ABOUT ROB

1 Jenny Don't forget the chocolates.
OK.Oh,
Rob
!
Jenny I don't
it. Don't tell me you
forgot them?
I think they're still on my desk.
Rob
Jenny ____ kidding.
2 Jenny
Sally
3 Jenny
Sally
4

Sally
Harry

Mom, I'm really sorry - we bought
you some chocolates, but we left
them at the office.
What a
mind.
But I also have some good news.
7 What's that?
So you've got a promotion?
fantastic!
That's great

5 Sally Let's go and have dinner.
Jenny What a
idea!
d

31>)) Watch or listen and repeat the
phrases in the chart below. Copy the rhythm
and intonation.
REACTING TO WHAT PEOPLE SAY

a

b Watch or listen again and answer the questions.
2
3
4
S
6

What you say when you hear-·
something surprising

You're kidding.
I don't believe it.

something interesting

Really?

some good news

How fantastic!
That's great news!
What a great idea!

some bad news

Oh, no!
What a pity.
Never mind.

Harry
Rob
Rob
Rob
Harry
Harry
Rob
Harry

We often use How+ adjective or What+ noun to
respond to what people say.
How interesting! How awful! How amazing!
What a pity! What a good idea! What terrible news!

f

>

Communication How awful! How
fantastic! A p.104 B p.109.

What school did Jenny go to?
Is Harry impressed by Rob's job? Why (not)?
What does Harry like doing in his free time?
Who are most of the photos in the dining room of?
Who are Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and Wymon Marsalis?
What surprises Harry about Rob?

c Look at the Social English phrases. Can you remember any of
the missing words?

O How+ adjective, What+ noun

e Practice the dialogues in c with a partner.

l 32>)) Watch or listen to the after-dinner conversation. Does
the evening end well or badly?

d

your career?
How do you
. I'm more of a writer.
Not
like that...
Oh, you know, interviews, reviews,
I
, I like photography.
most of them are of Jenny.
That's
!
How
Well, he's a really nice ___.
Go
, son!

33>)) Watch or listen and complete the phrases.

e Watch or listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say
them in your language?
Can you ...?

D react to good news, bad news, unexpected
news, and interesting news
D introduce yourself and other people
D use phrases that give you time to think,
e.g., you know, I mean, etc.

Online Practice

-

G present perfect and simple past
V money
P the letter o

1 VOCABULARY money
a

1 34>)) Listen to a song about money. Fill in
the blanks with phrases A-G.
A a material world
B comes with a fee
C foot the bill
D for free
E paper or plastic
F shopping sprees
G with money

b Listen again and read the lyrics.
Which phrase {A-G) means ...?
I
rich
cash or credit cards
2
you have to pay for it
3
4
pay the bill
that you don't have to pay for
5
6
buying a lot of things at one time
7 ____ a consumer society
c What do you think the song is saying?
Do you think it is ...?
• very cynical
• sad, but sometimes true
• offensive to women (and men)

d � p.154 Vocabulary Bank /vloney.

Educated, 1 __
He's well-dressed
Not funny
And not much to say in
Most conversations
But he'll 2__ in
All situations
'Cause he pays for everything
Girls don't like boys, girls like cars and fflOf)e)', ..... ...
·_ "'""'... 1
Boys will laugh at girls when they're not funny

.�.,.,,. .... -,

Don't matter
She'll have it
Vacations
And 4__
These are a few
Of her favorite things
She'll get what she wants
If she's willing to please
His type of girl
Always 5 __
Hey, now, there's nothing 6__
Girls don't like boys, girls like cars and money
Boys will laugh at girls when they're not funny
And these girls like these boys like these boys like these girls
The girls with the bodies like boys with Ferraris
Girls don't like boys, girls like cars and money

-

All of these boys, yeah get all of these girls
losing their souls in 7__

\\""'

Language.com

2 PRONUNCIATION the letter o
a Can you remember which word rhymes with money in
the song Girls & Boys?
b Look at some more words with the letter o. Put them in
the correct column.

c

clothes dollar done honest loan money go
nothing owe shopping some sold won

,I You go shopping and you see something very
expensive that you really want, but can't afford.
You...

l 38>)) Listen and check.

2 You get $100 for your birthday. You ...

a buy it with your credit card. You can worry about the
bill next month.
b already have some money in the bank and plan to
save for a couple of weeks and then buy the thing
you want.
c borrow the money and agree to pay back a small
amount every week.

a spend some of it and save some.
b go straight to a shopping mall and spend it all.
c put all of it in your bank account until you know what
•
you want to spend it on.

d Look at some words with the letters or. How is or
usually pronounced when it's stressed? Which two are
different?
afford order worth or ganized mortgage store work
e

l 39 >)) Listen and check.

3 Do you always know how much money you have,
.. how much money you have spent, and on what?

a Yes. I'm vt;ry organized and know exactly what I have
and what I've spent.
b No. I have no idea. When I have money, I usually just
spend it.
c I usually have a rough idea about what I spend my
money on.

f Practice saying these sentences.
Let's go shopping for clothes.
Can I borrow some money?
He won a million dollars.
They can't afford to pay the mortgage.
I work in a store.
I've done nothing wrong.

4 You borrowed some money from a friend, but
you don't think that you'll be able to pay it back
by the time you promised to. You...

3 READING & SPEAKING
a Read the questionnaire and choose your answers.
b Compare your answers with a partner. Say why.
c

> Communication Spender or saver? p.104. Find out if
you are a spender or a saver.

4 LISTENING
a

l 40 >)) Listen to six people answering the question Are
you a spender or a saver? How many are savers?

b Listen again and match speakers l-6withA-F. Who... ?
A
B
C
D
E
F

O always has money in the bank
O often ends up with no money
O thinks he/ she is careful with money, but not cheap
O enjoys spending money on his/ her hobby
O can save money if he/ she needs to
O prefers to live now than worry about the future

I --

a don't worry about it. Hopefully your friend will forget
about it, too!
b figure out how much money you have and how much
you owe. You speak to your friend and explain the
situation and offer to pay the money back in small
installments.
c talk to your friend and promise that you'll pay him I
her back, but it might take a little longer than you
first thought.

S You have a friend who often borrows money
from you and never pays you back. He I She
I
wants to borrow $50. You ...

a lend him I her the money. You can afford it, and it
doesn't matter if you don't get it back.
b say no; he I she o_wes you too much already.
c lend the money, but explain that it is the last time,
until he I she has paid back this loan.

Online Practice

•

5 GRAMMAR present perfect and simple past
a Read the conversation. What are they arguing about?
b

1 41 >)) Read the conversation again, and put the verbs in the
present perfect or the simple past. Then listen and check.

e In pairs, interview each other with the
questions. Ask for more information.

HAVE YOU EVER...?
• bought or sold something on
eBay or a similar site
• lost a credit card or
your wallet
• saved for something for a
long time
• wasted money on something
you've never used

e

• won any money
(e.g., in a lottery)

• lent money to someone
who didn't pay
youback
. .
h ?
Wen.
• bought something online and then
discovered that it was a scam
#-'

• been charged too much in a restaurant

David I 'haven't seen(see) those shoes before. Are they new?
Kate Yes. I 2
Uust buy) them. Do you like them?
O They're OK. How much 3
they
(cost}?
K Oh, not much. They•
(be} a bargain. Under $100.
D You mean $99.99. That isn't cheap for a pair of shoes.
Anyway, we can't afford to buy new clothes right now.
K Why not?
D 5_________ you _________ (see} this?
K No. What is it?
(come} this morning.
D The phone bill. It 6
(not pay} the electricity bill yet.
And we 7
K Well, what about the iPad you 8
(buy} last week?
D What about it?
K You 9
(not need} a new one. The old one
10
(work} just fine.
1
1
1
need)
the new model.
D But
12
(need) some new shoes.
K well,1

c Do we use the present perfect (PP) or simple past (SP) ... ?
1 for a completed action in the past ___
2 for recent actions when we don't ask/ say exactly when ___

--

d ),,- p.134 Grammar Bank 2A. Learn more about the present
perfect and simple past, and practice them.

/
0,.,_11
.

11·11

ou

Have you ever bou gh! o� ') ( ��� I sold my
_
sold something one� �computer.
Who did you sell it to? �ow ')
much did you sell it for�

6 READING & SPEAKING
a In pairs, answer the questions. Give as much
information as you can.
Think oftwo people you know personally or
have heard ofwho are very rich. Did they...?
a earn their money (how?)
b inherit their money (who from?)
c win it (bow?)
2 Ifthey earned their money, was it because ...?
a they were very lucky
b they worked very hard
c they had a special talent
b Now read an interview with a billionaire. How did
he become so rich? Why is his success surprising?
What does he do to help homeless people?
c Now read the interview again and number the
events in the order in which they happened.
A
B
C

D He was homeless again.
D He delivered newspapers.
D An investor didn't give him the money he

had promised him.
D
He sold encyclopedias from door-to-door.
E
He left his wife.
F
He was homeless.
G []] He sold Christmas cards from door-to-door.
H
He started a hair product company with $700.
I
He was able to pay his bills on time.

D
D
D
D
D

d What do you think you can learn from John's story?
e Look at the highlighted words and phrases
related co money and business. With a partner,
try to figure out the meanings from context.
f Complete the questions with one of the
highlighted words and phrases. Then ask and
answer the questions with a partner.

2

3
4
5

What 1mmd. ofbair product do you use? How
long have you used it?
Do you know anybody who sells encyclopedias or
other products
? What does he/ she sell?
Does he/ she enjoy his/ her job?
to lend you money to
If you needed a
start a business, who would you ask? Why?
Have you ever experienced ___ from a boss,
a teacher, etc.? How did you feel?
Do you know anybody who has tried to
succeed in a difficult career (like acting), but
who hasn't ___ yet? Is be/ she still trying,
or has he/ she given up?

FROM THE STREETS
TO SUCCESS!
John DeJoria, an American billionaire businessman, owns several
companies, including John Paul Mitchell Systems, a successful
brand of hair products. However, DeJoria was not always wealthy.
He was the second son of immigrant parents and grew up in a
very poor area of Los Angeles, California. Before forming his hair
product company with only $700, he was a street gang member
for some of his youth, he then worked at low-paying jobs including
encyclopedia salesman, janitor, and insurance salesman, and he
was homeless twice. DeJoria's selfmade rise is an inspiring story.
As a child, you were fairly entrepreneurial, weren't you?
My first job, at 9 years old, was selling Christmas cards door-to
door. At 10 years old, my brother and I had paper routes. We got
up at 4 o'clock a.m., folded the papers, and delivered them, and
then got ready for school.
As you got older, you continued to work. Is that right?
The job that was one of the most influential experiences you can
imagine was door-to-door selling encyclopedias. Doors literally
slam in your face-maybe 30, 40 doors before the first customer
will actually talk to you and let you in.
You've been homeless, haven't you?
Twice. Once, when I was about 22 years old. The other time was
when I started John Paul Mitchell Systems in 1980. I wasn't
getting along with my wife at the time. So I had left and had
given her all the money. We had a backer for John Paul Mitchell
Systems putting in a half-million dollars. That money was
supposed to arrive that day. I never got a penny. So I just slept
in my car. And I slept in my car for the first two weeks when I
started the company. So we started with humble beginnings.
Do memories of the streets motivate you?
It sure makes you very appreciative of what you have in your
life. Those who are homeless-like people with kids who are
homeless-I really have a heart for. So I participate in a lot of
charitable organizations that take the homeless off the streets.
What are the biggest problems you've faced in business?
The biggest problem is rejection. Any business you start, be
ready for it. The difference between successful people and
unsuccessful people is that the successful people do all the
things the unsuccessful people don't want to do. When 10 doors
are slammed in your face, go to door number 11, with a smile.
When did you know you had made it?
I was in business two years, and we were able to pay every
single bill on time. We had a couple of thousand dollars
in the bank-$4,000, to be exact. And we said, "Man
we made it; it's all downhill now." It was really hard.
It took a couple years.
What was the first thing you bought yourself at

that point?

I went to a restaurant. This is the first
time I said I'm going to order off the left
side of the menu, not the right side. The
right side is where the prices are. Carne
asada, guacamole, whatever I wanted.
I didn't even look at the prices. That,
to me, was a pretty big deal.
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G present perfect+ for I since, present perfect continuous
V strong adjectives: exhausted, amazed, etc.
P sentence stress, stress on strong adjectives

1 LISTENING
a Look at the photos. Where do you think
they were taken? What can you see in
each photo?
b

45 >)) You are going to listen to an
interview with Jane, talking about a trip she
took in 2008. Listen to Part 1. Where did she
go? What did she decide to do after the trip?

c Listen again. What does Jane say about:

-

1
2
3
4
5
6

her normal job
the vacation to Uganda
what happened when the lorry broke down
the condition of the school
the children
what the headmaster asked her for
Glossary
holiday BritE for vacation
lorry BritE for truck
headmaster BritE for principal

d

1 46>)) Now listen to Part 2. Correct the wrong information
in these sentences.

1 Jane's son chose the name Adelante Africa, which means
"Go forward, Africa" in Spanish.
2 The new school opened in 2012.
3 Today the school has 75 children.
4 Adelante Africa has also been trying to improve the
children's English.
5 They are building a home for the teachers.
6 Two of Jane's children have been helping in Uganda.
7 Jane says the school has changed children's lives because it has
given them an education.
8 Jane thinks that she gives more than she gets.
9 The website has a video Jane's daughter took of her teaching
the children.
e Compare your answers with a partner. Then listen again to check.
f Do you know anybody like Jane who does a lot of work for a
charity? What do they do?

2 GRAMMAR present perfect + for I since,

4 SPEAKING

a Match the questions and answers.

a Look at the circles, and
write something in as
many as you can.

present perfect continuous

1 How long has Jane been a writer? __
2 How long has Adelante Africa had a website? __
3 How Jong has she been working for Adelante Africa?
A Since 2008.
B For about 22 years.
C For four years.
b Answer with a partner.
Are the three questions and answers in a about ...?
a a period of time in the past
b a period of time from the past until now
c a period of time in the present
2 What's the difference in form between the fust two
questions and question 3?

c ),- p.135 Grammar Bank 28. Learn more about the
present perfect with for / since and the present perfect
continuous, and practice them.

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress
a

1 49 >)) Listen once and try to write down the stressed
words in the large pink rectangles.

lona

How
French

learnina

?

t

2

3

?

4

5
6

b Look at the stressed words and try to remember what
the unstressed words are. Then listen again to check
and write them in.
c Listen again and repeat the sentences. Copy the
rhythm.
d

1 50 >)) Listen and make questions.
>)) It's snowing. 0ow long has it been snowing?

?

t �' - ·� ;
...,.

�

�....

o't,/

I?)

'-1.,
• C1ut, g',"" e

o'>

o.;,

-ls

b Compare circles with a partner.
Ask your partner at least three
questions about the things he or
she has written. One question must
be How lona haveyou ... ?
How long have'!..��,.,
') (For al out a year.
been usingTwi� �
Do you write things on it or do Y?U ')
just read other people's tweet:!_f
Why did you ��Y ) ( �e�ause ,t·s small,
a Nissan Juk� � it's very "green."

How long have you had ,�

Online Practice

5 READING & LISTENING
a In your country, are there charity events to raise money
for a good cause? Have you ever taken part in one?
What did you do? How much money did you raise?
b You're going to read an article about Helen Skelton,
who agreed to kayak down the Amazon for charity.
Read the introduction and answer the questions.
l
2
3
4

What did Helen do last year for charity?
What is she hoping to do this year?
What is dangerous about the trip?
What experience does she have?

c Before you read the texts of Helen's first three phone
calls, imagine what kinds of problems you think she
had on her trip. Then read and check. Were you right?
d

1 51 >)) Read Phone calls 1-3 again and fill in the
blanks with the correct word. Then listen and check.
I a in from

2 a freezing
3 a exhausted
4 a down
5 a long
6 a ice cream
7 a sleep
8 a boring
9 a being
10 a sick
e

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b

behind
hot
angry
up
wide
coffee
paddle
interesting
feel
well

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Helen Skelton hopes to become the first
woman to kayak down the Amazon River.

Helen Skelton is a 26-year-old TV host of Blue Peter, a
show for young people. She has never been afraid of a
challenge. Last year, she became the second woman to
complete the 78-mile Ultra Marathon in Namibia, running
the three consecutive marathons in 23 hours and 50
minutes. But when Blue Peter decided to do something to
raise money for the charity Sports Relief (which sponsors
projects around the world), Skelton said that she wanted
an even bigger challenge. So they suggested that she
kayak 1,998 miles down the Amazon from Nauta in Peru to
Almeirim in Brazil.
This is a very risky trip. There are no roads and no towns,
only rainforest and the river (which is sometimes more than
24 miles wide and infested with crocodiles). If she gets
sick, it will take around 11 hours to fly her to a hospital.

back
boiling
lost
over
short
chocolate
rest
worrying
feeling
hard

1 52>)) Now listen to the rest of Helen's trip down the
Amazon. Did she manage to finish?

f Listen again. Then answer the questions.
Phone call 4
I Why hasn't she had any music for three days?
2 What does she do co pass the time?
3 Why didn't she celebrate reaching the halfway point?
Phone call S
4 What have been driving her crazy this week?
5 What wildlife has she seen?
6 Why is she starting to feel a little sad?
The 6:00 news
7 How many miles did she do altogether?
8 How long did the trip cake?
9 What did Helen miss?
10 What is the first thing she is going to do when she
gees home?
g Tell your partner about an adventure sport you've done
or an exciting experience you've had. Was it a positive
experience? Why (not)? How did you feel?

-·

TV host's Amazon

Phone call l
,, Everything went wrong. I only managed half
a day on Wednesday, the first day, and on
Thursday we started late, so I'm already 1__•
I've been suffering from the heat. It's absolutely
2
__ , and the humidity is 100% at lunchtime.
I went the wrong way, and I had to paddle against
the current. I was 3__ 1 They asked me 'Do you
want to give 4__?' but I said, 'Nol' Beca se I've
also been having a wonderful time! There e pink
dolphins - pink, not gray - that come close o the
boat. I think that if I can do 62 miles a day, t n
I can make it.

:hallenge

6 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION
strong adjectives

p Strong
adjectives
Some adjectives have a strong meaning, e.g.,

I had to paddle against the current. I was exhausted!(= very tired)
I've had a fantastic time!(= very good)
With strong adjectives you can use absolutely or really, but NOT -very.
I've been suffering from the heat. It's absolutely boiling. NOT
ooilir,g.

ve,.,.

a Complete the sentences with a regular adjective.

2
Helen has only been kayaking once before in
her life, so she has been training four hours a
day. Last week, she arrived at the Amazon in
Peru. After two days of kayaking, she made the
first of her phone calls.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

,, I've been on the Amazon for a week now,
and I've been paddling for six out of the
seven days. The river is incredibly 5__ ,
and it's very hard to paddle in a straight line.
The water is so brown that I can't see my
paddle once it goes under the surface. It
looks like melted 6__ . I start at 5:30 in the
morning, and I 7__ for at least 1 O hours,
from 5:30 a.m. until dark, with only a short
break for lunch. My hands have been giving
me problems - I have big blisters. I now
have them bandaged in white tape.
I'm usually on the water for at least 10 hours;
it's 8__ at times, and exciting at others. I listen
to music on my iPod. I've been listening to Don't
Stop Me Now by Queen to inspire me!
,,

Phone call 3
,, I haven't been 9__ very well this week.
The problem is heat exhaustion. They
say it's because I haven't been drinking
enough water. I've been traveling 62 miles a
day, which is my target. But yesterday after
52 miles, I was feeling 10__, and my head
was aching, and I had to stop and rest. , ,

12
b

c

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

Was Lisa's father angcy about the car?
Yes, he was furious!
Is Oliver's apartment ___?
Yes, it's really tiny-just a bedroom and a living room.
Are you ___ of flying?
Yes, I'm terrified! I never fly anywhere.
Was the food ___?
Yes, it was delicious.
Are you very ___?
I'm starving! I haven't eaten all day.
ls your parents' house ___?
It's enormous. It has seven bedrooms.
Was it
in Moscow?
It was freezing! Minus 20 degrees.
Was Jack's kitchen ___?
It was filthy. It took us three hours to clean it.
Are your parents ___ about the wedding?
They're excited. In fact, they want to pay for everything!
Was the movie ___?
It was hilarious. We laughed all the way through.
Are you ___ you locked the door?
I'm positive. I remember turning the key.
Were you ___ to hear that Ted is getting married?
I was absolutely amazed! I never thought it would happen.

53 >)) Listen and check. How are the strong adjectives
pronounced? Practice the dialogues in pairs.

> Communication Are you hungry? A p.104 B p.109.

d Ask and answer with a partner. Ask for more information.
1 Have you ever been swimming in a place where the water was
absolutely freezing?
2 Is there anything that makes you furious about car drivers or bike
riders in your country?
3 Are there any animals or insects that you're terrified of?
4 What's the most delicious meal you've had recently?
5 Is there a comedian or a comedy series on TV in your country that
you think is absolutely hilarious?

7 WRITING

·-

),,, p.114 Writing An informal email. Write an informal email to
thank somebody you have been staying with and to tell him or her
what you have been doing recently.

Online Practice

GRAMMAR
�a,b,or c.

-

1 My sister ___ fish or seafood.
a doesn't like b don't like c doesn't likes
2 I have a quick breakfast because ___ in a hurry.
a I usually b I usually am c I'm usually
3 I __ TV when I'm having a meal.
a never watch b don't never watch
c am never watching
4 I usually drink a lot of diet soda, but right now
to cut down.
a I try b I'm trying c I'm triing
5 ___ any brothers or sisters?
a Are you having b Are you have c Do you have
6 What ___ when you graduate from school?
a you are going to do b are you going do
c are you going to do
7 I can't see you this evening because ___ sqme
friends.
a I'm meeting b I meet c I'll meet
8 A Would you like something to drink?
B Yes,___ some orange juice, please.
a I have b I'm having c I'll have
9 A I can't open this jar.
B __ help you.
a I'll b I'm c I'd
10 That's a pretty dress. Where ___ it?
a have you bought b did you buy
c did you bought
11 ___ good at saving money.
a I've never been b I haven't never been
c I've never
12 I got $50 for my birthday, but I __.
a didn't spend it yet b haven't spent it yet
c yet I haven't spent it
13 I've had this computer ___.
a for about three years b since about three years
c for about three years ago
14 A How long ___ in Paris?
B Since last March.
a is he living b has he living c has he been living
IS ___ the same gym for five years.
a I'm going to b I've been going to c I go to

VOCABULARY

a �the word that is different.
1
2
3
4
5

shrimp
lamb
cherry
raspberry
fried

mussels
crab
pear
cucumber
baked

duck
beef
peach
pepper
chicken

squid
meet
beet
cabbage
roast

b Write the opposite adjective.
1 honest
2 cheap
3 selfish

4 hardworking
5 quiet

c Write verbs for the definitions.
1
2
3
4
5

to spend money on something that is not necessary ___
to receive money from somebody who has died ___
to get money by working
to get money from somebody that you will pay back __
to keep money so that you can use it later

d Write the strong adjectives.
tired
2 hungry ___

3 cold
4 dirty ___

5 angry __

e Complete the phrasal verbs.
1 Let's eat ___ tonight. I don't feel like cooking.
2 I'm allergic to milk, so I have to cut ___ dairy
products from my diet.
3 We live ___ my salary. My wife is unemployed.
4 I'll lend you the money if you promise to pay me ___.
5 I took $200 ___ of my bank account.

PRONUNCIATION

.,

a �the word with a different sound.

17

peach

steak

beef

steamed

2 :;

money

shop

positive

honest

3

roast

sociable

owe

account

filthy

bill

tiny

chicken

afford

force

worth

organized

�

4i

s�

b Underline the stressed syllable.
1 sa!lmon
2 inlvest

3 ijmmalture
4 dejlilcious

5 senlsijble

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?
a Read the article once. When did Bill Morgan's
luck change?

When bad Luck becomes
good Luck!

You've had a lot of bad luck in the past-a bad accident
and some frightening health problems. Does that keep
you from doing things in the future that involve luck, like
buying a lottery ticket?

A

nyone who has bought a ticket for the $500-million
US Powerball jackpot can only dream of having as
much luck as Australian truck driver Bill Morgan. In
case you've never heard of Bill Morgan, his story actually
begins with some very bad luck. First, he was almost crushed
to death by a truck accident at work. The accident did not
kill him, but it did leave Bill with a heart condition. When
he was given medication for the heart condition, Bill had an
allergic reaction that caused a powerful heart attack, which
left him clinically dead for 14 minutes. After being revived by
doctors, Morgan slipped into a coma for 12 days. During this
time, his family was advised to unplug his life support system
not once, but twice. Bill's luck began to change when he
unexpectedly woke up from the coma without any permanent
damage. Bill's bad luck was ending and his heartwarming
story was just beginning.
After getting better, the 37-year-old Morgan found a new,
higher-paying job, and asked his long-time friend, Lisa
Wells, to marry him. Lisa said yes. A week later, Morgan
bought a scratch-off lottery ticket at his local newsstand.
Bill scratched the ticket off and realized he had just won
a brand new car! A local TV news station was so amazed
by Bill's story that they sent a crew to do a human interest
story on Bill and his lucky streak. The news crew thought it
would be fun to re-create Bill's buying and scratching off the
ticket right on camera. No one could have predicted what
happened next. The ticket Bill bought for the re-enactment
ended up being a $250,000 winner! And the best part is, it all
happened on live TV (almost causing another heart attack).

b Read the article again. Mark the sentences T (true),
F (false), or DS (doesn't say).
1
2
3
4
5

Bill had a dream about winning the lottery.
Bill's heart condition was caused by the accident.
Bill was in a coma for 14 days.
Bill's new job was in an office.
The news crew bought Bill's lottery ticket for the
re-enactment.
6 Winning $250,000 did not cause Bill to have another
heart attack.

c Choose five new words or phrases from the article.
Check their meaning and pronunciation, and try to
learn them.

� CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE
PEOPLE?
5-4>)) On the street Watch or listen to five people and
answer the questions.

Andrew

Max

Samantha

Zenobia

Skylar

1 Max says he ___.
a often made brownies for his sister in the past
b doesn't mind sharing his brownies with friends who
are also feeling down
c hasn't eaten brownies in a long time
2 Andrew likes Asian restaurants because___.
a he doesn't like cooking
b it's cheaper than eating at home
c he can't cook that type of food at home
3 Samantha and her brother___
a talk to each other a lot b don't like each other at all
c don't like each other as much after spending a lot of
time together
4 Zenobia buys a bag ___.
a if it's cheaper than usual b every three months
c if she needs a new one
5 Skylar took part in a charity event ___.
a when she was 15 b for people who are sick with cancer
c that raised money for captains

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Do the tasks with a partner. Check (.f) the box if you can
do them.
Can you ... ?
1
describe your diet and the typical diet in your
country, and say how it is changing
2
agree or disagree with the following statement, and
say why: Ourfavoritefood is usually something we

D

D

liked when we were children.

3
4
5

D describe members of your family, saying what they
D
D

•

n5��
�
irLanguage

look like and what they are like
describe some of your plans and predictions for the
future (e.g., your education, your family life)
ask and answer the following questions:
Have you ever won any money? How much did you
win? What did you do with it?
How long have you been learning English?
Where did you first start learning?

El

What's the
best way to get
around New York
City?

G comparatives and superlatives
V transportation
P If/, Id?,!, and ltfl, linking

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING
transportation

a In pairs, can you think of four different forms of
public transportation in towns and cities in your
country?
b � p.155 Vocabulary Bank Transportation.

2 PRONUNCIATION !JI, !d3!, and /tJ/
a

adventure bridge catch crash dangerous
each rush station traffic jam
5 >)) Listen and check. Practice saying the words.

d Look at the words in the columns. What are the
typical spellings for these sounds? Go to the
Sound Bank p.167 and check.
e

6 >)) Listen to the pairs of words. Can you hear
the difference? Practice saying them.
'tfl and Id?,!
1 a cheap b jeep
b Jane
2 a chain
3 a choke b joke

/JI and ltfl
4 a ship
b chip
5 a shoes b choose
b watch
6 a wash

-

a You are going to read about a race that the car show Top
Gear organized across the US state of Florida. Read the
introduction and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4

Where do they have to go from? Where to?
What are the three methods of transportation?
Which one do you think will be the fastest? Why?
In what order do you think the other two will arrive? Why?

4>)) Look at the pictures. What are the words
and sounds? Listen and repeat.

b Write three words from the list in each column.

c

3 READING & LISTENING

f

7 >)) Listen and@the word you hear.

g

8>)) Listen and write five sentences.

On Top Gear, a very popular TV series about cars and driving,
they decided to organize a race across Florida to find the
quickest way to cross a busy state. The idea was to start from
Miami, in the southwestern part of the tip of Florida, and to
finish the race at the southern-most point of the US, Key West,
a trip of 160 miles. Three possible forms of transportation
were chosen: a motorboat, a car, and a combination of
transportation. One of the show's hosts, Rutledge Wood, took
the motorboat and his colleague Adam Ferrera took the car
(a 2010 Lotus Evora). Tanner Foust took different kinds of
transportation. His trip involved getting a taxi to the airport
where he flew in a seaplane. Then he rented a scooter.
They set off from Jones Boat Yard on the Miami River...

b Now read about the trips by motorboat and car. Do
you still think your predictions in 3a are right?

, Rutledge
in the motorboat
.,
His trip began in the Miami River. For the first hour there
was a speed limit of 7 miles an hour because of the
enforced no-wake zone in the river. Once the boat passed
through Biscayne Bay and went under the Rickenbacker
Bridge, he entered open water. Rutledge increased the
boat's speed to over 90 miles an hour and made up the time
he lost on the Miami River. Approximately 60 miles from
the finish line, Rutledge was ahead of Adam and Tanner,
but he had to stop for gas if he wanted to reach the finish
line in Key West. In the 15 minutes it took to refuel the boat,
Adam passed Rutledge in the car and took the lead. Once
Rutledge was back on the open water, there were a lot of
big waves, but he was able to pass Adam near Seven Mile
Bridge just outside of Key West. Unfortunately for both
Rutledge and Adam, Tanner flew over both of them in the
seaplane at about the same time. Now Tanner was in the
best position to win. Each racer was only miles from the
finish line in Key West. Who would win?

Adam started off OK. He wasn't driving fast because
he was going the speed limit. However, after an hour,
Adam decided that he was going too slowly. He increased
his speed to 75 miles an hour-20 miles an hour over
the speed limit. As Adam passed through a small town,
he was stopped by the police! They were angry that
Adam was speeding, and it meant that Adam lost many
valuable minutes! Another problem Adam had was that
his GPS was programmed to give directions in Spanish
instead of English. This made finding his way to Key West
difficult. As Adam finally approached Key West, the traffic
was getting worse. He was worried about getting stuck so
close to the finish line. Only three miles to go ...

c Read the two trips again and answer the questions
with R (Rutledge) or A (Adam) .
Who...?
1
went much faster in the later part of his trip
2
did something illegal
3
went more slowly in the later part of his trip
4
had to stop for more gas
5
couldn't understand the directions spoken by
theGPS
6
was in the lead for most of the race

D
D
D
D
D
D

d Look at the highlighted verbs and verb phrases.
With a partner, figure out their meaning from

e

2 9>)) Now listen to what happened to Tanner.
Follow his route on the map.

f

2 10>)) With a partner, write down the order in which
you now think the three people arrived. Now listen to
what happened. What order did they arrive in?

g

> Communication I'm a tourist - can you help me?

A p.104 B p.109.

Glossary
l mile the unit of distance used in the US and the UK(= 1.6
kilometers); 160 miles= 257 kilometers
seaplane an airplane that can take offfrom the water or the land
no-wake zone an area of water where boats must travel slowly to
avoid making waves

Online Practice

m

4 GRAMMAR comparatives and superlatives

6 LISTENING

a Read the sentences. Are the highlighted phrases right or wrong?
Write a check(,/) or an)( next to them and correct the wrong
sentences.

a Read the text and then talk to a partner.

5
6
7

D What's the quicker way to get around Miami?
D Driving is more boring than going by train.
D The boat was almost as fast than the bike.
D West Hollywood is the same distance from Los Angeles as
South Gate.
D There aren't as much trains as there were before on this line.
D It was the more exciting trip I've ever taken.
D The worst time of day to travel in ew York City is between

8

D Women drive more careful than men.

I
2

3
4

7:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.

b ),,- p.136 Grammar Bank 3A. Learn more about comparatives and
superlatives, and practice them.

5 PRONUNCIATION linking

J) Linking

We often link words together in English, especially when we speak
fast. We link words:
1 when a word ends in a consonant sound and the next word begins
with a vowel sound, e.g., more�exciting
2 when a word ends in a consonant sound and the next word begins
with the same consonant sound, e.g., the fastest�train
3 when a word ends in or and the next word begins with or
, e.g., the biggest�dog

a

2 14>)) Listen and repeat the sentences. Try to link the marked
words and copy the rhythm.
1 Riding;i motorcycle,Js more..,exciting than driving.
2 The fastesUrain_,only take�l1),0U(Jlnv half

3 It's more difficult.Jo drive_pt night than during the day.
4 My father's worse_pt.,driving than my mother.
s The most.J::langerous roacl_jn my towrus the freeway.

b Talk to a partner. For each group of three things compare them
using the bold adjective, i.e., for 1 decide which is the most
dangerous, and then compare the other two. Say why.
dangerous: riding a bike; riding a motorcycle; driving
2 easy: learning to drive; learning to ride a bike; learning to ride
a horse
3 relaxing: flying; traveling by train; driving
4 difficult: sleeping on a train; sleeping in a plane; sleeping
on a bus
5 boring: being stuck in a traffic jam; waiting at an airport;
waiting for a bus
I think riding a bike is the most dangerous because

--

sometimes drivers don't notice bike riders. Riding
a motorcycle is more dangerous than driving.

Which of these things do you(or people you
know) do when you are driving?
2 Which do you think are the most
dangerous? Number them l-3(I = the most
dangerous).
3 Which one do you think is the least
dangerous?
b

2 15>)) Now listen to a safety expert.
umber the activities 1-7. Were your top
three right?

c Listen again for more information about
each activity and why it is dangerous.

Which of these things
is the most (and least)

dangerous
when you're driving a car?

7 SPEAKING
a Look at the statements below and decide
whether you agree or disagree. Check (I')
the ones you agree with and put an X next
to the ones you disagree with. Think about
your reasons.
Slow drivers cause more accidents than
fast drivers.

People who drink and drive should lose

A car magazine tested drivers in a driving
simulator. The drivers had to drive in the
simulator and do the things in the list below.

&
&

Lt

&
&
&
&

their driver's license for life.

Speed cameras do not stop accidents.
Drivers who are over 70 are as dangerous as

Eating or drinking

young drivers.

Talking on a cell phone (not hands free)

Bike riders should have to wear helmets.

Setting or adjusting a GPS

The minimum age for riding a motorcycle

Listening to your favorite music

should be 25.

Listening to music you don't know

The speed limit on freeways should be lower.

Sending or receiving text messages
Doing your hair or putting on makeup

b In groups, give your opinions about each
statement. Try to use expressions from the
box. Do you agree?

j) Agreeing and disagreeing
I agree I don't agree

I

with this.
with Juan.

I think I don't think

j you're

I completely I totally

j agree.

that's

right.

disagree.

8 WRITING

> p.115 Writing An article for a

magazine. Write a magazine article about
transportation in your town or city.

9

2 16>))

SONG 500 fvliles /J

Online Practice

--

G articles: a I an, the, no article
V collocation: verbs I adjectives+ prepositions
P /�, sentence stress, /?J� or /?Jif?

1 READING & SPEAKING
a In pairs, answer the questions.
1 Are you a talkative or a quiet person?
2 Who is...?
a the most talkative person in your family
b the most talkative person you know
3 Do you think that, generally speaking, women are
more talkative than men?
4 What topics do ... ?
a men talk about more than women
b women talk about more than men
b Look at the definition of stereotype. Then A read the article
Men talkjust as much as women and Bread the article
Gossip with the girls? Find answers to questions 1-4.
stereotype stcri;n"'IP' noun a fixed idea about a particular type
ofperson or thing, which is ofren not true in reality.),- stereotype
verb In advertisements, women are often stereotyped as housewives.

What was the stereotype that the researchers wanted
to investigate?
2 Where was the research done?
3 How was the research done?
4 What did the research show?
c In pairs, tell each other about your article, using
questions 1-4 to help you.
d Now read both articles again and look at the highlighted
words and phrases, which are commonly used in articles
about research. Match them with definitions 1-10.

-

1 In fact
adverb really
verb make less
2
3 ____ usually do it
4
adverb a little bit
linking word used to connect or contrast
5
two facts
verb say that something is true
6
7
as said or shown by somebody
8
verb include several different things in
addition to the ones mentioned
adverb nearly
9
not completely believed, doubted
10
e Which of the two pieces of research do you think is ...?
1 more credible
2 more important

3 more surprising

Do you think
women talk more
than men?

Men talk just as
much as lVomen can it really be true?

R

esearch by psychologists at the University of
Arizona has shown that the stereotype that
women talk more than men may not be true. In
the study, hundreds of college students were fitted
with recorders, and the total number of words they
used during the day was then counted.
The results, published in the New Scientist, showed that
women speak about 16,000 words a day and men speak
only slightly fewer. In fact, the four most talkative people
in the study were all men.
Professor Matthias Mehl, who was in charge of the
research, said that he and his colleagues had expected to
find that women were more talkative.

GOSSIP WITH THE
GIRLS? JUST PICK ANY

ONE OF FORTY SUBJECTS

W

omen are experts at gossiping - and they often
talk about trivial things, or at least that's what
men have always thought. However according to
research done by Professor Petra Boynton, a psychologist
at University College London,
when women talk to women their
conversations are not trivial at all, and
cover many more topics (up to 40) than
when men talk to other men.
Women's conversations range from
health to their houses, from politics to
fashion, from movies to family, from
education to relationship problems.
Almost everything, in fact, except
soccer. Men tend to talk about fewer
subjects, the most popular being work,
sports, jokes, cars, and women.

2 GRAMMAR articles: a I an, the, no article
a Complete 1-4 with a/ an, the, or - (no article).
l "Have you heard this joke? __ hamburger and __ French fry
walk into a coffee shop. __ waitress says, "I'm sorry. We don't
serve
food here."
2 "I just read __ article on __ Internet about how eating __
strawberries makes you look younger. .. "
3 "I'm sure there's something wrong between us because we never
go out to __ dinner or to __ movies anymore."
4 "Did you watch __ game __ last night? I can't believe that __
referee didn't see that it was __ penalty ... "
b According to the article Gossip with the Birls?, who do you think
would probably say 1-4, a man or a woman?
However, they had been skeptical of the
common belief that women use three times as
many words as men. This idea became popular
after the publication of a book called The
Female Brain (2006) whose author, Louann
Brizendine, claimed that "a woman uses about
20,000 words per day, whereas a man uses
about 7,000."
Professor Mehl accepts that many people will
find the results difficult to believe. However, he
thinks that this research is important because
the stereotype, that women talk too much and
men keep quiet, is bad not only for women but
. also for men. "It says that to be a good male, it's
better not to talk - that silence is golden."

Professor Boynton interviewed over 1,000
women for her study. She also found that women
move quickly from one subject to another in
conversation, whereas men usually stick to one
subject for longer periods of time.
Professor Boynton also says that men and women
talk for different reasons. In social situations,
women use conversation to solve problems and
reduce stress, while men talk to each other to
laugh or to exchange opinions.

c

> p.137 Grammar Bank 38. Learn more about articles and
practice them.

3 PRONUNCIATION

Id/, sentence stress, /o-;J/ or /oil?
20>)) Listen and repeat the sound and words.

a

a about anniversary complain credible
problem talkative usually woman
b

2 21>)) Listen and repeat the sentences. Then practice saying
them with the /d/ sound .
1
2
3
4
5

c

What are we �ing to have for lunch today?
I'd like to see a good movie tonight.
Please stop complaining about the weather.
The Woman in the kitchen is very talkative.
There's a problem with the computer.

�22>)) Listen and underline five phrases where the is pronounced
/oi/ (not /od/). W hy does the pronunciation change?
the movies the end the other day the world the sun
the Internet the kitchen the answer the Earth

4 SPEAKING
Prove that the research in Gossip with the Birls? is w rong!
Work in pairs or small groups.
If you're a woman, try to talk for two minutes about:
soccer cars computers
If you're a man, try to talk for two minutes about:
fashion shopping your family

Online Practice

--

5 READING & LISTENING
a Do you think it is a stereotype that women are better
than men at taking care of small children? Do you
know any men who stay at home and take care of their
children? How do they manage?

d

2 23 >)) Listen to two men talking in the park
about the book and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false).

b Look at an illustration based on a new book about
taking care of young children. Can you name some of
the things in the picture?

1
2
3
4
5

c Read the beginning of an article about the book. Why
did Neil Sinclair write it? In what way is it different
from other books about raising children?

Miranda is older than Stephen.
Miranda's father slept badly the night before.
Stephen's father recommends sleeping pills.
Stephen's father hasn't read Commando Dad.
He likes the website because he enjoys reading about
ocher men's experiences.
6 Stephen's father really likes the book because it helps
him and makes him laugh.
7 In Commando Dad, BT means Baby Trooper and Base
Camp means the kitchen.
8 The author of Commando Dad thinks that women are
only better than men when the baby is small.
e Listen again and correct the wrong information.
f Do you think it's a good idea to have a book and a
website on childcare especially for men?
Why (not)?

When he left the army, Sinclair and his wife agreed
that he would stay at home and take care of the baby,
while his wife went back to work.
"I have done a lot of crazy things, but when I put
that baby down I thought: I have a tiny baby, and he is
crying. What does he want? What does he need? I did
not know. It was one of the most difficult days of my
life."
It was at that moment that Sinclair had an idea.
"I found myself thinking how much easier life would
be if I had a basic training manual for my baby, like
the manual you get when you join the army. I realized

that somebody needed to write such a manual,
and who better to write it than me? I had been a
commando, but I was now a stay-at-home dad. I was
the man for the Job."
His book, Commando Dad: Ba.sic Training, is a set
of instructions that explains with military precision
and diagrams how new fathers should approach the
first three years of their child's life to become a
first-rate father.
Adapted from The Times

Glossary
commando noun one of a group of soldiers who are rrained to make
quick attacks in enemy areas
stay-at-home dad noun a man who stays at home and takes care of the
children while his wife goes to work

6 SPEAKING
a

MEN&WOMEN
stereotypes or true?

2 24>)) Listen to someone talking about
men and women, and fill in the blanks.
I think women worry
"Generally
more about their appearance than men.
They
to spend hours choosing
what to wear, doing their hair, and putting
on makeup. Women are also ___
better at making themselves look more
attractive. But I think that in
men
are more worried than women about their
body image. They feel more insecure about
their hair, for instance, especially when
they're going bald."

• Women worry more about their appearance than men.
• Women spend more time than men on social networking
sites.
• Men talk more about things; women talk more about people.
• Men are more interested than women in gadgets like
phones and tablets.
• Women are better at multitasking than men.
• Men find it more difficult than women to talk to their
friends or family if they have a problem.
• Women spend more time than men talking about
celebrities and their lifestyles.
• Men are more interested than women in power.
• Women are less interested in sports than men.
• Men worry more about their health than women.

b In small groups discuss if the statements
about men and women are stereotypes or
true. Try to use the highlighted expressions
for generalizing from a.

7 VOCABULARY

collocation: verbs I adjectives + prepositions

a Cover the statements above. Can you remember the missing
prepositions?
Men worry more_ their health than women.
2 Women are better_ multitasking than men.
3 Men are more interested than women_ power.

>- p.156 Vocabulary Bank Dependent prepositions.
J) When are prepositions stressed?

b

Prepositions are usually only stressed when they are the
last word, e.g., in a question. Compare:
We need to talk about our vacation.
What are you talking about?

Freddie is afraid of flying.
What are you afraid of?
c Complete the questions with a preposition.
1 When you're with friends of the same sex, what do you usually
talk
?
2 Are there any sports or games that you're good_?
3 Is there anything you're really looking forward_?
4 Who in your family are you closest_?
5 What kind of movies are you interested_?
6 Are there any animals or insects that you're afraid_?
7 What's your town famous_?
8 Are there any superstitions that you believe_?
d

·-

2 27>)) Listen and check. Then ask and answer the questions with
a partner.

Online Practice

A difficult celebrity
!E�

ROB'S INTERVIEW

2 � GIVING OPINIONS
a

29>)) Watch or listen to the conversation at lunch. What do they
disagree about?

b Watch or listen again. Answer the questions.
What does Kerri th ink about...?
a the waiters in New York City compared to London
b people in New York City compared to London
2 Who agrees with Kerri? Who disagrees? What do they think?
3 Who calls Rob? What about?

a

2 28 >)) Watch or listen to Rob interviewing
Kerri. What is she happy/ not happy to talk
about?

b Watch or listen again. Mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false). Correct the F sentences.
1 Kerri's song is about love.
2 Kerri plays in a band.
3 She used to go out with a member of
the band.
4 Only one of her parents was a musician.
5 Kerri started playing the guitar when she
was six.
6 Her new album is very different from the
previous ones.
7 She's been recording and touring recently.
8 She's going to give a big concert in
New York City.

-

c

�30>)) Look at some extracts from the
conversation. Can you remember any of the
missing words? Watch or listen and check.
1

Kerri
Don

Kerri
Don
2

Don

Kerri

Jenny
Kerri

d

� A SURPRISE FOR KERRI
a

�32>)) Watch or listen to the end of the lunch.
Why is Kerri surprised?

, I think people in London
are a lot more easygoing. London's
just not as hectic as New York.
Sure, we all like peace and quiet.
New York is
But in my
possibly... well, no, is definitely the
greatest city in the world.
Don't you
?
I definitely prefer
To be
London.
Come on, Rob. You've lived in both.
?
What do you
OK, I
London has its
own peculiar charm. But if you __
me, nothing compares with a city
like New York. The whole world is
here!
But that's the problem. It's too
big. There are too many people.
Everybody's so stressed out. And
nobody has any time for you.
I don't think that's
Kerri.
New Yorkers are very friendly.
Oh
they can sound
friendly with all that "Have a nice
day" stuff.

C31 >)) Watch or listen and repeat the
highlighted phrases. Copy the rhythm and
intonation.

O American and British EngUsh

cell phone= American English
mobile phone = British English

b Watch or listen again and complete the information.
1 Kerri thinks the waitress is friendly when they leave because
Don .. .
2 Jenny is worried because she thinks Rob ...

e Practice the dialogues in c with a partner.
f - In small groups, practice giving
opinions. Discuss the following sentences.
- The best place to live is in a big city.
- Riding a bike is the most practical way to
get around big cities.
- You only get good service in expensive
restaurants.
- It's irritating when people in stores or
restaurants say Have a nice day!

3 Kerri thinks that the taxi driver is very. . .
c Look at the Social English phrases. Can you remember any of
the missing words?
Social English phrases
Jenny Did you ___ what you said in the restaurant, Rob?
that... you seemed homesick in there.
Jenny It's
on a minute.
Rob Oh,
Rob Our taxi's come ___
Kerri That was so ___ of him!
d

�33>)) Watch or listen and complete the phrases.

e Watch or listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say
them in your language?
Can you •..?

D
D

D

interview someone or be interviewed
give your opinion about something
agree or disagree with other people's opinions

Online Practice

G can, could, be able to
V -ed I -ing adjectives
P sentence stress

1 GRAMMAR can, could, be able to
a Ifatfirstyou don't succeed, try, try, try aeain is a
well-known saying. What does it mean?

b More recently other people
have invented different ways
of continuing the saying.
Which one do you like best?

No,l've
never been able
to learn a foreign
language.

never

I've
been ble to...

If at first you don't succeed,
... give up
...blame your parents
...destroy all the evidence that you tried
...do it the way your mother told you to
...skydiving is not for you

c Look at the definition of be able to. What other verb is
it similar to?
be ..... to (do something) to have the ability, opporcunity, time,
etc., to do something: WiUyou be ab� 10 comL 10 IM meetin9 next weele?
d Read about three people who have tried (but failed) to
learn something, and complete the texts with A-G.
A I was able to
B Not being able to
C I just wasn't able to
D I will never be able to
E I would suddenly be able to
F I've always wanted to be able to
G we would never be able to
e Read the article again. Why did they have problems?
Have they completely given up trying? Have you ever
tried to learn something and given up? Why?
f Look at phrases A-G again. What tense or form is
be able to in each one? What tenses or forms does
can have?
g ),- p.138 Grammar Bank 4A. Learn more about can,
could, and be able to, and practice them.

-

h ),- Communication Guess the sentence A p.105
Bp.109.

I

really wanted to learn. Maybe it was because of that
scene In one of the very first James Bond movies, where a
beautiful actress comes out of the ocean looking fabulous,
with oxygen tanks on her back - I could see myself looking
just like her. So, two years ago I booked a vacation that
included a week-long Intensive course. On the first day of
the course, I was Incredibly excited. First, we had two hours
of theory, and then we went Into the ocean to put it into
practice. But as soon as I went under the water, I discovered
do it. After
that I suffered from claustrophobia. 1
about half an hour I gave up. Every evening for the rest of
my vacation I had to listen to my scuba-diving classmates
talking about all the wonderful things they had seen that
day on their diving excursions. 2
Join in the
conversation was very frustrating.
I still love swimming and snorkeling, but I think that I have to
accept that 3
scuba dive.
Bea,IMUS

n5��
�

irLanguage

2 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress
a

2 36 >)) Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the
rhythm.
1 I'd love to be able to ski.

2 we won't be able to

come.

3 I've never been able to swim
4

b

.
She hates not being able to drive.

2 37 >)) Listen again. Make new sentences with the
verbs or verb phrases you hear.

0

>)) I'd love to be able to ski. Ride a horse
When I was working in
Ecuador there were free classes, so I joined.
do
After about ten hours of classes'
the basic steps, but I was exercising like a robot! I didn't give up,
but soon everyone in the class was exercising, and I was Just
slowly moving from side to side and counting out loud "one,
two, three, four." It was a little embarrassing. I was sure that one
day 5
do it - but that never happened. I can
still remember the first two steps, and I still try to exercis when I
hear a music - as long as nobody is watching!

love to be able to ride a horse.

>)) We won't be able to come. Park

0e won't be able to park.

3 SPEAKING
a Look at the topics. Choose two or three and think
about what you could say for them.

Sean, Canada

Something you've tried to learn, but have never been
able to do well.
Something you learned to do after a lot of effort.
Something you can do, but you'd like to be able to

I

love manga - Japanese comics - and I tried to learn Japanese,
but I found it incredibly difficult, and I gave up after two years.
I think Asian languages, which have symbols instead of words,
are extremely hard to learn for people who are more used to
Roman letters. Also my teacher, a Japanese woman, didn't speak
Spanish very well, which didn't help! She was a very charming
woman, but she was a little disappointed with us, and you could
learn. However,
see that she thought that 7
one day she invited us to dinner and gave us some delicious
traditional Japanese food, and since then I often go to Japanese
restaurants. So I learned to love the food, if not to speak the
langua�e!
Joaquin, Argentina

do better.
Something new that you would like to be able to do.
Something you are learning to do and that you hope you'll
soon be able to do well.
Something you think all young people should be able to do
before they leave school.

b Work with a partner. Tell him/ her about the things
you chose in a. Give reasons or explanations for
each one.
{ '.'�';_.never been able to ski, and now I don't think I'll ever learn.
ays wanted to learn, but I don't live near mountains ...
�

Online Practice

m

4 VOCABULARY -ed I -ing adjectives

5 READING & SPEAKING
a Do you know anybody who speaks more than two
languages? Which languages do they speak? How did
they learn?
b

2 39 >)) You are going to read an article about Alex Rawlings,
who speaks 11 languages. Before you read, match the
languages below with words 1-11. Then listen and check.

D English
D Spanish

[I] Afrikaans
Catalan

D

D Greek
D Russian
D French
D Italian

D German
D Dutch
D Hebrew

c Read the article. Which language(s) . . . ?
1
2
3
4
S
6
7

a Look at the photo. Complete the sentences with
bored or borinB.
The movie was ___
2 The audience was ___

J) -ed and -ing adjectives

Many adjectives for feelings have two possible
forms, either ending in -ed or in -ing, e.g.,
frustrated and frustrating.
We use the adjective ending in -ed for the person
who has the feeling (I was very frustrated that I
couldn't scuba dive.). We use the adjective ending
in -ing for a person or situation that produces the
feeling (I couldn't join in the conversation, which
was very frustrating.).

b Read the information box. Then complete the
adjectives with -ed or -inB·
1 What do you think is the most excit_ sport
to watch?
2 What's the most amaz_ scenery you've
ever seen?
3 What music do you listen to if you feel
depress_?
4 Have you ever been disappoint_ by a
birthday present?
S Which do you find more tir_, speaking
English or listening to English?
6 What's the most embarrass_ thing that's
ever happened to you?
7 Are you scare_ of spiders?
8 Do you feel very tir_ in the morning?
9 Who's the most bor_ person you know?
10 Do you ever get frustrat_ by technology?
c

2 38>)) Listen and check. Underline the stressed
syllable in the adjectives.

-·

d Ask and answer the questions in pairs. Ask for
more information.

did he learn as a child
is be srudying in college
does he like best
is he planning to learn next
did he wish he had been able to speak when he was a child
was the first one he taught himself
did he find the most difficult
�l .

1

�

He's only 20, •
but he can speak
eleven languages

I

n a competition run by a dictionary publisher,
college student Alex Rawlings was named the
most multilingual student.
The German and Russian student, who is only 20 years
old, can speak 11 languages fluently. In a video for a news
website, he demonstrated his skills by speaking in all of
them, changing quickly from one to another. Rawlings said
that winning the competition was "a bit of a shock.ft He
explained, "I saw the competition advertised, and I heard
something about a free iPad. I never imagined that it would
generate this amount of media attention.M
As a child, Rawlings' mother, who is half Greek, used to
speak to him in English, Greek, and French, and he often
visited his family in Greece.
He said that he has always been interested in languages.
"My dad worked in Japan for four years, and I was always
frustrated that I couldn't speak to the kids because of the
language barrier.ft After visiting Holland at the age of 14, he
decided to learn Dutch with CDs and books. "When I went
back I could talk to people. It was great.ft
He taught himself many of the languages with Mteach
yourseW books, but also by watching movies, listening to
music, and traveling to the countries themselves.

d Look at the highlighted words and phrases related to
language learning, and figure out their meaning from
the comext. Then ask and answer the questions with
a partner.
Can you or anyone in your family speak another
language fluently?
2 Do you know any basic phrases in any other
languages?
3 Do you have a personal link to another country or
language? Why?
4 Have you ever traveled to another country and felt that
there was a real language barrier?
S What other languages would you like to be able to
speak? Why?

e Read the grammar information box. Then complete
1-5 with a reflexive pronoun.

fl) Reflexive pronouns

He taught himself many of the languages with "teach
yourself" books.
We use reflexive pronouns (myself. yourself. himself.
herself. itself. ourselves, yourselves, themselves) when
the object of a verb is the same as the subject, e.g., He
taught himself Russian. = He was his own teacher.

We also use reflexive pronouns to emphasize the subject
of an action, e.g., We painted the kitchen ourselves.

2
3
4
S

on new vocabulary. It's a good
I always test
way to remember it.
. It took him
My uncle built the house
three years.
on and off.
This light is automatic. It turns
? Good job!
Did you fix the computer
My sister's so vain! Everytime she passes a mirror, she
in it!
looks at

6 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a

2 40 >)) You're going to listen to six advanced students
of English giving a tip that has helped them to learn.
Listen once and complete their tip. Then compare your
notes with a partner.
TIP 1: Change the language to English on all
you have, for example on
the
your ___, or_, or ___.
TIP 2: Do things that you ___
___ , but in English.
TIP 3: Try to find an English-speaking

j

ln

.::.

j

Of all the languages he speaks, Rawlings says that
Russian, which he has been learning for a year and a
half, is the hardest. He said, "There seem to be more
exceptions than rules!" He added, "I especially like
Greek because I think it's beautiful and, because of my
mother, I have a strong personal link to the country and
to the language."
"Everyone should learn languages, especially if they
travel abroad. If you make the effort to learn even the
most basic phrases wherever you go, it instantly shows
the person you're speaking to that you respect his or
her culture. Going around speaking English loudly and
getting frustrated with people is tactless and rude."
The next language Rawlings hopes to learn is Arabic,
but •only once I've finished my degree and got some
more time on my hands. For now I need to concentrate on
my German and Russian, so I can prepare for my finals."
Glossary
Afrikaans a language that has developed from Dutch,
spoken in South Africa
Catalan a language spoken in parts of northern Spain and
southern France
finals the last exams that students take in college

or ___.
TIP 4: Get a ______ app for
your phone.
TIP 5: Book yourself a ___ in
an ______ ___.
TIP 6: Listen to as many ___ as
possible in English, and then
______ ___ them.

b Listen again. Try to add more details about each tip.
c Talk to a partner.
• Do you already do any of these things?
• Which do you think is the best tip?
• Which tip could you easily put into practice? Try it!
• What other things do you do to improve your English
outside class (e.g., visit chat websites, listen to
audio books)?

Online Practice
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G modals of obligation: must, have to, should
Vphonelanguage
P silent consonants, linking

phone language
a

2 GRAMMAR

modals of obligation: must, have to, should

41 >)) Listen and match the
phone sentences with the sounds.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

D He's dialing a number.
D She's texting / messaging a friend.
D She just hung up.
D She's choosing a new ringtone.
D He's calling back.
D She left a message on his voicemail.
D The line's busy.

b Can you explain what these are?
Skype a screensaver silent I vibrate mode
quiet zones instant messaging

a Read the extract from Debrett's guide to cell phone
etiquette. Then talk to a partner about questions 1-4.
Do you agree with what Debrett's says?
2 Do you ever do any of these things?
3 Are they a problem where you live?
4 Are there any other things people do with their phones that
annoy you?

•1

....-:.rett's, a well-�own publish«, has been prnducing
�;i�es on how people should behave since the 1900s,
including Debrett's Etiquette and Modern Manners and The
English Gentleman. Nowadays it still offers advice on what
(and what not) to do in social situations.

tic,

c Use the questionnaire to interview another
student. Ask for more information.

DE BRETT'S

YOU AND YOUR PHONE

Cl

CJ

Would you like to get a new one?
Why (not)?

Cl What ringtone do you have?
What do you use your phone for (apart
Cl from
talking)?
CJ

CJ

-

guide to

What brand is your phone? How long
have you had it?

Where and when do you usually turn off
your cell phone?
Have you ever... ?
• lost your phone
• sent a message to the wrong person
• forgotten to turn your phone off
(with embarrassing consequences)

cell phone etiquette
1

T/1i11k what your ringtone says about you
If you're sometimes embarrassed by your ringtone. it's
almost certainly the wrong one and you should change it.

2

When in doubt, use silent or vibrate mode
It may surprise your companions when you suddenly
answer an invisible, silent phone, but at least they won't
have to listen to your ringtone.

3 Take notice of
- who is around .vou

Make sure your conversation is not disturbing other people.
Intimate conversations are never appropriate in front
of others.

3 PRONUNCIATION &
SPEAKING

silent consonants, linking

a Each of the words in the list has a silent
consonant or consonants. With a partner,
cross out the silent letters.
sho'-'d talk wrong listen half dishonest
knowledge design whole rhy thm doubt
foreign calm island

b Read the text again. Match the highlighted phrases
with their meaning. Two of the phrases match the
same meaning.
A
B
C
D
c

You don't need to do this. It isn't necessary.
Don't do this. It isn't allowed/ permitted.
It's necessary or required to do this.
It's a good idea to do this.

> p.139 Grammar Bank 48. Learn more about must,
have to, and should, and practice them.

b �46 >)) Listen and check.
c

47 >)) Listen and repeat the sentences.
Try to copy the rhythm and to link the
marked words.
1 You must turn_off your phone_pv
plane.
2 You shouldJ)nly call hirT\Jl'\JII\....
emergency.

4 Respect quiet zones
You must not use your phone in quiet zones on trains or in
hotels. That is the reason why they exist.

5 Never shout
Your phone is not a megaphone. You don't have to shout.
And don't shout because you think reception is poor. It
won't make any difference.

6 People with you deserve more attention

than those at the end of a phone

Wherever possible, turn off your phone in social situations
and at mealtimes, or put it on vibrate. If you have to keep
your phone on because you are expecting an important call,
apologize in advance.

7 Don't continue on with phone conversations

when you are in the middle of soniethinR else

This is especially true if you are in banks, stores, etc. It is
insulting not to give the people who are serving you your
full attention.

8 Think about where yo11 arc rnlli11gfrcm1
Don't make (or receive) calls in inappropriate places. Put
your phone on vibrate in meetings, movies, etc. If you
must take a call in the car, use a hands-free set.
Adepmd from Debrett's Modern Manners

3 we have to leavEuiuleven.
4 You must notJ>peru>ther people'�
emails.

s You shouldn'Ualk loudly Ol'\JI cell
phone.

d Read the definition of manners. Then
make sentences using should/ shouldn't for
something that you think is a question of
manners, and with must/ must not/ have to
for something that is a law or rule.
manners fmren-;,r"l} pl noun a way ofbehaving that is
considered acceptable in your country or culture

• turn off your phone in a theater
• talk loudly on your phone in public
• send text messages when you ore
driving
• reply to a message on your phone
while you ore talking to somebody
face-to-face
• ploy noisy games on a phone in public
• use your phone at a gos station
• video people on your phone without
their permission
• set your phone to silent mode on a train
• send or receive texts at the movies
• turn off your phone on a plane during
toke-off and landing

Online Practice

m

4 READING

c Find words or phrases in the article that mean ...

a Imagine that you have been invited to visit your
partner's family. Think of three things that you feel
would be bad manners to do.
b Read the article. Did Heidi do any of chose things?
What did she do wrong (according to Mrs. Bourne)?
Whose side would you take?

News online

Two sides to every story
By NEWS ONLINE Reporter

Everyone knows it can be difficult to get along with your in-laws,
but for 29-year-old Heidi Withers, it may now be impossible.
Heidi was invited to spend the weekend with her fiance Freddie's
family at their house. But soon after they returned home, Heidi
received a very nasty email from Carolyn Bourne, Freddie's
stepmother, criticizing her manners.

2
3
4
S
6
7

____ noun a man to whom you are going to
be married
____ adjunpleasanc
verb saying what is bad or wrong with
somebody or something
____ noun not having enough of something
noun a person who you invite to your house
____ noun a person who receives a visitor
____ verb sent an email or message you received
to another person

ft) should have

We use should have to talk about something that
happened in the past that you think was wrong, e.g., You
should have written me a thank-you letter. = you didn't
write to me. I think this was wrong.

d Now read some of the comments chat were posted on
the Internet. Write H next to the ones that support
Heidi and C next to the ones that support Carolyn.
1 Mrs. Bourne says Heidi should have sent a handwritten
thank-you note... however, she sends this letter by email!
We are in the 21st century. Nobody sends handwritten
letters anymore. 07/13/2011 6:52 p.m.
2 Why do we hear nothing about Freddie's role in all this?
Why didn't he prepare Heidi? He must know what his
stepmother is like. He could also have prepared his
family by telling them about any eating problems his
friend has. 07/13/2011 4:25 p.m.
3 The email was a private communication. I don't think
Heidi should have sent it on to her friends. It makes
me think that Mrs. Bourne might be right about her bad
manners. 07/13/2011 12:40 p.m.

Here are a few examples of your lack of manners:
• When you are a guest in another person's house, you
should not declare what you will and will not eat - unless

you are allergic to something.

• You should not say that you do not have enough food.
• You should not start before everyone else.
• You should not take extra helpings without being invited to

by your host.

• You should not lie in bed until late morning.
• You should have sent a handwritten note after the visit.

You have never written to thank me when you have stayed.

Heidi was shocked, and immediately sent the email on to
some of her close friends. Surprised and amused, the friends
forwarded it to other people, and soon the email had been
posted on several websites, with thousands of people writing
comments about the mother-in-law.

•

Adapted from the Daily Mall website

4 The stepmother seems to be extremely jealous of Heidi.
Maybe she wants to keep Freddie all to herself. If I were
Heidi, I would leave him. 0111212011 10:15 a.m.
S The mother-in-law may have a few good points, but she
should have spoken to Heidi face-to-face, and not sent
her an email. 07/11/20116:50 p.m.
6 I think that the one with the extremely bad manners is
Mrs. Bourne. 0111112011 2:10 p.m.
7 Mrs. Bourne, I agree with every word you say. Young
people just don't have any manners nowadays. I hope
Freddie comes to his senses and finds someone better.
07/11/2011 9:48 a.m.

e Write your own comment. Then compare with a
partner. Do you agree?
f � Communication The big day p.105. Read about what
Heidi and Freddie did next.

5 LISTENING
a

6 SPEAKING

2 48>)) Listen to Caroline Halloran, who
is meeting Jason Win, talking about the
differences between Burmese manners and
American manners. What was their problem
when they first met? How have they managed
to solve their differences about manners?

In groups, talk about each thing in the Good Manners? questionnaire.
Do you think it's good manners, bad manners, or not important /
not necessary. Why?
I think it's very rude to criticize the ')
food if you are in somebody's ho�
( I think it depends. It's OK if you know the person
well or if it's a member of your family...

";::!!

b Listen again and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false).

2

3
4
5
6
7

Jason thought Caroline was rude when she
asked him to hang out with her.
In Burma it's OK to spend time alone with
someone at the beginning of a romantic
relationship.
Burmese culture is not as open as American
culture is.
Jason wrote long responses to Caroline's
Facebook romantic posts.
Caroline wants Jason to stop bragging about
their relationship co his friends and family.
Jason sometimes gees confused about good
and bad manners in the US.
Caroline and Jason don't argue about
manners anymore.

c What would people from your country do in
these situations?

O
O
O

use more formal language
when speaking to an
older person
bow to a woman when you
meet her for the first time
use your partner's
parents' first names

MEN AND WOMEN A MAN'S ROLE...

O

O

D

pay for the meal on a
first meeting
wait for a woman to go
through the door first
accompany a
woman home

7

49>))

SONG You Can't Hurry Love�

WHEN YOU ARE INVITED TO
SOMEBODY'S HOUSE ...

D

O
O
O

criticize the food (e.g., if it is too
cold, salty, etc.)
take a present
write an email to say thank you
arrive more than ten minutes late
for lunch or dinner

WHEN YOU ARE HAVING A
MEAL WITH FRIENDS IN A
RESTAURANT...

O
O
O

leave your cell phone on silent on
the table in front of you
answer or send a text or message
make a phone call

ON SOCIAL NETWORKING
SITES...

D
D
O

post a private message or
conversation on an Internet site
post an embarrassing photo
or video clip of a friend without
asking his or her permission
post all the details of your break
up with a partner

Online Practice
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GRAMMAR

b Complete the compound nouns.

Qa,b,or c.

l I walk to work. It's ___ than driving.
a healthyer b as healthy c healthier
2 Riding a bike isn't ___ people think.
a as dangerous as b as dangerous than
c so dangerous than
3 This is ___ time of day for traffic jams.
a the most bad b the worse c the worst
4 My wife is a much safer driver than ___.
a I b me c my
5 W hat ___ beautiful day!
a a b - c an
6 I never drink coffee after
dinner.
a - b the c an
7 ___ are usually good language learners.
a The women b Women c Woman
8 We've decided to visit Peru ___.
a the next summer b next summer
c the summer next
9 We won't ___ come to the party.
a can b be able c be able to
IO When he was five he ___ already swim.
a can b could c was able
11 My mother has never ___ cook well.
a been able to b could c be able to
12 Entrance is free. You ___ pay anything.
a don't have to b must not c shouldn't
13 l '11 ___ work harder i fl want to pass.
a must b should c have to
14 r don't think I ___ have a dessert. I've
already eaten too much!
a must b should c have to
15 You ___ turn on your phone until the
plane has landed.
a don't have to b must not c shouldn't

VOCABULARY
a Complete with a preposition.

-

I
2
3
4
S

We arrived
Vancouver at 5:30.
I apologized ___ being late.
I'm not very interested ___ horror movies.
My son is good ___ speaking languages.
This song reminds me ___ my vacation.

c

Slow down! The speed ___ on this road is 55 mph, not 65 mph.
2 I won't start the car until you have all put on your seat ___.
3 It's not a good town for bike riders -there are very few
bicycle ___.
4 Try to avoid using the subway during ___ hour - between 8:00
and 9:30 in the morning.
5 There's a taxi.____
·
right next to the train station.
Complete with the right word.

1 We were late because we got s ___ in a terrible traffic jam.
2 I'm moving into a new apartment next week. I've rented av___
so that I can take all my things there.
3 The next train to New Haven is now waiting at pl___ 5.
4 We're going to s___ off early because we want ro get to the
hotel before it gets dark.
5 How long does it t___ to get from here to the airport?

d Qche right adjective.
1
2
3
4
5

The game ended 0-0. lt was really bored/ borinB.
It was the most amazed/ amazinB experience I've ever had.
We're very excited/ excitinB about our vacation!
I'm a little disappointed/ disappointinB with my exam results.
This show is too depressed/ depressinB. Turn it off.

I
2
3
4
5

I'm not in right now. Please I___ a message.
The line's b ___. Please hold.
l was in the middle of talking to him, and he just h___ up!
I love the scr ___ on your phone. ls it a photo of your kids?
I hate it when people have really loud r___ on their cell phones!

e Complete the missing words.

PRONUNCIATION
a Qthe word with a different sound.

:4wt
GY'

I�

5
�

language

want

manners

traffic

the moon

the sun

the beginning

watch

ch eap

machine

each

should

crash

permission

goss ip

change

message

arg ue

apologize

the end

b Underline the stressed syllable.
3 pejdesjtrijan 5 emlbarr!assling
l freejway
2 disja!ppointled 4 vijbrate

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?
a Read the article once. What kind of concert was it?
What happened?

Turn it off!

Something historic happened at
the New York Philharmonic on
the evening of January 10, 2012,
about an hour into Mahler's Ninth
Symphony. During the beautiful
fourth movement. an audience
member's cell phone loudly rang.
And rang. And rang again. It was the kind of marimba riff we've
all heard on the street from a stranger's phone.
From my seat in Row L, I could see the horrified discomfort of
the other audience members from their body language. We all
wondered whether the conductor Alan Gilbert would react. and
how. Suddenly there was silence. The orchestra had stopped
playing. Mr. Gilbert had halted the performance. He turned to
the man, who was seated in the front row, and said:
"Are you going to turn it off? Will you do that?"
There was some "discussion" between the conductor and the
cell phone owner, but we couldn't hear it.
In the Avery Fisher Hall. many members of the audience stood
and demanded that the man leave the hall. They were so furious
that I could have imagined them dragging him from his seat on
to the stage, tying him to a stake, and setting him alight!
When the "power off" button on the man's phone had finally
been located and put to use, Mr. Gilbert turned to the audience.
"Usually, when there's a disturbance like this. it's best to ignore
it." he said. "But this time I could not allow it."
The audience applauded as if Mahler himself, the orchestra's
conductor from 1909 to 1911, had suddenly been resurrected
onstage. Mr. Gilbert neither smiled nor acknowledged the
cheers. Instead he turned to the orchestra, instructing the
players to resume, several bars back from the point at which
he had stopped the performance. Just before, he raised his
baton and turned again to the audience and said. this time
with a smile, "We'll start again." A few seconds later, the fourth
movement resumed.
Mr. Gilbert's brave decision that night brought new music to
the Philharmonic.

b Read the text again and answer the questions.

2
3
4
5
6

In what part of the symphony did the phone ring?
What kind of ringtone was it?
Did the owner turn it off immediately?
How did the audience react a) to the phone ringing,
and b) to what the conductor did?
Did the audience really drag the man onto the stage?
Did Mr. Gilbert restart the music from the same place
where he had stopped?
Does the journalist think Mr. Gilbert made the
right decision?

c Choose five new words or phrases from the text.
Check their meaning and pronunciation and try to
learn them.

� CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE
PEOPLE?
2 50>)) On the street Watch or listen to five people and
answer the questions.

Christopher Maria

Harry

Skylar

Cristina

1 Christopher likes using the subway because ___.
a he only needs to take one train
b he gets to work in less than half an hour
c it runs all day and night
2 Maria thinks that women are better than men at taking
care of young children because ___.
a they have had a lot of practice
b they know when children are hungry
c they know what to do when children are sick
3 Harry says that men in her family ___ .
a don't enjoy telling stories
b talk about the same things as women
c try co talk about things that interest them
4 Skylar __.
a still paints, but just as a free-time activity
b paints very well
c now does other things in her free time
5 It annoys Cristina when people ___.
a check their phones for the time
b don't interact with you while they're on the phone
c use their phones when they are having dinner

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Do the tasks with a partner. Check (.I) the box if you
can do them.
Can you... ?
l
compare different methods of public transportation
in your town/ country
2
agree or disagree with this statement, and say why:

D

D

3

All towns and cities should have a lot more bicycle lanes.

D talk about typical stereotypes about men and

4

D

5

D

women, and say if you think they are true
describe something you would like co be able to do,
but have never been able to
talk about things that are/ aren't good manners in
your country if you are staying with someone as a
guest, and what you think is the right thing to do
Short movies Citi bikes
Watch and enjoy the movie.

G past tenses: simple, continuous, perfect
V sports
P br/ and /-:,r/

1 VOCABULARY sports

3 SPEAKING

a Take the quiz in small groups.

In pairs, interview your partner about sports using the
questionnaire. Ask for more information.

SPORTS QUIZ
What sport do you associate with ...?

b

> p.157 Vocabulary Bank Sports.

2 PRONUNCIATION /'Jr/ and /�r/
a Write the words in the correct column. Be careful
with or (there are two possible pronunciations).
court four girl hurt score
shorts sport warm up world

b
c

serve shirt
worse work out

3 6 >)) Listen and check.

> p.166 Sound Bank. Look at the typical spellings
of these sounds.

11111

d

3 7>)) Listen and write six sentences.

Do you think
that there are
good sports
facilities in your
town?

Do you think
physical education
should be optional
or required at
school?

Do you think
there is too much
(or not enough)
sports on TV?

4 READING

e Look at the photos of four more famous sports people
who are superstitious. Do you know what any of their
superstitions are or were?

a Do you know of any sports players who are
superstitious? What do they do?
b Read an article about sports superstitions and
complete it with A-F.
A
B
C
D

It is not only the players who are superstitious
A good example is Serena Williams
Superstitions and rituals are very common among fans
After my wife had left the room, Murray lost the
fourth set
E The superstitions and rituals are not confined
to the court
F Tennis playersarc strange people
c Read the article again. Who does the article say
are superstitious: sports players, sports fans, TV
spectators, or all of them?

f � Communication Other sports superstitions
A p.106 B p.110. Read and tell each other about the

d Underline five words or phrases you want to remember
from the article.

g Do you have any superstitions, e.g., when you are
playing or watching sports, or before an exam?

people in the photos.

If I bounce the ball five time
MATTHEW SYED writes about
sporting superstitions

1

Tennis players are strange people. Have
you noticed how they always ask for
three balls instead of two; how they
bounce the ball the same number of
times before serving. as if any change
from their routine might result in
disaster?

3

4
2

------�the number
1 female tennis player. When she
was once asked why she had played
so badly at the French Open she
answered. "I didn't tie my shoe laces
right, and I didn't bounce the ball five
times. and I didn't bring my shower
sandals to the court with me. I didn't
have my extra dress. I just knew it was
fate; it wasn't going to happen.•

.

Goran lvanisevic.
Wimbledon champion in 2001, was
convinced that if he won a match, he
had to repeat everything he did the
previous day. such as eating the same
food at the same restaurant. talking
to the same people. and watching the
same TV shows. One year this meant
that he had to watch Teletubbies
every morning during his Wimbledon
campaign. "Sometimes it got very
boring." he said.
.As we were
watching tennis player Andy Murray
play the fourth set at Wimbledon, my
wife suddenly got up and went to the
kitchen. "He keeps losing games when
I'm in the room." she said. •tf I go out
now. he'll win."

5 _______.

Last year. a
survey of British soccer supporters
found that 21 percent had a lucky
charm (anything from a scarf
to a lucky coin), while another
questionnaire revealed that
70 percent of Spanish soccer fana
performed pre-match rituals (Ill<
wearing "lucky" clothes, eating
same food or drink. or watching
games with the same people).

.

•••

-------·· She returned,
and he won the fifth. I laughed at
her, and then remembered my soccer
team. Spurs. who were losing 1-0 in
the Carling Cup. "If I leave the room
now. Spurs will score." I told my kids.
after 27 minutes of overtime. I left the
room and they scored. Twice.
Glossary
Teletubbies a television series for
very young children
Spurs Tottenham Hotspur, a London
soccer team

5 LISTENING

6 GRAMMAR past tenses: simple,

a In your country, are referees a) well-paid b) respected c) unpopular?
Why do you think somebody would want to become a referee?
b

3 8>)) You're going to hear an interview with an ex-Champions
League soccer referee from Spain. Listen to Part 1 and choose a,
b, ore.

continuous, perfect

a In your country, is cheating considered a
serious problem in sports? In what sports
do you think cheating is most common?
What kinds of things do people do when
they cheat?
b Read TakinB a Short Cut about a marathon
runner who cheated. How did she cheat?

.. �

.............

Juan Antonio Fernandez Marin refereed
200 league and 50 international games
...............

�.-:�

2

3

4

5

c

Why did he become a referee?
a His father was a referee.
b He liked sports, but wasn't good at them.
c He was always attracted by the idea.
What was the most exciting game he ever refereed?
a His first professional game.
b He can't choose just one.
c Real Madrid against Barcelona.
The worst experience he ever had as a referee was when ___
attacked him.
a a player b a woman c a child
Why does he think there is more cheating in soccer today?
a Because soccer is big business.
b Because the referees are worse.
c Because soccer players are better at cheating.
How does he say soccer players often cheat?
a They fall over when no one has touched them.
b They accept money to lose games.
c They touch the ball with their hands.

3 9>)) Now listen to Part 2. Complete the sentences with one to
three words.

2
3
4
5
6

-·

The most difficult thing for him about being a referee is making
_______ during a game.
One of the reasons why it's difficult is because soccer today is
so _______
Making correct decisions often depends on the referee's
interpretation of _______.
He thinks that players who cheat are still _______
A study that was done on Leo Messi shows that he can run
exceptionally fast _______.
He thinks Messi isn't the _______ soccer player.

d Do you agree with the referee that there is more cheating in
soccer than before? Is it true in other sports as well? Wouldyou
like to be a sports referee (or umpire)? Why (not)?

c Look at the higlilig ted verbs in the text.
Which of them are used for...?
1 a completed action in the past
2 an action that happened before the past time
we are talking about
3 an action in progress (or not) at a particular
moment in the past
d � p.140 Grammar Bank SA. Learn more

about past tenses and practice them.
e Read The Hand of God? and complete it
with the verbs in the right tenses.

Famous (cheating)
moments in sports
Although it isn't true that everybody
in sports cheats, it is certainly true that
there are cheaters in every sport ...

O

n April 21, 1980, 23-year-old Rosie
Ruiz was the first woman to cross the
finish line at the Boston Marathon.
She finished the race in the third-fastest time
for a female runner (two hours, 31 minutes,
56 seconds). But when the organizers
congratulated Rosie after the race, they were
surprised because she wasn't sweating very
much. Some spectators who were watching
the race told them what had really happened.
During the last half mile, Rosie suddenly
jumped out of the crowd and sprinted to
the finish line. The marathon organizers
took Ruiz's title away and awarded it to the
real winner, Jacqueline Gareau. It was Later
discovered that three months earlier, Rosie had
also cheated in the New York City Marathon
where she had taken the subway!

The hand of God?

I

.

t was June 22, 1986. Argentina
iwos playing (play) England in the quarter
finals of the World Cup, and both teams
2
(play) well. The score J
(be)
o-o. In the 51st minute, the Argentinian
captain, Diego Maradona, 4
(score) a
goal. The English players s
(protest),
(give) the goal.
but the referees
However, TV cameras showed that Maradona
1
(score) the goal with his hand!
Maradona e
(say) the next day, "It was
partly the hand of Maradona, and partly the
hand of God."

7 SPEAKING
a You are going to tell your partner two
anecdotes. Choose two of the topics below
and plan what you are going to say. Ask your
teacher for any words you need.

TELL YOUR PARTNER ABOUT...
• a time you cheated (in a sport I game
or on an exam)
When and where did this happen? What were
you doing? Why did you cheat? What happened in
the end?
• a really exciting sports event you saw
Where and when was it? Who was
playing?
What happened? Why was it so
exciting?
• a time you had an accident or
got a sports injury
When and where did this happen?
What were you doing? How did the accident
happen? What part of your body did you hurt?
What happened next? How long did it take you
to recover?
• a time you saw or met a celebrity
When was this? Where were you? Who were
you with? What was the celebrity doing?
What was he I she wearing? Did you speak to
him I her? What happened in the end?
• a time you got lost
Where were you going? How were
you traveling? Why did you get lost?
What happened in the end?
b Work with a partner. Tell each other your
two stories. Give as much detail as you can.

f) Starting an anecdote

I'm going to tell you about a time when...
This happened a few years ago...
When I was younger...

8 WRITING

> p.116 Writing Telling a story. Write a story about something
that happened to you.

9 3 14,)) SONG We Are the Champions�

Later in the game, Maradona s___ (score)
another goal, and Argentina 10
(win)
the game 2-1. They went on to win the
World Cup.

Online Practice

·-

G usually and used to
V relationships
P linking, the letter s

1 READING
a How do you think people usually meet friends and
partners nowadays? Number the phrases 1-5
(1 = the most popular). Then compare with a partner.
Do you agree?

AO

b

atwork

B
C

O at school or college
O on the Internet (e.g., on forums, on social

D
E

O
O

networking sites, etc.)
in a cafe, club, etc.
through friends

3 15>)) Read and listen to an article about Sonya Baker
and Michael Fazio. Why did their relation ship almost
never happen?

• Love at Exit 19
He was a tollbooth collector, and she was a soprano who sang
In Carnegie Hall. Their eyes met at Exit 19 of the New York State
Thruway, when he charged her 37¢. The romance that followed
WIS even less likely than the plot of an opera!
onya Baker was a frequent commuter from her home in the
suburbs to New York City. One day, when she was driving to
an audition, she came off the Thruway and stopped at the
tollbooth where Michael Fazio was working. She talked with him as
she paid to go through, and thought he was cute. For the next three
months, they used to exchange a few words
as she handed him the money, and he raised
the barrier to let her pass. "It was mostly
'What are you doing today? Where are
you going?'• she said. They learned more
about each other, for example that Sonya
loved Puccini and Verdi, while Michael's
love was the New York Yankees. But their
conversations suddenly came to an end when
Michael changed his working hours. "He used
to work during the day," said Sonya, "but he
changed to night shifts." Although Michael still
looked out for Sonya's white Toyota Corolla, he
did not see her again for six months.

S

-

When Michael's working hours changed back
to the day shift, he decided to put a traffic

cone in front of his lane. He thought, "It will be like putting a candle
in a window." Sonya saw it, and their romance started up again. "I
almost crashed my car on various occasions," she said, "trying to
cross several lanes to get to his exit." Finally, Michael called her
and for their first meeting they went to see the movie Cool Runnings,
and then later they went to an opera, La Boheme, and to a Yankees garr
They are now married and living in Kentucky, where Sonya is a
voice and music professor at Murray State
College and Michael runs an activity center
at a nursing home. It turned out that she had
given him her number just in time. A short
while later, she moved to New Jersey and
stopped using the New York State Thruway. "I
might never have seen him again," she said.

Glossary
a tollbooth a small building by the side of a road
where you pay money to use the road
Carnegie Hall a famous concert hall in New York

c�

New York State Thruway a road
New York Yankees a baseball team based in the
Bronx in New York City
a traffic cone a plastic object, often orange and
white, used co show where vehicles can or can't go

..
�

�

!

�
�
}

f

c Read the article again and number the events in the order
they happened.

D Michael changed his working hours.
D They got married.
DD Sonya moved to New Jersey.
E D Sonya gave Michael her phone number.
F D Michael changed his working hours again.
G [I] Sonya talked with Michael.
H D They stopped seeing each other.
I D They had their first meeting.
J D Sonya and Michael moved to Kentucky.
A
B
C

p Remember
used to
that

D Michael tried to find Sonya.

used to and use to are usually
linked and pronounced /'yust�.

a

____ a period of time worked by a group of workers
2 ____ a person who travels into a city to work every day
attractive, good-looking
3
4
what had happened was
manages
5
6
probable
7
something that is used to give light, made of wax
have short conversations
8
they looked at each other romantically
9
IO
was brave enough

2 GRAMMAR usually and used to
a Think of a couple you know well, e.g., your parents or friends.
How did they meet? Do you know any couples who met under
unusual circumstances?
3 16>)) Listen to four people talking about where they met their
partner. Match each one with a place from la.
Speaker 1

0

Speaker 2

D

Speaker 3

0

Speaker 4

3 18>)) Listen and repeat the sentences.
Copy the linking and the sentence rhythm.
1 1 used.Jo live__;n Los Angeles.

d Read the article again and look at the highlighted words and
phrases. Try to figure out what they mean. Then match them with
1-10 below.

b

3 PRONUNCIATION &
SPEAKING linking

0

c Listen to each story again and take notes on how the people
met. Compare your notes with your partner and listen again if
necessary. Which meeting do you think was the most romantic?
d Look at two extracts from the listening. Answer the questions
with a parmer.
We used to go to clubs together on Saturday night.
It used to be difficult to meet people.

2
3
4
s

She didn't USEUo wear glasses.
Where did you USEUo work before?
They used.Jo see each_pthev lot.
Didn't you USEUo havE!,_j! beard?

b In pairs, tell each other about three of the
following. Give as much information as you
can. How do you feel about these people and
things now?

Is there...
• a kind of food or
drink you didn't

'c::�
.·

,?� �

that you now like?
• a TV series you used to
be addicted to?
Why did you like it?
• a singer or a kind of music you used
to listen to a lot (but don't anymore)?
• a sport or game you used to play a lot, but
that you've given up?
• a place you used to go
during summer vacation,
and that you'd like to go
back to?
• a machine or
gadget you used
to use a lot,
but that is
now out of
date?

I used to hate most vegetables, especially
spinach and cauliflower, but now I love them
and usually eat a lot of vegetables every day...

When do we use used to? How do you make negatives and
questions?
2 How would you change these sentences (using usually) if you
wanted to talk about present habits or situations?

e

> p.141 Grammar Bank SB. Learn more about usually and used
to, and practice them.

or

P

r

4 VOCABULARY relationships

5 PRONUNCIATION
the letters

a Explain the difference between these pairs of phrases.
to meet somebody and to know somebody
2 a colleague and a friend
3 to argue with somebody and to discuss something
with somebody

a

busy close (adj) close (verb) conversation decision
discuss eyes friends lose music pleasure
promise raise school somebody sport sugar
summer sure unusual used to usually various

b ),- p.158 Vocabulary Bank Relationship$.
c Think of one of your close friends. In pairs, ask and
answer the questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 21 >)) Listen to the words in the list.
How is the s (or se) pronounced? Write them
in the correct columns.

How long have you known him I her?
Where did you meet?
Why do you get along well?
What do you have in common?
Do you ever argue? What about?
How often do you see each other?
How do you keep in touch?
Have you ever lost touch? Why? When?
Do you think you'll stay friends?

b

3 22 >)) Listen and check.

c Answer with a partner.
1 How is s usually pronounced at the beginning ofa
word? What are the two exceptions?
2 What two ways cans (or es) be pronounced at the end
ofa word?

.-

6 LISTENING
a Talk to a partner. Do you think the following are T (true) or
F (false)?
1 22-year-olds have an average of 1,000 friends.
2 Men have more online friends than women.
3 People who spend a lot of time on Facebook become more
dissatisfied with their own lives.
b

3 23>)) Listen to the introduction to a radio program.
According to research, are 1-3 in a true or false?

c

3 24>)) Listen to four people who call the program, Young,
Beth, Emma, and Ned. Who is the most positive about Facebook?
Who is the most negative?

7 SPEAKING
a Read sentences A-F below. Check (.f) the
ones you agree with and put an� next to the
ones you don't agree with. Think about your
reasons.
A

O You can only have two or three

B

O Nowadays people are in touch

0
0
0
0
0

C

O Men keep their friends longer

D

O You should never criticize your

E

O You should never lend money to a

0
0
0

F

O It's impossible to stay good friends

d Listen again. Answer with Young, Beth, Emma, or Ned.
Which caJler... ?
1
does not want to share personal information with strangers
2
has fewer Facebook friends than he/ she used to have
3
has over a thousand friends
4
uses it to keep in touch with friends who don't live close by
5
thinks people use Facebook to give themselves more
importance
6
used to use Facebook more than he/ she does now
7
uses Facebook instead of calling
8
does not use social networking sites
e Do you use Facebook or any other social networking sites? Do
you agree with anything the speakers said?

close friends.

with more people but have fewer
close friends.
than women.

friend's partner.

friend (or borrow money).
with an ex-partner.

b In groups, compare opinions. Try to give
real examples from your own experience or
of people you know. Use the phrases below
to help you.

p

Giving examples
For example, I have a friend who I've known
since I was five years old ...
For instance, I once lent some money to a
cousin ...

Online Practice

--

Old friends
!j JENNY HAS COFFEE WITH A
FRIEND

a

25>)) Watch or listen to Jenny and Monica. W hat's
Monica's news?

2

!j PERMISSION AND REQUESTS

a

26 >)) Watch or listen. W hat two favors does Rob
ask Jenny?

b Watch or listen again. Mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the F sentences.
1
2
3
4
5

Rob orders a cappuccino.
Rob says Monica looks different from her photos.
Monica gets a good impression of Rob.
Monica leaves because she has to go to work.
Jenny says that most of their friends are in serious
relationships.
6 Paul is going to stay for two weeks.
7 Paul used to be very quiet when they were younger.
8 Jenny is excited to meet Paul.

b Watch or listen again and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4

Who's Scott?
When did they get engaged?
Who has Monica told the news to?
What did she use to do a lot at night? What does she
do now?
5 Who's going to organize the wedding?
6 What does Jenny tell Monica about her relationship
with Rob?
7 What does Monica think about Rob being British?

c

27 l)) Look at some extracts from the
conversation. Can you remember any of the
missing words? Watch or listen and check.

J � PAUL ARRIVES

Asking permission
1

Rob
Do you ____ if I join you?
Monica Of
not. Come on, sit
down.

2

Rob
Jenny

Is it
if we change our
plans a bit this week?
Uh... sure.

Requests: asking someone to do something
1

Rob
Jenny

2 Rob

Jenny
3

Rob
Jenny

you pass the sugar?
7
Could you do me a big
I have to work late this evening,
so... would you mind
him
�t the airport?
at all. I'd like to meet him.
And do you think you ____
take him to my flat? I'll give you
the keys.
No
, Rob.

a

b Watch or listen again and� the right answer.

d Look at the highlighted phrases and answer
the questions.

I Paul's appearance has chanBed a lot/ hasn't chanBed much.
2 His flight was on time/ late.
3 On the trip from the airport Paul talked a lot about himself/ asked

How do you respond to Do you mind if. .. ?
and Would you mind ... ? when you mean OK,

Jenny a lot ofpersonal questions.

no problem?
2 Which two forms of request should you use
if you want to be very polite or are asking a
very big favor?
e

28l)) Watch or listen and repeat the
highlighted phrases. Copy the rhythm
and intonation.

4 Rob suggests eatinB in/ eatinB out.
5 Paul feels exhausted / full of enerBJ.
6 Jenny feels like/ doesn't feel like going out.
c Look at the Social English phrases. Can you remember any of
the missing words?

Social English phrases
Paul
Paul
Rob
Paul
Jenny
Rob
Paul

f Practice the dialogues inc with a partner.
g

29l)) Watch or listen. How do Rob and Jenny feel about
Paul's arrival?

> Communication Could you do me a

favor? p.105.

d

Hey ___
to see you, mate.
It's
How
you're so late?
man!
No
Rob, I think I'll go home if you don't___
Just like the old ___
Rob, we've got a lot to talk ___

30>)) Watch or listen and complete the phrases.

e Watch or listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say
them in your language?
. • Can you ...?
use different expressions to ask permission to
do something and respond

D

D use different expressions to ask another person
to do something and respond

D greet someone you haven't seen for a long time
Online Practice

.r1

G assive (all tenses)
V movies
P sentence stress

Where was
the movie
shot?

1 READING
a Look at the photos with the article. Do they remind you of
any movies or TV series that you have seen?
b Now read the article and complete it with a past participle
from the list.
based designed inhabited inspired ewfted
photographed transformed used welcomed

You are standing in
A I lighclere Cast le

T

near Newbury in Berkshire, UK

he castle has been ·� by the Carnarvon family since 1679, and the
Earl and Countess Carnarvon currently live there. In 2010, movie director
Julian Fellowes, a close friend of the family, was planning a new TV series
about an aristocratic family and their servants during the early 20th century.
While he was staying at Highclere Castle, he realized that it would be the
into
perfect place to set his historical drama, and the castle was'
Downton Abbey. the home of the fictional Crawley family. The series was a
huge success, and it has been sold all over the world. Both the interior and
exterior scenes were shot in and around the castle itself.
In the second season of the TV series, the castle is used as a hospital during
on a real-life event. In 1914,
the First World War. These scenes are >
Lady Alrnina Carnarvon allowed soldiers who had been wounded to be taken
care of in the castle.

iWMY.4

Highclere Castle and gardens are open to the public during
the Easter holidays and during the summer-from July to
September. It is also open on many Sundays and holidays
from 10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Visit the Egyptian Gallery.
which contains many objects brought back from his travels
by Lady Almina's husband,
the fifth Bari of Carnarvon,
who famously discovered
the tomb of the young
Pharaoh Tutankhamun.
www.highclerecastle.co.uk

-

B Cortlandt Alley
New York City, USA

n Hollywood's version of New York City, the giant
metropolis is full of secret alleys where crimes take
place, and criminals are chased by the police. In fact,
there are hardly any alleys in New York today at all. One
of the few remaining ones, Cortlandt Alley, has been
____ for almost all the alley scenes in movies
and TV series that are set in New York City. Movies with
scenes that were shot there include Crocodile Dundee
and Men in Black 3, and TV series like B!JJe Bwods,
Boardwalk Empire, NYPD Blue, and Law & Order.

I

ffl!lj,i§i§

lhousands of tourists want to be'---in Cortlandt Alley. It is on the edge of Chinatown.
in Manhattan, between Franklin Street and Canal
Street. Tn fact. it is a perfectly safe place to visit. In real
Iife, it is not•
by gangsters, but is the home
for perfectly respectable
businesses such as the New
York Table Tennis Federation
Training Center.

c
T

Casa Loma
Toronto. Canada

his Gothic Revival style building, with a
spectacular tower, was '
by
Canadian architect E.J. Lennox. The original
owner, Sir Henry Mill Pellatt spent $3.5 million
and hired 300 workers to construct the building.
After three years, the castle was finally completed
in 1914. Unfortunately, in 1933, the city of Toronto
seized Casa Loma from Pellatt for nonpayment
of taxes. After several years of neglect, the castle
was scheduled for demolition, but it was saved by
the Kiwanis Club-a service club that helps the
homeless, the hungry, and other disadvantaged
people. The club still holds meetings there today!
During World War II, equipment designed to find
underwater enemy boats was made in the castle.
Because of its unusual look, the castle has been
used as a location in several well-known movies
such as X-Men, Chicago, and Scott Pilgrim vs.
the World. In addition, author Eric Wilson was
____ by this building to write the novel
The Lost Treasure ofCasa Loma.

fflmiiYN

throughout the )ear.
\ is1lors are•
Hm\e\er. some areas of the castle maybe closed to
the public due to prebooked function,. The castle
is open dail) from 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. It's closed
on December 25th, Christma� Day. Guided garden
I< urs a ·e il\ ailable from .\la) through Ottober.
www.casaloma.org

c Read the article again. Answer the questions with A (Highclere
Castle), B (Cortlandt Alley), or C (Casa Loma).
Which place...?
I is not really as it seems in movies
2 has a permanent exhibition there
3 was used for the same thing both\n
real life and on TV
4 a place that inspired an author to
write a novel about it
5 is one of the few places of its kind
that still exists
6 is only open during holiday periods
7 was taken from its owner
8 was used to make equipment for a war
d Have you seen any of the movies or
TV series mentioned? Which of the
three places would you most like to
visit? Why?

2 GRAMMAR passive (all tenses)
a Read the HiBhclere Castle text again. Underline an example of the
present passive, the past passive, the present perfect passive, the
past perfect passive, and a passive infinitive. How do you form
the passive? What part of the passive changes when you want to
change the tense?
b

> p.142 Grammar Bank 6A. Learn more about the passive and
practice it.

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress
a

3 32>)) Listen and write the stressed words in the large pink
rectangles.
movie

based

famous

book
2

3

4

5

?

6

?

b Look at the stressed words and try to remember what the other
(unstressed) words are.Then listen again to check and write them in.

Online Practice
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4 VOCABULARY movies

6 SPEAKING & LISTENING

a Look at some extracts from the texts in 1. What do you think the
highlighted phrases mean?

a Look at the images from some famous
movies. What kinds of movies are they? Have
you seen any of them? What are they about?
What do you think they have in common?

1 Cortlandt Alley has been used for almost all the alley scenes in
movies and TV series that are set in New York.
2 These scenes are based on a real-life event.
3 Both the interior and exterior scenes were shot in and around the
castle itself.

b

> p.159 Vocabulary Bank Movies.

c Explain the difference between these pairs of words and phrases.
1
2
3
4

a plot and a script
a horror movie and a thriller
a musical and a soundtrack
the main cast and the extras

5 SPEAKING
a Read the movie interview and think about your answers and
reasons.

INTERVIEW

CAN YOU THINK OF A MOVIE THAT...?
- was incredibly funny
- had a very sad ending
- put you to sleep

- made you feel good
- you've seen several times
- made you buy the soundtrack

00 YOU PREFER ... ?
seeing movies at home or in the movie theater
- seeing a] American movies
b) other foreign movies
c] movies from your country
- seeing foreign movies dubbed or with subtitles

TELL ME ABOUT A REALLY GOOD MOVIE YOU'VE SEEN THIS YEAR
-

What kind of movie is it?
Is it based on a book or on a real event?
Where and when is it set?
Who's in it? Who is it directed by?
Does it have a good plot?
Does it have a good soundtrack?
Why did you like it?

-·

b In pairs, interview each other. Ask for and give as much
information as you can. Do you have similar tastes?

b Now look at some photos of Steven Spielberg and
Dagmara Walkowicz, who worked as an interpreter on
one of his movies. In pairs, answer the questions.
1 Where do you think they are?
2 Which Spielberg movie do you think was being made?
3 What do you think Dagmara is doing in the photo on
the right?
4 Do you think Dagmara found Spielberg easy to
work with?
c

3 36 >)) Listen to the first part of an interview with
Dagmara and check your answers to b 1 and 2.

d Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false).

2
3
4
5

When the movie company came to Krakow, Dagmara
was working as a teacher.
She got a part-time job doing translations for them.
There was party at the hotel to celebrate Spielberg's
birthday.
When she arrived, she was asked to interpret
Spielberg's speech, because the interpreter was late.
Spielberg was very happy with the way she had done
her job.

e

3 37>)) Now listen to the second part of the interview
and check your answers to b 3 and 4.

f Listen again and make notes under the headings below.
What she had to do during the movie
go to the movie set every day, translate Spielberg's
instructions

The worst thing about the job
One especially difficult scene
What it was like to work with Spielberg
Being an extra
What happened after the movie was finished
g Would you have liked to have done Dagmara's job?
Do you think she made the right decision in the end?

7 WRITING
),,- p.117 Writing A movie review. Write a review of
a movie.

Online Practice

G modals of deduction: might, can't, must
V the body
P diphthongs

1 READING & SPEAKING
a Answer the questions in pairs.
Do you have a profile photo of yourself that you use on
social networking sites, or on your ID?
2 Why did you choose it?
3 What do you think the photo says about you?
b Look at the four profile photos. Why do you think the
people have chosen these photos?
c Read the article and complete it with the headings
below. Then look at the four photos again. Which of
the 12 categories do you think they belong to?

A
B
C
D
E
F

Photo of you as a child
Vacation photo
logo of your business or company
Photo with a celebrity
Photo with a partner
Photo with your baby or child

d Read the article again. Look at the highlighted phrases.
With a partner, try to figure out their meaning.

-

e Think about the profile photos or ID card photos of
your family and friends. Which categories do they fit
in? Do you agree with the text? Has the article made
you want to change your profile picture? Why (not)?

She can't be his
mother. She must
be his sister.

What does your profile
picture say about you?
Whether It's a photo of you on a night out or of you
with your newborn baby, the Image you choose to
represent you on social networking sites says a lot
about you.
Profile pictures on Facebook and similar sites are the
visual projection to friends and family of who you are and
what you are like. On Twitter,
where people follow both
friends and strangers, profile
pictures are smaller and
perhaps more significant.
They are often the
first and only visual
introduction people
have to each other.
So what does your
profile photo say
'
z
.
about you?
,
·
'""'·�

.

According to communications consultant Terry
Prone. there are 12 categories that cover most
types of profile pictures.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2 VOCABULARY the body
a

38 >)) Look at the four pictures and listen. Which one is the thief?
Describe the four pictures with a partner.

The professionally taken photo
You use social media mainly for business or
career purposes.
You want to show what you have achieved
in your family life and are generally more
interested in a response from women than
from men.
You see your other half as the most
Important thins in your life, and you see
yourself as one half of a couple.

b ),,- p.160 Vocabulary Bank The body.

3 PRONUNCIATION diphthongs
a

Having fun with friends
Generally young and carefree, you want to
project an image of being fun and popular.

3 41 >)) Read the information about diphthongs. Then listen and
repeat the five words and sounds.
1

You are a bit of an escapist and eager to
show a different side of yourself from what
you do on a day-to-day basis.
This kind of image says that you don't really
want to grow up and face the future. You are
nostalgic for your childhood.
Caricature
Using a caricature is a way of saying that
your image isn't rigid and that you don't take
yourself too seriously.
Photo related to your name. but not
actually you (a shop sign or product label
for example}
You want to be identifiable, but you feel your
name is more important than what you look
like.
Photo related to your political beliefs or a
team that you support
You think that your beliefs and interests are
more Important than your personality.
You think that showing yourself with a well
known person will make you seem more
important.

11 Self-portrait taken with webcam I camera
phone
Functional. It says. "Look, I don't dress up;
take me as I am."
You only use social media in a professional
capacity, and you identify more with your
work role than with your private life.

&e

2
�

3�

4$

5�

p Diphthongs
Diphthongs
are a combination of two vowel sounds or vowel letters,
for example the sounds ''J1/ in voice.

b Write these words in the correct columns.
bite eyes face mouth nose outgoing pointy
shoulders smile taste throw toes voice
c

�2 >)) Listen and check. Then practice saying the phrases below.
a loud voice
brown eyes

narrow shoulders
a Roman nose

a wide mouth
a round face

d Take the quiz with a partner. Answer with my/ your/ their+ a
part of the body.

1 do you wear

2
3
4
5
6

a ring on
gloves
socks
a cap
do ballet performers stand on
do soccer players often injure
do women put makeup on
do people brush
do people carry a backpack on

4 �3>)) SONG I Got Life Jj

or

P

r

uEIE1

5 GRAMMAR modals of deduction
a Look at the photos of three people. Then in two minutes,
match three sentences with each person.

D He/ she might be a criminal.
D He/ she might not know how to use the Internet.
D He/ she could be a model.
D He/ she could be German or Scandinavian.
D He/ she may not have a job.
D He/ she may be a millionaire.
D His/ her hair must be dyed.
D He/ she must be retired.
D He J she can't be a business person.

b Compare with a partner.
c

I think he could be a mod�

>

Communication Judging by appearances p.106. Find out about
the three people. Did you guess correctly?

d Look at the sentences in a and answer the questions.
Which modal verbs mean it's possible?
mi.aht
2 Which modal verb means it's very likely to happen?
3 Which modal verb means it's impossible?

e ),,- p.143 Grammar Bank 68. Learn more
about modals of deduction and practice them.

6 LISTENING & READING
a In pairs, look at the
man in the photo. Make
sentences about him using
miBht/ may/ could (not) be,
must be, or can't be and
words from the list.
American British
very famous homeless
funny dangerous
b

3 47 >)) Listen to a woman
talking about the man in
a and answer the questions.

2
3
4
5
c

Where were the speaker
and her friend, Ny?
What were they doing
when they saw the man?
What did he look like?
What did Ny want
to do?
What did the speaker do?

3 48>)) Why do you think the speaker stopped Ny?
Listen and find out. Who was the man?

-·

d Look at the two photos of Susan Boyle in the article.
Do you know who she is? Can you guess why she has
changed her appearance?
e Read the article once and choose the best summary.
1 We now realize that it is wrong to judge people by their
appearance.
2 Judging people by appearance can be useful and is
often right.
3 If you try to judge people by their appearance, you will
usually be wrong about them.
f Read the article again and mark the sentences T (true)
or F(false). Say why the Fones are false.
1 Most people predicted that Susan Boyle would be
successful as a singer.
2 After her appearance on TV, people started saying
that we shouldn't judge people by their appearance.
3 Scientists think that judging by appearance is an
important skill.
4 It is more important to be able to make quick
judgements about people than it used to be.
5 When we judge people by their appearance, we are
usually wrong.
6 Susan Boyle has probably realized that people will
never stop judging her by her appearance.

W

hen Susan Boyle first walked onto the stage
of the Britain's Got Talent TV show, people
immediately thought that she looked like a
47-year-old single woman who lived alone with
her cat (which in fact she was). Nobody thought for a minute
that she had a chance of doing well on the show, or could
ever become a star. But when she opened her mouth and
started singing I Dreamed a Dream,
from the musical Les Miserables,
everybody was amazed. After the
video of her performance went
viral, journalists started talking
about how wrong it is to stereotype
people into categories, and how we
should learn, once and for all, "not to
judge a book by its cover."

most stereotypes are linked to judging whether a person
looks dangerous or not. "In prehistoric times, it was
important to stay away from people who looked aggressive
and dominant," she said.
One reason why our brains persist in using stereotypes,
experts say, is that often they give us generally accurate
information, even if all the details aren't right.
Ms. Boyle's appearance, for example,
accurately told us a lot about her,
including her socioeconomic level
and lack of worldly experience.
People's enthusiasm for Susan
Boyle, and for other underdogs who
end up winning, is unlikely to
stop us from stereotyping
people. This may be one
of the reasons why,
although Ms. Boyle
expressed the
hope that
"maybe this
could teach
them a
lesson, or set
an example,"
she did begin
to change
her appearance,
wearing makeup,
dying her gray hair,
and appearing in more
stylish clothing.

But social scientists say that
there are reasons why we
judge people based on how
they look. On a very basic
level, judging people by
their appearance means
putting them quickly into
categories. In the past,
being able to do this was
vitally important, and
humans developed the
ability to judge other
people in seconds.
Susan Fiske, a professor
of psychology and
neuroscience at
Princeton University,
said that traditionally,

g Find a word or phrase in the article for the definitions.
Paragraph 1
1 ________ was sent all over the Internet
2 ____ a
by __________
judge a person by his/ her appearance
Paragraph 2
3 ---------- absolutely essential
Paragraph 3
4 ____ ____ what social class she is and
how much money she has
Paragraph4
5

people who are not expected to succeed

h Talk to a partner.
l Do you think people in your country tend to judge
other people by their appearance? In what way?
2 How important do you think appearance is for the
following people?
• politicians
• TVbosts
• business people
• singers
• doctors
Do you think it is right that their appearance matters?
3 On what occasions might you judge someone by their
appearance?

Online Practice

--

GRAMMAR

b �the right verb or phrase.

l TheNets won/ beat theNuggets 108-102.
2 Can you book a tennis course/ court on Friday?
3 Sports players are usually very careful not to Bet injured
/ get in shape before important events.
4 Real Madrid scored/ kicked a goal just before half-time.
5 I do / go swimming every morning during the week.

0a,b,or c.

l Elliot served,but the ball ___ into the net.
a went b was going c had gone
2 The athlete fell at the end of the race when she
toward the finishing line.
a run b was running c had run
3 I didn't realize that you two ___ before.
a didn't meet b weren't meeting c hadn't met
4 A I can't find my glasses anywhere.
B ___ them when you left home this morning?
a Did you wear b Were you wearing c Had you wom
5 ___ walk to work,or do you drive?
a Do you use to b Do you usually c Use you to
6 When I was a child I ___ like vegetables.
a don't used to b didn't used to c didn't use to
7 ___ play any sports when you were in college?
a Did you use to b Use you to c Did you used to
8 A lot of famous movies ___ in Cortlandt Alley.
a have shot b have been shot c has been shot
9 He's an actor who hates ___ about his private life.
a asking b being asking c being asked
10 Why ___ inNewZealand?
a is the movie being made b is the movie making
c is making the movie
11 Many people believe that Columbus ___ America.
a didn't really discover b wasn't really discovered
c weren't really discovered
12 A I've just rung the doorbell,but there's no answer.
B They ___ in the yard. Take a look.
a can't be b might be c can be
13 He's a little older than me, so he ___ in his 30s now.
a must be b may be c can't be
14 A Did you know Ann and David broke up?
B That ___ true! I saw them together just now.
a must not be b might be c can't be
15 A Does your sister know Travis?
B She ___ him. I'm not sure.
a can't know b may know c can know

-

c Complete the words.
l
2
3
4

Luke is a very cl___ friend. I've known him all my life.
My wife and I have a lot in c ___.
Gina and I lost t___ after we both changed jobs.
to
We met in our first class in college,and we g
know each other very quickly.
5 Linda is getting married next month. Her f___ is
Canadian. He's very nice.

d Write words beginning withs for the definitions.

1 ____ the music of a movie
2 ____ the translation of the dialogue of a movie
3 ____ ____ images often created by computer
the most important actor in a movie
4
one part of a movie that happens in one place
5

e Complete the sentences with one word.

1 I love working ___ at the gym. I go every evening.
2 Please don't laugh ___ Greg-he's trying to do
his best.
3 My sister and her boyfriend have broken ___.
4 I wish you could be more excited ___ the opera
tickets I got for tonight. They were really expensive.
5 Is there anything good ___ TV tonight?

PRONUNCIATION
a @the word with a different sound.

3 smell ____ 5 bite ___
1 kiss
2 stare ___ 4 clap

w ar m up

cour t

couple

2� taste

lose

propose

nose

3

face

eyes

audience

course

thr ow

sh ou lder

do ctor

t oe

4

VOCABULARY
a Write the parts of the body that you use to do these actions.

1 ��"\ score

b

5

rrf

w

n oisy
enjoy
shoe
�
Underline the stressed syllable.

I rejfelree
2 relview

3 spec!taltors
4 dilrecltor

voi ce

5 collleague

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?
a Read the text. Do you know of any similar theatrical
superstitions in your country? W hat are they?
b Read the text again and choose a, b, or c.
Before a performance, actors often ...
a wish each other good luck
b wish each other bad luck
c touch each others' legs.
2 Whistling in a theater is considered unlucky because...
a it used to cause problems for the scene changers
b it was associated with being out of work
c it confused the actors
3 It is bad luck to...
a rehearse any part of a play without an audience
b rehearse a play in front of family members
c get to the end of a play when nobody is watching
c Choose five new words or phrases from the text. Check
their meaning and pronunciation and try to learn them.

NOT WISHING "GOOD LUCK"
Generally. it is considered bad luck to wish someone "good
luck" in a theater. Before a performance, it is traditional for
the cast to get together and prevent bad luck by wishing each
other bad luck. English actors used to say to each other "I hope
you break a leg." and even today actors and musicians often
say "break a leg" to each other instead of "good luck" before
they go on stage.

WHISTLING
It is considered bad luck for an actor to whistle on or off
stage. Original stage crews were often hired from ships
that were in port. and whose sailors were temporarily
unemployed. These sailors. as they did on ships, often used
special whistles to communicate scene changes to each
other. If an actor whistled, this could confuse the sailors into
changing the set or scenery at the wrong time.

NOT WITHOUT AN AUDIENCE
It is considered bad luck to complete a performance of a play
when there is no audience. For this reason actors never say
the last line of a play during rehearsals, or some production
companies allow a limited number of people (usually friends,
family. and reviewers) to attend the dress rehearSils.

� CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE
PEOPLE?
49>)) On the street Watch or listen to five people and
answer the questions.

Ryder
Adrian
Rebekah
Helen
Andrew
Andrew
a prefers watching sports to playing sports
b plays at least five sports
c thinks basketball and lacrosse are interesting
team sports
2 An old friend of Adrian's who was using online
meeting __ .
a thought the person looked less attractive in real life
b thought the person looked younger on the Internet
c married the person they met on the Internet
3 Ryder hasn't cheated by __.
a using his phone
b bringing a book to an exam
c looking at another student's exam
4 Helen likes Dirty because __.
a she loves the soundtrack
b some of the actors in it are attractive
c it makes her laugh
5 Rebekah chose her profile picture because she and her
siblings look __ in it.
a young b funny c dressed up

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Do the tasks with a partner. Check (.I) the box if you can
do them.

Can you•.•?
1
tell an anecdote about something that happened
to you using the simple past, past continuous,
and past perfect
2
talk about three past and three
present habits of yours
3
describe a movie, saying where is was set,
what it is based on, who it was directed by,
and what you thought of it
4
make deductions about a famous person
using miBht be, must be, and can't be

D

D

D

D

� Short movies Iconic movie locations
v10Eo Watch and enjoy the movie.

G first conditional and future time clauses+ when, until, etc.
V education
P the letter u

What will you
do if you don't pass
your exams?

---,n,��..,...�.,...,,..,..,,.,,,,""'='���������-,-��--

1 VOCABULARY education

1 How ma"'! wives dttl
Ki>1J Henry VIII have?
2 Whati.s the capital ofBrazt1?
3 Who wrote The �reat �at.shy?
4 How many me.9.a&J'i..es are
there in a!JiJabyte?
Who developecl the theory
ofrelativity?
6 whati.sSx18+ 4?
7 How manx IC!JS does
an in.sett'have?
8 What i.s water made of?

a You have two minutes. Answer as
many of questions 1-8 as you can
in one minute. How many did you
get right?
b 4 2 >)) Now match the questions
with these school subjects. Then
listen and check.

c

D biology
D chemistry
D geography
D history
D information technology
D literature
Omath
D physics
> p.161 Vocabulary Bank
Education.

2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING
the letter u
O The letter u

The letter u is usually pronounced yu, e.g., usually or ,.,,
e.g., lunch and sometimes u , e.g., true, or u, e.g., put.

d Interview your partner using the questionnaire.
Ask for more information.

YOUR EDUCATION
• What kind of high school I you go to?
• I you like it?

a Put the words in the correct column.
full future lunch music nun put rude rules
student study subject true uniform university

/yu/

• How many students I there in each class?
Do you think it I the right number?
• How much homework/you usually have?
• I you think it I too much?
• I you have to wear a uniform? I
you like it? Why (not)?
• I your teachers too strict or not
strict enough? Why? What kind
of discipline/they use?
• I students behave well?

b 1.,6>)) Listen and check. Practice saying the words.
Why do we say a university but an umbrella?
c

1,P>)) Listen and write four sentences.

• Which subjects I you good and bad at?
• Which I your best and worst subject?
�at kind of high school did (do) you go to?

3 LISTENING

G

areth Malone first made his name on TV as a
choirmaster in The Choir, a series in which
he brought together all kinds of different
people who had never sung before and turned �� MAL
them into accomplished singers.
�
Last April, Gareth took on what was
C:,
,,.�
maybe an even bigger challenge.
He became an elementary school
teacher for a quarter. His mission
�(IT�
was to teach a group of 11-year
old boys from a mixed elementary
school. Many of the boys weren't
doing very well at school and, like many
other boys, they were a long way behind the
girls in reading and writing. The result is Gareth
Malone's Extraordinary School for Boys - a thr ee-part
TV series...

,..

a Look at the photos above. What can you see? Now read
about Gareth Malone's Extraordinary Schoolfor Boys.
In your country, are boys usually behind girls in
reading and writing?
b

4 8 >)) Listen to Part 1 of a radio program about the
experiment and answer the questions.

How long did Gareth have co reach the boys?
2 What was his aim?
3 What three things did he believe were important?
c

4 9>)) Listen to Part 2. Complete the chart.
Gareth made
some general
changes, for
example:

1

a In groups of three, each choose one (different) topic
from the list below. Decide if you agree or disagree and
write down at least three reasons.
• Boys and girls both learn better in single-sex schools.
• Schools should let children wear whatever they
want at school.
• Cooking and housework should be taught at school.
• Schools don't teach children the important things
they need to know to be an adult.
• Physical education should be optional.
• Children spend too much time at school on math
and IT and not enough on things like music, art.
and drama.
• Private schools are usually better than
public schools.

1 A _______ competition
2 A _______ "World Cup"
3 A
, that the
boys (and girls) had to both write and
perform

d Listen again. How successful were the three activities?
e

4 SPEAKING

• School summer vacations should be shorter.
2

To improve
their language
skills, he
organized:

91\t�,�

4 10 >)) Now listen to Part 3 to find out what the result
of the experiment was. Did the boys' reading improve?

f What do you think of Gareth's ideas? Do you think
they are appropriate for girls? Are any of them used in
your country?

p Debating a topic: organizing your ideas
• The topic I've chosen is...
that...
• I I completely agree
partly agree
completely disagree I
• First of all, (I think that...)
• My second point is that...
• Another important point is that...
• Finally,...

b Explain to the rest of your group what you think about
your topic. The others in the group should listen. At the
end, they can vote for whether they agree or disagree
with you and say why.

Online Practice

5 GRAMMAR first conditional and future time

6 READING & SPEAKING

a In pairs, answer the questions.

a Read the article once.
What is a "tiger mother?"

clauses + when, until, etc.

1
2
3
4
S
b

When was the last time you took an exam? Did you pass or fail?
What's the next exam you are going to take? How do you feel about it?
How do you usually feel before you take an exam?
What do you usually do the night before an exam?
Have you ever failed an important exam you thought you had
passed (or vice versa)?

4 11, 12>)) Listen to Olivia and Woo-sung, who are w aiting for
their exam scores, and answer the questions.

1
2
3
4
S

Do they think they did well on the tests?
When and how will they gee the test results?
How will they celebrate if they get good scores?
What do they want co do if they get good scores?
What will they do if they fail, or ifthey don't get the scores
that they need?

j) Exams

Exam scores can be given as numbers (usually out of 10 or 100)
or as letters (A, B, C, etc.). College grades are usually given
in numbers (out of 100). High school grades are usually given in
letter (A+, A, A-, etc.)

c

4 13>)) Listen and complete the sentences.
1 They probably won't admit me unless _______
2 As soon as
I'll look up my scores.
3 I don't want to plan any celebrations until _______
4 Ifl don't get into a good college, _______
S When
, they'll mail the results.

d

e

4 14>)) Listen to Olivia and
Woo-sung. What scores did they
get? What are they going to do?

> p.144 Grammar Bank 7A.

Learn more about first
conditionals and future time
clauses, and practice them.
f Ask and answer with a partner.
Make full sentences.
What will you do...?
• as soon as you get home
• ifyou don't pass your
English exam
• when this class ends
• ifit rains on the weekend

g

> Communication

-·

Three in a row p.106.

A lot of people wonder why so many Chinese
children are math geniuses and musical prodigies.
Amy Chua explains why in her book Battle Hymn
of the Tiger Mother. It is a book that caused great
controversy among parents when it was first
Chua married
published. a
a man who she met at Harvard University, and
when their two daughters were born she was
determined that they would be as successful as
she was.
Her system had strict rules. Her two
daughters were expected to be number one
in every subject (except gym and drama) and
3
. Playing with friends and
TV was forbidden. Music was required.
The system seemed at first to be working. From
a very early age her daughters Sophia and Lulu
were outstanding students and musical prodigies.

b Read the article again and put the phrases A-Hin the
correct places.
A "They are a mystery to me," she says
B Later Sophia was even allowed to go to a pop concert
C ask why she didn't get an A in math
D Chua spent much of her daughters' childhood
shouting at them and criticizing every mistake
they made
E Born in the Unites States to Chinese immigrant
parents
F

In fact, she is glad her mother made her learn

G to be at least two years ahead of their classmates
in math
H "There's no musical talent in my family," she says, "it's
just hard work"
c

In pairs, look at the highlighted words and phrases and
figure out their meaning from the context.

d Read three responses that were posted after the article
was published. Do you agree with any of them?

Wow, what a different way of looking at how to learn!
Amy Chua certainly shows that strict discipline works.
But personally I think that being positive and encouraging
children is better than being so strict.
At 13 Sophia played a piano solo at Carnegie Hall in New
York City, and at 12, Lulu a violinist, was the leader of a
prestigious orchestra for young people. Chua chose math
and music for her daughters, but it seems that they could
have excelled in anything.,.___________

I disagree with the idea that children on their own never
want to work. My son was motivated by himself to succeed
in music. If having strict and pushy parents is what it takes
to be a child prodigy, then I feel sorry for the child. Yes, they
might be very successful, but at what cost? What is the rest
of their life going to be like?

Eventually Chua realized that she was pushing her daughters
too hard. Lulu had always rebelled the most, and when she
was 13 she refused to cooperate at all. After a series of
violent arguments, Chua decided to give her daughters a
little more freedom, and Lulu immediately gave up violin
lessons and took up tennis. 5

I agree that no matter what we do in life, hard work is
required to be successful. That's a great lesson to learn.
BUT, it should be accompanied by love and respect for
the child.

Many people have been shocked by the book.
6
. She once sent her daughter Lulu,
aged three, into the yard without her coat when it was 21 ° F
because she had behaved badly at her first piano lesson.
However, the girls do not seem to resent their mother.
Sophia said that she herself chose to accept the system,
and after the book was published, she wrote an article
defending her mother. Lulu says that although she no longer
wants to be a violinist, she still loves playing the violin.
1
. Sophia is
now studying law at Harvard, and
Lulu is doing well in high school
and winning tennis trophies.
Interestingly Chua, who was brought
up in a family of four girls, has no
idea whether she could apply her
Chinese parenting system to boys.
8

e

Talk to a partner.
1 What do you think of Amy Chua's system?
2 Were (are) your parents strict about your education?
3 Did they (do they) ... ?
•
•
•
•
•
•

help you with your homework
make you study a certain number of hours every day
punish you if you didn't (don't) pass exams
let you go out with friends during the week
let you choose your extra activities
make you do extra activities that you didn't (don't)
really want to do

fl} malce and let

After make and let we use the base form of a verb.
My parents made me work very hard.
They didn't let me go out during the week.

Adapted from The Times

Online Practice

·-

G second conditional
V houses
P sentence stress

If I could
afford it, I'd move
out tomorr ow. 1 wouldn't. I like
living with my
parents.

1 GRAMMAR second conditional
a Work with a partner. Describe the two
photos, and then answer the questions.
Which of the two houses would you prefer
to live in? Why?
2 Who do you live with? Do you get along
well? Do you argue about anything? What?
b Read the article. How many of the people
would like to leave home?

Still living at home?
More and more young people in their
20s all over the world are living with
their parents because it is too expensive
for them to rent or buy a place of their
own. Are you living at home? Are you
happy with it? Post a comment at
t stilllivingathome

c Read the article again. Who ... ?
1 is not happy living at home because of
family conflict
2 thinks his/ her parents think of him/ her as
still being a teenager
3 thinks that the advantage ofliving at home
is not having to do any work
4 would like to be able to decorate his/ her
home in his/ her own taste
d Look at the article again, and answer the
questions.

-

In the highlighted phrases, what tense is the
verb after if?
2 What tense is the other verb?
3 Do the phrases refer to a) a situation they
are imagining or b) a situation that will
probably happen soon?

e

> p.145 Grammar Bank 78. Learn more

about the second conditional and practice it.

Comments
Vivienne @rv1ontreal. Canada
If I had the money, I would
move out immediately. All I
want is somewhere that's my
own, where I can do what I
want, where I can have my
own furniture and pictures,
where no one can tell me what
to do. If it were my place, I'd be
happy to do the cleaning and
things like that. I would take
care of it. But right now it's just
a dream, because I can't find
a job.
Mauro @Rec•re Braz1
I'm perfectly happy living at
home. If I lived on my own,
I'd have to pay rent, do the
housework, and the cooking.
Here my mother does my
laundry, she cleans my room,
and of course she cooks, and
her food is wonderful. I have a
nice room. I have my computer
where I can watch TV. .. Why
would I want to leave? Even if I
could afford it, I wouldn't move
out. Not until I get married ...
Andrea @Melbourne, Australia
It isn't that my parents aren't
good to me- they are. If they
weren't, I wouldn't live with
them. But I just don't feel
independent. I'm 29, but I
sometimes worry that if I come
back late after a night out, I'll
find them still awake waiting up
for me. It's never happened,
but it still makes me want to
move out.
Carlos @San Antonio, Texas
I'd love to move out. I get along
well with my parents, but I think
I'd get along with them even
better if I didn't live at home. My
mother drives me crazy- it isn't
her fault, but she does. And I'd
really like to have a dog, but my
mother is allergic to them.

2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING
sentence stress

a

4 18>)) Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the rhythm.
1 If I lived on my own, I'd have to pay rent.
2 Would you leave home if you got a job?
3 Even if I could afford it, 1 wouldn't move out.
4 If it were my apartment, I'd be happy to do the cleaning.
s rd get along better with my parents if I didn't live at home.

b ),,- Communication Guess the sentence A p.107 B p.111.
c Choose three of the sentence beginnings below and complete
them in a way that is true for you.

lfl

...could live any where in my town or cit y, I'd live...
. ..won a "dream vacation" in a competition, I'd go.. .
...could choose any car Iliked, I'd have a...
...could choose my ideal job, I'd be ...
...had more time, I'd learn...
...had to go abroad to work, I'd go to ...

d Work with a par tner. A say your first sentence. Tr y to get the
right rhythm.Bask for more information. Then say your
first sentence.
If I could live anywhere in my city,) �hy downtown?
I'd live downtown.
�

3 VOCABULARY houses

sofa

washing machine

lamp

a With a par tner, write five words in each column.

b � p.162 Vocabulary Bank Houses.
c Answer the questions with a par tner.
What's the difference bet ween...?
1 the outskir ts and the suburbs 5 a chimney and a fireplace
6 the basement and the first floor
2 a village and a town
7 wood and wooden
3 a roof and a ceiling
4 a balcony and a deck

Online Practice

mm

4 READING
a Do you know where Tchaikovsky was from
and what he did?
b Look at the photos of Tchaikovsky's house.
Which do you think shows...?
a the place where he composed
b the place where he wrote letters
c his favorite place
c

4 22>)) Read and listen to the audio guide
once to check.

d Read the guide again. What is the
connection between these things and
Tchaikovsky's house?
I
2
3
4
5
6

Maidanovo
The Pathetique symphony
Alexei
Lilies of the valley
Doroshenko
The International Tchaikovsky
Competition

e Look at the highlighted words and first try
to figure out their meaning from context.
T hen match them with definitions 1-8.
I
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

in good order
stay or continue
having a view of
fixed to a wall with
a cord
make something
become
without a pattern or
decoration
something that is
owned (by someone)
a piece of furniture
with shelves to keep
books in

f Have you ever visited the house where a
famous person was born or lived? Where
was it? What do you remember most
about it?

-·

5 LISTENING & SPEAKING

•

� I

ollsi

a

$

In 1885 Tchaikovsky wrote to a friend,

4 23>)) Listen to four architecture students
describing their "dream house." Which
speaker's hou�e is ...?

D the most hi-tech
D the most luxurious
D the most eco-friendly
D the most romantic

b Listen again and make notes about the
location and special features of each house.

"These days I dream of settling
in a village not far from Moscow
where I can feel at home."

..

Drst he rented a small house in the village of Maidanovo.
1.� But Maidanovo was too full of tourists in the summer, and
Tchaikovsky had too many visitors, when what he wanted was
peace and quiet. Eventually he found the perfect house, in the small
town ofKlin. It was 52 miles northwest of Moscow, and he lived
there until his death on November 6, 1893. It is the place where
he wrote his last major work, Symphony No. 6, or the PaJhetique as it's
sometimes called.
It's a gray wooden house with a green roof. Tchaikovsky's servant
Alexei lived on the first floor, and the kitchen and dining room were
on the second floor. Tchaikovsky himselflived on the third floor. T he
living room and study, where his piano is located, is the largest room
in the house, and there is a fireplace and a bookcase with his music
books. His writing desk, where he wrote letters every morning after
breakfast, is at the end of the room. But the place where he composed
music was in his bedroom, on a plain, unpainted table
overlooking the yard.
In his final years, Tchaikovsky's great love was
his yard. It was not a neat English-style garden,
but more like a forest. He adored flowers,
particularly lilies of the valley, and after his
death, his brother Modest, who had decided to
turn the house into a museum, planted thousands
oflilies of the valley around the yard.
In 1917, after the Bolshevik revolution, an anarchist named
Doroshenko lived there with his family. People say that he fired shots
at the portrait of Pope Innocent hanging in one of the bedrooms. He
was finally arrested in April, and the house became the property of
the state.
Since 1958, the winners of the annual International Tchaikovsky
Competition have all been invited to come to Klin to pl ay his piano,
and there is a tradition that each musician plants a tree in his yard in
the hope that, like his music, it will remain beautiful forever.

c

4 24>)) Now listen to four sentences the
students said. Why do the speakers use
would?

d T hink for a few minutes about what your
dream house or apartment would be like and
make brief notes. Use> p.162 Vocabulary
Bank Houses to help you.
Where would it be?
What kind of house or apartment would it be?
What special features would it have?
e In groups, describe your dream houses. Try
to describe your house in as much detail as
possible. Whose do you like best?

6 WRITING

>

p.118 Writing Describing a house or
apartment. Write a description of your house
or apartment for a house rental website.

7

4 2si))

SONG If I Could Build /v1y

Whole World Around You

.n

Online Practice

mm

Boys' night out
� ROB AND PAUL
CATCHUP

a

2 � MAKING SUGGESTIONS
a

27>)) Watch or listen to Paul, Rob, and Jenny talking about
what to do after dinner. W hat do Paul and Rob decide to do?
W hat excuse does Jenny give? W hat does she do in the end?

4 26l)) Watch or listen to Rob and Paul.
What does Paul think ofJenny?

b Watch or listen again. Mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false). Correct the F sentences.
1
2
3
4
5

Rob used to play pool when he was younger.
Rob has a lot of free time.
Rob had light hair the last time Paul saw him.
Paul thinks Rob has changed a lot.
Jenny's parencs gave Rob the shirt
he's wearing.
6 Rob doesn't want to keep Jenny waiting.

-

b Watch or listen again. Answer with Paul, Rob, or Jenny.
Who suggests ... ?
1
going playing
2
exercising
3
going to a club
4
going to an art museum
5
staying at home
6
going to a gig
7
meeting Kerri

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

c

4 28>)) Look at some extracts from the conversation.
Can you remember any of the missing words? Watch
or listen and check.
1 Paul
Rob

Paul

2 Jenny
Paul

What shall we
now?
What do you want to do?
Well... I haven't been on a performance floor for
weeks now. I've got to move my body. __ go
performing!
I'm going running in the morning. Why ____.
you join me?
No, thanks. I'm not
keen on running.
But I've read about this place called Deep Space
where they play great music. We
go
there.

3 Jenny ____ about going to the late show at
MOMA?
MOMA? What's that?
Paul
4 Jenny ____ about staying in and watching a
movie on TV?
I'm in New York. I can watch TV anywhere.
Paul
5 Paul
Rob

6 Rob

Paul

3 � THE MORNING AFTER THE
NIGHT BEFORE

I didn't think so. So shall we
____ not?

there?

a

b Watch or listen again. Complete the sentences with
1-3 words.
2
3
4
5
6
7

meet her outside and go
We
together.
That's a great ____.

O Verb forms

Remember to use the base form of the verb after:

Shall we... We could... Why don't you I we... Let's...

Remember to use the gerund after:
What about...? How about...?

Social English phrases
Jenny Where are you ___ ?
I'm calling. I'm not going to make it.
Rob That's
Rob It won't
again.
to Boston this afternoon.
Rob He's
Jenny I mean,
not that I don't like Paul, but...
with him before the
Don I wanted to have a
meeting.
a professional.
Jenny He's

4 29>)) Watch or listen and repeat the highlighted
phrases. Copy the rhythm and intonation.

f Practice the dialogues inc with a partner.
g

In small groups, practice making suggestions and
responding.
You are going to have an end-of-semester class
party. You need to decide:
• When to have it
• Where to have it
• What time to have it
• What foods and drinks to have

Rob says that he's feeling ____ .
Kerri invited Rob and Paul to ____
Rob says that he can't make ____.
Jenny is upset because it's an ____
Rob promises that ____ again.
that afternoon.
Rob also says that Paul
Jenny tells Don that Rob is such ____

c Look at the Social English phrases. Can you
remember any of the missing words?

d Look at the highlighted expressions for making and
responding to suggestions. Which of the ways of
making suggestions do you think is the most emphatic?
e

30>)) Watch or listen to Rob and Jenny talking on the
phone. What's the problem?

d

31>)) Watch or listen and complete the phrases.

e Watch or listen again and repeat the phrases. How do
you say them in your language?

[

Can you._?
use different ways of making suggestions
respond to suggestions
apologize and make an excuse

D
D
D

Online Practice

G reported speech: sentences and questions
V shopping, making nouns from verbs
P the letters ai

1 GRAMMAR reported speech: sentences and questions
a Look at the home page of a new website. What do you think you can sell or buy there?

'

NE� )ER

V,s,•o,'

+

f D

LIKED IT

ANYWAY
HOME

1 M@•iih8iiMhMiiiH•h ____________::::C\::: == =bre.,Jcf=="·=de=..r.=======:=:_.,..,,..,.,.......J
SGICl>

BARGAIN OF THE WEEK

Welcome!

Sweet & Simple Engagement Ring

Never Liked It Anyway"' is a place where once
loved gifts from once loved lovers get a second
chance...

><>Id by brj<n

"Well when I first met him he was
charming and sweet and funny most of you know how that goes right?
After a couple of years, things started
happening... I found things that
indicated he was cheating..."

We've all been there.
We've all got stories to tell and things to sell.
This is a place full of marvelous deals.
Let the fun begin!

b

32>)) Listen to part of a radio program about
this new website. Did you guess right?

c Listen again and answer the questions.
1 Why did Annabel Acton set it up?
2 What kinds of things do people sell on it?
3 What else do they do apart from selling things?
d Now look at three things from the website and answer the
questions with a partner.
Would you like to buy any of them?
2 Which breakup do you think was the worst?
3 Do you have anything you would like to sell on the website?
e Look at four sentences from the website. What do you think were
the actual words that the people used when they said these things?

-

l
2
3
4

My fiance told me that be was in love with another woman.
She said that she'd come and pick it up.
I asked if it was new.
I asked her who had given it to her.

1 "I'm in love with another worrum."

>-

f

p.146 Grammar Bank SA. Learn more
about reported sentences and questions, and
practice them.

g

4 35 >)) Imagine you were stopped in a
shopping mall last Saturday by a woman
taking a survey. Listen and write down the
questions she asked. Then write your answers.

h Work in pairs. Take turns telling your
partner about the survey, what the woman
asked you, and what you said.
Last Saturday I was in a shopping mall,
and a woman who was taking a survey
stopped me. She asked me if I usually...

2 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING

Wedding dress

shopping

Real World Price: $1,200.00

Break-up price: $500.00
The Product:

Never worn, still has price tags.
Selling matching veil and other
extras.

The Story:

Two weeks before our wedding was
supposed to take place, my fiance
called and told me that he was in
love with another woman. I'm over
it now, but selling the dress will help
me to move on.

a In pairs, say if you think these are the same
or different. Then check with your teacher.
I buy somethinB online and buy somethinB on
the Internet
2 a dru8 store and a pharmacy
3 an outlet store and a department store
4 a shoppinB center and a shoppinB mall
S a library and a book store
6 put on a shirt and try on a shirt
7 Itfits you. and It suits you.
8 for sale and on sale
b With your partner, explain the meaning of
the words in the list.
a bargain a discount a price tag
a receipt a refund take something back

Apple MacBook Pro
sold by C1rl

c Work with a different partner. Interview
him / her with the questionnaire below. Ask
for and give as many details as you can.

Real World Price: $850

Break-up price: $250
The P roduct:

Everything works fine. A few
scratches.

The Story:

My ex-friend left it here when
she walked out. She said that she'd
come and pick it up, but she never
did. Her new guy must have a lot of
money!

oe

food

2 Do you ever shop-.? What do you buy?
Oa in street markets
Ob in supermarkets
Oc in shopping centers or malls
od online

Tiffany™ heart necklace
sold by Ellie

1 What's your favorite store or website
to buy_.?
Oa clothes
Ob shoes
Oc books and music
Od presents

Real World Price: $1,400.00

Break-up price: $650.00

The Story:

I got this very beautiful necklace
as a Christmas present from my
friend, Andy. A year later J
went to a party at his office, and I
saw a girl wearing the exact same
necklace. I asked if it was new, and
she said yes, it was a present, so I
asked her who had given it to her,
and she said Andy. I dumped him
the next day.

3 What do you...?
Oa enjoy buying
Ob hate buying
4 Do you prefer shopping for clothes... ?
Oa by yourself or with somebody
O b at the beginning of the season or when
stores have sales
5 What do you think are the advantages and
disadvantages of buying clothes online?
[ Email address

ro�r

�
irLanguage

Online Practice

·-

3 READING
a In your country, if people have a problem with something they've
bought, or with the service in a store or restaurant, do they usually
complain? If not, why not?
b Read the article The KinB ofComplainers. Which of these
adjectives (or any others) would you use to describe Clive? Why?
admirable cheap crazy eccentric obsessive

smart

c What does Clive think is the best way to complain? What did he
get as a result of complaining about ...?
the smell of cookies
2 a friend's faulty car

3 his wife's fall during a vacation
4 some old strawberries

d Now read Clive's top tips. Complete the tips
with a heading from the list.

DON'T BE TOO SPECIFIC
DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER
KNOW WHO YOU ARE WRITING TO
THREATEN ACTION
WRITE A LETTER
USEFLATIERY
e Now look at the highlighted verbs and verb
phrases. With a partner, try to figure out
their meaning from the context.
f Which two tips do you think are the most
important?

The King of C
Comp[airTers

live Zietman loves complaining - but not shouting in hotel lobbies,
or angrily telling a salesperson to call the manager, or making
a waitress cr y. He loves complaining properly and in writing.
Over the last 20 years, he has written over 5,000 letters of complaint.
His successes include refunded vacations, countless free meals, and
complimentary theater tickets.

So how has he achieved this? "Screaming
and shouting is a complete waste of time and
is usually directed at a person who is not in
a position to do anything," he says. "I like to
write a polite letter to the company. People
�
won't want to help you if you are aggressive.
.........._._......
· · --........;::::
They respond much better to good manners."
It all started many years ago, on a boring train trip home to West London.
The train passed by a cookie factory, and the smell of the cookies made
Clive feel hungry. He wrote a letter to the managing director to complain,
in a humorous way, about the fumes coming through the train window.
The result? Some free packages of cookies. But since then there have
been more serious victories as well. On one occasion he managed to get a
Volkswagen Golf GTI within 24 hours for a friend who had been
---���..... complaining for almost a year (without any success) about
his faulty vehicle. On another occasion he got a travel
agent to refund the cost of a vacation after Clive's wife
Bettina broke her leg when she slipped in a puddle of
water in their vacation apartment in Spain.
These days, there is almost nothing he won't complain
about. After Clive was served moldy strawberries on a
British Airways flight, he used a courier service to send
the fruit to the airline's chief executive. To compensate, BA
invited his daughters, Nina and Zoe, to Heathrow to personally
inspect the airline's catering facilities. "I just can't bear bad service," says
Clive. "We have a right to good service, and should expect it and demand
it. In fact, what irritates me more than anything is that, unlike Americans,
we British are hopeless at complaining."
So how do Bettina, his wife, and daughters Nina, 22, Zoe, 18, and 12-year
old son Joe cope with living with one of the world's biggest complainer?
Surely he must be a nightmare to live with? Has he ever
asked Bettina to explain why a meal she made is
badly cooked? "Oh, no, of course not," says
Clive. It seems there are some things
even he knows you should never
complain about!
Adapted from the Daily Mail website

How to complain
successfully:

Clive's top tips

4 PRONUNCIATION the letters ai
a Say the words aloud, and then write them in the correct column.
airline bargain captain complain email fair
obtain hairdresser paid painting repair villain

1

Never shout and swear - it achieves
nothing. Don't spoil your meal or your
vacation by getting into an argument
with a waiter or customer service call
center operator. Make a mental note
of the circumstances and write a
letter later.
2
Don't send emails, or standard, printed
out complaints forms. Companies
may not read these, but they probably
will read a letter. And unless you are
particularly fond of Vivaldi, don't waste
your time calling a customer complaint
line! Your letter should be short and
to the point, and should fit on one side
of an 81/2· by11· sheet of paper.
And type it. Reading other people's
handwriting is hard work.

3
Write to the company's marketing
director or finance director because
they're probably the least busy. Find
his or her name on the Internet or by
calling. Writing Dear Sir/ Madam is lazy.
Taking the time to find a person's name
and title shows initiative.
If your complaint is serious enough,
make it clear you will not hesitate to
change to another bank/ cell phone
company. Smart companies know that
changing an angry customer into a
satisfied one will make the customer
more loyal.

b

4 36>)) Listen and check, and then answer the questions.
1 What is the pronunciation of ai when it is a) stressed b) unstressed?
2 How is air usually pronounced?
3 Is said pronounced /se1d/ or /scd/?

c

4 37>)) Listen and write four sentences. Practice saying them.

5 VOCABULARY making nouns from verbs
a Look at some nouns from the article.What verbs do they come from?
complaint argument compensation
b ),,- p.163 Vocabulary Bank Word building. Do Part l.

6 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a

4 40 >)) Listen to part of a radio consumer program where people
are talking about bad service. What did the people complain
about ... ?
1 in the taxi

2 in the hotel

3 in the restaurant

b Listen again and answer the questions.
1 Who did each person complain to?
2 What did the people they complained to do as a result?
c Talk to a partner.

5
Don't say exactly what you expect to
receive as compensation. Leave it to
the company.

6
Use phrases like "I can only imagine
this is an unusual departure from your
usual high standards," and "I would
love to shop with you again if you can
demonstrate to me that you are still as
good as I know you used to be."
Glossary
lose your temper become angry
threaten verb warn that you may punish
somebody ifhe or she does not do what you wane
flattery noun saying good things about somebody
that you may not mean

1 Who's best at complaining in your family? Give examples.
2 Can you remember a time when you (or someone in your family)
complained...?
• to a taxi driver • to a hotel receptionist
• to a waiter
• to someone else
Why did you complain? What did you say? What happened?
d ),,- Communication I want to speak to the manager A p.107
B p.111. Role-play a customer complaining to a salesperson and
a restaurant manager.

7 WRITING

·-

),,- p.119 Writing A letter of complaint. Write a letter to complain
about something you bought online.

Online Practice

G gerunds and infinitives
V work
P word stress

1 VOCABULARY work

Yes.I'm an
accountant
I enjoy working
with numbers.

2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING
word stress

a Underline the stressed syllable in each word. Use the
phonetics to help you.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

b

alpply /;i'plai/
sallalry to;refari/
downlsize 'daonsa1z/
exlperlijence /tk'sp1ri:ms/
olverltime •ouv:,rta1m/
perlmalnent fparm;mant/
quallilfiicaltions /kwol;ifa'ke1fnz/
relsign n'zam
reltire ·n'ta1;ir•
temlpolrarly /'tcmparcrif

4 45>)) Listen and check. Practice saying the words.

c Do you know anybody who...
-

is applying for a job? What kind of job?
is doing a temporary job? What?
has a part-time job? What hours does he/ she work?
is self-employed? What does he/ she do?
has been promoted recently? What to?
was fired from his/ her job, or was downsized?
Why?
- has just retired? How old is he/ she?

d Think of someone you know who has a job. Prepare
your answers to the questions below.
a Look at the picture story. Match sentences A-I with
pictures 1-9.

D She decided to set up an online business selling
birthday cakes.
B D Her business is doing very well. Clare is a success!
C D She was unemployed and had to look for a job.
D D They had an argument, and Clare was fired.
A

E

IT] Clare worked for a marketing company.

D She applied for a lot of jobs, and sent in resumes.
D She made a good salary, but she didn't like her boss.
H D She had some interviews, but didn't get the jobs.
I D She had to work very hard and work overtime.

• What/do?
• Where I work (in an office,
at home, etc.)?
• What qualifications I have?
• What hours/work?
• I have to work overtime?
• I make a good salary?
�
• /like the job? Why (not)? • �
• Would you like to do his I her job? Why (not)?

F

G

-

b
c

4 41 >)) Listen and check. Then cover the sentences and
look at the pictures. Tell the story from memory.

>- p.164 Vocabulary Bank Work.

e Work in pairs. A interview B about their person's job.
Ask more questions if you can. Then switch.
I'm going to tell you abou! my ') ( �h at does
_ do?
cousin. Her name's Corin _
� "l!::She's a journalist. She works ')
for a local newspaper...

---!(

3 GRAMMAR gerunds and infinitives
a Complete The riBht jobfor you questionnaire by
putting the verbs in the correct form, the gerund
(e.g., workinB) or infinitive (e.g., to work).
b Read the questionnaire and check (.I) only the
sentences that you strongly agree with. Discuss
your answers with another student.
c Now see in which group(s) you have the most check
marks, and go to),,- Communication The right job
for you p.107. Do you agree with the results?
d Look at the sentences in the questionnaire.
Complete the rules with the gerund or the
infinitive.

2
3
4
S

After some verbs,
e.g., enjoy, don't mind use ...
After some verbs,
e.g., would like use ...
After adjectives use ...
After prepositions use ...
As the subject of a phrase or
sentence use .. .

e ),,- p.147 Grammar Bank 88. Learn more about
gerunds and infinitives, and practice them.
f Choosefive of the circles below
and write something in them.
somebody
you find very
easy to talk to

something you
enjoy doing on
Sunday mornings

something you
are plennlns to
do in the summer
a country
you'd like to
visit in the future

a job you
hate doing in
the house
a sport, activity,
or hobby you
love playing or doing,
but never have time for
something
you're afraid
of doing

The right job for you MATCH YOUR PERSONALITY TO THE JOB
1
2
3
4

I'd like to work as part of a team.
work
I enjoy __ people with their problems. help
not earn
I don't mind __ a very large salary.
listen
I'm good at __ to people.

5
6
7
8

I'm good at __ quick decisions.
__ risks doesn't worry me.
I'm happy __ by myself.
I'm not afraid of _ _ large amounts
of money.

make
take
work
manage

9
10
11
12

I'm good at __ myself.
I always try __ my instincts.
It's important for me __ creative.
I enjoy __.

express
follow
be
improvise

13 __ complex calculations is not
difficult for me.
14 I enjoy __ logical problems.
15 I find it easy __ theoretical
principles.
16 I am able __ space and distance.

do
solve
understand
calculate

somebody you
wouldn't like to go
on vacation with
a job
you'd love
to do

g Work in groups. Tell the others about what you
put in your circles, and answer their questions.
( I'm going to tell you about someone I find really
to talk to. It's my uncle...
�

Online Practice

4 READING
a Read the first paragraph of an article about
the TV show Shark Tank. Answer the
questions.
1 Who are the "Sharks?"

2 What is their "Tank?"

3 How does the show work?

4 Is there a similar TV show in your country? How
does it work?

b Look at the photos and read about three products that were
presented on the show, a device for a guitar (A), baby bibs (B),
and shrimp burgers (C). Which product ...?

1 has been very successful although the Sharks didn't invest in it

2 was presented by a musician
3 was presented by a female

4 has a celebrity representing the product
5 is practical for moms and kids

6 is now sold in many US states

products, companies, and ideas
presented on Shark Tank. They were
ry happy with their investment
ravis Perry, a guitar player from
Alabama who had the idea for Chord
Buddy - a device that helps people
arn to play the guitar. He came into the Tank with some guitars
that had the device attached to them. Shark, Robert Herjavec
immediately sensed an opportunity in the charismatic Travis
and agreed to invest $125,000 in his product. A year later, Chord
Buddy has made over $1. 5 million in sales and has John Rich - a
famous country singer - representing the product. Travis is now
running an impressive and profitable company.

S

usie Taylor wanted the Sharks to invest in her high-tech baby
bib company. The bibs are made from high-quality materials
_-,:,,---,....._ that don't stain. Nobody was enthusiastic, and the
Sharks rejected her idea. But Susie hasn't given
, up. Since appearing on the TV show, orders for
� ,·:-, 1. Susie's bibs increased and she has been contacted
by other investors. And that is what makes a real
entrepreneur-he or she never gives up. If the
����-�� Sharks invest in him or her, there is a chance he
or she will be successful. But if they leave
he Tank empty-handed, the determination
to make it on their own is as great as ever.

A

nd of course, the Sharks don't always
"set it right. Cook Shawn Davis's product,
gourmet shrimp burgers, was rejected. One Shark said, ·nl buy the
product, but I don't really know the food business well enough
to make the product successful.• Another Shark said, ·1just don't
Uke shrimp at all, so based o n th at.
I'm out.• Athird shark
;;;
�� i �
said getting shrimp
ij
fl
and keeping it cold
makes the product
too expensive for the
public to buy. Today.
Davis's company Is
worth $6 milUon, and
his shrimp burgers are

�ijj,ijf!��:�
9

sold lnsupermaikets
ltR.m*USI

c Which (if any) of the three products would you be
interested / definitely not interested in buying? Why?
d Look at the highlighted words and phrases which are
all related to business. Try to figure out their meaning
from the context.

j) Words with different meanings

6 SPEAKING
a Work with a partner. Imagine you are going to appear
on the program. You can choose one of the products
below, or you can invent your own.
a watch a sandwich an app a chair
a dessert a pen a lamp a drink a gadget

Sometimes the same word can have two completely
different meanings, e.g., I work in a store. (= it's my job)
and My laptop doesn't work. (= it's broken).

e With a partner, say what the difference in meaning is
between the pairs of sentences.
He's running a business. and
He's running a marathon.
2 Marion was fired last week. and
When the man fired the gun, everyone screamed.
3 There's a market for this product. and
There's a market where you can buy vegetables.
4 He's set up a company. and
He's very good company.

5 LISTENING
a

4 49 >)) Look at the photos of two more products that
were presented on Shark Tank. Now listen and find out
exactly what makes them special.
b Present your product to the class together. Spend a
few minutes preparing your presentation. Take turns
giving the information, and use language from the box
to help you.

J) Presenting a product

Good morning. We're going to tell you about our new
product.
It's a ... and it's called ...
We think it will be very popular with...

b Listen again. Do you think the Sharks invested in ...?
Why?

c

It is completely different from I better than anything else
on the market because ...

a both of them
b neither of them
c one ofthem (which?)

c You also have money to invest in one of the products
your classmates present, so listen to their presentations
and decide which one to vote for.

4 50>)) Now listen to what happened. Were you right?
What influenced the Sharks' choice?

7 WRITING

d Do you think either of these products would be
successful in your country? Why (not)?

>-

p.120 Writing A cover email with your resume.
Write an accompanying email to send with your
resume to apply for a job.

8 (4 51 >l) SONG Piano fv1an Jj
Online Practice

�
.... .

GRAMMAR
@a,b,or c.
1 We'll miss the train if we ___.
a don't hurry b won't hurry c didn't hurry
2 If you help me with the dishes, ___ in
five minutes.
a we'll finish b we finish c we finished
3 I won't get into college unless ___ good
scores on my aptitude tests.
a I'll get b I got c I get
4 If we bought a house,we ___ a dog.
a can have b could have c will have
5 I'd be sad if my brother and his wife ___.
a break up b 'II break up c broke up
6 IfI had a job,I ___ live with my parents.
a won't b wouldn't c didn't
7 If I won a lot of money, ___ a big house.
a I'd buy b I'll buy c I buy
8 He said he ___ to his lawyer tomorrow.
a will speak b spoke c would speak
9 I asked Sally if ___ coming to the party.
a she is b she was c was she
10 The little girl ___ that she was lost.
a told b said us c told us
11 The police officer asked me where ___.
a did I live b I was live c I lived
12 Tom's really good at ___ problems.
a solve b solving c to solve
13 ___ clothes online saves a lot of time.
a Buying b To buy c Buy
14 I wouldn't ___ that car ifl were you.
a get b getting c to get
15 It's really important ___ the receipt.
a keep b to keep c keeping

VOCABULARY
a Complete with one word.

-

1 The US school year has two ___ .
2 Children under five can go to ___ school.
3 US schools are divided into ___ or age
groups.
4 Children who __ very badly at school
may be suspended.
5 A school where parents have to pay for their
children to attend is called a ___ school.

b @the right word.
1
2
3
4

We live in a residential area in/ on the outskirts of Boston.
The roof/ ceilinB in our apartment is very low,so don't hit your head!
Close the Bate/ door or the dog might run out of the yard.
Our apartment is in/ on the fifth floor of a large apartment
building.
5 On the shelf above the chimney /fireplace there are some photos.
c Complete the sentences with a noun made from the bold word.
1 I don't like shopping in supermarkets because there is too
much ___. choose
2 My roommates andI have an ___ about who does what in the
house. agree
3 I'm sure the new company will be a ___. succeed
4 I made a ___ about the service in the hotel. complain
5 We went on a ___ to support the unemployed. demonstrate
6 The government is planning to raise the ___ age to 70. retire
7 If you want to get a job, you need good ___. qualify
8 My sister has been working as a ___ for the United
Nations. translate
9 Some ___ say that drinking coffee may be good for us. science
10 I want an ___ for what happened yesterday. explain
d Complete the missing words.
1
2
3
4
5

I worked a lot of ov___ last week - two h_?urs extra every day.
He works the night sh___ at the local factory.
It's only a t ___ job, from March to September.
I'd like to s ___ up a small business making children's clothes.
Lewis loves being s___-___ because it means he is his own
boss and can choose the hours that he works.

PRONUNCIATION
a @the word with a different sound.

1

rn

2dJ

country

study

uniform punished

choose

roof

wooden

school

resign

private

3�

kindergarten fireplace

4�

paid

complain sale

bargain
attach
5�
b Underline the stressed syllable.
1 selmesjter
2 unlemlployed

3 dellilvelry
4 alpply

said

entrance educate

S alchievejment

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?
a Read the blog once. Complete the main message of the
article in your own words.
than a job
It is better to do a job that
that you
, but that ______

e!1

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE
PEOPLE?

52 >)) On the street Watch or listen to five people and
answer the questions.

The importance of
Max

Amber
When I was growing up, all I wanted to be was an artist.
When I got to high school and could choose what classes
to take, I took every art class that was available. Painting,
drawing, photography, you name it - I took the class.
Then I took a chemistry class. I LOVED it. It was funl And I
was good at it. I started thinking: wouldn't I make more money
if I went into the sciences instead of being a starving artist?
So I threw away the art school applications and went to study
chemistry. College was fun, and when I graduated with my
chemistry degree, I went to graduate school in Washington,
D.C. to do a PhD program in chemistry! It was OK to start
with, but after the first year, I was completely depressed. I
hated the program. It was dry and boring. But I didn't know
what to do about ii.
So I quit. I spent the next month feeling bad about my failure,
unsure what to do next. Finally, I went to an employment
agency to get a job. Something - anything - that would pay
money.

E
8
oi

g

J
a1

I got a temporary job filling envelopes at an NGO. One day
they needed some graphic design and I volunteered. This
was the major turning point in my career. Over the next few
months, they gave me more and more design work. What
began as a temporary job turned into a permanent job. I was
finally doing something I loved, and I was making money
doing it.

It's been difficult at times, but I really love my job. Believe
me, it is FAR more important that you are happy and get to
do what you are passionate about every day and get paid
� less for it, than to dread getting up in the morning because
you dislike what you do.
�

g
.::.

f

b Read the blog again and mark the sentences T (true),
F (false), or DS (doesn't say).
1 She used to get very good grades in art in high school.
2 She thought she would earn more money working as a
chemist than being an artist.
3 She enjoyed graduate school but not college.
4 She lived at home after she quit graduate school.
S She was very well-paid for filling envelopes at
the NGO.
6 She feels passionate about design.

Simon

Simone

Joe

1 Amber says ___ is mixed so a mixed school is better.
a real interaction b the real world
c the world of business
2 Max likes shopping online because ___.
a there is more availability of products
b he doesn't like looking at a variety of products
c he is extroverted
3 Simon was ___ with what he sold on eBay.
a satisfied b delighted c disappointed
4 Joe would like to ___.
a paint the walls of his apartment
b have more paintings in his apartment
c invite more people to his house
S Simone would like to have a job ___.
a in banking b that's well paid c that's enjoyable

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Do the tasks with a partner. Check (.I) the box if you can
do them.
Can you ••. ?
l
describe the schools you went to (or have been to)
and say what you liked or didn't like about them
2
say what you will do a) if you don't pass your
English exam at the end of the course and b) when
you can speak English fluently
3
describe your ideal vacation house
4
say what you would do if a) you won a lot of money
and b) you had more free time
S
report three questions that someone has asked you
today and what you answered

D

D

D
D
D

� Short movies Trinity College, Dublin
Watch and enjoy the movie.

VIDEO

c Choose five new words or phrases from the text.
Check their meaning and pronunciation and try to
learn them.

Online Practice

G third conditional
V making adjectives and adverbs
P sentence stress

You were
really lucky!

1 READING & SPEAKING
a Answer the questions with a partner. Say.
what you would do and why.
What would you do if... ?
I somebody on the street asked you for
money on your way home tonight
2 you were driving home at night and you saw
somebody who had run out of gas
3 you saw an old man being attacked on the
street by a couple of teenagers
4 you were in a line at a bus station or airport
and someone asked to go in front of you
because he / she was in a hurry

b Read the beginning of a true story by the writer Bernard Hare,
about something that happened to him when he was a student.
Then in pairs, decide what you think happened next.
c

5 2>)) Now listen to what happened. Were you right?

d Listen again and answer the questions.
What did Bernard have to do as soon as he got off the train?
2 How did Bernard react?
3 What did the ticket inspector then ask him to do?

•

ector

I was living in a tudent flat In North London, when the
police knocked on my door one night. I thought it was because I
hadn't paid the rent for a few months, so I didn't open the door.
But then I wondered if it was something to do with my mother,
who I knew wasn't very well. There was no ph�ne in the flat and
this was before the days of mobile phones, so I ran down to the
nearest phone box and phoned my dad in Leeds, in the north of
England. He told me that my mum was very ill in hospital and that
I should go home as soon as I could.
When I got to the-station I found that I'd missed the last train
to Leeds. There was a train to Peterborough, from where some
local trains went to Leeds, but I would miss the connection by
about 20 minutes. I decided to get the Peterborough train - I was
so desperate to get home that I thought maybe I could hitchhike
from Peterborough.
"Tickets, please." I looked up and saw the ticket inspector. He
could see from my eyes that I'd been crying. "Are you OK?"
he asked. "Of course I'm OK," I said. "You look awful," he
continued. "Is there anything I can do?" "You could go away," I
said rudely.
Glossary
student flat noun cheap aparrment usually rented out
to college students
phone box noun phone booth for a public telephone
Peterborough a small city 75 miles north of London
hitchhike rimm travel by asking for free rides in other
....� peoplc's car,
ticket in�pector noun one who is in charge of a train
and travels with it, but does not drive ir

But he didn't. He sat down and said, "If there's a problem, I'm
here to help." The only thing I could think of was to tell him my
story. When I finished I said, "So now you know. I'm a bit upset
and I don't feel like talking anymore. OK?" "OK," he said, finally
getting up. "I'm sorry to hear that, son. I hope you make it home."
I continued to look out of the window at the dark countryside.
Ten minutes later, the ticket inspector came back.

e After this story was on the news, several people wrote in with
their stories about being helped by strangers. A read The students,
B read The angel.

2 GRAMMAR third conditional
a Match the sentence halves from the story.

O

The students
I was living in Korea at the time,
teaching English. I had to leave
the country and return again
because of problems with my
visa, so I booked a ferry to
Fukuoka in Japan. I intended
to change some South Korean
money into Japanese yen when
I got there, but when I arrived, I discovered it was a holiday in
Japan and all the banks were closed. I didn't have a credit card, so
I walked from the ferry terminal toward the town wondering what I
was going to do without any Japanese money. I was feeling lonely
and depressed when suddenly I heard a young couple speaking
French. I asked them if they spoke any English, and they told me (in
good English) that they were Belgian students. When I explained
my problem, they immediately offered to take me around the city
and look for somewhere where I could change money. They paid
for my bus ticket, and they took me to several places, and in the
end, we found a hotel where I was able to change my cash. They
then invited me to join them and their friends for the evening. I had a
fantastic night and have never forgotten how they changed all their
plans just to help a stranger. - Karina

The angel
It was a cold Sunday evening
in Manchester. I was a college
student, and my friend and
I had been invited to dinner with
our tutor at his house about
18 miles away. We decided to go
on my motorcycle, but we hadn't
realized how cold it was, so we
hadn't dressed warmly enough, and after ten minutes on the bike
we were absolutely freezing. When we were about half way there,
the bike started to make a funny noise and then stopped. We had
run out of gas. We stood at the side of the road, shivering with cold,
and not sure what to do.
Suddenly a passing car stopped. The driver got out, opened the
trunk of his car, and took out a can of gas. He walked up to my bike,
opened the gas tank, and poured the gas in. He then closed the
tank and got back into his car, without saying a single word, and
drove away. We couldn't believe our luck. We sometimes wonder if
the man who rescued us was an angel ... -Andy

A she would have been alone without
any money.
B they would have had to walk for miles in
the cold.
C he would have missed his connection.
b Now look at the sentences below. Which one
describes what really happened? Which one
describes how the situation might have been
different?
1 If the inspector hadn't stopped the train, he
would have missed his connection.
2 The inspector stopped the train, so he didn't
miss his connection.

c

Where it happened
What the problem was
What the stranger(s) did to

>

p.148 Grammar Bank 9A. Learn more
about the third conditional and practice it.

3 PRONUNCIATION
sentence stress
a

5 4>)) Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy
the rhythm.
1 If I'd known you were sick, 1 would have
come to see you.

2 If the weather had been better. we
would have stayed longer.
3 1f I hadn't stopped to get gas.
I wouldn't have been late.
4 We would have missed our flight if it
hadn't been delayed.

b

c
f In pairs, tell each other your story. Tell your partner:

0
0

2
3

If the inspector hadn't stopped the train
to Leeds,.'..
If the couple hadn't helped Karina, .. .
If the man in the car hadn't stopped, .. .

5>)) Listen and write five third conditional
sentences.

> Communication Guess the conditional
A p.108 B p.111.

, ..'l�; r.

·�.·

.....�,
. � :Ii·.·..'&��··

�·�r-

g Which of the three stories do you think was a) the most
surprising b) the most moving? Why?
h Have you ever helped a stranger, or been helped by a stranger?
What happened?

Online Practice

·-

4 SPEAKING

5 READING & LISTENING

a Read the questions and think about your answers.

a Think of some very successful people, e.g., business
people, musicians, sports stars. Which of these three
things do you think was probably most important in
making them successful: a) talent b) hard work c) luck?

Look at some quotes about luck. Do you think they
are true?

b Read the article A question of luck? about a book by
Malcolm Gladwell, and answer the questions.

"The more
I practice,
the luckier
I get."

What three factors does he chink being successful
really depends on?
2 Why is it an advantage for sports players to be born in
the first months of the year in some countries?
3 What is the 10,000 hours theory?

Gary Player, golf player

"You' ve got
to think lucky.
If you fall into a
mud hole, check your
back pocket - you might
have caught
a fish."

c

5 6>)) Now listen to two other examples Gladwell
mentions, The Beatles and Bill Gates. What two main
reasons does he give for their extraordinary success?

Darrell Royal,
American football
coach

"You never know
what worse luck
your bad luck�
saved you from." l\
Cormac McCarthy, writer

\\

"If you have
two friends in your
lifetime, you're lucky.
If you have one good
friend, you're more
than lucky."
Susan Hinton, writer

d Listen again and answer the questions.
Where did they play and between which years?
2 Where did the club owner usually get bands from?
3 How much did they have to play?
4 How many times had they performed live by 1964?
5
6
7
8

When did his school start a computer club?
Why was this unusual?
What did he and his friends do on weekends?
How many hours did he spend at the computer club
every week?

e What do you think? Answer these questions with a
part ner.
2 Do you consider yourself in general to be a lucky
person? Why (not)?
3 Can you remember a time when you were either very
lucky or very unlucky? What happened?
4 Do you know anyone who you think is particularly
lucky or unlucky? Why?

-·

b In groups of three or four, discuss your answers. Give
as much detail as possible.

Do you agree that luck and practice are just as
important as talent? Is luck more important than
practice or the other way around?
2 Think of something you are moderately good at or
very good at. Were you lucky to be able to have the
opportunity to star t doing it? How many hours do
you think you have spent practicing it? Do you think
you have spent more hours doing it than other people
you know?

6 VOCABULARY

making adjectives and adverbs
One of these is luck, for example being
lucky enough to·.be in the right place at
the right time.

W

hat is the question we always ask about successful
people? We want to know what they're like - what kind
of personalities they have, or how intelligent they
are, or what kind of lifestyles they have, or what special talents
they might have been born with. And we assume that it is those
personal qualities that explain how that individual gets to the top
of his or her profession.
But according to Malcolm Gladwell, in his book Outliers, we
are asking the wrong questions. He thinks that while talent is
obviously a factor, there are two other more important ones that
make a person successful. The first of these factors is luck.

a Look at the bold words in the sentence
above. Which is a noun and which is an
adjective? Using the word luck, can you
make ... ?
a negative adjective
2 a positive adverb
3 a negative adverb
b )Iii,,- p.163 Vocabulary Bank Word building.
Do Part 2.

7 WRITING
a Read the rules for the sentence game.

The sentence game
1 You should write correct sentences
with the exact number of words given
(contractions count as one word).

2 The sentences must make sense.

He begins with the example of sports players. In recent research
done on various groups of elite ice hockey players from Canada
and the Czech Republic, one fascinating fact came to light. In
both countries, it was discovered that 40% of the players on
the top teams were born between January and March, 30%
between April and June, 20% between July and September, and
only 10% between October and December. The explanation was
simple. The school year in these countries runs from January
to December. A boy who is ten on January 2nd will be in the
same class as one whose 10th birthday is on December 30th.
The chances are the first boy will be bigger, stronger, and more
coordinated. He is much more likely than the other boy to be
chosen to play on junior teams. He will then get better coaching
than the others, and will play many more games, so will also get
more practice. In the beginning, his advantage isn't so much that
he is more talented, simply that he is older. He was lucky enough
to be born in the first months of the year. But by the age of 13 or
14, with the extra coaching and practice, he really will be better
than the others, and far more likely to be successful.

3 You should include a form of the word given
(e.g., if the word is luck, you can use lucky,
luckily, etc.).
b Work in teams of three or four. Play the
sentence game. You have five minutes to
write the following sentences.
1
2

fortune (11 WORDS)
comfort (9 WORDS)

4

luck (7 WORDS)
ca.re (6 WORDS)

5

patience c12 WORDS)

3

c Your teacher will tell you if your sentences
are correct. The team with the most correct
sentences is the winner.

8

9>))

SONG Karma 1'

The extra practice is vital, because the second factor that
Gladwell believes is of great importance in determining whether
somebody is going to be successful or not is what he calls the
"10,000 hours theory." This theory, based on studies in many
different fields, says that in order to get to the very top you
need to put in 10,000 hours of practice, whether it is playing an
instrument or a sport, or programming a computer.

Online Practice

·-

G quantifiers
V electronic devices, phrasal verbs
P ough and augh, linking

1 GRAMMAR quantifiers
a Look at the illustration. How many
electronic devices can you see? Which ones
do you have? What do you use them for?

2 PRONUNCIATION ough and augh

p Be careful with the letters
oughandaugh

ough and augh. They can have different
pronunciations.
Try to remember how to pronounce the most common words that
have this combination of letters, e.g., although.

b Circle the correct phrase in 1-6.

2
3
4

5
6

c

>

I used to have a lot of/ lot of different
gadgets, but now I use my phone for almost
everything.
I'd like to buy a better computer, but I don't
have enoU£Jh mo ney/ money enou8h right now.
I spend too much/ too many time every
day online.
I only have a little / a few friends on
Facebook, and no/ none of them are
close friends.
I never watch TV or movies on my phone
because the screen isn't enouah bia /
biB enouah.
I like downloading new apps to my phone,
but I think some of them are too / too much
difficult to use.

p.149 Grammar Bank 98. Learn more
about quantifiers and practice them.

d Talk to a partner. Are the sentences in b true
for you? Say why (not).

-.

a Write the words in the list in the correct column.
although bought brought caught cough daughter
enough laugh thought through tough

rn

b
c

14>)) Listen and check. Which is the most common sound?
Which four words finish with the sound /f/?
5 15>)) Listen to sentences 1-5 and practice saying them.
I
2
3
4
5

I thought I'd brought enough money with me.
My daughter caught a bad cold.
I bought it although it was very expensive.
We've been through some tough times.
I didn't laugh! It was a cough.

If

you type the words .. information overload.. into Google. you will
immediately get an information overload - more than 7 million hits
in 0.05 seconds. Some of this information is interesting - for example,
you learn that the phrase .. information overload.. was first used in 1970,
before the Internet was invented. But much of the information is
not relevant or useful: obscure companies and even more obscure
bloggers.

Information overload is one of the biggest irritations in modern life.
There are news and sports websites to watch, emails that need to be
answered. people who want to chat with you online. and back in the real
world. friends. family, and colleagues who also have things to tell you.
At work. information overload is also causing problems. A recent survey
has shown that many company managers believe that it has made their
jobs less satisfying and has even affected their personal relationships
outside work. Some of them also think that it is bad for their health.

3 READING & SPEAKING

Clearly there is a problem. It is not only the increase in the quantity
of information. it is also the fact that it is everywhere. not just in the
home and in the workplace. Many people today do not go anywhere
without their smartphones. There is no escape from the Internet.

a Look at the title of the article. What do you
think it means? Read the first paragraph
to check.
b Now read the whole article. Choose a, b, or c.
Many of the managers surveyed think chat
as a result of information overload_.
a they have to work harder
b they enjoy their jobs less
c they are sick more often
2 Scientists chink chat information overload
makes people_.
a more anxious but more productive
b more productive but less creative
c more stressed and less creative
3 One solution to information overload
would be for people to spend less time_.
a searching for information
b using the Internee
c talking on the phone
c Read the article again and figure out the
meaning of the highlighted words and phrases
related to the Internet and technology.
d Do you suffer from information overload
in your own life? Talk to your partner about
how information overload affects different
parts of your life.
your work your studies
your social life your family life

Scientists have highlighted three big worries. First. information
overload can make people feel anxious: There is too much to do and
not enough time to do it. People end up multitasking, which can make
them even more stressed. Second information overload can make
.
people less creative. Research shows that people are more likely to
be creative if they are allowed to focus on one thing for some time.
without interruptions. Third. information overload can make people
less productive. People who multitask take much longer and make
many more mistakes than people who do the same tasks one after
another.
What can be done about information overload? One solution is
technological: There is now a computer program or app you can install
called Freedom that disconnects you from the web at preset times.
The second solution involves willpower. Turn off your cell phone and
the Internet from time to time. The manager of an IT company puts
.
. thinking time.. into his schedule when all his electronic devices are
turned off so that he isn't disturbed. This might sound like common
sense. But nowadays. although we have more information than ever
before. we do not always have enough common sense.

Online Practice

4 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION electronic devices, phrasal verbs, linking

a Match the words and pictures.
Da mouse
D a speaker
D a USB cable
Da keyboard
b

D a flash drive
Da plug
Da remote control
D a screen

Dan outlet
a switch
Dan adaptor
D headphones

OJ

5 16>)) Listen and check. Then test each other.
A

What's � � (words covered) It's a keyboard.

c Match the sentences.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
d
e

D I changed the heat from 70 to 62 .
D I disconnected my iPod from the computer.
D I increased the volume on the TV.
D I pressed the off button on the TV.
D I programmed the alarm on my phone.
D I put my phone charger into an outlet.
D I pressed the on button on my laptop.
°

°

A I switche<\jtpff.
B I switche<\jtpn.
C I turne<\jt down.
D I turne<\jtJlp.
E I plugge<\jt_jn.
F I unplugge<\jt.
G I seljt for 7:30.

5 17>)) Listen and check.

}?) Separable phrasal verb·s

Remember that many phrasal verbs are
separable, i.e., the object can go between the
verb and particle (Switch the TV on.) or after
the particle (Switch on the TV.).
However, if the object is a pronoun, it must go
between the verb and particle, e.g., Switch it
on. NOT S�w'itch 61'1 it

f Answer the questions with a partner.
Give reasons for your answers.

2
3
4
5

18>)) Listen and repeat A-G. Try to link the words. Now cover
A-G and look at sentences 1-7. Say A-G from memory.
6

--

How many devices do you have with
screens? Which one do you use the most?
Do you prefer to use a keyboard with or
without a mouse?
Do you usually listen to music with
headphones or with speakers?
How many remote controls do you have?
Do you think you have too many?
How many prongs do plugs in your
country have? Do you need a travel
adaptor if you go abroad?
In your house do you usually agree about
what the temperature should be, or is
someone always turning the heat or
air conditioning up and down?

5 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a Look at the book cover and the book review
information. What do you think the book is about?
How do you think the three teenagers feel?
The wise and hilarious story of a family who
discovered that having t.wer tools to communicate
with actually led them to communicate more.

W

hen Susan Maushart first announced her intention
to pull the plug on her family's entire collection of
electronic gadgets for six months. her three kids didn't
react at all. Says Maushart, "Looking back, I can understand
why. They didn't hear me.·
• The title is a play on words. Shakespeare's play Richard Ill opens
with the famous phrase "Now is the winter of our discontent..."

b

5 19>)) Listen to Part I of a radio breakfast show
where the guests are discussing the book. Answer
questions 1-6.
l Why did Susan Maushart decide to do the experiment?
2 Was it just her children who were spending too much
time using technology?
3 Who are "digital immigrants" and "digital natives"?
4 What gadgets did Susan Maushart's family have to
switch off? Where?
S What were they allowed co use?
6 How did she get the children to agree to the
experiment?

c

5 20>)) Listen to Part 2. In general, was the
experiment positive or negative? Why?

d Listen again and complete the sentences in your
own words.
1
2
3
4
5
6
e

At the beginning the children complained that...
Later they started to. ..
Her son started to...
Their mother found it difficult co.. .
Another negative thing was that...
They now have new house rules; for example ...

5 21>)) Now listen to Part 3. What does each guest
say he/ she would miss most if he/ she had to do the
experiment?
1 Sally
2 Andrew
3

l4

Jeremy
Chloe

f Discuss the questions with a partner.
1 Have you ever had to live without the Internet for a
few days or more, e.g., when you were on vacation
somewhere? Did you miss it a lot? Why (not)?
2 Do you think Susan Maushart's experiment was a
good idea? Why (not)?
3 If you had to do the experiment, what do you
think you would miss the most? Why ?

p The
Useful language
thing I'd miss most is...

I can't live without it because ...
I need I use it (for)...
I'm addicted to it...
I depend on it (for) ...

6 WRITING

--

),,- p.120 Writing A magazine article - advantages and
disadvantages. Write an article about the advantages
and disadvantages of smartphones.

Online Practice

Unexpected events
1 � JENNY GETS A SURPRISE
a

2 � INDIRECT QUESTIONS

22>)) Watch or listen. How do you think Jenny and
Rob feel at the end?

b Watch or listen again. Mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false). Correct the F sentences.
1 Jenny didn't expect Paul to be there.
2 Paul tells Jenny that Rob is planning to stay in
New York.
3 Rob arrives with croissants for breakfast.
4 Rob accuses Paul of lying.
5 Rob insists that he's serious about Jenny.
6 Rob says he will drive Paul to Boston.
a

5 23>)) Watch or listen to Rob and Jenny talking in the
office. Do they resolve their problems?

b Watch or listen again and answer the questions.

2
3
4
5
c

What reason does Rob give for Paul being in his
apartment?
How does Rob know that Paul is really leaving?
Why doesn't Jenny believe that Rob wants to stay in
New York?
According to Jenny, how did Rob behave when he was
with Paul?
What does Jenny think about their relationship?

5 24>)) Look at some extracts from the conversation.
Can you remember any of the missing words? Watch
or listen and check.
1 Jenny Could you
me why Paul is still in your
apartment?
Well, he couldn't get a ticket to Boston...
Rob

2
3

4

if he's got one now?
Jenny Do you
I bought it! He's leaving this evening.
Rob
to know what you really
Jenny Look Rob, I'd
want.
What do you mean?
Rob

Jenny
Rob

5

-

d

if you really want to be here. I
wonder if...
Jenny, what is it?

Don

you tell me what you
I need a word.
decided at the last meeting?
Jenny Right away, Don. Rob was just leaving.

5)25>)) Watch or listen and repeat the highlighted
phrases. Copy the rhythm and intonation.

e Practice the dialogues inc with a partner.

f Read the information about indirect
questions. Then make questions 1-5 more
indirect by using the beginnings given.

3 � ROB GETS SERIOUS

O Indirect questions
We often put Can I Could you tell me ...?,

before a question to make it
less direct. When we do this, the direct
question changes to an affirmative
sentence, i.e., the word order is subject
+ verb, and we don't use do I did in the
present and the past.
Compare:
Why is Paul in your apartment?
Could you tell me why Paul is still in your
apartment?
Has he got one now?
Do you know if (or whether) he's got one
now?
Do you know... ?, I'd like to know... ,

I wonder...

I'd like to know what you really want.
Do you really want to be here?
I wonder if (or whether) you really want to
be here.
What did you decide at the last meeting?
Can you tell me what you decided at the
last meeting?
What do you really want?

0here's the station?

Excuse me, can you tell me

2 0hat did he say?
I'd like to know

a

?

3 �oes she like me?
Do you know

5 0hat time does the store close?

g

Could you tell me

> Communication Asking politely for

information A p.106 B p.110.

b Watch or listen again and complete the sentences with 2-4 words.
1 Rob is trying to convince Jenny that he ____
2 Jenny says that she's sure that Rob wants to _____
3 Rob says that he loves his ____
4 Jenny and Rob are going to visit ____
s· Rob promises not to forget ____
6 Rob asks Jenny to ____

c Look at the Social English phrases. Can you remember any of
the missing words?

I wonder

4 Q: your brother coming tonight?

26 >)) Watch or listen to
Rob and Jenny. How do you
think Jenny will answer Rob's
final question?

?
?

d

Social Eftllish phrases
Jenny It's
you want to go back.
Rob Of
I miss London, but I love my life here.
Rob And I won't forget the chocolates this time ___
Jenny Well, that's a start, I ___,
if I proposed to you?
Rob
Jenny Rob,
it. It's embarrassing.

5 27>)) Watch or listen and complete the phrases.

e Watch or listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say
them in your language?
l

Can you... ?
make indirect questions, e.g., beginning with Can you tell me...?

D

D

discuss a problem

Online Practice

G relative clauses: defining and nondefining
V compound nouns
P word stress

1 READING
a In pairs, take the quiz. Choose a, b, or c.
5 28 >)) Compare with another pair, and
listen and check.

b

What do you know about

Steve Jobs?

1

He was born in ...

a New York
b San Francisco
c Texas

2 In college...

a he was a star student
b he dropped out
c he was asked to leave

3 His first job was with a company
that made...
a video games

b TVs

c computers

4 The Apple Macintosh was the first
successful computer to use...
a a mouse
b a keyboard
c a USB port

5 In 1986 he cofounded...
a Pixar
b HandMade Films
c DreamWorks

-

6 Steve Jobs died of cancer in...
a 2010 b 2011 c 2012

7 He was __ years old.
a 46 b 56 c 66

c Look at the photos and guess what
the connection is between each of
the things, people, or places and
Steve Jobs.

d Now read paragraphs 1-5 and check.
The Macintosh Classicwas the
personal computer that was made by Apple in
1990. It had a 9-inch monochrome screen and a
4 megabyte (MB) memory. It was cheaper than
earlier Apple computers and very easy to use. It
was their first commercially successful computer.

2

3

Stephen Wozniak is the American
computer engineer and programmer whose
computer designs became the original Apple
I and Apple II computers. He and SteveJobs
became friends when they were both working
at Hewlett Packard. They started making
computers inJobs's parents' gara9e, and
together they founded Apple Computers (now
Apple Inc.) in 1976.
Mona Simpsonis SteveJobs's sister.
Jobs was adopted when he was born, but in the
1980s he found his biological mother, who told
him that he had a sister. Mona and Steve met for
the first time in 1985 (when she was 25 and he
was 30) and they became very close. They kept
their relationship secret for a year until Mona
introduced Steve as her brother at the party that
she gave to celebrate the publication of her first
novel, Anywhere But Here.
Mountain View is the city in
California where SteveJobs grew up. He was
born in San Francisco and was adopted by
Paul and Clara Jobs. When he was six years
old the family moved to Mountain View, which
was becoming a center for electronics. People
began to call the area "Silicon Valley" because
silicon is used to manufacture electronic parts.

5

2 GRAMMAR relative clauses
a Cover the text. Complete the sentences with who,
whose, which, that, or where. In some cases, two answers
are possible.
The Macintosh Classic was the personal computer
___ was made by Apple in 1990.
2 Stephen Wozniak is the American computer engineer
____ founded Apple Computers with Steve Jobs
and
computer designs became the original
Apple I and Apple II computers.
3 Mona introduced Steve as her brother at the party
____she gave to celebrate the publication of her
first novel.
4 Mountain View is the area in California
___ Steve Jobs grew up.
used Jobs's silhouette
S Jonathan Mak's design,
incorporated into the "bite" of a white Apple logo,
became a worldwide Internet sensation.
b Answer the questions in pairs.

In which phrase is the relative pronoun (who, that, etc.)
not necessary?
2 In which sentence could you leave out the relative
clause, but the sentence would still make sense?

c ),,,- p.150 Grammar Bank lOA. Learn more about
defining and nondefining relative clauses, and
practice them.

d Cover the text and look at the photos. Can you
remember the connections with Steve Jobs? Try to use
a relative clause.

3 WRITING
a ),,,- p.121 Writing A biography. W rite a biography of an
interesting or successful person you know about.
b ),,,- Communication Relatives quiz A p.108 B p.112.
Write quiz questions to ask a partner.

This is the logothat was designed
byJonathan Mak, a Chinese design student
from Hong Kong, as a tribute to SteveJobs
when he died. The design, which used Jobs's
silhouette incorporated into the "bite" of a
white Apple logo, became a worldwide Internet
sensation. The teenager said thatJobs had
inspired him to become a designer.

Online Practice

Some of the things that are considered the best in American design.

4 LISTENING
a Look at the photos that show four famous
examples of American design. What are
they? What do you know about them?
b

31 >)) Now listen to a professor talk about
them. Complete sentences 1-4.
1
2
3
4

--

Ruth Handler was the woman who .. .
William Van Alen was the man who ...
Robert Indiana is the man who ...
Peter Moore and Tinker Hatfield are the
men who ...

s

c Listen again and answer the questions.
Which icon ... ?
I is the most recent
2 is the oldest
3 has been used in many different products
4 was named after a family member
5 didn't make its designer much money
6 had more than one designer
7 was the result of a trip to Europe
8 used car parts as inspiration for decorations
d Which of the four do you find the most attractive design? What
would you consider to be examples of iconic design in your country?

5 SPEAKING
a Write the names of people, things, or places in as many
of the circles as you can.
b In groups, talk about your people, things, and places.
Explain why you admire them.

a famous dead
person (who) you
admire

an iconic
landmark (thai) , 1
you really like

6 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION
compound nouns, word stress

p

Compound nouns
We often put two nouns together, where the first noun
describes the second one, e.g., an album cover(= the
cover of an album), the subway map (= the map of the
subway). Compound nouns can be two words, e.g., tourist
attraction or one word, e.g., website.

a Match a noun from column A with a noun from
column B to make compound nouns.

b

A

B

soccer

picture

speed

case

sun

hall

town

field

book

mate

class

glasses

profile

camera

I

5 32 >)) Listen and check. Which three are written
as one word? Which noun is usually stressed more
in compound nouns? Practice saying the compound
nouns in a with the right stress.

c In pairs, try to answer all the questions in three
minutes with compound nouns from Files 1-10.

COMPOUND NOUNS RACE
1 What kind of job do you have if you only work 20 hours
a week?
2 What do you need to have before you can get on a plane?
3 What might you have to pay if you park in a bus lane?
4 What should you put on when you get into a car?
5 What do you call a long line of cars that can't move?
6 What do you need to book if you want to play tennis
with someone?
7 Where do people go if they want to watch a
basketball or handball game?
8 What do you call the noise a phone
makes?
9 What kind of books or movies are about the
future, and often outer space?
10 What do you call a school that is paid for
by the government?
11 If you are in an elevator and you press 2,
where do you want to go to?
12 What device do you use when you want
to transfer files from one computer to
another?
a DVD cover,

movie poster, or
book cover (�)
you think bu
a great design

7

33 >))

SONG Greatest Love of All /J
Online Practice

You were
a detective with the Los
Angeles Police Department,
weren't you?

G tag questions
V crime
P intonation in tag questions

1 VOCABULARY crime
a Have you heard of Natalie Wood? What do you know
about her?
b Match the words and definitions.
detectives evidence murder murderer
prove solve suspects victim witnesses
I ____ noun police officers who investigate crimes
2

noun people who see something that has
happened, and then tell others (e.g., the
police) about it

3 ____ noun a person who is hurt or killed by
somebody in a crime

4 ____ noun a person who plans and kills
another person
5 ____ noun the crime ofkilling a person illegally
and deliberately
6 ____ noun the facts, signs, etc., that tell you who
committed a crime
7 ____ noun people who are thought to be guilty of
a crime

8

(a mystery) verb to find the correct answer to
why something happened

9

(something) verb to use the facts and
evidence to show something is true

c

34>)) Listen and check. Practice saying the words.

d Read How did Hollywood actress Natalie Wood die? and
fill in the blanks with words from b.

e Read the article again and find the answer to
these questions.
1
2
3
4
5

-

When did atalie Wood die?
What was the weather like on the night she died?
Where was her body found?
Who was on the boat with her when she died?
Who did Natalie Wood have an
argument with the
night she died?
6 How many years later
did the police reopen the
investigation into her

HOW DID
H LLYWOOD
ACTRESS NATALIE
WOOD DIE?

WAS SHE THE ·� OF A CRIME
OR DID SHE DIE AS A RESULT OF
AN UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT?

O

n the cold and rainy night of November 29, 1981, the
beautiful and talented actress Natalie Wood mysteriously
fell off her boat, The Splendour, and died. She was found the
next morning, nearly a mile away, ffoating in the water with
bruises and scratches on her body.

More than thirty years later, officials still haven't been able
to 2
the mystery of Natalie Wood's death. On
the boat with Natalie that night were her husband-actor
Robert Wagner, a friend-actor Christopher Walken, the
captain-Dennis Davern, and a few others. Police know
that Wagner and Walken had an argument early in the
evening, but they made up and Walken went to bed. Police
also know that Wood and Wagner had an argument. Wood
then went to bed and when Wagner went to look in on her
later, she wasn't in her room. No one heard or saw Natalie
fall off the boat. Therefore there were no 3
to
say whether her death was a •
or an
accident. In addition, 5
who were working
on the case at Iha time were not able to find any solid
I
to 1
whether Natalie Wood
WU pushed to blf dNlh from the bolt. Therefore her
....... officlllty
11N11nSJtlere WU

no•,

:t

�-IIDOktenl

« (,�It

W•1n•

2 LISTENING

3 GRAMMAR tag questions

a

a Look at four questions from the interview
and complete them with the missing words.

5 35>)) Now listen to the first part of an interview with a retired
police officer who has done a lot of research about Natalie Wood's
death. Complete the information about the people who were on
The Splendour the night Natalie Wood died.

"You were a detective with the Los Angeles
?"
Police Department,
2 "That's incredible, ________?"
3 "And you don't think they're suspects,
________ ?tt

4 "The boat captain changed his story about what
?"
happened that night,
b

5 37>)) Listen and check. What's the
difference between these questions and
direct questions, e.g., between 1 and Were

you a detective with the Los AnBeles Police
Department?

Robert Wagner,
Natalie Wood's ___

Christopher Walken,
Natalie Wood's ___ and
movie actor

c ),,- p.151 Grammar Bank lOB. Learn more
about tag questions and practice them.

4 PRONUNCIATION &
SPEAKING
intonation in tag questions
a

ff>�'

P Your last name's Jones, ___?
S Yes,it is.
P And you're 27, __?
S Yes, that's right.

�
irLanguage

P You weren't at home last night at 8:00,
_ _?
S No, I wasn't. I was at the movie theater.
P But you don't have any witnesses,
__?
S Yes, I do. My wife was with me.
P Your wife wasn't with you, ___?
S How do you know?
P Because she was with me. At the police
station. We arrested her yesterday.

Dennis Davern,
___ captain
b

36 >)) Listen to the second part of the interview and mark the
sentences T (true) or F (false).
1 It's possible that Ms. Wood was hit before she fell into the water.
2 The LA County Coroner's Office recently changed Natalie
Wood's cause of death because of new evidence found on the boat.
3 Ms. Wood was jealous of Mr. Wagner and Mr. Walken's friendship.
4 Mr. Wagner wrote about his wife's death in a book.
5 Ms. Wood and Mr. Walken acted in a movie together.
6 Mr. Walken has spoken to many people about the night of
November 29, 1981.
7 The boat captain and Mr. Walken had an argument the night
Ms. Wood died.
8 The boat captain says he didn't tell the truth in 1981.
9 The detective doesn't want to say how Ms. Wood died.
10 He doesn't think the mystery will ever be solved.

�9 >)) Listen and complete the dialogue
between a police officer and a suspect.

b

�O >)) Listen and repeat the tag questions.
Copy the rhythm and intonation.

c ),,- Communication Just checking A p.108
B p.112. Role-play a police interview.
d Which detective TV shows or movies are
popular in your country right now? Do you
enjoy watching these kinds of shows?

c Listen again. Say why the F sentences are false.
d Do you k now of any famous unsolved crimes i n your country?

Online Practice

111+2+

5 READING & LISTENING
a Do you enjoy reading crime novels? If so, which ones? If not, why
not? Have you read a crime story recently? What was it about?
b

5 41 >)) Read and listen to Part 1 of a short story. Use the
glossary to help you. Then answer the questions with a partner.
I
2
3
4
S
6

Where did the murder take place?
What did the prisoner look like?
How many witnesses saw him?
Why did Mrs. Salmon go to the window?
When did Mr. MacDougall see Adams?
Did Mr. Wheeler see Adams's face?

The Case for
the Defense

is a short story written
by novelist Graham
Greene. The story takes
place in England around
the time it was written,
in the late 1930s, when
the death penalty for
murder still existed. It
was abolished in 1965.

The Case for the Defense
BY GRAHAM GREENE
PART!

It was the strangest murder trial I have ever attended. They
named it the Peckham murder in the headlines, although
Northwood Street, where Mrs. Parker was found murdered, was
not actually in Peckham.
The prisoner was a well-built man with bloodshot eyes. An
ugly man, one you wouldn't forget in a hurry- and that was
an important point. The prosecution intended to call four
witnesses who hadn't forgotten him and who had seen him
hurrying away from the little red house in.Northwood Street.
At two o'clock in the morning Mrs. Salmon, who lived at
15 Northwood Street, had been unable to sleep. She heard a
door shut and so she went to the window and saw Adams (the
accused) on-the steps of the victim's house. He had just come
out and he was wearing gloves. Before he moved away, he had
looked up- at her window.
Henry MacDougall, who had been driving home late, nearly
ran over Adams at the corner of Northwood Street because he
was walking in the middle of the road, looking dazed. And old
Mr. Wheeler, who lived next door to Mrs. Parker, at number 12,
and was woken up by a noise and got up and looked out of the
window, just as Mrs. Salmon had done, saw Adams's back and,
as he turned, those bloodshot eyes. In Laurel Avenue he had
been seen by yet another witness.

Glossary l
trial r1ra1�1/ the process where a judge, and sometimes a jury,
listens to evidence and decides if somebody is guilty or innocent
Peckham fpcbm/ an area in South London
the prosecution /pros�'kyuJn/ the lawyer(s) who try to show
that somebody is guilty of a crime

PART2

"I understand," the lawyer for the prosecution said, "that the defense
intends to plead 'mistaken identity.' Adams's wife will tell you that
he was with her at two in the morning on February 14. However,
after you have heard the witnesses for the prosecution and examined
carefully the features of the prisoner, I don't think you will be
prepared co admit the possibility of a mistake.''
Mrs. Salmon was called again. She was the ideal witness, with her
slight Scottish accent and her expression of honesty and kindness.
There was no malice in her, and no sense of importance. She told
them what she had seen and how she had rung the police station.
"And do you see the man here in court?"
She looked straight at the big man in the dock, who stared hard at
her with his bloodshot eyes, without emotion.
"Yes," she said, "there he is.''
"You are quite certain?"
She said simply, "I couldn't be mistaken, sir."
"Thank you, Mrs. Salmon.''
The lawyer for the defense began to cross-examine Mrs. Salmon.
"Now, Mrs. Salmon, you must remember that a man's life may
depend on your evidence."
"I do remember it, sir."
"Is your eyesight good?"
"I have never had to wear spectacles, sir."
"You're fifty-five years old, aren't you?"
"Fifty-six, sir."
"And the man you saw was on the other side of the road, is that right?"
"Yes, sir, he was."
"And it was two o'clock in the morning. You must have remarkable
eyes, Mrs. Salmon?"
"No, sir. There was moonlight, and when the man looked up, he
had the lamplight on his face."
"And you have no doubt whatever that the man you saw is the
prisoner?"
"None whatever, sir. It isn't a face you can easily forget."
Glossary 2
the defense ldt'fcns/ the lawyer(s) who cry co show
that somebody is not guilty of a crime
plead (guilty) /plid co say in court chat you are guilty
(or not guilty) of a crime
court /brt/ the place where crimes are judged
dock /dakJ the place in a court where a person who is
accused sits or stands
cross-examine /kr:,s 1g'zzm:m/ co question a witness
carefully about answers he or she have already given

c

5 42>)) Now read and listen to Part 2.
Then answer the questions with a partner.
Adams's defense was "mistaken identity."
What does this mean?
2 Where did �:dams say that he was?
3 What did the prosecution lawyer ask
Mrs. Salmon?
4 What three reasons did she give co explain
how she had seen Adams's face so clearly?

d

5 43 >)) Read the glossary for Part 3 of
the story, and check how the words are
pronounced. Then listen to Part 3 and
answer the questions with a partner.
Glossary 3
swear ·swcr co make a public promise that something
is true
case /ke1<. something chat is being officially
investigated by the police, e.g., a murder case
alibi ra:l�ba1• evidence that proves somebody was in a
different place at the time that a crime was committed
be acquitted 'bi :1'kw1ttd to be declared not guilty of
a crime

1 Who was the man at the back of the court?
2 How was he dressed?
3 What did the defense lawyer say to
Mrs. Salmon?
4 What was the man's alibi?
5 Why was the man acquitted?
6 Why was there a big crowd outside
the court?
7 Why did the brothers refuse to leave by the
back entrance?
8 What happened to one of the brothers?
9 Why does the writer ask the question at the
end, Ifyou were Mrs. Salmon, could you sleep
at niBht?
e Do you like the way the story ends?
Why (not)?

OnltoP Prottiu·

--

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

@a,b,or c.

a

l If you ___ here on time, we wouldn't
have missed the beginning of the movie.
a were b had been c would have been
2 What __ if that man hadn't helped you?
a you would do b you would have done
c would you have done
3 If she
me that she was arriving this
morning, I would have gone to the airport
to pick her up.
a told b would tell c had told
4 I would have finished the exam ifl
about another ten minutes.
a would have had b had had
c would have
5 I'm afraid there's ___ time left.
a no b none c any
6 There are ___ good TV shows on
tonight. I don't know what to watch.
a lots of b a lot c plenty
7 Is there ___ in the car for me,too?
a room enough b enough room
c too much room
8 Most people have
close friends.
a very little b very few c not much
9 Is he the man___ you met at the party?
a - b whose c which
10 Is that the woman ___ husband is a
famous writer?
a who b that c whose
11 The Mona Lisa, ___ was painted in about
1510, is in the Louvre in Paris.
a which b what c that
12 I'm very fond of Susan, ___ I used to
share an apartment with in college.
a who b - c that
13 They're very rich, ___?
a are they b aren't they c isn't it
14 Your brother's been to New
Zealand, ___?
a wasn't he b isn't he c hasn't he
15 You won't be late, ___?
a will you b won't you c are you

Complete the sentences with a word formed from the bold word.
1
2
3
4
5

I got to the airport late, but ___ the flight was delayed. luck
He's ___ with his work. It's always full of mistakes. care
This sofa is really ___. It's too hard. comfort
I found a great jacket online, but ___ it was sold out. fortunate
Don't be so ___! The bus will be here soon. patience

b Complete with a verb.
1
2
3
4
5

It was too hot in the room, so I ___ the heat down a little.
I need to ___ my alarm for 5:30 because I have an early flight.
your computer during a storm.
It's always a good idea to
Could you ___ up the volume? I can't hear very well.
If you're not watching the TV, please
it off.

c Complete with the right words.
1
2
3
4
5

you use it to change the TV channel r___c___
you use this on a computer to write k___
you use this to transfer files or photos f___ dr___
you use these to listen to music,e.g., on a plane h
s
you use this to move the cursor on a computer _m._____

d Complete the compound nouns.
1 soccer f
2 pr___ picture

3 first fl
4 gass ___

5 speedc___

e Complete the missing words.
I
2
3
4

The d___ was convinced that the man's alibi was false.
I'm sure he's guilty, but I can't pr
it.
Natalie Wood was the v___ of an unlucky accident.
The police are not sure they will be able tos___ the mystery.
5 There is nos___ in the Natalie Wood's death.

PRONUNCIATION
a �the word with a different sound.

1 c:::O

daughter

bought

caught

through

2

luck

tough

although

enough

charge

plug

g,1dget

program

keyboard

speaker

headphones

screen

perfect

careful

[I)]

31

4

cp

murder
turn
5�
b Underline the stressed syllable.
I comforltalble

2 aldapltor 3 calble 4 witlness 5 elvildence

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?
a Read the article once. Then read it again with the
glossary and mark the sentences T (true), F (false), or
DS (doesn't say).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The boy was on the Isle of Wight to attend the festival.
Bob Dylan and the boy had communication problems.
There was a beautiful view from the kitchen.
The boy liked the song that the American sang to him.
Some years later the boy committed a crime.
He was very moved when he heard North Country Blues.
Bob Dylan taught him to read and write.

b Choose five new words or phrases from the text. Check
their meaning and pronunciation and try to learn them.

�
i=

l

�

.g
�
.l!l

i<I:

I was a young Gypsy boy trying to grow up
in the 1960s in a country that was very
hostile to our lifestyle, and with no
access to education, and no chance
to listen to music, or to attend festivals.
By chance, my family was on the Isle of
Wight during the famous 1969 music festival.
I was knocking on doors. trying to sell our
homemade clothespins. One day I came to a very large house.
somewhere in the middle of the island. A very charming American
invited me in. He gave me orange juice and asked me a lot of
questions about my life. He couldn't understand what I was
saying very well because of my accent, and I couldn't understand
him much either - he talked very quietly. I sat at his large wooden
kitchen table and told him all about Gypsy life, how hard it could
be. but also the fun we had.
I must have been there for most of the morning, and he got me
to sing a couple of the Gypsy songs I knew. Before I left he played
me a song on his guitar and gave me a record, which he said was
his. and had the song on. But I didn't have a record player, and I
soon lost the record.
I had no idea who he was. and I forgot about him until I was in
my early twenties. Unfortunately I had gotten into some trouble
and was in Brixton Prison for burglary. My sentence was for two
years. We had a vicar who used to visit twice a week, and because
we were bored, we would sometimes attend his sessions. At one
of the sessions he played some music on an old record player, and
as soon as I heard it, I recognized the singer. He told me it was a
man named Bob Dylan and said that if I liked it. he would bring
more of his records to the next meeting. The following week
I spent hours transfixed as I listened to the records. One song
stood out - North Country Blues - it was the song he had sung to
me in the kitchen on the Isle of Wight all those years ago. When
the song had finished, I cried - all the troubles and hardship I had
lived with just poured out of me.
Those sessions with the vicar became my education. With his
guidance and Dylan's poetry. a world opened up to me. He taught
me to read and write, and by the time my prison sentence came
to an end, I had started a journey that transformed my life. With
the vicar's support I went to college and became a carpenter - I
didn't look back.
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Gypsy a member of a race of people who spend rhcir lives
traveling around from place to place. living in caravans
Isle of Wight a small island off rhe sourh coasr of England
vicar an Anglican priest

� CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE
PEOPLE?
44>)) On the street Wa�ch or listen to five people and
answer the questions.

Ryder
Elizabeth
Sean
Isobel
Giles
l Ryder helped someone who ___.
a had an electronic device taken from him
b was run over by a car
c couldn't make a phone call
2 Elizabeth thinks that technology ___.
a is helpful in certain situations
b helps people learn important skills
c doesn't work as well as it should
3 Sean ___ guess who the murderer is.
a can usually b likes to try to c doesn't try to
4 Isobel's favorite thing about Alexander McQueen's
clothes is ___.
a they are reasonably priced
b the different designs and materials
c that they are based on designs from the past
5 Giles thinks he's lucky because he ___.
a caught a flight from Australia at the last minute
b is generally happy
c once won some money in the lottery

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Do the tasks with a partner. Check(..,) the box if you can
do them.

Can you ...?
1
complete these three sentences:
If you had told me about the party earlier, ...
I would have bought those shoes if...
I wouldn't have been so angry if...
2
describe something that you do too much, and
something that you don't do enough
3
talk about a gadget that you use and why it is useful
4
describe a person that you admire (who he or she
is/ what you know about him or her/ why you
admire him or her)
5
check five things you think you know
about your partner using tag questions

D

D
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D
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VIDEO

Short movies

Watch and enjoy the movie.
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18 PERSONALIT Y Students A+B

28 ARE YOU HUNGRY?

Read the explanation and compare with a partner. Do you agree with
your results?
The activity you have just done is a personality test. The first adjective
you wrote down is how you see yourself, the second is how other people
see you, and the third is what you are really like.

PEI HOW AWFUL! HOW FANTASTIC! Student A
a Read your sentences 1-9 to B. B must react with a phrase, e.g.,
You're kiddinB, Oh, no!, etc.

1 I collect funny salt-and-pepper shakers.
2 I spilled some coffee on my laptop last night, and now it
doesn't work.
3 I'm going to New York City next weekend.
4 Someone stole my bike yesterday.
5 My dog can open the kitchen door by itself.
6 My father's going to be interviewed on TV tomorrow.
7 My grandmother just bought a sports car.
8 My parents met when they were only 15.
9 I just won $2,000 in the lottery!
b Listen to B's sentences and react with a phrase.
c Tell B some real (or invented) news about you for B to react.
React to B's news.

2A SPENDER OR SAVER? Students A+B
Check your results. T hen compare with a partner. Do you agree with
your results?
..... Mostly 'a.answer1t : 1� \ _, : 4 0'.-�, _ei1Ti!+,'C • P " 3.

,;you can't be trusted with your own mone)'.! :You definite!)'. need
someone to help you to manage your finances better. Why not speak to
an organiz_e� friend about.how to planl This will help you to make your
money go further and stop �from ge� into debt.
Mostly'b �nswers

'J

' ..

1"' ro, P.r

Although you understand how to manage your money, sometimes you
need to be a little more organized. Try setting yourself a weekly or
monthly budget, and then stick to it. You will then know how much
money you have, what you spend it on, and how much you can save.
Mostly c answer1

Congratulations! It sounds like you really know what you are doing
when it comes to managing your money. You know how important it is
to keep track of your spending and are responsible with your money.

104

Student A

a Ask B your questions. He/ She responds
with the phrase in parentheses.
1 Is the water cold? (Yes, it's freezing.)
2 Was the movie good? (Yes, it was fantastic.)
3 Were you tired after the exam? (Yes, I was
exhausted.)
4 Was the room dirty? (Yes, it was filthy.)
5 Is it a big house? (Yes, it's enormous.)
6 Were you surprised? (Yes, I was amazed.)
1 Are you sure? (Yes, I'm positive.)
b Respond to B's questions. Say Yes, it's... /
I'm..., etc.+ the strong form of the adjective
that B used in the question. Remember to
stress the strong adjective.
Are you afraid of flyin� 0es, I'm terrified.

c Repeat the exercise. Try to respond as
quickly as possible.

3A l'M A TOURIST - CAN YOU
HELP ME? Student A
a Think of the town/ city where you are,
or the nearest big town. You are a foreign
tourist, and you are planning to get
around using public transportation. Ask B
questions 1-5. Get as much information
from B as you can.
1 What kind of public transportation is there?
2 What's the best way for me to get around
the city?
3 Can I rent a bike? Are there any bicycle lanes?
4 Is it easy to find taxis? How expensive
are they?
5 What's the best way to get to the airport
from the center of town? How long does
it take?
b Switch roles. B is a foreign tourist in the
town who has rented a car. You live in the
town. Answer B's questions and give as
much information as you can .

4A GUESS THE SENTENCE Student A

48 THE BIG DAY Students A+B

a Look at sentences 1-6 and think of the correct form of
beable to + a verb. Do n't write anything yet!

Read a newspaper article about what happened at Heidi
and Freddie's wedding. Do you think they behaved well or
badly?Why?

I I'm sorry I won't _________ to your
party next weekend.
2 It was August, but we
a hotel
without any problems.
3 I used to
a little Japanese, but I can't now.
4 I love
in bed late on the weekend.
5 Will you
the work before Saturday?
6 I've never
fish well.
b Read your sentence 1 to B. If it isn't right, try again
until B tells you, "That's right." Then write it.
Continue with 2-6.
c Now listen to B say sentence 7. Ifit's the same as your
sentence 7 below, say "That's right." If not, say "Try
again" until B gets it right. Continue with 8-12.

News online

Two sides to every story
What happened next...

Y

By NEWS ONLINE Reporter
esterday Heidi Withers married Freddie Bourne
in a $40,000 ceremony at St. Mary the Virgin
Church. It was followed by a reception at a
900-year-old castle. However, there was no sign of
Carolyn, Freddie's stepmother, the woman who was
ridiculed for the email she sent Heidi. She and her
husband Edward, Freddie's father, were not invited.

7 It must be great to be able to speak a lot oflanguages.
8 I won't be able to see you tonight. I'm too busy.
9 My grandmother can't walk very well, but luckily we
were able to park just outside the restaurant.
IO They haven't been able to find an apartment yet.
They're still looking.
11 You should be able to do this exercise. It's very easy.
12 We really enjoy being able to eat outside in the summer.

PE3 COULD YOU DO ME A FAVOR?
Students A+B
a Look at the verb phrases below. Choose two things you
would like somebody to do for you. Think about any
details, e.g., what kind of dog it is, how much money
you need, etc.
• take care of(your children, your dog for the weekend,
your apartment while you're away, etc.)
• lend you (some money, their car, etc.)
• give you a ride (home, to the mall, etc.)
• help you (with a problem, with your homework, to
paint your apartment, to choose some new clothes, etc.)
b Ask as many other students as possible. Be polite
(Could you do mea biBfavor? Would you mind ... ? Do
you think you could ... ?) and explain why you want the
favor. How many people agree to help you?

Heidi arrived almost 25 minutes late for the ceremony,
which was due to begin at 2:45 p.m. Perhaps, as
Carolyn suggested was her habit, she had been in bed
until the last possible minute. She arrived at the church
with security guards holding umbrellas to prevent
onlookers from seeing her, and with her head covered.
This is a well-known tactic for celebrities, but for a
29-year-old secretary it seemed, in the words of one
onlooker, "a bit ridiculous."
Edward and Carolyn admitted to being disappointed at
not receiving an invitation. They spent the weekend on
vacation with friends. They have had no contact with
the couple since the saga began, and did not even
know the date of the wedding.
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SA OTHER SPORTS SUPERSTITIONS Student A
a Read about Sydney Crosby and Kolo Toure.

SIDNEY CROSBY never calls his mother

on a game day, even if it's her birthday. He
believes that he gets injured on the days he
calls his mother before a game.

When KOLO TOURE played for Arsenal,
he always insisted on being the last player to
leave the dressing room after the half-time
break. This was never usually a problem.
However, in one game when William Gallas,
his teammate, was injured and needed
treatment at half-time during a match,
Toure stayed in the dressing room until
Gallas had been treated. This meant that
Arsenal had to start the second half with
only nine players.

68 JUDGING BY APPEARANCES
Students A+B

Dominic McVey, born in 1985, is a
British entrepreneur from London,
who set up a business at the age of
13 importing micro-scooters from the
United States. He was a millionaire
by the age of 15. His business
interests now include website
publishing and fashion.
Mira Sorvino is an American
actress of Italian descent. She
won an Oscar as best supporting
actress in 1995 for her role in
Woody Allen's Mighty Aphrodite.
Before becoming an actress she
studied Chinese at Harvard University,
where she graduated magna cum
laude (with great honor).

c Listen to B telling you about Jason Terry and Alexander Wurz's
superstitions.

Olga Rutterschmidt, an BO-year-old California
woman, and her friend Helen Golay were convicted
in 2008 of murdering two homeless men. They
committed the murders to collect millions of dollars
from the men's life insurance policies.

d Together decide which superstition you think is a) the strangest
b) the most impractical.

7A THREE IN A ROW

b Now cover the text and tell B about their superstitions from memory.

Students A+B

PES ASKING POLITELY FOR INFORMATION
Student A

a You are a tourist in B's town. You want to ask B, who you have
stopped on the street, questions 1-5 and you want to be very
polite. Rewrite 2-5 as indirect questions.
1 Do stores open on Sundays?
Could you tell me ifstores open on Sundays?
2 Is there a post office near here?
Do you know ___________ ________?
3 What time do banks close here?
Could you tell me ___________ _____ _?
4 Where's the train station?
Do you know ___________________?
S Does the number 21 bus go to the city?
Could you tell me _________________?
b Ask B your indirect questions 1-5. Always begin with Excuse me.
c Now Bis a tourist, and is going to stop you on the street and ask you
some questions. Answer politely with the necessary information.
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Play the game in small groups.
One team is X and one is 0. Take turns choosing
a square. Finish the sentence so that it is
grammatically correct and makes sense. If you
are right, put your X or O in the square. The first
team to get "three in a row" is the winner.

Unless we
hurry...

I'll leave
home
when...

I won't get
ma med
until...

I'll give you
the money
as soon
as...

If I see
him...

When I
can speak
English
fluently

He'll lose
his job if...

As soon
as he gets
here...

You·u never
be rich
unless..
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78 GUESS THE SENTENCE

SA I WANT TO SPEAK TO THE MANAGER

a Look at sentences 1-6 and think of the
missing verb phrase (l±l = positive,
G = negative). Don't write anything yet!

Look at the situations and role-play the conversations. Spend a few
minutes preparing what you are going to say.

Student A

1 I'd cook dinner every day ifl _____
earlier from work.[±]
2 lfwe
this summer, maybe we
could afford to get a new car. G
3 I think you
more if you saw
the original version.[±]
4 I'd see my grandparents more often if
they
. [±]
the fish ifl were you. It isn't
S I
usually very good here. El
6 I
if the water was a little
warmer.[±]
b Read your sentence I to B. If it isn't right,
try again until B tells you "That's right."
Then write it. Continue with 2-6.
c Listen to B say sentence 7. If it's the same as
your sentence 7 below, say "That's right."
If not, say "Try again" until B gets it right.
Continue with 8-12.
7 The house would look better if you
painted it.
8 IfI met my ex on the street, I wouldn't
say hello to him.
9 If it weren't so late, I'd stay a little longer.
10 The flight would be more comfortable if
we were in business class.
11 I wouldn't mind the winter so much if it
didn't get dark so early.
12 Ifl had more money, I'd buy a house with a
beautiful yard.

,T .�'. .

Student A

1

You're a customer. You bought something in a clothing store on
sale yesterday (decide what) and there's a problem (decide what).
Go back to the store. B is the salesperson. You'd like to exchange
it for another identical one. If you can't, you'd like a refund.

You start.

2

�xcuse me. I bought...

You're the manager of a restaurant. Your regular chef is off this
week , and you have a temporary chef who is not very good. One
of the waiters has had a problem with a customer, who would
like to speak to you. When customers complain, you usually offer
them a free drink or a coffee. If it's absolutely necessary, you
might give a 10% discount on their bill, but you would prefer not
to. B is the customer.

B will start.

88 THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU Students A+B
In which group(s) do you have the most check marks? Read the
appropriate paragraph to find out which jobs would suit you. Would
you like to do any of them?
If you have the most check marks In 1-4. the best job for
you would be in the Mearing professions." If you are good at
science. you could consider a career in medicine. for example
becoming a doctor or nurse. Alternatively, teaching or social
work are areas that would suit your personality.
If you have the most check marks m 5-8. you should consider
a job involving numbers, for example becoming an accountant or
working in the stock market. The world of business would also
probably appeal to you, especially sales or marketing.
If you have the most check marks in 9-12. you need a
creative job. Depending on your specific talents you might
enjoy a job in the world of music, art. or literature. Areas that
would suit you include publishing. journalism. graphic design.
fashion, or the music industry.
If you have the most check marks in 13-16, you have an
analytical mind. You would be suitable for a job in computer
science or engineering. You also have good spatial sense which
would make architecture and related jobs another possibility.
Communication
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9A GUESS THE CONDITIONAL
Student A

a Look at sentences 1-6 and think of the
missing verb or verb phrase (!±] = positive,
G = negative). Don't write anything yet!
1 We ___ the hotel if we hadn't had
GPS.G
2 If I
that it was your birthday, I
would have bought you something.!±]
3 Ifl
about the concert earlier, I
would have been able to get a ticket.!±]
4 The cat wouldn't have gotten in if you
___ the window open. G
5 If our best player hadn't been ejected, we
___ the game.!±]
6 I wouldn't have recognized her if you
____ me who she was. G
b Read your sentence 1 toB. If it isn't right,
try again untilB tells you "That's right."
Then write it. Continue with 2-6.
c Listen toB say sentence 7. If it's the same as
your sentence 7 below, say "That's right."
If not, say "Try again" untilB gets it right.
Continue with 8-12.
7 I wouldn't have been so angry if you had
told me the truth right from the start.
8 If I hadn't gone to that party that night, I
wouldn't have met my wife.
9 If we hadn't taken a taxi, we would have
missed the train.
10 Ifl'd known that show was on last night, I
would have watched it.
11 I would have gone out with you last night
ifl hadn't had to work late.
12 If I had listened to my friends, I would
never have married James.

lOA RELATIVES QUIZ Student A
a Complete the questions with a relative clause to describe the bold
words. Start the clause with who, which, that, whose, or where, or
no relative pronoun when there is a new subject.
1 a pedestrian What do you call someone... ?
2 a loan What do you call some money... ?
3 fans What do you call people...?
4 a private school What do you call a place... ?
5 a coach What do you call the person... ?
6 traffic light What do you call the thing...?
7 soccer field What do you call the place...?
8 selfish What do you call somebody... ?
9 an ATM What do you call a thing... ?
b AskB your questions.
c AnswerB's questions.

108 JUST CHECKING Student A
a You are a detective.B is a suspect in a crime. AskB the questions
below, but don't write anything down. Try to rememberB's
answers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What's your name?
Where do you live?
How old are you?
Where were you born?
Are you married?
What do you do?
What car do you drive?
How long have you lived in this town?
What did you do last night?
Where were you at 7:00 this morning?

b Now check the information withB using a tag question.
0our name is Tom Gibson, isn't it?
0ou live in New York City, don't you?

c Change roles. Now you are the suspect andB is the detective.
AnswerB's questions. You can invent the information if you
want to.
d B will now check the information he/ she has. Just say, "Yes,
that's right" or "No, that's wrong" and correct the wrong
information.
108

PEl HOW AWFUL! HOW
FANTASTIC! Student B

3A l'M A TOURIST - CAN YOU HELP ME?

a Listen to A:s sentences and react with a
phrase, e.g., You're kiddin&, Oh, no!, etc.

a Think of the town/ city where you are, or the nearest big town.
A is a foreign tourist who is planning to get around using public
transportation. You live in the town. Answer A's questions and
give as much information as you can.

b Read your sentences 1-9 for A to react.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

I failed my driving test yesterday.
I lost my wallet on the way to class.
I met George Clooney at a party last week.
I think I saw a ghost last night.
I won a salsa competition last weekend.
I'm going to be on a new edition of
Bi& Brother.
My dog died yesterday.
My grandfather has a black belt in karate.
My uncle is 104.

c Tell A some real (or invented) news about
you for A to react. React to A's news.

28 ARE YOU HUNGRY? Student B
a Respond to A's questions. Say Yes, it's... /
I'm ..., etc.+ the strong form ofthe adjective
that A used in the question. Remember to
stress the strong adjective.
Is the water cold!l 0es, it's freezing.

b Ask A your questions. He/ She responds
with the phrase in parentheses.
1 Are you afraid of flying? (Yes, I'm terrified.)
2 Is the soup hot? (Yes, it's boiling.)
3 Was the teacher angry? (Yes, he I she was
furious.)
4 Is the bedroom small? (Yes, it's tiny.)
5 Are the children hungry? (Yes, they're
starving.)
6 Is the chocolate cake good? (Yes, it's
delicious.)
7 Was she happy with the present? (Yes, she
was excited.)
c Repeat the exercise. Try to respond as
quickly as possible.

Student B

b Switch roles. You are a foreign tourist in the town. You have
rented a car. Ask A questions 1-5. Get as much information from
A as you can.
1 What time is rush hour in this town?
2 Where are there usually traffic jams?
3 What's the speed limit in the town? Are there speed cameras
anywhere?
4 What will happen if I park somewhere illegal?
5 Where's the nearest tourist attraction outside the city? How long
does it take to drive there from here?

4A GUESS THE SENTENCE
Student B

a Look at sentences 7-12 and think of the correct form of
. be able to + a base form verb. Don't write anything yet!

7 It must be great to _______ a lot oflanguages.
8 I won't
you tonight. I'm too busy.
9 My grandmother can't walk very well, but luckily we
_______ just outside the restaurant.
10 They haven't _______ an apartment yet. They're still
looking.
11 You should _______ this exercise. It's very easy.
12 We really enjoy _______ outside in the summer.

b Now listen to A say sentence 1. If it's the same as your sentence
I below, say "That's right." If not, say "Try again" until A gets it
right. Continue with 2-6.

1 I'm sorry I won't be able to come to your party next weekend.
2 It was August, but we were able to find a hotel without any
problems.
3 I used to be able to understand a little Japanese, but I can't now.
4 I love being able to stay in bed late on the weekend.
5 Will you be able to finish the work before Saturday?
6 I've never been able to cook fish well.

c Read your sentence 7 to A. If it isn' t right, try again until A tells
you, "That's right." Then write it. Continue with 8-12.

Communication
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SA OTHER SPORTS SUPERSTITIONS

PES ASKING POLITELY FOR
INFORMATION Student B

a Read about Jason Terry and Alexander Wurz.

a You are a tourist in A's town. You want to
ask A, who you have stopped on the street,
questions 1-5 and you want to be very
polite. Rewrite 2-5 as indirect questions.

Student B

JASON TERRY. an American basketball player, wears the colors of

his team's opponents the night before a game. If the team he's playing
the next day wears black and white, then Terry wears black and white
to bed the night before. He's been doing this since his playing days
in college.

ALFXANDER WURZ. an Austrian racing driver, used to race with

odd-colored shoes. the left one red and the right one blue. It came
about when he lost a shoe before a big race and had to borrow one of a
different color. After winning the race, he decided it was a lucky omen.

b Now listen to A telling you about Sydney Crosby and Kolo
Toure's superstitions.
c Cover the text and tell B about Jason Terry and Alexander Wurz's
superstitions from memory.
d Together decide which superstition you think is a) the strangest
b) the most impractical.

110

1 Do stores close at lunchtime?
Could you tell me ifstores close at lunchtime?
2 Is there a cash machine near here?
?
Do you know
3 Where's the closest drugstore?
?
Could you tell me
4 What time do the buses stop running at
night?
?
Do you know
S Do banks open on Saturday mornings?
?
Cou Id you tell me
b A is a tourist, and is going to stop you on the
street and ask you some questions. Answer
politely with the necessary information.
c Ask A your indirect questions 1-5. Always
begin with Excuse me.

78 GUESS THE SENTENCE Student B
a Look at sentences 7-12 and think ofthe missing verb phrase (!±] =
positive, G = negative). Don't write anything yet!
7
8
9
10
11
12

The house would look better if you _____. I±]
to him.El
If! met my ex on the street, I
I'd stay a little longer. El
Ifit
ifwe were in business class. I±]
The flight
I wouldn't mind the winter so much ifit
so early. G
If! had more money, I
with a beautiful yard. I±]

b Now listen to A say sentence 1. Ifit's the same as your sentence
1 below, say "That's right." Ifnot, say "Try again" until A gets it
right. Continue with 2-6.

1 I'd cook dinner every day if! got home earlier from work.
2 Ifwe didn't go on vacation this summer, maybe we could
afford to get a new car.
3 I think you would enjoy the movie more if you saw the
original version.
4 I'd see my grandparents more often if they lived closer by.
S I wouldn't have the fish ifl were you. It isn't usually very good here.
6 I'd go swimming ifthe water were a little warmer.

c Read your sentence 7 to A. Ifit's not right, try again until A tells
you "That's right." Then write it. Continue with 8-12.

SA I WANT TO SPEAK TO THE MANAGER
Student B

Look at the situations and role-play the conversations. Spend a few
minutes preparing what you are going to say.

1 toYou're
a salesperson in a clothing store. A is going to come
you with a problem with something he she bought on sale
I

yesterday. You can't exchange it for an identical one because
there are no more in his I her size.
Try to persuade A to exchange it for something else because you
don't usually give refunds during a sale.

A will start.

2

You're a customer in a restaurant. You have just finished your
meal and you didn't enjoy it at all (decide what was wrong with
it). You complained to the waiter, but the waiter didn't solve the
problem. You have asked the waiter to call the manager. Try to
get at least a 50% discount on your meal. A is the manager.

You start.

9A GUESS THE CONDITIONAL
Student B

a Look at sentences 7-12 and think ofthe
missing verb or verb phrase (l±l = positive,
El= negative). Don't write anything yet!

7 I
so angry ifyou had told me
the truth right from the start. El
8 If! hadn't gone to that party that night,
my wife.El
I
9 Ifwe hadn't taken a taxi, we ____ the
train. I±]
10 lfl'd known that show was on last night,
I
it. I±]
11 I
with you last night ifl hadn't
had to work late. I±]
12 Ifl ____ to my friends, I would never
have married James. I±]

b Listen to A say sentence 1. !fit's the same
as your sentence 1 below, say "That's right."
Ifnot, say "Try again" until A gets it right.
Continue with 2-6.
1 We wouldn't have found the hotel ifwe
hadn't had GPS.
2 If I had remembered that it was your
birthday, I would have bought you
something.
3 If I'd known about the concert earlier, I
would have been able to get a ticket.
4 The cat wouldn't have gotten in ifyou
hadn't left the window open.
S If our best player hadn't been ejected, we
would have won the game.
6 I wouldn't have recognized her ifyou
hadn't told me who she was.

c Read your sentence 7 to A. Ifit isn't right,
try again until A tells you "That's right."
Then write it. Continue with 8-12.

0ood evening. Are you the manager?
Communication
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lOA RELATIVES QUIZ Student B

108 JUST CHECKING Student B

a Complete the questions with a relative clause to
describe the bold words. Start the clause with who,
which, that, whose, or where, or no relative pronoun
when there is a new subject.

a You are a suspect in a crime. A is a detective. Answer
A's questions. You can invent the information if you
want to.

1 shy What do you call somebody... ?
2 a flash drive What do you call a thing... ?
3 a referee What do you call the person... ?
4 a bicycle lane What do you call the place... ?
5 a murderer What do you call somebody... ?
6 a receipt What do you call the piece of paper... ?
7 a taxi stand What do you call the place... ?
8 a colleague What do you call a person... ?
9 a motorcycle What do you call a thing... ?
b Answer A's questions.
c Ask A your questions.

b A will now check the information he / she has. Just say,
"Yes, that's right" or "No, that's wrong" and correct the
wrong information.
c Change roles. Now you are a detective and A is a
suspect. Ask A the questions below, but don't write
anything down. Try to remember A's answers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What's your name?
Where do you live?
How old are you?
Where were you born?
Are you married?
What do you do?
What car do you drive?
How long have you lived in this town?
What did you do last night?
Where were you at 7:00 this morning?

d Now check the information with A using a
tag question.
0our name is Olivia Montoya, isn't it?

0ou live in New York City, don't you?
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1 A DESCRIPTION OF A PERSON
a Read the two Facebook messages once and answer the questions.
Why has Angela written to Sofia?
2 Does Sofia recommend her friend to Angela?

!f Messages

c Read both emails again. Then cover them
and answer the questions from memory.

cmmmml

Angela Vernon

Hi Sofia,

I hope you're well.

I'm looking for an au pair to look after Austin and Melissa,
and I remembered your Peruvian friend Marisol, who I met
last summer. She said she might be interested in working
in the US as an au pair, so I thought I would write and ask
her. The thing is, I don't really know her, so before I write
and suggest it. could you tell me a little about her (age,
personality, etc., and what she likes doing) so that I can see
if she would tit in with the family? Please be honest!
Angela

Sofia Lugo
Hi Angela,

Marisol is one of my best friends, so of course I know her very
well. She's 22, and she just graduated from college with a
degree in economics. but she doesn't have a job yet. and I'm
sure she would be� in going to the US. Her parents
are both doctors, and she has two younger brothers. She gets
along very well with them. and they are a very close family.

Marisol's an intelligent girl and very hardworking. She can
be really shy at first. but when she gets to know you she's
incredibly friendly. She loves children - she often takes care
of her brothers - so she has a lot of experience, and she's
also very�.

In her free time she likes going to the movies, listening to
music, and she's also very good at � - she always
has her camera with her. She's really� and happy
to do things on her own, so you won't have to worry about
taking her to places.

The only problem with Marisol is that she's a little�...
she sometimes loses things. like her keys, or her phone.
Also, to be honest her English isn't great. but I'm sure she'll
improve very quickly. I think Austin and Melissa will love her.
I hope this helps! Let me know if you need anything else.

Love,

Sofia

b The computer has found�
� in Sofia's email. Can you
correct them?

What five[±] adjectives describe Marisol's
personality?
2 What does she like doing in her free time?
3 What negative things does Sofia say about
Marisol?
4 Does Sofia think Marisol will get along
with Angela's family?
d Look at the highlighted expressions we use
to modify adjectives. Put them in the correct
place in the chart.

'

Marisol is

verv

forgetful.

p Useful language: describing a person

He's really I very, etc. + positive adjective
(e.g., friendly, outgoing, etc.)
She's a little+ negative adjective (e.g., messy.
shy, etc.)
He likes I loves I doesn't mind+ verb+ -ing
She's happy to+ base form
He's good with children
I
at making new friends

e Imagine you received Angela's message asking
about a friend of yours. Write an email to
answer it. Plan what you're going to write
using the paragraph headings below. Use
the Useful language box and Vocabulary
Bank Personality p.153 to help you.
Paragraph 1

age, family, work I study

Paragraph 3

hobbies and interests

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 4

personality (good side)

any negative things?

f Check your email for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
�p.11

Writing

2 AN INFORMAL EMAIL
a Marisol went to the US and stayed for six months
with a couple, Angela and Matt, working as an
au pair. After going back to Peru, she sent them
an email. Look at the list of things she says in her
email. Number them in a logical order 1-6.

D She promises to send some photos.
D She thanks them for her stay and says how
much she enjoyed it.
D She talks about what she's been doing recently.
D She apologizes for not writing before.
D She thanks them again and invites them to stay.
D She talks about the njce things that happened
when she was with them.

b Now read Marisol's email and check your
answers to a.
c Correct eight mistakes in the email(�,
�,p.®Ct�and�.)

f) Useful language: informal emails

From:
Marisol [marisol_newOgmail.com)
To:
Angela [angelav19700yahoo.com]
Subject: Thanks

Hi Angela,
I'm really sorry for not writing sooner, but� very busy since I
got back!
Thanks for a wonderful six months. I loved being in Colorado, and
I had a great time. I also think my �®� got a little better ... PQ!lt
you think?
It was so nice to take care of Austin and Melissa. I thought they
were adorable, and I think we had a fantastic time together. I have
really good memories - for example our� to Denver and the
amusement park there!
I've been a little stressed these last few weeks, because I've
started working at a restaurant, while I look for a full-time job.
� a waitress is very hard work, but I can now afford to rent an
apartment with Sofia and two other friends, and I'm saving !Qr_
.tQ.9l.!t a car! I've also spent a lot of time with my family - my
brothers have changed so much over the past six months!
I've had several � from Austin and Melissa since I've
been back! Please tell them from me that I miss them and that
� them some photos very soon.

Beginnings
Hi+ name (or Dear+ name if you want to be a little
more formal)
Sorry for not writing sooner, but ...
Thank you I Thanks (so much) for (your letter,
having me to stay, etc.) ...
It was great to hear from you...

That's all for now. Thanks again for everything. And I hope you
know you're welcome in Lima any time - my family would love to
meet you. Summer here is usually beautiful.

Endings

P.S. I've attached a photo I took of me with the kids. I hope you
like it!

That's all for now.
Hope to hear from you soon. I Looking forward to
hearing from you soon.
(Give my) regards I love to ...
Best wishes I Love (from)
P.S. (when you want to add a short message at the
end of an email) I've attached a photo...

d Imagine you have some American friends in the
US, and you stayed with them for a week last
month. Write an email to say thank you. Plan
what you're going to say. Use 1-6 in a and the
Useful language box to help you.
e Check your email for mistakes(grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).

�p.21

Hope to hear from you soon. Give my regards to Matti
Best wishes,
Marisol

3 AN ARTICLE FOR A MAGAZINE

Transportation
in New York City

a Look at the four forms of public transportation in New
York City. Which one do you think is probably...?
•
•
•
•

the least expensive
the healthiest
the best if you want to see the sights of New York City
the safest to use at night
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b Read an article from an online magazine for foreign
students about public transportation in New York
City and check your answers to a. Then answer these
questions from memory.
1 What can you use a MetroCard for?
2 What kind of money do you have to use if you want to
pay cash to ride a New York City bus?
3 What's the difference between a taxi and car service?
c Read the article again and fil l in the blanks with a
preposition from the list.
around at in next to

on (x2) on the top of with

f) Useful language: transportation in your town

You can buy MetroCards at many places in New York City.
You need a ticket or card before you get on the subway.
(You= people in general)

Comparatives and superlatives:

Buses aren't as quick as trains.
Riding a bike is the cheapest way to get around.

d Write an article about transportation in your nearest
town or city for foreign students. Plan what headings
you're going to use and what to say about each form of
transportation .

e Check your article for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
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This is the quickest way to get 1�
the city, and there are many subway stations all over New
York City. The cheapest way to use the subway is to get a
MetroCard. This is like a phone card. You put money on
it, and you can add more when you need to. Then you use
the subway. You can buy
it every time you get 2
MetroCards at subway stations, newsstands, and even
from your employer.

The Subway

Buses They can be quicker than the subway if there
isn't too much traffic. The easiest way to use the buses,
like the subway, is to just use your MetroCard. You can
buy a single-ride ticket from machines 3
some,
but not all bus stops. You can also pay cash (but
no pennies and no paper money) when you get 4____
the bus. Traveling 5
a private double-decker
bus is also a good way to see New York City.
Bikes Bikes are starting to become more popular in
tourists and people
New York City, especially 6
who want to travel to parts of the city, like the waterfront
areas, where subways don't usually go. One of the
newest bike-share programs is called Citi Bike. When you
rent a bike from Citi Bike, you get a key that looks like a
flash drive. You can use the key at any Citi Bike kiosk and
get a bike to ride for the day.
Taxis and Car Service New York City's yellow
taxis are expensive, but they are comfortable, and the
taxi drivers know shortcuts through the city to get you
to places quickly. You usually tell the driver where you
want to go when you get 7
the taxi. Car service
is made up of normal cars that work for a company, and
you have to call them ahead of time to pick you up. They
are more expensive than taxis. Taxis and car service are
night.
probably the safest way to travel late 8

4 TELLING A STORY
a A magazine asked its readers to send in
stories of a time they got lost. Read the story
once. Why did Bethany and her husband get
lost? What else went wrong?

DISASTROUS TRIPS!

We asked you to tell us about a time you got lost.
Bethany from the US wrote to us...

b Read the story again and complete it with a
connecting word or phrase from the list.
although as soon as because but
instead of so Hleft when

j) Useful language: getting lost

We were going in the wrong direction.
We took the wrong exit I turn.
We turned right instead of le�.
We didn't know where we were.
We had to turn around and go back in the
opposite direction.

c Write about a trip where you got lost
(or invent one) to send to the magazine.
Plan what you're going to write using the
paragraph headings below. Use the Useful
language to help you.
Paragraph 1

When was the journey? Where
were you going? Who with?
Why?

Paragraph 2

How did you get lost? What
happened?

Paragraph 3

What happened in the end?

d Check your story for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
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T

his happened a few years ago. My husband and I had rented a
house in Galicia for a summer vacation. We were going to first
drive to Tarragona, to stay for a few days with some friends,
and 1 then
drive from Tarragona to Galicia.
The first part of the trip was fine. We were using our new GPS for the
first time, and it took us right to the door of our friends' house. Three
we continued our trip, we put in the name of the
days later, 2
small town in Galicia, Nigr�n. which was our final destination. We started
off, obediently following the instructions. but after a while we realized
driving west toward L�rida, we were going north. In
that 3
fact, soon we were very close to Andorra. I was sure we were going in
my husband wanted to do what the
the wrong direction, 4
GPS was telling us - it was his new toy! It was only when we started
seeing mountains that even he admitted this couldn't be the right way.
5
we stopped, got out an old map, and then turned around!
We had wasted almost two hours going in the wrong direction!
as well as getting lost when we were
It was an awful trip 6
almost at our destination we had another problem. We stopped for a
we got back onto the road, we realized that we
coffee, but 7
had left our dog under the table in the cafe! For the second time that
day we had to turn around and go back. Luckily, the dog was still there!
However, 8
the beginning of our trip was a disaster, we had a
wonderful vacation!

5 A MOVIE REVIEW

The Godfather (1972)

by Martin
The movie The Godfather is 1� on the book by Mario Puzo. The movie was 2
Marlon Brando as Vito Corleone and Al Pacino as his son, Michael. The
Scorsese. It 3
movie won three Oscars in 1973 for Best Actor (Marlon Brando), Best Movie, and Best Screenplay.
The movie is 4
in New York in the 1940s and 50s. It was filmed on 5
in New
York and in Sicily.
The movie is about the Corleone family. Vito, "The Godfather," is head of one of the most powerful
criminal families in the US. Don Vito is a fair but ruthless man, who runs his business by doing
favors and expecting favors in return. The Corleones get involved in a war with other criminal
families because they don't want to sell drugs. Don Vito is shot and he is seriously injured. While
Don Vito is in the hospital, control of the family passes to his eldest son, Sonny. Sonny is a hothead,
and with him in charge, the war between the various families becomes more violent. Don Vito's
youngest son, Michael, has always stayed outside the family business, but when Don Vito is shot,
he returns home to do what he can to help the family. He also takes his revenge against the people
who are trying to kill his father. In the end, Sonny is shot and Michael becomes the new Godfather.
, drama, an unforgettable 8____
The Godfather. It has 7
I strongly 6
, The
and an important message: that violence never really solves anything. The two 9
Godfather II and The Godfather Ill are also good, but the first movie is definitely my favorite.

a Read the movie review and complete it with the words
in the list.
action based directed location recommend
sequels set soundtrack stars

b Read the review again and number the paragraphs in
order 1-4.
Paragraph0

The plot

Paragraph0

The name of the movie, the director,
the stars, and any prizes it won

Paragraph0

Why you recommend the movie

Paragraph0

Where and when it is set
Where it was filmed

c Look at paragraph three again. What tense do we use
to tell the story of a movie or book?

d Have you seen The Godfather? If yes, do you agree with
the review? Ifno, does the review make you want to see it?

p

Useful language: describing a movie
In the end...
It was directed I written by...
My favorite scene is...
It is set in...
I strongly recommend
It is based on the book...
(the movie) because...
It's about...
It stars ...

e Write a movie review about a movie you would
recommend people to buy on DVD or see at the
movie theater. Plan what you are going to write in
the four paragraphs. Use the Useful language and
Vocabulary Bank Movies p.159 to help you.
f Check your review for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
�p.57

Writing

6 DESCRIBING A HOUSE OR APARTMENT

d Write a description of your house or
apartment for the website. Plan what you're
going to write. Use the Useful language and
Vocabulary Bank Houses p.162 to help you.

a The website Homerent.net is for people who want to rent out
their houses while they are away on vacation. Read two posts
from the website. Which one would you prefer to stay in for a
two-week vacation? Why?
b Read about the apartment in Mexico City again. Underline any
adjectives that help to "sell" the apartment. What do they mean?

Paragraph 1

A brief introduction. What kind
of house I apartment is it?
Where is it exactly?

Paragraph 2

Describe the house I
apartment. What rooms does it
have? Does it have any special
characteristics?

Paragraph 3

Describe the neighborhood. How
far is it from places of interest,
public transportation, etc.?

Paragraph 4

Say who the house I
apartment is suitable for. Are
there any restrictions?

c Now read about the Thai villa again. Improve the description by
replacing the word nice with one of the adjectives below. Often
there is more than one possibility.
amazing beautiful breathtaking great ideal
luxurious magnificent perfect spacious superb

f) Useful language: describing location
It is

perfectly situated in...
walking distance from...
a (fifteen-minute) walk from...
a short drive from...
The neighborhood is (safe. friendly, etc.) ...
It's a (beautifuO area...

a Homerent.net

e Check your description for mistakes
(grammar, vocabulary, punctuation,
and spelling).
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Home

Beautiful one-bedroom apartment in Mexico City

This apartment is perfectly
situated on a quiet street in
Mexico City's Reforma area.

It's a cozy, 750-square-foot
apartment on the first floor of a
three-story building. It has one
bedroom with a queen-size bed,
a spacious living I dining room, a
modern, well-equipped kitchen, and a bathroom. There's a beautiful
view of a flower-filled courtyard from the living room windows. The
living room has a big table, which is ideal for having a meal with
friends, and there is also a large flat-screen TV. The apartment has
tile floors, air conditioning, satellite TV, and Wi-Fi Internet.
The Reforma area is a lively neighborhood near the center of
Mexico City, with plenty of stores and cafes. The apartment is
walking distance to Paseo de la Reforma, one of Mexico City's
widest streets designed to look like a grand European boulevard.
It's ten minutes away from a subway station and a bus stop, so
you can visit the city very easily.
This apartment is ideal for a couple who would like to go
sightseeing in this beautiful city. It's a non-smoking apartment,
and pets are not allowed.

Search

Join our community

Help

Beach villa in Hua Hin, Thailand

Hua Hin is a n� btA1.1.tifo.l
vacation resorttown on the
northern part of the Malay
Peninsula, about 120 miles
south of Bangkok.

_1i-l!r.;

Our house is nice. It has
three double bedrooms,
a living room, a nice
kitchen, and four bathrooms. All the rooms have air
conditioning, and the bedrooms all have an attached,
private bathroom. There is a nice patio with a table
and chairs, so you can eat outside. There is a nice
view of the mountains in the distance. There is a nice
yard with flower gardens and a swimming pool. There
is also a hot tub, which is relaxing to use after a long
day of sightseeing.
The house is near a nice beach, where you can play a
lot of water sports. It's also a short drive to two floating
markets where you can buy food, flowers, jewelry, and
souvenirs.
This house is perfect for a family with children or for
two or three couples. The house is not suitable for pets.

7 A LETTER OF COMPLAINT
a Read the letter of complaint. Then answer
the questions.
2
3
4
5

Who is Chris Mason complaining to?
What item is he complaining about? Why?
Who did he contact first?
What problem did he have when he called to
complain?
In which paragraph does Chris use flattery?
How?

b Read it again and complete the blanks with a
word from the list.
Geaf delivered forward However in stock
number service unhelpful yours

Sandra Adams
Head of Department
John Leavis Customer Service
PO Box 908
Montclaire, New Jersey 07042
1

f) Useful language: e formal letter (or email)
You don't know the person's name
Start: Dear Sir I Madam:
Finish: Kind regards,
You know the person's name
Start: Dear+ Mr. I Ms. I Mrs. Garcia:
Finish: Sincerely yours,
Style
• Don't use contractions
• Write I look forward to hearing from you. as
the final sentence
• Write your full name under your signature
Note: a formal email is exactly the same as
a formal letter, except in an email we don't
write the address or date.
c Write a letter (or an email) of complaint
about something you bought online. Plan
what you're going to write. Use the Useful
language to help you.
d Check your letter or email for mistakes
(grammar, vocabulary, punctuation,
and spelling).
�p.77

Dear

M ay 19, 2013

Ms. Adams:

Last Wednesday, April 25, I ordered a coffee machine from
#CE437184). Before placing
your online store (order 2
the order I read the conditions carefully, and the item was
3____ . Your website says that items in stock are
4
____ in 48 hours.
Two weeks passed, and nothing arrived. 5
, I noticed
that p ayment had been charged on my credit card. I called your
customer service line, and the person that I spoke to, Becky, was
rude and 6
. She said that the item was not in stock,
and that she didn't know when it would arrive. She could not
explain why the money had been charged on my card.
I have bought many things from you over the years, both from
your New Jersey store and the online store, and I have always
. I can only imagine that this is a departure
had good 7
from your usual high standards, and I am sure you will be able
to resolve the situation in a satisfactory way.
I look 8____ to hearing from you.
Sincerely 9____

Chris Mason

Writing

8 A COVER EMAIL WITH YOUR RESUME
a Look at the job advertisement. Which job could you
apply for?

We are looking for dedicate
enthusiastic, and energetic p pie to work
....,a ,,pcorrin-- Olympic Gam
There are opportunities in the following areas:
• Administration
• Hospitality and catering
• Translation and language services
• Medical support

All applicants must be appropriately qualified and an
intermediate level of English is essential. Send your
resume and a cover email (in English) to:
'1ptcgames. com

b Ricardo Suarez wants to apply for a job, and is
submitting his resume. Read the cover email to go with
it.�the best phrase in each pair.
From:
Ricardo Suarez [SuarezrOchatchat.com]
To:
recruitmentOtheolympicgames.com
Subject: Job application

Dear Sir I Madam:
11 am writing/ I'm writing to apply for a job with the
medical support staff at the upcoming Olympic Games.
I am a qualified physical therapist, and 2/'ve been working I
I have been working at a rehabilitation center here since
January 2006. 3My English is great/ I speak English

9 A MAGAZINE ART ICLE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
a Read an article for a student magazine about the
advantages and disadvantages ofliving without a TV.
The computer has found� (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling). Can you
correct them?

Living without a Im

lmost every family today .l:@(g_ a TV, in fact probably
A
more than one, and people everywhere spend hours
watching it. But a few families choose to live without a
1

TV because they think there are advantages.

The first advantage is that families spend more time 2talk
to each other. Second, they spend more time doing more
creative things like reading or painting. Third, they spend
more time outdoors, and are usually 3 in gQ9dtr shape.
But on the other hand, there are also disadvantages.
For example, children who don't have a TV may feel
4� from s� school friends, and often won't
know what they are talking about. Also, ft fs not true that
all TV 6 � are bad. There are good ones, Uke
7 � and people who lfve without a TV may
know less about 8� happening fn the world.
In conclusion, 9� living without a TV has some
advantages, I think today it's unrealistic and that we
should just try to turn the TV 10 '11.!! when there's nothing
good on.

fluently.

41've enclosed/ I've attached my resume.

5Hope to hear from you soon! I I look forward to hearing
from you.
6Sincerely yours, I With love,

Ricardo Suarez
c Write a cover email (to go with your resume) to apply
for a job in the next Olympics. Plan what you're going
to write. Use the Useful language on p.119 to help you.
d Check your email for mistakes (grammar, vocabulary,
punctuation, and spelling).
411( p.81

b Read the article again. Then cover it, and in pairs,
answer the questions from memory.
1 What are the three advantages?
2 What are the two disadvantages?
3 Is the writer for or against having a TV?

c You are going to write a similar article about
smartphones. First with a partner, make a list of the
advantages and disadvantages.

.:J •

10 A BIOGRAPHY
a Read a text about Mark Zuckerberg. Then rewrite the
text with the extra information (sentences A-F) as
relative clauses.

Mark Zuckerberg,

Disadvantages

Advantages

d Now decide which are the three biggest advantages and
number them 1-3 (1 = the biggest). Do the same with
the disadvantages.

p Useful language: writing about advantages and
disadvantages
Listing advantages
Firstly I First,...

the American computer
programmer, was one of
the founders of Facebook.
In his teens he began to
write soft ware programs
as a hobby. After
graduating from high
school he went to Harvard.
.,._
...-S·''. c#d"'
While he was there he
created a website called Facemash. It was shut down by
the university, but it inspired him to create Facebook.

-I'>�,. ..

He left Harvard and moved to California with Dustin
Moskovitz, and together they made Facebook an
international success.
In 2012 Zuckerberg married Priscilla Chan.

Second,...

Third,...

Listing disadvantages

Paragraph 1

A Mark Zuckerberg was born in New York
in 1984

Also, ...

Paragraph 2

B He studied computer science and

On the other hand, there are also (some) disadvantages...
For instance I For example...

Conclusion

In conclusion I To sum up, I think...

e Write an article called "Smartphones -A great
invention?" Start the article with this introduction.
Many people today don't just have a cell phone, they have
a smartphone like an iPhone or a Blackberry. But is it a
great invention? I think there are both advantages and
disadvantages.
Write three more paragraphs. Plan what you're going
to write. Use the Useful language to help you.
Paragraph 2

Write two or three advantages.

Paragraph 3

Write two or three disadvantages.

Paragraph 4

Conclusion - decide if you think
smartphones are a great invention or not.

f Check your article for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
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sociology at Harvard

c Facemash allowed students to share

photos
D He launched Facebook from his room in
2004

Paragraph 3

E Dustin Moskovitz had been his

Paragraph 4

F He had dated Priscilla Chan for nine

roommate
years

l Mark ZuckerberB, the American computer proBrammer,
who was born in New York in 1984, was one ofthe
founders of Facebook.
b Cover A-F. Read the text again and try to remember
the extra information.
c Write a short biography of an interesting or successful
person you know about. Plan what you're going to
write, and try to use some relative clauses.
d Check your biography for mistakes (grammar,
vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling).
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Writing-

1 6>))
A I usually have meat or seafood. Usually shrimp
or something as an appetizer and then maybe
Iamb for the main course.
B I often have ready-made vegetable soups that you
just have to heat up- in fact, they're the only
vegetables I ever eat! And I usually have a couple
of frozen pizzas in the freezer for emergencies.
I don't really order cake-out when I'm on my
own, but ifl'm with friends in the evening, we
sometimes order Chinese food for dinner.
C Eggs and soda. I have eggs for breakfast at least
twice a week, and I drink a couple of cans of soda
every day.
D Ifl'm feeling down, chicken soup, with nice big
pieces of chicken in it. It's warm and comforting.
Uh, I usually have a banana before going to the gym.
Ifl know I'm going to have a really long meeting,
I usually have a coffee and a cupcake because I think
it will keep me awake and give me energy.
E Fruit- cherries, strawberries, raspberries, and
apples. Vegetables -peppers, tomatoes, and
cucumbers. The only thing I really don't like is
zucchini. I can't even stand the smell of it.
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Part 1
Interviewer What was your favorite food when
you were a child?
Steve Well, I always liked unusual things, at least
things that most English children at the rime
didn't like. For instance, when I was six or seven
my favorite things were meat , oh and prawns
with garlic.
Interviewer Funny things for a six-year-old
English boy to like!
Steve Well, the thing is my parents liked traveling
and eating out a lot, and I first tried meat in
France, and the prawns, my first prawns I had at a
Spanish restaurant in the town where we lived.
Interviewer So you were interested in Spanish
food right from the start. Is that why you decided
to come to Spain?
Steve Partly, but of course, I suppose like a lot of
British people I wanted to sec the sun! The other
thing that attracted me when I got here were all
the fantastic ingredients. I remember going into
the market for the first time and saying "Wow!"
Interviewer W hen you opened your restaurant,
how did you want it to be different from typical
Spanish restaurants?
St:cvc Well, when I came to Spain, all the good
restaurants were very formal, very traditional. In
London then, the fashion was for informal places
where the waiters wore jeans, but the food was
amazing. So I wanted a restaurant a bit like that.
I also wanted a restaurant where you could try
more international food, bur made with some of
these fantastic local ingredients. For example,
Spain's got wonderful seafood, but usually here
it's just grilled or fried. I started doing things in
my restaurant like cooking Valencian mussels in
Thai green curry paste.
Interviewer What do you most enjoy cooking?
Steve What I most enjoy cooking, I think, are
those traditional dishes which use quire cheap
ingredients, but they need very long and careful
cooking, and then you turn it into something
really special... like a really good casserole, for
example.
Interviewer And is there anything you don't like
cooking?
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Steve Maybe desserts. You have to be very very
precise when you're making desserts. And that's
not the way I am.
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Part2
Interviewer W hat's the best thing about running
a restaurant?
Steve I think the best thing is making people
happy. That's why even after all this rime I still
enjoy it so much.
Interviewer And the worst thing?
Steve That's easy, it has to be the long hours. This
week for example, I'm cooking nearly every day.
We usually close on Sundays and Mondays, but
this Monday is a public holiday, when lots of
people want to cat out, so we're open.
Interviewer Seu Xerea is in all theBritish
restaurant guides now. Does that mean you get a
lot ofBritish customers?
Steve Yes, we get a lot ofBritish people, especially
at the weekends, but then we get people from
other countries, too.
Interviewer And are theBritish customers and the
Spanish customers very different?
Steve Yes, I think they are. TheBritish always say
that everything is lovely, even if they've only eaten
half ofit. The Spanish, on the other hand, are
absolutely honest about everything. They tell you
what they like; they tell you what they don't like. I
remember when I first opened, I had sushi on the
menu, which was very unusual at that rime, and I
went into the dining room, and I said to people, "So
what do you think of the sush?" And the customers,
who were all Spanish, said "Oh, it was awful! It was
raw fish!" Actually, I think I prefer that honesty,
because it helps us to know what people like.
Interviewer What kind of customers do you find
difficult?
Steve I think customers who want me to cook
something in a way that I don't think is very
good. Let's see, a person who asks for a really
well-done steak, for instance. For me that's a
difficult customer. You know, say, "I want steak,"
so I give them a really really well-done steak, and
then they say "It's tough." And I think well, of
course it's tough. It's well done! Well-done steak
is always tough.
Interviewer People say that the Mediterranean
diet is very healthy. Do you think people's eating
habits in Spain are changing?
Steve Well, I think they are changing
unforrunately I think they're getting worse.
People are eating more unhealthily.
Interviewer How do you notice that?
Steve I see it with, especially with younger friends.
They often cat in fast-food restaurants, they don't
cook ... and actually the younger ones come from a
generation where their mothers don't cook either.
That's what's happening now, and it's a real pity.
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Interviewer This morning we're talking about
family and family life, and now DanielleBarnes
is going to tell us about a book she has just read
called Birth Order by LindaBlair. So what's the
book about, Danielle?
Danielle Well, it's all about how our position in the
family influences the kind of person we arc. I mean
whether we're first born, a middle child, a youngest
child, or an only child. LindaBlair argues that our
position in rhe family is possibly the strongest
influence on our character and personality.

Interviewer So tell us more about this, Danielle.
What about the oldest children in a family, the
first-born?
Danielle Well first-born children often have to
take care of their younger brothers and sisters, so
they're usually sensible and responsible as adults.
They also tend to be ambitious, and they make
good leaders. Many US Presidents andBritish
Prime Ministers, including for example Abraham
Lincoln were oldest children.
On the negative side, oldest children can be insecure
and anxious. This is because when the second child
was born, he or she lost some of his or her parents'
attention and maybe he or she felt rejected.
Inte.rviewer Thar's very inreresting. W hat about
rhe middle child?
Danielle Middle children are usually more relaxed
than oldest children. That's probably because
the parents are more relaxed themselves by the
rime the second child arrives. They're usually
very sociable- the kind of people who get along
with everybody, and they're also usually sensitive
to what other people need. ow, this is because
they grew up between older and younger brothers
and sisters. For the same reason they are often
good ar sorting out arguments, and they're always
sympathetic to rhe ones on the losing side, or in
general to people who are having problems. On
the other hand, middle children can sometimes be
unambitious, and they can lack direction in life.
Interviewer And you.ngesr children?
Danielle I was very interested in this part of
the book because I'm a youngest child myself.
It seems that youngest children are often very
outgoing and charming. This is the way they try
to get the attenrion of both their parents and their
older brothers and sisters.
They arc often more rebellious, and this is
probably because it's easier for the youngest
children to break the rules- by this time their
parents are more relaxed about discipline.
On the negative side, youngest children can be
immature and disorganized, and they often
depend too much on other people. This is because
they have always been the baby of the family.
Interviewer Fascinating. And finally, what about
only children?
Danielle Only children usually do very well at
school because they have a lot of contact with
adults. They get a lot of love and attention from
their parents, so they're typically self-confident.
They're also independent because they're used to
being by themselves. And because they spend a lot
of rime with adults they're usually very organized.
Interviewer I'm an only child myself and people
always think that I must be spoiled. Is that true,
according to Linda Blair?
Danielle Well, it's true that only children can
sometimes be spoiled by their parents because
they're given everything they ask for. Also, on the
negative side, only children can be selfish, and they
can also be impatient, especially when things go
wrong. This is because they're not used to sorting
out problems with other brothers and sisters.
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Jenny My name's Jenny Zielinski. And New York
is my city. I live here and I work for a magazine,
NewYorlc24seven.
Rob My name's Rob Walker. I'm a writer on
NewYorlc24seven. You can probably tell from
my accent that I'm not actually from New York.
I'm British, and I came over to the Stares a few
months ago.

Jenny I met Rob in London when I was visiring
the UK on a work trip. He was writing for the
London edition of24seven. We gar along well
right away. I really liked him.
Rob So why am I in NewYork? Because of Jenny,
of course. When they gave me the opportunity
to work here for a month, I took it immediately.
It gave us the chance to get to know each other
better. When they offered me a permanent job I
couldn't believe irl
Jenny I helped Rob find an apartment. And now
here we are. Together in NewYork. I'm so happy. I
just hope Rob's happy here, too.
Rob I really loved living in London. A lot of my
friends and family are there, so of course I still
miss it. But NewYork's a fantastic ciry. I've got a
great job and Jenny's here, too.
Jenny Things are changing prerry fast in the office.
We have a new boss,Don Taylor. And things are
changing in my personal life, too. This evening's
kind of important. I'm taking Rob to meet my
parents for the very firsr rime. I just hope it goes
well!
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Jenny I can't believe we got here so late.
Rob I'm sorry. Jenny. I had ro finish that article for
Don.
Jenny Don't forget the chocolates.
Rob OK.
Rob Oh,no!
Jenny I don't believe it.Don"t tell me you forgot them!?
Rob I think they're still on my desk.
Jenny You're kidding.
Rob You know what my desk's like.
Jenny Yeah, it's a complete mess. Why don't you
ever tidy it?
Rob We could go and buy some more.
Jenny How can we get some more? We're already late!
Jenny Hi, there!
Harry You made it!
Jenny Sorry we're late. So, this is my morn and dad.
Harry and Sally. And this, of course,is Rob.
Rob Hello.
Sally It's so nice 10 meet you at last.
Harry Yes, Jenny's finally decided 10 introduce
you to us.
Sally Come in, come in!
Jenny Mom, I'm really sorry- we bought you some
chocolates, but we left them at the office.
Sally What a pity. Never mind.
Harry Yeah, don't worry about it. We know what
a busy young woman you are. And your mom has
made way too much food for this evening anyway.
Sally Oh. Harry.
Jenny Bur I also have some good news.
Sally Really? What's thar?
Jenny Well, you know we have a new boss? He's
still new 10 the job and needs support, so today he
made me the managing editor of the magazine.
Sally So you've got a promotion? How fantastic!
Harry That's great news! Hey, does that mean
Jenny's going to be your boss, Rob?
Rob Uh... yes, I guess so.
Jenny Well, not exactly. I'm a manager, but I'm not
Rob's manager.
Sally Let's go and have dinner.
Jenny What a great idea!
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Harry You know, our Jenny has done incredibly
well, Rob. She's the first member of our family
to study at Harvard. She's a very capable and
ambitious young woman.
Jenny Oh. Dad.
Rob o, it's true. Jenny.
Harry But what about you, Rob? How do you see your
career? Do you see yourself going into management?
Rob Me? No. Not really. I'm more of a ... a writer.
Harry Really? What kind of things do you write?
Rob Um... you know, interviews,reviews... things
like that... and I'm doing a lot of work for the
online magazine ...

Jenny Rob's a very talented writer,Dad. He's very
creative.
Harry That's great, bur being creative doesn't
always pay the bills.
Jenny You know, my dad's a very keen
photographer. He took all of these photos.
Harry Oh, Rob won't be interested in those.
Rob But I am interested. I mean, I like photography.
And I think I recognize some of these people ...
Harry That's because most of them are ofJenny.
Rob But there are some great musicians, too.
That's Miles Davis... and isn't that John Coltrane?
And that's Wynton Marsalis.
Harry You know about Wynton Marsalis?
Rob Know about him? I've interviewed him!
Harry How incredible! I love that guy. He's a hero
of mine.
Rob Well, he's a really nice g uy. I spent a whole day
wirh him, charring and watching him rehearse.
Harry Really? I want to hear all about ir.
Sally Have a cookie,Rob.
Harry Go ahead, son! Sally makes the best cookies
in ewYork!
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I'm a spender,I think. I try to save,but something
always seems ro come along that I need to buy,
and I end up broke. I can gee by with very little
money for myself when I need to, but I don't seem
co be good at holding on to it. Also, if my kids ask
to borrow some money, I always say yes.
I would say that I'm a spender. I spend money
on things like concerts or on trips because I like
having the experience and the memories. I know
that I should spend my money on things that last,
or save for the future, but I don't want to miss all
those good things that are happening right now.
I consider myself a spender. I don't have much
money, but when I do have some there's always
something I need or want to spend it on. I love
computers and computer games, so I buy things
to make sure my computer is always up to dare.
I know it's nor very sensible, but it's important
to me.
That's hard to say. I can save money if there's
something I really, really want, but usually my
money disappears as soon as I get it. I get some
money from my parents every week, so I have
just enough money to go to the movies with my
friends and to buy something for myself, maybe
a book or a DVD or some makeup ... I usually end
up buying something. But, for example, ifl want
to go on a trip whh my friends, then I can make
an effort and save some money for a few weeks.
Since I was little, I've always saved about a
third of the money I get. I would never think of
spending all the money I have.You could say that
I'm careful about money. When I want to buy
something chat's expensive, I don't use a credit
card. I take the money our of the bank so I never
have to worry about getting into debt.
I'd say a saver,definitely. I like having some
money saved in case I have an emergency. I also
think very carefully before I buy something, and
I always make sure ir's the best l can buy for that
price. But I wouldn't describe myself as cheap. I
love buying presents for people,and when I do
spend my money I like to buy nice things, even if
they're more expensive.
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Part 1
Interviewer Jane, you're an elementary school
reacher, and a writer. What kind of books do
you write?
Jane Well, I write books for children who are
learning English as a foreign language.
Interviewer How long have you been a writer?
Jane Uh, let me see, since 1990. So for about 22 years.
Interviewer Tell us about the trip that changed
your life. Where were you going?

Jane Well, it was in the summer of 2008. and my
family- my husband and I and our three children,
decided to have a holiday of a lifetime. and to go
to Africa. We went to Uganda and Rwanda. co
see the mountain gorillas. It was something we'd
always wanted to do. Anyway, about half way
through the trip, we were in Uganda,and we were
traveling in a lorry when the lorry broke down.
So the driver had co find a mechanic to come and
help fix it.
Interviewer And then what happened?
Jane Well, as soon as we stopped, lots of children
appeared and surrounded us. I could see some
long buildings quite near, so I asked the children
what they were, and they said in English "That's
our school." And I was very curious to see what a
Ugandan school was like, so I asked them to show
itro me.
Interviewer What was it like?
Jane I was shocked when I first saw it. The walls
were falling down, the blackboards were broken,
and there weren't many desks. But the children
were so friendly, and I asked them if they would
like to learn a song in English. They said yes, and
I started teaching them some songs, like Heads,
Shoulders, Knees, and Toes a song 1 've used all over
the world to teach children parts of the body.
Almost immediately the classroom filled up with
children of all ages, and they all wanted 10 learn.
I was just amazed by how quickly they learned
the song!
Interviewer Did you meet the teachers?
Jane Yes. we did, and the headmaster, too. He
explained that the school was called Sr. Josephs.
and it was a community school for orphans, very
poor children and refugees. I asked him what the
school needed. I thought that he might say "we
need books, or paper; and then later we could
send them to him. But actually he said "What we
need is a new school." And I thought yes, of course
he's right. These children deserve to have better
conditions than this to learn in. So when I got
back home, my husband and I, and other people
who were with us on the trip decided to set up an
organization to get money to build a new school.
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Part2

Interviewer So Adelante Africa was born. Why
did you decide 10 call it that?
Jane Well, we wanted a name that gave the idea
of Africa moving forward, and my husband is
Spanish, and he suggested Adelante Africa,
because in Spanish Adalante means "go forward."
and Adelante Africa sort of sounded better than
"Go Forward, Africa."
Interviewer How long did ir take to raise the
money for the new school?
Jane Amazingly enough,not long really, only about
two years. The school opened on the 14th March
2010 with 75 children. Today, ir has nearly 500
children.
Interviewer That's great! I understand that since
the new school opened you've been working on
other projects for these children.
Jane Yes. When we opened rhe school we realized
,hat although the children now had a beautiful
new school. they couldn't really make much
progress because they were suffering from
malnutrition, malaria. things like that. So we've
been working to improve their diet and health,
and at the moment we're building a house where
children who don't have families can live.
Interviewer And arc your children involved in
Adclante Africa too?
Jane Yes, absolutely! They all go out to Uganda at
least once a year. My daughter Tessie runs the
Facebook page, and my other daughter Ana runs
a project to help children to go to secondary
school,and Georgie,my son, organizes a football
tournament there every year.
lnterviewe.r And how do you think you have most
changed rhe children's lives?
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Jane I think the school has changed the children's
lives because it has given them hope. People from
outside came and listened to them and cared about
them. But it's not only the children whose lives
have changed. Adelante Africa has also changed
me and my family. We have been very lucky in life.
I feel that life has given me a lot. Now I want to
give something back. But ir's not all giving. I feel
that I get more from rhem than I give! I love being
there. I love their smiles and how they have such a
strong sense of community, and I love feeling thar
my family and the other members of Adelante
Africa are accepted as part of thar communiry.
Interviewer And do you have a website?
Jane Yes, we do. Ir's www.adelanteafrica.com.
We've had the website for about four years. Ir was
one of rhe first things we set UP,, If you'd like to
find our more about Adelante Africa, please go
there and have a look. There are )ors of photos
and even a video my son took of me teaching rhe
children 10 sing on that first day. Maybe it will
change your life coo, who knows?
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Phonecall4
I haven't had any music for the last three days,
because my iPod broke, so paddling has been getting
more boring. To pass the time I count or I name
countties in my head, and sometimes I just look up
at the sky. Sometimes the sky is pink with clouds
that look like cotton, and other times it's dark like
the smoke from a fire, and sometimes it's bright
blue. The day that I reached the half way point in my
trip, the sky was bright blue. I'm superstitious so I
didn't celebrate - there's still a very long way to go.
Phonecall S
This week rhe mosquitoes have been driving me
crazy. They obviously think I'm easy food! They
especially like my feet. I wake up in the night when
rhey hire me, and I can't stop scratching my feet.
But I'm feeling happier now than I've been
feeling for weeks. I've seen a lot of amazing wildlife
this week. One day, I found myself in the middle
of a group of dolphins. There were about six pairs
jumping out of the water. I've also seen enormous
burrerflies, iguanas, and vulrures rhar fly above
me in big groups. Yesterday, a fish jumped into my
kayak. Maybe it means I'm going to be lucky. I am
starring ro feel a linle sad chat this adventure is
coming co an end.
And finally on the news, TV host Helen Skelton has
successfully completed her 1,998-mile trip down
the Amazon River in a kayak. She left from Nauta in
Peru six weeks ago on a rrip that many people said
would be impossible. But yesterday, she crossed the
finish line at Almeirim in Brazil to become the first
woman ro paddle down the Amazon. Here's Helen:
"It's been hard, but I've had an amazing rime. The
only thing I've really missed is my dog Barney. So
the fim thing I'm going 10 do will be to pick him up
and take him for a nice long walk."
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Tanner cook a taxi from the the boat yard to the
airport where the seaplane was leaving from. It
took 45 minutes ro get from the boat yard to rhe
airport. Once he got on rhe seaplane, Tanner quickly
made up the time be spent riding in the taxi. With
the plane flying close to 100 miles an hour, Tanner
caught up to Rutledge and Adam near Seven Mile
Bridge. After landing at the airport in Key West,
Tanner rented a scooter for the last three miles of
the race. Just a few more minutes until he arrived at
the southern-most point of the US.
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Host And on tonight's program we talk 10 Tom
Dixon, who is an expert on road safety. Tom,
new technology like GPS devices has meant new
disrraccions for drivers, hasn'r ir?
Tom That's right, Nicky, but ir isn't just technology
char's rhe problem. Car drivers do a lot of orher
things while they're driving that are dangerous
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and that can cause accidents. Remember, driver
distraction is the number one cause of road
accidents.
Host ow I know you've been doing a lor of tests
with simulators. According 10 your tests, what's
the most dangerous thing to do when you're
driving?
Tom The rests we did in a simulator showed that
rhe mosr dangerous thing to do while you're
driving is to send or receive a text message. This is
incredibly dangerous, and it is, of course, illegal.
In fact, research done by rhe police shows that
rhis is more dangerous than drinking and driving.
Host Why is that?
Tom Well, the reason is obvious- many people use
two hands to text, one to hold the phone and the
other to type. Which means that they don't have
their hands on the wheel, and they're looking
at the phone, not at the road. Even for people
who can text with one hand, it's still extremely
dangerous. In the tests we did in the simulator,
two of the drivers crashed while texting.
Host And which is rhe next most dangerous?
Tom The next most dangerous thing is 10 set or
adjust your GPS. This is extTemely hazardous too
because although you can do it with one band, you
still have to take your eyes off the road for a few
seconds.
Host And number three?
Tom Number three was putting on makeup or doing
your hair. In fact, this is something that people
often do, especially women, of course, when they
stop at ttaffic lights, but if they haven't finished
when the lights change, they often continue when
they start driving again. It's that fatal combination
of just having one hand on the steering wheel, and
looking in the mirror, not at the road.
Host And number four?
Tom In fourth place, there are two activities that are
equally dangerous. One of them is malcing a phone
call on a cell phone. Our research showed that
when people talk on the phone, they drive more
slowly (which can be jusr as dangerous as driving
fast), but their control of the car gets worse,
because they're concentrating on the phone call
and not on what's happening on the road. But the
other thing, which is just as dangerous as talking
on your cell phone, is eating and drinking. In fact,
if you do this, you double your chance of having
an accident because eating and drinking always
involves taking at least one hand off the steering
wheel. And the thing rhar's most worrying here
is that people don't think of this as a dangerous
activity at all, and it isn't even illegal.
Host And in fifth, well actually sixth place. It must
be listening to music, but what kind?
Tom Well, ir's listening to music you know.
Host Oh, that's interesting.
Tom We found in our tests that when drivers were
listening to music they knew and liked, they drove
either faster or slower depending on whether the
music was fast or slow.
Host So fast music made drivers drive faster.
Tom Exactly. And a study in Canada also found
that if the music was very loud, then drivers'
reaction time was 20% slower. If you're listening
to very loud music you're rwice as likely to go
through a red light.
Host So the safest of all of the things on the lisr is
10 listen to music we don't know.
Tom Exactly. If we don'tlmow the music, then it
doesn't distract us. In this part of the tests all
drivers drove safely.
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Excuse me, is this seat empty?
Yes, sure sit dowo. Ab, he's cute. ls be yours?
Yes, yes. Actually, he's a she. Miranda.
Oh. Three months?
Three and a half. How about yours?
Stephen. He's four months. Did you have a bad
night?
A Yes, Miranda was crying all night. You know,
that noise gets to you. It drives me crazy.

B Do you know what you need? These.
A What are they? Earplugs?
B Yes. Earplugs! When rhe baby starts crying you
just put these in. You can still hear the crying,
but the noise isn't so bad, and it's not so stressful.
A That's a great idea! Who rold you to do that?
B It's all in this book I read. You should get it.
A Yeah? What's it called?
B It's called Commando Dad. It was written by an
ex-soldier. He was a commando in the army,
and it's especially for men with babies or small
children. It's pretty good.
A Really? So what's so good about it?
B Well, it's like a military manual. It tells you exactly
whar to do with a baby in any situation. It makes
everything easier. There's a website, too, that you
can go to -commandodad.com. It has a lot of
advice about taking care of babies and small kids,
and I really like the forums where men can write in
with their problem or their experiences.
A What kind of things does it help you with?
B All kinds of rhings. How to change diapers-he
has a really good system, how to dress the baby,
how to get the baby to sleep, the best way to feed
the baby, how to know if the baby is sick. h's really
useful and it's pretty funny, too, I mean he uses
a kind of military language, so for example he
calls the baby a BT which means a baby ttooper,
and the baby's bedroom is base camp, and taking
the baby for a walk is maneuvers, and taking the
diapers to the trash is called bomb disposal.
A What else does it say?
B Well, it has all kinds of stuff about...
A And whar does he think about men taking care of
children? Does he think we do it well?
B He thinks that men are just as good as women ar
taking care of children in almost everything.
A Almost everything?
B Yeah, he saynhe one time when women are
better than men is when the kids are sick.
Women kind of understand better what to do.
They have an instinct. Oh. Now it's my turn. OK,
I know exactly what rhat cry means. Ir means he's
hungry.
A Wow! What was that book called?
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Kerri You work bard, but your money's all spent
Haven't got enough to pay the rent
You know it's not right and it makes no sense
To go chasing, chasing those dollars and cents
Chasing, chasing those dollars and cents ...
Rob That was great, Kerri.
Kerri Thanks.
Rob Kerri, you used to be in a band, now you play
solo. Why did you change?
Kerri What happened with the band is private.
I've already said I don't want to talk about it in
interviews. All I'll say is that I have a lot more
freedom this way. I can play- and say-what I
want.
Rob Did your relationship with the band's lead
guitarist affect the break up?
Kerri No comment. I never talk about my private
life.
Rob Your Dad was in a famous punk band,
and your Mum's a classical pianist, have they
inf luenced your music?
Kerri Of course they have -what do you think?
Isn't everyone influenced by their parents?
Rob When did you start playing?
Kerri I started pl aying the guitar when I was about
four.
Rob Four? That's pretty young.
Kerri Yeah, the guitar was nearly as big as me!
Rob I think that your new album is your best yet.
It's a )or quieter and more experimental than your
earlier albums.
Kerri Thank you! I think it's my best work.
Rob So what have you been doing recently?
Kerri Well, I've been writing and recording
some new songs. And I've played at some of the
summer festivals in the UK.

Rob And what are you doing while you're in the
Stares?
Kerri I'm going co play at some clubs here in New
York, then I'm doing some small gigs in ocher
places. I just want to get to know the country and
che people. It's all very new to me.
Jenny Good job, Rob. She isn't the easiest person
to interview.
Rob She's OK. And chis video clip will work great
online.
Don Well, thank you for coming in today, Kerri.
Now I suggest we have some lunch. Rob, could
you call a taxi?
Rob Uh, sure.
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Don So when will you be coming back to New
York, Kerri?
Kerri Oh, I don't know.
Waitress Hi, guys. ls everything OK?
Don Yes, it's delicious, thank you.
Waitress That's great!
Kerri New York waiters never leave you alone! I
really don't like all chis "Hi guys! Is everything
OK?" scuff.
Don What? You mean waiters aren't friendly in
London?
Rob Oh, they're very friendly!
Kerri Yes, they're friendly, but noc roo friendly.
They don't bother you all the time.
Waitress Can I gee you anything else? More
drinks, maybe?
Don No thanks. We're fine.
Waitress Fantastic.
Kerri See what I mean? Personally, I chink people
in London are a lot more easygoing. London's just
noc as hectic as New York.
Don Sure, we all like peace and quiet. But in my
opinion, New York is possibly... well, no, is
definitely che greacesc city in che world. Don't you
agree?
Kerri To be honest, I definitely prefer London.
Don Come on, Rob. You've lived in both. What do
you chink?
Rob Um, well, I have co say, London's very special. It's
more relaxed, it's got great parks and you can cycle
e·:erywhere. lc's dangerous co cycle in New York!
Don Why would you cycle when you can drive a car?
Kerri You can't be serious.
Don OK, I agree, London has its own peculiar
charm. But if you ask me, nothing compares with
a city like New York. The whole world is here!
Kerri But that's che problem. [e's coo big. There are
coo many people. Everybody's so stressed out.
And nobody has any time for you.
Jenny I don't think chat's right, Kerri. New Yorkers
are very friendly...
Kerri Oh sure, they can sound friendly wirh all chat
"Have a nice day" scuff. But I always chink it's a
litde bit... fake.
Don You've got to be kidding me!
Rob I'm sorry. I'll just have to cake this... Hello?...
Yes... You're who?... The caxi driver?... What did she
leave? ... Her cell phone... right. OK. Yes, we're still
ac che restaurant. See you in about five minutes.
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Kerri Thank you for a nice lunch, Don.
Don You're welcome.
Waicress Thank,, fur wming, guys! I lave a nice day.
Don See? Nice. friendly service.
Kerri Maybe. Bue I think she saw the big tip you
left on the table!
Jenny Did you mean what you said in the
restaurant, Rob?
Rob Did I mean what?
Jenny About missing London?
Rob Sure, I miss ic, Jenny.
Jenny Really?
Rob But hey, nor chat much! !e's just chat moving co
a new place is always difficult.
Jenny Bue you don't regret coming here, do you?
Rob No ... no ... not ac all.

Jenny It's just that... you seemed homesick in there.
For che parks, the cycling ...
Rob Well there are some things I miss but-Oh,
hang on a minute. Look over there. Our taxi's
come back.
Taxi driver Excuse me, Ma'am.
Kerri Who me? What is it?
Taxi driver I believe chis is your cell phone. You
left it in my cab.
Kerri What?... Oh, wow... thank you!
Taxi driver Have a nice day!
Kerri That was so kind of him!
Don See? New Yorkers are really friendly people.
I
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One very easy thing you can do, is just change
the language co English on all the gadgets you
have, for example on your phone, or laptop, or
tablet. That way you're reading English every
day and without really noticing you just learn a
whole lot of vocabulary, for example the chings
you see on your screen like Are you surey ou war,t
to shutdown 11ow, things like that.
My tip is to do things that you like doing, but in
English. So for example, if you like reading, then
read in English, if you like movies, watch them
in English with subtitles, if you like computer
games, play them in English. But don't do things
you don't enjoy in your language, I mean if you
don't like reading in your language, you'll enjoy
it even less in English, and so you probably won't
learn anything.
What really helped me to improve my English
was having an American friend. He didn't
speak any Japanese-well, not many foreigners
do-so we spoke English all the time, and my
English improved really quickly. We broke up
when be wem back to the US, but by then I could
speak pretty fluently. We didn't exactly end up
as friends, but I'll always be grateful to bim fur
the English I learned. So my tip is try to find an
English-speaking friend .
I've always thought that learning vocabulary
is very important, so I bought a vocabulary
flash card app for my phone. I write down all
the new words and phrases I want to remember
in French and in English, and then when I get
a quiet momem I test myself. It really helps me
remember new vocabulary. So that's my tip. Gee
a vocabulary learning app for your phone.
I think one of the big problems when you're
learning something new is morivation, something
to make you continue and not give up. So my
tip is to book yourself a vacation in an English
speaking country or a country where people
speak very good English, like the Caribbean, as a
litcle reward for yourself, and so you can actually
practice your English. !e's really motivating
when you go somewhere and find that people
understand you and you can communicate! Last
year, 1 went to the Bahamas for a weekend, and I
had a great time, and I spoke a lot of English.
If you love music, which I do, my rip is to listen ro as
many songs as possible in English and then learn
to sing them. It's so easy nowadays with YouTube.
First, I download the lyrics and cry co understand
chem. Then I sing along with the singer and cry to
copy the way he or she sings-this is fantastic for
your pronunciation. Then once I can do it well, I go
back to YouTube and get a karaoke version of the
song, and then I sing it. It's fun and your English
will really improve as a result.
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I always thought that goOd manners were good
manners wherever you were in the world. Bue that
was until met my friend Jason, who is from
Burma-also known as Myanmar. We met in
upstate New York, when we were both students in
college. When we first got to know each other, we
were always surrounded by a group of friends. l liked
Jason because be was funny and kind, and I could tell
be liked me, but we never spent any rime alone.

The first time I suggested that we hang
out without our friends, he said no without an
explanation, which I thought was kind of rude. My
feelings were hurt, so I didn't calk ro him as much.
The next time I saw Jason in our big group, he was
just as friendly and happy as usual. I was confu sed.
Finally, I asked him why he wouldn't hang out
with me. He apologized and then he told me chat in
Burma, it's custom to "meet" in a group situation.
Since he had only been in the US for a few years, be
was still having trouble navigating the rwo cultures
he lived in-the more reserved Burmese culrure and
the more open American culture.
A few months later, after we we started meeting,
I asked him why he never responded to my cute,
romanric Facebook posts with more than "cool" or
"thanks." It seemed weird to me that his responses
weren't romantic. And honestly, I was a little jealous
of the sweet posts my American friends' friends
left on their Facebook pages.
But Jason told me in Burma, it's considered
bragging co express your feelings in public,
especially on a social networking site. He didn't
want his family and friends to think he was bragging
about his American friend. From an American
point of view, I thought he was being a bit cold;
however from a Burmese poim of view, he was
actually being respectful.
As confused as I was about what's considered
good and bad manners in Jason's culture, he felt the
same way about American culture. He thought it
was bad manners to refer to have a "best friend," and
he would argue with me whenever I called my friend
Rachel, my best friend. Jason said there is no such
thing as a "best friend" in Burmese culture. There
are only "close friends." It would be inconsiderate
to name one person as a "best friend" because your
other friends would feel offended.
Anyway, we've been together for two years, and
we slill have di.sagrccmcat5. But, we've learned that
as long as we're a couple, we'll never completely agree
about whether our manners are good or bad, and chat
most importantly... it's OK to agree to disagree!
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Part 1
Interviewer What made you want to become a
soccer referee, or football referee as you would
call it?
Juan My father was a referee, but that didn't
influence me-in fact, the opposite because I saw
all the problems that he had as a referee. But as a
child I was always attracted by the idea of being
a referee, and at school I used to referee all lcinds
of sports, basketball, handball, volleyball, and of
course, football. I was invited to join the Referee's
Federation when I was only 14 years old.
Interviewer Were you good at spores yourself?
Juan Yes, I was a very good handball player. People
often think that referees become referees because
they are frustrated sportsmen, but this is just not
true in most cases in my experience.
Interviewer What was che most exciting match
you ever refereed?
Juan It's difficult to choose one match as cbe most
exciting. I remember some of the Real Madrid
Barcelona marches, for example the first one I
ever refereed. The atmosphere was incredible in
the stadium. Bur really it's impossible to pick just
one- there have been so many.
Interviewer What was the worst experience you
ever had as a referee?
Juan The worst? Well, that was something that
happened very early in my career. I was only 16,
and I was refereeing a match in a cown in Spain,
and the home ceam lost. After tbe match, I was
attacked and injured by the players of the home
team and by the spectators. After all these years I
can still remember a mother, who had a little baby
in her arms, who was trying to hit me. She was so
angry with me that she nearly dropped her baby.
That was my worst moment, and it nearly made
me stop being a referee.
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Interviewer Do you think that there's more
cheating in soccer than in the past?
Juan Yes, I think so.
Interviewer Why?
Juan I think it's because there's so much money
in football today that it's become much more
important to win. Also football is much faster
than it used to be, so it's much more difficult for
referees to detect cheating.
Interviewer How do soccer players cheat?
Juan Oh, there arc many ways, but for me the worst
thing in football today is what we call "simulation."
Simulation is when a player pretends co have
been fouled when in fact he hasn't.For example,
sometimes a player falls over in the penalty area
when, in fact, nobody has touched him and this
can result in the referee giving a penalty when it
wasn't a penalty. In my opinion, when a player does
this he's cheating not only the referee, not only the
players of the other ream, but also the spectators,
because spectators pay money to see a fair contest.
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Part2
Interviewer What's the most difficult thing about
being a referee?
Juan The most difficult thing is to make the right
decisions during a march. It's difficult because
you have to make decisions when every thing's
happening so quickly-football today is very
fast. You must remember that everything is
happening at 100 kilometres an hour. Also
important decisions often depend on the referee's
interpretation of the rules. Things aren't black
and white. And of course making decisions would
be much easier if players didn't cheat.
Interviewer Do you think that the idea of fair play
doesn't exist any more?
Juan Not at all. I think fair play does exist-the
players who cheat are the exceptions.
Interviewer Finally, who do you think is the best
player right now?
Juan I think most people agree that the best
footballer today is Leo Messi.
Interviewer Why do you think he's so good?
Juan It's hard to say what makes him so special, but
a study was done on him which showed that Messi
can run faster with the ball than many footballers
can do without the ball. Apart from his great
ability, what I also like about him is that he isn't the
typical superstar footballer. You can see that he
enjoys playing football, and he behaves in public
and in his personal life in a very normal way. That's
unusual when you think how famous he is. And
what's more he doesn't cheat-he doesn't need 10!
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Host Hello, and welcome to Forum, the program
that asks you what you think about current topics.
Today Martha Park will be talking about the
social networking sireFacebook, how we use it,
how much we like it-or dislike it. So get ready to
call us, or text us and tell us what you think. The
number as always is 555-4318. Martha.
Martha Hello. SinceFacebook was first launched
in 2004, a lot of research has been done to find
out what kind of people use it, what they use it for,
and what effect it has on their lives. According
to a recent study by consumer research specialist
lntersperience, the average 22 year old in Britain
has over 1,000 online friends. In fact, 22 seems to
be the age at which the number of friends peaks.
It also appears that women have slightly more
online friends than men. And another study from
an American university shows that people who
spend a lot of time onFacebook reading other
people's posts tend to feel more dissatisfied with
their own lives, because they feel that everyone
else is having a better time than they are.
So, over to you. Do you useFacebook? How
do you feel about it? Can you really have 1,000
friends? Are social networking sires making us
unhappy? Call in and share your experiences ...
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Host And our first caller is Young. Go ahead, Young.
Young Hi. Uh, yeah, I use Facebook a lot, every day.
I think it's a great way to, uh, organize your social
life and keep in touch with your friends.
I have a lot of friends.
Martha How many friends do you have, Young?
Young Right now, I have 1,042 .
Martha And how many of them do you know
personally?
Young About half maybe?
Martha And what do you useFacebook for?
Young For me, it's a good way to get in touch with
my friends without having to use the phone all the
time. When I'm having a busy week at school, I
can change my status so [ can let my friends know
I can't go out. That's a lot easier than wasting time
telling people "sorry I'm too busy to get together."
It's just easier and quicker than using the phone.
Host Thanks, Young. We have another caller. [r's
Beth. Hello, Beth.
Beth Hi. Uh, [ don't useFacebook or any other
social networking site.
Martha Why's that Beth?
Beth Well, rwo reasons.First, I don't spend much
time online. I play a lot of sports- I'm on a hockey
team, so I meet my teammates almost every day,
and we don't need to communicate onFacebook.
Martha And the other reason?
Beth I just don't really like the whole idea of social
networking sites. I mean, why would I want to
tell the whole world everything that ['m doing? I
don't wane to share my personal information with
the world and become friends with people I don't
even know. And I don't wane to read what other
people had for breakfast or lunch or dinner or
what they're planning 10 do this weekend.
Host Thanks for that, Beth. Our next caller is
Emma. It's your turn, Emma.
Martha Hi, Emma
Emma Hi, Martha.
Martha And do you useFacebook, Emma?
Emma I use it once in a while, but not very much.
I only really use it to keep up with friends who
have moved abroad or live too far away for us
to meet regularly. For example, one of my best
friends recently moved 10 Canada, and we chat on
Facebook. But I never add friends who are people
I hardly know. I just can't understand those
people who collect hundreds or even thousands
ofFacebook friends! I think it's just competition,
people who want to make it seem that they're
more popular than everybody else.
Martha So you think theFacebook world is kind
of unreal?
Emma Absolutely. [ think people write things and
post photos of themselves just to show everyone
they know what a fantastic time they're having
and what exciting lives they lead. But they're
probably just sitting at home in front of the
computer all the ti me.
Host Thanks for that, Emma. We have time for
one more caller before the news, and it's Ned. Hi,
ed. You'll have to be quick.
Martha Hi, Ned.
Ned Hi. When I started off withFacebook, I thought
it was great, and I used it to communicate with close
friends and with family, and I gor back in touch with
old friends from school. It was good because all the
people I was friends with on Facebook were people
I knew, and I was interested in what they were
doing. But then I started adding friends, people I
hardly knew who were friends of friends, people
like that-in the end, I had more than a 1,000-and
it just became too much. It was just too many
people leaving updates, writing.messages on my
wall. So last month I decided to delete most of
them. It took me about half an hour to delete, and in
the end, the only people I left were actual, real-life
friends and family, and old school friends. I got it
down co 99. It was really liberating.
Host Thanks, Ned, and we'll be back after the
news, so keep those calls coming.
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Jenny Monica!
Monica Jenny!
Jenny Wow! How are you? You look great!
Monica Thanks, Jenny! You look really good, too.
Jenny Hey, why don't we get some coffee?
Monica I'd love to, but I'm on the way to meet ... oh,
come on. Five minutes!
Jenny So, how is every thing?
Monica Oh, great. Things couldn't be better
actually. Scott and I ... we're getting married!
Jenny You're what? Congratulations!
Monica Thank you!
Jenny When did you get engaged?
Monica Only a few days ago. I'm glad I saw you
actually. [ was going 10 call you. We've only told
family so far.
Jenny I can't believe it. Monica the wife! And to
think you used to go clubbing every night!
Monica Well, that was a few years ago! All I want
to do now is stay in and read wedding magazines.
Jenny And how are the plans coming along?
Monica I haven't done anything yet. My mom and
Scott's mom want to organize the whole thing
themselves!
Jenny That's what mothers are for!
Monica True. But what about you? You look fantastic.
Jenny Well, I guess I'm kind of happy, too.
Monica Uh-huh. What's his name?
Jenny Rob.
Monica You've been keeping him very quiet! ls it
serious?

Jenny Um, it's kind of, you know...
Monica So it is!
Jenny It's still early. We haven't been rogerher for
long. He only moved here from London a few
months ago...
Monica What? He's British? And you think you
can persuade him to stay in New York? That
won't be easy!
Jenny I chink he likes it here. You know how guys
are, you never know what they're thinking.
Monica When can I meet him?
Jenny Uh... that's him now.
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Rob Do you mind if l join you?
Monica Of course not. Come on, sit down.
Rob Thank you.
Monica I have to leave in a minute anyway.
Rob Could I have a large latte, please?
Waiter Of course.
Jenny Rob, this is Monica.
Monica ice to meet you, Rob.
Rob You coo, Monica. You know, Jenny talks about
you a lot. And I've seen college photos of you rwo
together. At Jenny's parents' house.
Jenny Of course you have. My dad's photos.
Rob You've hardly changed at all.
Monica What a nice man! I can see why you like
him, Jenny. The perfect English gentleman.
Waiter Your latte.
Rob Oh, thanks. Can you pass the sugar?
Jenny Sure.
Monica Sorry guys, but I have co go.
Rob You're sure I haven't interrupted anything?
Monica Not at all. It's just that I have co meet
someone. But let's gee together very soon.
Jenny We will!
Monica Bye, Rob. ice meeting you.
Rob Bye.
Jenny Bye. Talk soon.
Rob She seems like a happy person.
Jenny She is, especially right now· she's getting
married.
Rob That's fantastic news!
Jenny Yeah, it is. I guess we're at that age now.
When most of our friends are settling down and
getting married.
Rob Yeah... Oh, speaking of friends, [ want co ask
you a favor. ls it OK if we change our plans a bit
this week?
Jenny Uh ... sure. What's up?

Rob I've just had a call from an old friend of
mine, Paul. I haven't seen him since we were at
university, and he's traveling around the States at
the moment. Anyway, he's arriving in New York
this evening and, uh... I've invited him to stay for
the week.
Jenny Cool! It'll be fun 10 meet one of your old
friends! What's he like?
Rob Oh, Paul's a laugh. He used 10 be a bit wild, but
that was a long time ago. He's probably changed
completely.
Jenny Well, I'm looking forward to meeting him.
Rob Jus1 one other thing. Could you do me a big
favor? I have to work late this evening so ... would
you mind meeting him at the airport?
Jenny Not at all. I'd like co meet him.
Rob And do you chink you could take him to my
nae? I'll give you the keys.
Jenny No problem, Rob.
Rob Thanks so much, Jenny. You're a real star.
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Paul Hey, man!
Rob Paul!
Paul It's great to sec you, mate.
Rob You coo, Paul. Ir's been years. You haven't
changed at all.
Paul Just got better looking!
Rob How come you're so late?
Jenny Paul's night from LA was delayed. And then
the traffic coming back was just awful.
Paul But chat gave us time to get to know each
other.
Jenny Yeah. Paul cold me all about his travels.
Every detail.
Paul And look at this. Your own New York nae.
How cool is that?
Rob It's good. Really good. But-do you want
something to eat? I got some things on my way
home.
Paul Stay in? It's my first night in the Big Apple!
Let's go out and have a pizza or something.
Rob I thought you'd be tired after the night.
Paul No way, man! I'm ready for action.
Rob Great! I'll get my jacket ...
Jenny Rob, I think I'll go home if you don't mind. I,
uh, I'm exhausted.
Rob Oh, OK then.
Paul So it's a boys' night out!
Rob Just like the old days!
Paul And after the pizza we can go on somewhere
else. Rob, we've got a 101 to talk about!
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Interviewer So cell me, bow did you get involved
in the movie, Dagmara?
Oagmara Well, as you probably know, Schindler's
List was shot in Krakow, in Poland, which is
where I live. I was a university student at the time
studying English.The film company set up their
production office here three months before they
started shooting the film, and I got a job there as
a production assistant, preparing and translating
documents and the script.
Interviewer But how did you get the job as Steven
Spielberg's interpreter?
Dagmara Well, it was a complete coincidence. Just
before the shooting started, there was a big party
in one of the hotels in Krakow for all the actors
and the film crew, and I was invited, too. When
I arrived at the party, the Polish producer of the
film came up to me and said, "The woman who
was going to interpret for Steven Spielberg can't
come, so we need you to interpret his opening
speech."
Interviewer How did you feel about that?
Dagmara I couldn't believe it! I was just a student
-I had no experience of interpreting-and now
I was going co speak in front of hundreds of
people. I was so nervous that I dranlc a couple of
glasses of champagne to give myself courage. I
must have done a pretty good job though, because
soon afterwards Spielberg came up co me to say
thank you and then be said, "I'd like you to be my

interpreter for the whole film." I was so stunned
I had co pinch myself to believe that this was
happening to me.
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Interviewer So what exactly did you have to do?
Oagmara I had to go to the film set every day and
translate Spielberg's instructions co the Polish
actors, and also to the extras. I had to make
them understand what he wanted them to do. Ir
was really exciting, and I often felt as if l was a
director myself.
Interviewer So, was it a difficult job?
Oagmara Sometimes it was really hard. The worst
thing was when we had to shoot a scene again and
again because Spielberg thought it wasn't exactly
right. Some scenes were repeated as many as
16 times-and then sometimes I would think that
maybe it was my faul1-1hat I hadn't translated
properly what he wanted, so I'd get really nervous.
I remember one scene with lots of actors in it which
we just couldn't get right, and Spielberg started
shouting at me because he was stressed. Eventually
we got it right and then be apologized, and I cried
a little, because I was also very stressed-and after
that it was all right again.
Interviewer So, was Spielberg difficult to work with?
Oagmara Not at all. I mean he was very
demanding, I had to do my best every day, but
he was really nice 10 me. I felt he treated me like
a daughter. For instance, he was always making
sure that I wasn't cold-it was freezing on the set
most of the time-and he would make sure that I
had a warm coat and gloves and things.
Interviewer Did you ever ger to be an extra?
Oagmara Yes, twice! I was going to be in two party
scenes, and I got to wear beautiful long dresses
and high heels. Unfortunately, one scene didn't
make it to the final cut of the film, and before we
started shooting the other one I tripped walking
down some stairs and twisted my anlcle really
badly. I was in so much pain that I couldn't cake
part in the filming, and that was the end of my
acting career. I still have the photos of me looking
like a girl from the 40s, though!
Interviewer Have you ever worked with Spielberg
again?
Dagmara Yes. A year farer be invited me to
interpret for him again, this time during the
premiere of Schindler's List in Poland, which
was broadcast live on national television!
Before that, he had also asked me come to work
as a production assistant on his next movie in
Hollywood. I was very tempted and thought really
hard about it, but I hadn't finished my studies yet,
and all my family and friends were in Poland-so
in the end I decided not to go.
Interviewer Do you regret it?
Dagmara Not at all. I had my moment, and it was
unforgeuable, but that was it!
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A few months ago I was with a Vietnamese friend
of mine named Ny in California, and we were
driving around 1he West Hollywood area, which is a
preuy famous part of Los Angeles-you know-the
Sunset Strip, Melrose Avenue, lots of cool shops
and restaurants ... and lots of movie stars!! Any way,
it was a hot, sunny day, and we were thirsty, so we
stopped at a cafe for a cold drink and a snack. So,
we sac down at an outside table waiting for the
server when we saw a man walking coward us. He
was wearing a crazy combmation of clothing, and
he kind of looked like a mess. He had a beard, long
messy brown hair, and he was wearing a winter
hat in the middle of summer! Ny said, "Oh, look
at char poor man. He must be homeless. He looks
like he hasn't taken a shower for some rime. He's
also really thin. He must be hungry-should I give
him some money? She started to look in her bag for
some money, bur I looked at him again and just said,
"Don't!" She couldn't understand why I didn't want
her to give the man some money, and she thought I
was being very mean and unfriendly.
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When the man had gone past, I said, "Ny, that man
isn't homeless. He's Russell Brand, the British
comedian and actor." He's one of the funniest people
in show business. And he definitely isn't homeless
he has a house in the Hollywood Hills and an
apartment in New York Ciry! And he definitely
doesn't need any money! He just enjoys wearing
comfortable, old, mismatched clothing. In fact,
Russell Brand often talks to the homeless people he
sees on the streets and gives�money or buys
�food. Even though he looks a little messy and
scary, he's actually a very kind person. Ny was really
surprised. She said that she thought all US celebrities
dressed in designer clothes, and had perfect hair and
makeup all the time. I told her that in the US, you
can't always judge people by their appearance. A lot
of people, even famous celebrities, like to dress in old,
mismatched clothing because it's comfortable, and ir
helps them blend in with the crowd better so they can
go quietly about their business.
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Part 1
Gareth had only eight weeks for the experiment,
during which time he would be reaching three days
a week. His aim was to try to improve the boys'
reading age by six months. On the other two days
the boys would have normal classes with the girls.
His plan was based on his own experience of
being a learner and from talking to educational
experts. He had three main principles:
First, that it was essential to make the work feel
like play. "[fl can do that, the boys will learn," said
Gareth. The second principle was competition.
Gareth says, "Boys absolutely love competition! It
has gone out of fashion in many schools, but I think
it's really important. Boys have to learn to lose and
to fail and co come back from that. If you've never
done that until you go for your first job interview
and don't get the job, then you've got a problem."
The third thing Gareth thought was important
was to allow boys to take risks. All kinds of risks.
Not just physical risks like climbing trees, but
doing things like acting in front of other people.
Doing things that arc a lirtle scary, but that are very
motivating if you manage to do them.
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Part2
When Gareth started, he made some changes to
1hc way the children were learning. The boys spent
a lot of time outside, and they had PE (physical
education) every day before regular classes began.
They even made their own outdoor classroom.
Gareth also tried to involve the boy's parents as
much as possible in their education, and he visited
chem at their homes on several occasions.
Gareth set up three major activities for the boys
to help improve their language skills. The first
activity was a school debating competition against
the girls. The topic that the children had to debate
was "Computer games should be banned."
When they started to prepare for the debate, the
boys weren't very enthusiastic, but soon they started to
get more involved. In the end the girls won the debate,
but the boys had learned to argue and make points, to
express themselves better. They were disappointed
not to have won, but they wanted to do it again.
Next, Gareth organized a Reading World Cup,
where the boys had to read in teams. Some of the
boys couldn't read very well, bur they all go1 very
excited about the World Cup and became much
more enthusiastic readers! There was a prize for the
winners, and this really motivated rhe boys.
Finally, the boys (working with the girls) had to
write their own play and perform it at the local theater.
The play they wrote was about Romans and aliens. AU
the children, boys and girls, worked really hard and
although some of them felt very nervous before they
performed 1he play, it was a great success and the boys
especially were thrilled. Gareth said afterwards, "It
was a risk, and it was scary-but it was good scary."
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Part3
The boys had a grea1 time wi1h Gare1h as 1heir
1eacher. Bui a1 the end of 1he eigh1 weeks, had iheir
reading really improved? In 1he Ias1 week of 1he
quarter, 1hey had to 1ake 1heir national reading
exams. The exams were independendy marked,
and when the resul1s were announced, 1he boys had
made greu progress-all of 1hem had improved
by six months and some of them had advanced the
equivalent of rwo years in jus1 eight weeks!
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I

My dream house would be in one of our na1ional
parks like Yellows1one or Redwood. Ir would
be 10tally green-I'd have solar panels and wind
turbines, and I'd collect rainwater. The house
would be made of wood and would be heated
by wood fires. I would try 10 live off 1he land as
much as possible, and I'd plant vegetables and
frui1, and maybe have chickens. It would all be
organic, with no pes1icides or anything Like 1ha1.
2 My dream house would be in Paris. It'd be on the
rop noor of an old apartment building, and I'd
have a view of rhe Eiffel Tower or Norre Dame.
(1 would be full of furniture 1ha1 I'd found in
antique shops, places like 1ha1. and amazing
paintings, one of which would rum our ro be an
undiscovered Picasso or Matisse. There would
be a beautiful old dining 1able and chairs for
candlcli1 dinners ... then all I'd need would be the
righ1 person 10 share ii wi1h.
3 My dream house would be an apartment in Soho
in New York Ci1y. 11 wouldn't be 100 big-it'd
just have a couple of bedrooms, and a huge living
room with a home theater. It would be very
modern and incredibly practical, with things like
au1oma1ic 1empera1ure control, a ki1chen with
all the la1es1 gadge1s-and if possible a s1ove 1hat
would produce amazing meals on its own- I'm a
lazy kind of guy.
4 If l had to choose where to live, I'd choose
Hawaii. So my dream house would be made of
glass wi1h 1he most amazing view of 1he beach
from every room in 1he house, and ii would have
indoor and ouidoor pools, and maybe a 1ennis
court-I'm really into sports. 11 would also have
a big indoor aquarium. There's something so
peaceful about looking a1 fish. And fabulous
bathrooms of course.
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Paul
Rob
Paul
Rob
Paul
Rob
Paul

Bad luck, mate.
Nice shot.
I've had years of practice.
You used 10 play pool a lot at university.
You did, too.
Yeah. I don't really have rhe time anymore.
Or anybody to play with.

Paul So what do you do in your free time?
Rob The magazine keeps me pretty busy. And
when I'm free, I'm usually with Jenny.
Paul Ah. Your turn. Don'r blow it.
Rob What is ii?
Paul I was just thinking about you.
Rob What abou1 me?
Paul Do you remember the great times we had at
uni? You had such crazy hair- the last time I saw
you ir was blond!
Rob Don't remind me.
Paul Those were the days. But look at you now with
your girlfriend and your 9 to 5 job. If you don't
come back to London soon, you'll become an all.
American boy!
Rob Come offit.
Paul It's true! I mean, just look at that shirt.
Rob What's wrong with my shirt?
Paul You look like a businessman! Did you buy it?
Rob Me? o. It was ... it was a present from Jenny.
Paul I thought so.
Rob What does that mean?
Paul Well, it's Jenny's taste.
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Rob Ir won't happen again. I promise. Anyway,
Paul's leaving.
Jenny He's leaving?
Rob Tha1's righ1. He's off m Bosmn ibis af1ernoon.
Jenny Maybe thai's a good 1hing. I mean, it's nor
1ha1 I don'1 like Paul, bu1...
Rob I know, I know.
Jenny I have 10 go. Talk to you la1er.
Don Jenny, have you seen Rob? I wanted 10 have
a word wi1h him before the meeting and he isn'1
even here.
Jenny I know. He just called 10 say he can'1 make ii.
4 27>))
Don He wha1?
Jenny I was wi1h him las1 nigh1. He wasn'1 feeling
Paul Oh, yeah. That was good. So! What shall we
very well. Bui i1's OK. He mid me everyihing I
do now?
need to know for 1he mee1ing.
Rob What do you want to do?
Don Oh. OK 1hen.
Paul Well... I haven't been on a performance noor for
weeks now. I've gor ro move my body. Ler's go performing! Jenny You know Rob. He's such a professional.
Jenny I'm going running in the morning.Why
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don't you join me?
Host We're talking abou1 grea1 new shopping
Paul No, thanks. I'm nor very keen on running.
websi1es and I 1hink we have time for one more.
Bur I've read about this place called Deep Space,
Janice, can you 1ell us abou1 ii?
where they play great music. We could go there.
Janice Well, il's called Never lilted it anyway dot
Jenny A club?
com. It's a very crea1ive name for a websiie, as
Paul Don't you feel like performing?
you'll hear. This si1e was rhe idea of an American
Jenny ot on a Wednesday night. How about going
woman named Annabel Acmn. She was living
to rhe late show a1 MOMA?
in New York City wi1h her friend, who was
Paul MOMA?Wha1's 1ha1?
English. He had invi1ed her to 1ravel 10 London
Jenny MOMA. (i's the Museum of Modern Arr.
wi1h him a1 Christmas to meet bis family. But
There's a Kandinsky exhibition.
five days before Chris1mas. 1bey broke up. Now.
Paul Thai isn'1 exacdy my idea of a great nighr out.
unlike some of us, Annabel didn'1 wan1 to sit
Jenny What abou1 staying in and wa1cbing a movie
around crying and ea1ing ice cream. She wanted
on TV?
10 do some1hing positive.
Paul I'm in New York. I can wa1ch TV anywhere.
Host So wha1 gave her 1he idea for 1he websile?
Jenny Who's thar?
Janice Well, afier 1he breakup Annabel was lef1
Rob It's a text from Kerri. She's doing a gig at the
wi1h a plane ticker to London 1hat she didn'1
Bowery Ballroom.
need. She also had jewelry 1ha1 she didn'1 want
Paul Kerri who?
anymore, and she had ticke1s 10 a conceri 1ha1 she
Rob Kerri Johnson. I interviewed her last week.
didn'r wan1 10 go 10 wirhou1 her friend. She
Paul Kerri Johnson? I've seen her play live. She's
also had pain1ings 1ha1 1hey had bough1 1oge1her,
cool. Do you like her Jenny?
1ha1 she didn'1 want on her wall anymore. She
Jenny I have to admi1 I'm no1 crazy about her music
didn't want any of 1hese things herself, bul she
... or her for that mauer.
1hough1 someone somewhere would probably like
Paul I didn'1 1hink so. So shall we go 1here?
10buy 1hem, and 1hal's wha1 gave her ihe idea 10
Rob Why nm? Ac1ually Kerri's s1aying very near
se1 up 1he websi1e.
here and she doesn't know New York very well.
Host What exactly is it?
We could meet her outside and go together.
Janice Well, i1's a website where people who have
Paul That's a great idea!
just broken up with a pariner can sell presents
Rob I'll send her a text.
and other 1hings 1ha1 1hey don'1 wam any more,
Jenny I think I might have an early night. You two
maybe because 1hey remind 1hem of their ex, or
can go on your own.
maybe, as 1he name suggesis because 1bey never
Rob Are you sure you don't mind?
liked 1hesc 1hings anyway! And 1be idea, which I
Paul Of course she doesn'1 mind!
1hink is genius, is 1ha1 they also 1ell 1he personal
Jenny No, Rob, i1's fine. I have ano1her busy day
srory behind rhe 1hing 1hey're selling. Annabel
tomorrow. You do 100, ac1ually.
calls ii 'sell and 1ell'!
Rob I know, we're mee1ing Don. I haven'1
Host Whai kind of 1hings do people sell on 1he
forgoncn.
websi1e?
Rob It's Kerri. She's on her way now.
Janice Oh, every1hing-from some1hing as small
Paul Whal are we waiting for? Lei's go!
as a 1eddy bear 10 really expensive things like
Monica Hello?
an engagement ring or a vacation. To give you
Jenny Hi Monica-it's nm 100 la1e 10 call is it?
an idea, 1oday on 1he site one seller is offering
Monica Jenny! No, why? Are you OK?
a three-day honeymoon package a1 a luxury
Jenny I need 10 talk.
hotel in New York City, and a woman is selling
Monica Can you come over? Why don't you 1ake
her ex-boyfriend's car. And 1hey're selling
a cab?
all 1hese 1hings a1 very good prices. So on
Jenny OK, 1hanks.
neverlilteditanyway you can ge1 a bargain, and also
help someone who's going 1hrough a breakup.
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Host Thanks Janice, and 1ha1's all we have rime
Jenny Rob?
fonoday ...
Rob Hi, Jenny.
Rob Yes, and I really like it.
Paul Jenny seems to know what she wants-and she
probably gets it.
Rob That's one of rhe 1hings I like about her.
Terrible.
Paul You said it.
Rob Sorry, Paul. We've got to go.
Paul Oh come on, Rob.We haven't even finished
the game.
Rob Another time. Jenny's waiting for us.
Paul Jenny. Right.

Jenny Are you OK?Where are you anyway?
Rob I'm a1 home. I'm feeling 1errible. We go1 back
really la1e las1 nigh1.
Jenny Now why doesn'1 1ba1 surprise me? You
know, you're 001 a student anymore.
Rob I know. There was a parry afrer 1be gig- Kerri
invi1cd us-and of course Paul said yes.
Jenny And ibis morning's meeting? In... 1en
minu1es?
Rob Tha1's why I'm calling. I'm nol going 10 make
it. I'm really sorry.
Jenny Rob! It's a very important mee1ing! I'll cover
for you ibis 1ime, bu1 I won'1 be able m do it again.

I
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I was a1 Sydney Airpor1, in Aus1ralia, and I go1 a
1axi to rake me to the hmel. A few minutes after
he'd lefi 1hc airport, 1he raxi driver said 1ha1 his
meter was broken, bui 1ha1 he would charge me
$50, which was wha1 he said 1he trip usually
cost. Ii was my firsr lime in Sydney and of course
I didn't have a clue wha1 1he usual fare was, so I
jus1 said OK. Bui la1er when I was checking in 10
the hotel, I asked 1he recep1ionis1 wha1 the usual
1axi fare was from 1he airport, and she said about
$35. I was really annoyed and I sent an email 10
1he 1axi company, but I never got a reply.

2 I was traveling in the UK. It was a work trip, and
I knew that I was going to have to answer a lot
of emails during that time, so I booked a hotel
in Liverpool where they advertised Wi-Fi in
all the rooms. When I arrived it turned out the
hotel charged £16 for 24 hours Wi-Fi, which is
about the same as I pay for a month of lnternet
at home! I complained to the man at reception,
but all he said was that I could use the Wi-Fi in
the lobby, which was free. I wasn't very happy
about it. Hotels used to make a lot of money from
cuscomers by charging a ridiculous amount for
phone calls. Now that everybody uses their cell
to make phone calls, some hotels now charge a
ridiculous amount for Wi-Fi.
3 I was in an Italian restaurant in New York City
recently, and I ordered manicotti, which is a kind
of pasta, a little like cannelloni , and it's filled
with cheese and served with comato sauce. Well,
when it arrived, the tomato sauce was really hot,
but the pasta and the filling were cold- it was
like they were still frozen. Anyway, I called the
waitress and she said that it couldn't be cold. So
I said "Sorry, it is cold. Do you want to try it?"
So she took it back to the kitchen, and later the
manager came our and apologized, and when I
finally got the dish, ir was good, hot all the way
through. But I'd had to wait a long time for it. But
later the manager came our again and offered
me a free dessert. So I had a deleicious riramisu
for free.
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Johnson Bailey presented Man Candles. He argued
that most candles smell like perfume and are
designed for women. One day he was having some
friends over to watch a football game, and his house
smelled like old Chinese food and dirry clothes. The
only candle he had at the time was a vanilla-scented
one, and he didn't want his house to smell like
perfume. That's why Bailey invented manly candles
that smell like things men enjoy: basketballs, golf
courses, rhe beach, popcorn, and barbecue sauce. He
even has a horrible-smelling candle you can burn to
ger people you don't like-perhaps your mother·
in-law-out of your house. He tried to convince
the Sharks to invest by passing our his candles and
asking them to smell them. The Sharks most wanted
to smell the bad candle, which is Bailey's best-selling
candle.
Kim Nelson's idea was a cake business that sells
homemade cakes across the US. These cakes are
made from all natural ingredients like fresh oranges
in the "Oh! Oh! Orange" cake or one pound of grated
carrots in "Daisy's Carrot Cake." Kim came up with
rhe idea because many people don't have the time
or the talent to bake a delicious, homemade cake
for special occassions like birthdays, graduations,
or anniversaries.Kim says that she has a talent for
baking calces, and more importantly, she feels it's her
passion. Kim's products are currently sold on line
in her local area, but she would like ro increase
production and sell more cakes across the US.The
cake business is called Daisy Cakes.
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The Sharks asked Johnson a lot of questions, for
example they asked him how much the candles sell
for (10-12 dollars a candle) and how much money
they made in sales the year before ($53,000).
Johnson explained that currently, he and his wife
had put over $40,000 of their own money into this
product. The Sharks also asked how the candles
were made, to which he answered that he poured
them all into their containers by himself-he didn't
have any help in his entire candle-making process.
In the end, they decided that they weren't
interested. Their main reason was they thought
the business just wasn't big enough or interesting
enough, so they couldn't believe that it would ever
make any money.

The Sharks were impressed by Kim's
presentation, and they immediately asked to
try her cakes. They really loved her cakes and
complimented her on their fresh and delicious taste.
Even though the male Sharks liked Kim's product,
they were concerned that her company had reached
its potential-making a respectable $27,000 in the
last three months. lo the end, Barbara Corcoran,
the only female Shark decided to invest $50,000
in Kim's business because she thought there was a
market for Kim's product.
And since then?
Kim's Daisy Cakes are now being sold online
across the US. She was able to pay Barbara
Corcoran back in only three weeks! And she has
expanded her business by offering new products like
lemon curd.
Although the Sharks thought Johnson's candles
were funny, it's a good thing they didn't invest in his
company. Johnson's website has been shut down and
his candles have disappeared from store shelves.
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Apart from the hockey players, he also gives the
examples of the Beatles, the most famous music band
of all time and Bill Gates, the founder of Microsoft.
The Beatles were really lucky to be invited to play
in Hamburg in 1960. The club owner who invited
them usually only invited bands from London, but
on one trip ro the UK he met an entrepreneur from
Liverpool who told him that there were some really
good bands in that city. When the Beatles arrived in
Hamburg, they had to work incredibly hard. They
had to play for up to eight hours a night in the club
seven nighrs a week. As John Lennon said later,
"We got better and we got more confidence. We
couldn't help it, with all the experience we got from
playing all night long in the club." By 1964, when
they became really successful, the Beatles had been
to Hamburg four times, and had already performed
live an estimated 1,200 times, far more than many
bands today perform in their entire careers.
Bill Gates's huge stroke of good luck came
in 1968, when the high school he was attending
decided co spend some money they'd been given
on a computer. This computer was kept in a little
room that then became the computer club. In 1968,
most colleges didn't have a computer club, let alone
schools. From that rime on Gares spent most of
his time in the computer room because he and his
friends taught themselves how to use it. "It was my
obsession," Gates says of those early high school
years. "I skipped sports. I went up there at night.
We were programming on weekends. ft would be a
rare week that we wouldn't get 20 or 30 hours in."
So Gates was unbelievably lucky to have access to a
computer, but of course he also put in all those hours
of practice, too.
Talent, Gladwell concludes, is obviously
important, but there are many talented people out
there. Whar makes just a few of them special is that
they are lucky and that rhey put in far more hours of
practice than the rest.
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Part 1
Host And now it's time for our book of the week,
which is The Winter of our Disconnect by Susan
Maushart. Jeremy, 10 start with, it's a good title,
isn't it?
Jeremy Yes, amazing. And it was a fascinating
experiment and a good read.
Host Tell us about it.
Jeremy Well, Susan Mausharr is a journalist who's
raising three teenage children. She decided to do
the experiment after reaching a point where she
felt that the whole family, especially her children,
were all living in their own little worlds, with
headphones on, plugged into their laptops or their
iPods or their smart phones and that they weren't
relating to the other people in the family.

Andrew So it wasn't just her children who were
permanently plugged into an electrical device?
Jeremy Well, she admits that she herself was
addicted co her phone and to her iPod and her
laptop and that she was constantly reading news
sires and googliog information, but it was really
her children who were totally dependent on new
technology. In the book she makes rhe interesting
distinction between "digital immigrants" and
"digital natives."
Chloe What does that mean?
Jeremy She describes herself as a digital
immigrant, that's to say someone who didn't
grow up with digital technology, which is really
anyone who was born before! 980. Her children
are digital natives, which means that they were
born after computers and the Internet were
already parr of life.
Chloe Well, that's me then.
Jeremy Yes, well, the main difference, she says, is
that digital immigrants use the technology, to
find information or ro listen to music, but digital
natives live and breathe the technology. So for
them living without it is like living without water,
without elcctriciry...in the dark ages.
Chloe What were the rules of the experiment?
Jeremy The family had to live for six months
without using any electrical gadgets in the house
with a screen. So no smart phones, no TVs, no
laptops or computers, no video consoles, and no
iPods. They were allowed to use technology at
school or at friends' houses, or in Internet cafes,
and they were allowed 10 use landline phones. But
everything else was switched off for the whole six
months.
Sally Six months? How on earth did she get the
children co agree?
Jeremy She bribed them. She told them she was
going to write a book about the experiment, and
that they would share in any profits that she made
from the book!
Sally Wow, that was very smart of her...
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Part2
Host So what were the results?Was it a positive
experience?
Jeremy At the end of the book Susan says that it
was a positive experience in every way. At first,
of course, the kids complained bitterly; they
kept saying they were bored. But then they they
started to talk to each other again, to go and sit in
each other's rooms and talk. They got interested
in cooking and reading; they went to the movies
together. They played CDs on the CD player and
they actually sat and listened to the music instead
of just having music on their headphones all the
time as background music. And Susan's 15-year·
old son started playing the saxophone again. He
had scoppcd playing a few years before, but then
he started taking lessons again and even started
giving concerts ... Oh, and the children said that
they slept better!
Sally Oh, well that's good, yeah. What about the
children's' schoolwork? I mean, nowadays we sort
of assume that everyone needs the lnternet to do
research for homework and so on.
Jeremy In fact, the children's school report cards
showed that they all improved. When they
needed the Internet, they used the computers at
school or at college (the eldest daughter was in
college), or they went to friends' houses. But when
they did their homework they did it better than
before because they weren't multi-tasking-they
weren't doing homework and listening to music
and sending messages all at the same time. So
they concentrated better, and their schoolwork
improved.
Andrew What about, Susan, the mother? Did
she find it difficult to live without modern
technology?
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Jeremy What she found most difficult was writing
her weekly article for the newspaper because she
had to do it by hand, and not on her laptop. She
says that at the beginning her hand used to really
ache; she just wasn't used ro writing by hand
anymore. But that was just a small problem.
Chloe Any orher negatives?
Jeremy Well. of course the phone bill for their
landline was huge!
Chloe Has the experiment had a lasring effect?
Jeremy Susan says that it has. She thinks thar they
all get along much better as a family, her son is
srill playing the saxophone, and he sold his video
console. They've all realized that we live in a digital
world. but that we need 10 disconnect frnm rime 10
rime and 10 reconnect with the people around us.
So rhey have new rules in rhc house-like no TVs in
bedrooms and no TV in the kitchen where rhey ear.
And no wasted hours on the Internet.
Sally Sounds great. Thar would be a good rule for
me,roo!
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Part3
Host OK.so imagine you alldid rhe experiment.
What would you miss the most? Sally?
Sally Well, I already live without the Internet many
weekends because we have a house in the country
in the middle of nowhere where there's no
lnrerner service. So I know rhar whar I would miss
mosr is being able ro google information, like
the phone number of a restaurant. or what time
a movie starts. Or even, dare I say ir,the sports
scores. I don't have a TV, so I wouldn't miss that.
but I would miss not having the Internet.
Host Andrew?
Andrew Well, I just couldn't live without a
computer or a laptop because I work from
home so I don't have an office to go ro, and I
absolutely need the Internet, too. I couldn't do
the experiment-I just wouldn't be prepared 10
go 10 an lnterent cafe all day 10 work. Susan, the
journalist who did the experiment, only had to
write one column a week, but I work from home
eight hours a day.
Host Jeremy.
Jeremy I think I could do it. I think I could easily
live without any of these electrical gadgets at
home. I mean, I have my office, so I could use the
Internet there. I don't use an iPod; I still prefer to
listen 10 CDs...
Chloe You old dinosaur.
Jeremy Yes, yes I know ... and I don't watch much
TV. I am very attached 10 my Blackberry, but
I wouldn't mind using a regular phone for six
months. I don't think there's anything I'd miss 100
much ...
Host And finally Chloe, our only digital native.
Chloe Well, I'm sorry. but I just wouldn't be
prepared to even try the experiment,not even
for a week let alone six months. I wouldn't be
prepared ro live without my phone. I use it for
everything, calling.music, the Internet. So, no, I
wouldn't do it.
Host Not even if you were offered money?
Chloe It would have to be a huge amount of money.
o,I'm definitely not going to do it!
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Paul Yeah?
Jenny Hi, there. It's me. Should I come up?
Jenny Paul!
Pa·ul That's right.
Jenny Uh... hi.
Paul Hi.Are youOK?
Jenny Yes, fine. Thanks. It's just that I um...
Paul What?
Jenny I wasn't expecting ro see you.
Paul Really? Well, as you can see, I'm still here. It
seems Rob just can't live without me. Yeah, he's
going to miss me when I'm gone. Bur not for long.
We'll meet up again when he goes back to London.
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Jenny Goes back ...?
Paul Yeah, he told me last night that he was
planning to leave New York pretty soon.
Jenny He what?
Rob Hi.Jenny. Do you want some breakfast? I've
got bagels.
Jenny No thank you, Rob. Why don't you two enjoy
them?!
Rob What's wrong?
Paul No idea. I just said you were planning 10 leave
New York soon, and she ...
Rob You what? I didn't say that!
Paul You didn't have to. This New York life isn't
you, Rob, and you know it.
Rob ·No, I don't! I like New York and Jenny's here.
Paul Oh,come on! What's the big deal? It's not like
you want to marry her.
Rob Well ...
Paul What? You do?!
Rob Look Paul. I'm serious about New York, and
I'm serious about Jenny.And I want you to leave.
Today.
Paul You're joking, mate.
Rob o, I'm not. I'll even buy the ticket.
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Rob Hi.Jenny
Jenny Rob.
Rob Paul told me what he said 10 you, and it's not
true. I'm not planning ro leave New York.
Jenny Oh, really? Could you tell me why Paul is still
in your apartment?
Rob Well,he couldn't get a ticket tO Bosmn.
Jenny But you told me he was going a few days ago.
Or was that another lie?
Rob No. of course it wasn't! He couldn't get a
ticket. The buses ro Boston were all full.
Jenny So do you know if he's got one now?
Rob I bought it! He's leaving this evening. But that
isn't really the issue here, is it? You have to believe
me-I don'r wantco leave New York!
Jenny How can I believe you? I know you're
missing London because you said the same thing
10 Kerri at the restaurant. Look Rob. I'd like 10
know what you really want.
Rob What do you mean?
Jenny When you and Paul were rogerher,it was like
you were a different person.
Rob You know what Paul's like. What was I
meant to do? But that isn't the kind oflife I want
anymore. I'm not like that.
Jenny I know you're nor, bur I wonder if you really
want to be here. I wonder if ...
Rob Jenny, what is it?
Jenny Forget it.
Rob Jenny... what are you worrying about?
Jenny I don't know if this is going ta work out.
Rob You're not serious.
Jenny I'm just not sure if we want the same things
anymore.
Rob That's crazy...
Don Jenny- oh, good morning,Rob.
Rob Don.
Don I need a word. Can you tell me what you
decided at the last meeting?
Jenny Right away, Don. Rob was just leaving.
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Rob But what can I do, Jenny? What can I sayco
convince you I'm serious?
Jenny I don't know, Rob.
Rob Wait! What Paul said just isn't true.
Jenny It isn't just what Paul said. It's obvious you
want to go back.
Rob Of course I miss London, but I love my life
here. What proof do you want of my commitment
10 New York, to you, to everything!
Jenny I don't know.
Rob There must be something I can do.
Jenny Look, we're going to sec my parents later. I
don't want us to be late.

Rob We won't be late.And I won't forget the
chocolates this time either.
Jenny Well, that's a start, I guess.
Rob Bur Jenny- we need 10 talk about this.
Jenny We don't have time to discuss it now.
Rob Jenny!
Jenny What is it?
Rob What ifl proposed tO you?
Jenny 'Proposed'?
Rob That's right. Proposed.
Jenny Like, 'Will you marry me?'
Rob Exactly.
Jenny On one knee?
Rob I can do that. So what would you say?
Jenny Rob, stop it. It's embarrassing.
Rob Tell me.
Jenny Are you for real?
Rob Yes, I am actually. What about you?
Jenny Yes!
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Barbie
Until the late 1950s, mostAmerican girls
played with baby dolls, which often limited their
imaginations 10 mother or caregiver roles.At
around the same time, Ruth Handler noticed that
her pre-teen daughter was playing with paper
dolls. giving them adult roles such as actresses
or secretaries. On a trip 10Europe, Ruth saw an
adult-figured doll in Germany and brought several
of them back to the US. Handler had the idea that
girls could expand their imagination and play-acting
roles with a doll that looked like an adult. So she and
engineer Jack Ryan redesigned the doll for the US
market and called her Barbie after Ruth's daughter,
Barbara. The first Barbie dolls were produced in
1959 and sold over 350,000 in the first year.
• Barbie is still popular t0day, and billions have
been sold around the world since 1959. Mattel, Inc.
the company that produces Barbie, reports that 90
percent ofAmerican girls between the ages of three
and ten have a Barbie doll.
The Chrysler BuiJding
The Chrysler Building has been one of the most
iconic New York City landmarks since it was
completed in 1930.Architect William VanAlen
designed theArt Deco building for Walter P.
Chrysler, who owned the automobile company
Chyrsler Corporation. In fact, VanAlen modeled
many of the buiIding's decorative features using
Chrysler car parts as inspiration. For example, the
decorations on the outside of the building for the
thirty-first floor are fashioned after engine parts
from a 1929 Chrysler car.
Today, the Chrysler Building is still considered
one of the best examples ofArt Deco architecture
in the US. In fact, it was voted New York Ciry's
favorite building in 2005 by Skyscraper Museum. In
addition, the building appears regularly in movies
and TV shows that film in New York City.
The "LOVE" Sculpture
In 1965, artist Robert Indiana had an idea for a
painting with the word "LOVE" as the main focus.
He decided 10 break the word up into two lines,
putting the "LO" on cop of the"VE." He then tilted
the ·o· a little, and an iconicAmerican design was
born. In fact, it became so popular that the Museum
of ModernArt and the United States Postal Service
asked Indiana to create versions of his" LOVE"
painting for cards and stamps. In the early 1970s,
Indiana made a series of"LOVE" sculptures for
display in public parks. The first of these"LOVE"
sculptures was placed in New York City, on the
corner of Si_xth Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street.
Additional "LOVE" sculptures were placed in
New Orleans, Philadelphia, Vancouver, To kyo, and
Singapore, as well as many other cities.
Unforcunacely, Indiana didn't make much money
from his "LOVE" paintins and sculptures. He never
signed his paintings or applied for copyright, so
he didn't have legal protection against the many
imitations of his work.

Air Jordan Sneakers
When Michael Jordon started playing basketball
for the Chicago Bulls in 1984, he had special Nike
sneakers designed for him by Peter Moore. These
sneakers were called the Air Jordan I , or more
simply-Air Jordans. They were red and black- the
Chicago Bulls's colors. Because the sneakers did not
have any white on them, Jordan was fined $5,000
by the National Basketball Association each time he
wore them for a game.
Every year since then, Nike has created a new
pair of Air Jordans to sell. In 1987, Tinker Hatfield
took over the design responsibilites for these
sneakers, and he as been associated with them ever
since. Hatfield introduced the Jumpman logo on the
sneakers, which is a silhouette of Michael Jordan
dunking a basketball with his legs spread wide.
In 2010, Hatfield designed the Jordan 2010s 10
celebrate the sneakers' twenty-fifth anniversary.
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Interviewer Good morning and thank you for
coming, Mr. Ryan -or should it be Detective
Ryan-you were a detective with the Los Angeles
Police Department, weren't you?
Detective Ryan Yes, that's right. For twenty-five
years. I retired last year.
Interviewer People today are still fascinated by
Natalie Wood's death even though it was more
than 30 years ago. That's incredible, isn't it?
Detective Ryan Well, it's not really that
surprising. People are always interested in
unsolved mysteries-and Natalie Wood was a
well-know and talented actress.
lnterviewe.r Now, to be clear, none of the people
on the boat the night Ms. Wood died were or are
suspects. But-can you tell us who was on the boat
that night?
Detective Ryan That is correct-none of them
were or are suspects. But in order to get a better
understanding about what happened that night,
it is important to know who was on the boat.
So, the people were her husband, movie and TV
actor Robert Wagner; her friend and movie actor
Christopher Walken; and the captain of the boat,
Dennis Davern.

lnte.rviewer The boat captain changed his story
about what happened that night, didn't he? That
he originally lied to police the night Natalie died.
Detective Ryan Yes. Mr. Davern told a TV
news program that he lied about the events of
that night. He now says that Mr. Wagner and
Ms. Wood had an argument, and that Ms. Wood
went missing shortly after. Mr. Davern also
claims that Mr. Wagner delayed contacting the
police, implying that Mr. Wagner was responsible
for Ms. Wood's death.
Interviewer Do you believe the captain's new
story?
Detective Ryan Well, no. I think the timing of
his new story is suspicious since he released it so
close to the thirty-year anniversary of her death.
I think he was looking to make some money by
bringing this sad story back into the news.
Interviewer So. what do )OU think happened that
night?
Detective Ryan I can't tell you because I don't
know.
Interviewer So you don't think we'll ever solve the
mystery?
Detective Ryan No, I wouldn't say that. I think
one day the mystery will be solved. Some new
evidence will appear and we'll be able to say that
Natalie Wood's mysterious death is finally solved.
But right now, it's still a mystery, and people like a
good mystery.
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Interviewer Recently, the LA County Coroner's
Office re-examined Ms. Wood's cause of death
because of some new information about the
bruises and scratches that were found on her
body the night she died.
Detective Ryan Yes, that's correct. This new
information suggests that Ms. Wood may have
been hit or beaten right before she died. And the
Coroner changed Ms. Wood's original cause of
death from "accidental drowning" to "drowning
and other undetermined factors."
Interviewer So what does this mean for the other
people on the boat?
Detective Ryan Officially, it doesn't mean
anything for them. They still aren't suspects.
Interviewer And you don't think they're suspects,
do you?
Detective Ryan No, I don't. I don't think any of
them can be considered suspects without some
kind of convincing evidence.
Interviewer What about Robert Wagner? There
are reports that he was jealous of his wife's
friendship with Mr. Walken.
Detective Ryan Well, yes, Mr. Wagner wrote in
his book Pieces ofMy Heart that he was jealous
of the relationship, and that he and Mr. Walken
argued that night on the boat. But that doesn't
make him a suspect.
Interviewer And Christopher Walken, Ms. Wood's
friend and co-star?
Detective Ryan Mr. Walken has remained mostly
silent about what happened that night, but he has
talked to the police.

Listening 131

lA

simple present and continuous, action and
nonaction verbs
simple present: I live, he works, etc.
I work in a bank. She studies Russian.
We don't have any pets. Jack doesn't wear glasses.
Where do you live? Does your brother have a car?
2 She usually has cereal for breakfast.
I'm never late for work.
We only eat out about once a month.

10>))

action and nonaction verbs

We use the simple present for things that are always true or
happen regularly.
• Remember the spelling rules for third person singular, e.g.,

lives, studies, watches.
• Remember the word order for questions: (question word),
auxiliary, subject, base form of verb. Do you know David?

What time does the movie start?
2 We often use the simple present with adverbs of frequency,
e.g., usually, never, or expressions of frequency, e.g., every day,

once a week.

• Adverbs of frequency go� the main verb, and� be.
• Expressions of frequency usually go at the end of the
sentence or verb phrase.

11 >))

A Who are you w aiting for?

A Is your sister still going out with Adam?
B No, they broke up. She isn't going out with anyone
right now.

a Complete the sentences with the simple present or
present continuous forms of the verbs in parentheses).

2
3
4
5
6

7

-

8

We� to Chinese restaurants very often. (not go)
These days, most children ____ too many sugary
snacks. (have)
you
any vitamins right now? (take)
Don't eat that spinach if you
it. (not like)
your friend
how to cook
fish? (know)
We ____ take-out pizzas during the week. (not get)
your mother
? It smells
What
great! (make)
You look sad.What
you
about? (think)
The diet in my country
worse. (get)
seafood? (eat)
How often
you

9
IO I

usually

fish. (not cook)

A What are you cooking?
B I'm making pasta.

12>))

A Great! I love pasta.

A What are you looking for?

B My car keys.

A I'll help you in a minute.
B But I need them now!
• Verbs that describe actions, e.g., cook, make, can be used
in the simple present or continuous. I'm maltins lunch.

I usually make lunch on the weekend.
• Verbs that describe states or feelings (nor actions), e.g., love,
need, be, are nonaction verbs. They are not usually used in
the present continuous, even if we mean "now."
• Common nonaction verbs are a8ree, be, believe, belong,

depend,forget, hate, hear, know, like, love, matter, mean, need,
prefer, realize, recognize, remember, seem, suppose.

present continuous: be+ verb + -ing

B I'm waiting for a friend.

• We use the present continuous (not the simple present)
for actions in progress at the time of speaking, e.g., things
that are happening now or around now. These are usually
temporary, not habitual actions.
• Remember the spelling rules, e.g., livins, studyins, Bet tins.
• We also use the present continuous for future arrangements
(see lB).

p

Verbs than can be both action and nonaction
A few verbs have an action and a nonaction meaning,
e.g., have and think.
I have a cat now. = possession (nonaction)
I can't talk now. I'm having lunch. = an action
I think this music's great. = opinion (nonaction)
What are you thinking about?= an action

b @the correct form, simple present, or continuous.
�/ I'm not believinB that you cooked this
meal yourself.
Come on, let's order. The waiter comes/ is cominB.
2 Kate doesn't want/ isn't wantinB to have dinner now.
She isn't hungry.
3 The head chef is sick, so he doesn't work/ isn't working
today.
4 The check seems/ is seeminB very high to me.
5 We've had an argument, so we don't speak/
aren't speakinB to each other right now.
6 My mom thinks/ is thinkinB my diet is awful these days.
7 Do we need/ Are we needinB to go shopping today?
8 Can I call you back? I have/ I'm havinB lunch right now.
9 I didn't use to like oily fish, but now I love/ I'm lovinB it!
10 What do you cook/ are you cookinB? It smells delicious!

�p.7
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future forms

- BOinB to shows that you have made a decision.

be going to+ base form

- the present continuous emphasizes that you have made
the arrangements. We're BettinB married on October 12th.
(= we've ordered the invitations, etc.)
• We often use the present continuous with verbs relating
to travel arrangements, e.g., 80, come, arrive, leave, etc.

future plans and intentions
My sister's going to adopt a child.
Are you going to buy a new car or a used one?
I'm not going to go to New York City tomorrow. The
meeting is canceled.

We're BOinB to Bet married next year.
17>))

I'm BoinB to Tokyo tomorrow and cominB back on Tuesday.
will + base form

18 >))
predictions
The Yankees are going to win. They're playing really well.
Look at those black clouds. I think it's going to rain.

instant decisions, promises, offers, predictions,
future facts, suggestions
I'll have the steak. (instant decision)
I won't tell anybody where you are. (promise)
I'll carry that bag for you. (offer)
You'll love New York City! (prediction)
I'll be home all afternoon. (future fact)

• We use Boine to (NOT will/ won't) when we have already
decided to do something. NOT My sisterwill atlopt a el1iltl.
• We also use BoinB to to make a prediction about the future,
especially when you can see or have some evidence
(e.g., black clouds).

20>))

present continuous: be + verb + -ing
19>))
future arrangements
Lorna and James are getting married in October.
We're meeting at 10:00 tomorrow in Jack's office.
Jane's leaving on Friday and coming back next Tuesday.

We use will/ won't (NOT the simple present) for instant decisions,
promises, offers, and suggestions. NOT lea,,, that basfa• yoa.
• We can also use will/ won't for predictions, e.g., I think the
Yankees will win, and to talk about future facts, e.g., The

• We often use the present continuous for future arrangements.
• There is very little difference between the present continuous
and Boine to for future plans / arrangements, and often you
can use either.

a @the correct form. Check./ the
sentence if both are possible.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

My grandparents are BOing to retire/ will retire
next year. ./
We'll invite/ We're going to invite your
parents for Sunday lunch?
I'm going to make/ I'll make a cake for your
mom's birthday, if you want.
I'm not having/ I'm not going to have dinner
with my family tonight.
The exam will be/ is being on the last Friday
of the semester.
You can trust me. I'm not telling/ I won't tell
anyone what you told me.
My cousin is arriving/ will arrive at 5:30 p.m.
I think the birthrate will go down/ is going to
go down in my country in the next few years.
I'm not going to go/ I won't go to my brother
in-law's party next weekend.
I'm going to help/ I'll help you with the dishes.

election will be on March 1st.

b Complete B's replies with a correct future form.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A W hat's your stepmother going to do about her car?
B She's going to bu)' a used one. (buy)
A I'm going to miss you.
every day. (write)
B Don't worry. I promise I
A What are Alan's plans for the future?
B He
a degree in engineering. (earn)
A Can I see you tonight?
B No, I
late. How about Saturday? (work)
A W hat would you like for an appetizer?
the shrimp, please. (have)
BI
A There's nothing in the refrigerator.
some take-out Mexican food? (get)
B OK.
we
A 1 don't have any money, so I can't go out.
you some. (lend)
B No problem, I
A Can we have a barbecue tomorrow?
(rain)
B I don't think so. On the radio they said that it
A We land at about eight o'clock.
B
a ride from the airport? (need)
you
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2A
present perfect and simple past
present perfect: have/ has+ past participle (worked, seen, etc.)

past experiences
42 >))
I've been to Miami but I haven't been to Tampa.
Have you ever lost your credit card?
Sally has never met Bill's ex-wife.
2 with yet and already (for emphasis)
I've already seen this movie twice. Can't we watch another one?
My brother hasn't found a job yet. He's still looking.
Have you finished your homework yet? No, not yet.
We use the present perfect for past experiences when we don't say exactly
when they happened.
• We often use ever and never when we ask or talk about past
experiences. They go� the main verb.
2 In American English, we use the present perfect and the simple past with
yet and already.
• already is used in G sentences and goes� the main verb.
• yet is used with El sentences and [Il It goes at the end of the phrase.
• For irregular past participles see Irregular verbs p.165.
a Complete the mini dialogues with the
present perfect form of the verb in
parentheses and an adverb from the list.
You can use the adverbs more than once.
already ever never

the
you
? ( play)
lottery
B That's why I'm smiling -1 won $50!
you
a flight online? (book)
A
B Yes, of course. I've done it many times.
A When are you going to buy a motorcycle?
B Soon. I
almost $1,000. (save)
A
you
the electricity bill ___? (pay)
B No, sorry. I forgot.
A
your parents ________ you money? (lend)
B Yes, but I paid it back as soon as I could.
A How does eBay work?
B I don't know. l ________ ____ it. (use)
A
you
to Thailand? (be)
B No, I haven't. But I'd like to some day.
A Why don't you have any money?
B I
my salary. I bought a new tablet
last week. (spend)
A Do you like Hugh Jackman?
his new movie twice! (see)
B Yes, I
A

2
3
4
5
6
7

-

8

yet

simple past (worked, stopped, went, had, etc.)

They got married last year.
What time did you wake up this morning?
I didn't have time to do my homework.

43>))

• Use the simple past for finished past actions
(when we say, ask, or know when they happened).
present perfect or simple past?

I've been to Miami twice.
(= in my life up to now)
I went there in 1998 and 2002.
(= on two specific occasions)

44>))

• Use the simple past (NOT the present perfect)
to ask or talk about finished actions in the past,
when the time is mentioned or understood.
We often use a past time expression, e.g.,
yesterday, last week, etc.

b Right or wrong? Write a check./ or an X
next to the sentences. Correct the wrong
sentences.
I've never been in debt. ./
How much has your new camera cost? X

How much did your new camera cost?
1 Dean inherited $5,000 from a relative.
2 Did your sister pay you back yet?
3 We booked our vacation on line a
month ago.
4 When have you bought that leather jacket?
5 They've finished paying back the loan last
month.
6 We haven't paid the gas bill yet.
7 Have you ever wasted a lot of money on
something?
8 I'm sure I haven't borrowed any money
from you last week.
9 I spent my salary really quickly last month.
10 Have you seen the Batman movie on TV
yesterday?

�p.16
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present perfect + for I since, present perfect continuous

We use the present perfect continuous withfor
and since with action verbs (e.g., learn, work, ao,
etc.) to talk about actions that started in the past
and are still true now.
• Don't use the present continuous with for/
since, NOT Iam wo1 lei1tg Ire,efo, twoyean.
2 We can also use the present perfect continuous
for continuous or repeated actions that have been
happening very recently. The actions have usually
just finished.

present perfect + forI since
They've known each other for ten years.
Julia has had that bag since she was in college.
A How long have you worked here?
B Since 1996.
A How long has your brother had his motorcycle?
B For about a year.

47>))

• We use the present perfect+ for or since with nonaction verbs (e.g., like,
have, know, etc.) to talk about something that started in the past and is
still true now.
They've known each other for ten years.(= they met ten years ago, and they
still know each other today)
• We use How long ... ?+ present perfect to ask about an unfinished period
of time (from the past until now).
• We usefor + a period of time, e.g.,for two weeks, or since+ a point of time,
e.g., since 1990.
• Don't use the simple present with for / since, NOT Tirey le11ow eacli otlm
Jo, alo,rg time.

a Correct the mistakes.
Harry is unemployed since last year.
Harry has been unemployed since last year.

2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10

We've had our new apartment since six months.
Hi, Jackie! How are you? I don't see you for ages!
How long are you knowing your husband?
Emily has been a volunteer for ten years ago.
Paul doesn't eat anything since yesterday because he's sick.
It hasn't rained since two months.
How long has your parents been married?
They're having their dog since they got married.
I haven't gotten any emails from my brother for
last winter.
My grandmother lives in the same house all her life.

been working here
for two years.

I haven't (I have not)
You haven't
He I She / It hasn't
We haven't
They haven't

been working here
for two years.

Have you been working Yes,
here for two years?
I have.
----Hes she been working
Yes,
she has.
here for two years?

present perfect continuous: have I has been + verb + -ing
How long have you been learning English?
Nick has been working here since April.
They've been going out together for about three years.
2 Your eyes are red. Have you been crying?
No, I've been cutting onions.

I've (I have)
You've (You have)
He I She / It's (He has)
We've (We have)
They've (They have)

p
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No,
I haven't.
No,
she hasn't.

work and five
Work and live are often used in either present

perfect or present perfect continuous with
the same meaning.
I've lived here since 1980.
I've been living here since 1980.

b Make sentences with the present perfect or present
perfect continuous (andfor/ since if necessary). Use the
present perfect continuous if possible.
I/ work for a charity/ eight years
I've been workinafor a charityfor eiaht years.

I
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10

we/ know each other/ we were children
the children/ play computer games/ two hours
your sister/ have that hairstyle/ a long time?
I/ love her/ the first day we met
my Internet connection/ not work/ yesterday
how long/ you/ wait?
I/ be a teacher / three years
it/ snow/ five o'clock this morning
Sam/ not study enough/ recently
you/ live in Chicago/ a long time?

�p.19
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3A
comparatives and superlatives:
adjectives and adverbs
comparing two people, places, things, etc.
11 >))
My sister is a little taller than me.
San Francisco is more expensive than Chicago.
This test is less difficult than the last one.
Olive oil is better for you than butter.
2 The new sofa isn't as comfortable as the
old one.
I don't have as many books as I used to.
We use comparative adjectives to compare two
people, places, things, etc.
• Regular comparative adjectives: spelling rules

old> older
biB> bi88er
easy> easier
modern> more modern difficult> more difficult
• Irregular comparative adjectives:

eood> better
further

bad> worse

Jar> farther/

• One-syllable adjectives ending in -ed:
bored > ffl01'e bored
stressed > more stressed

tired> more tired
2 We can also use (not) as+ adjective+ as to make
comparisons.
Object pronouns (me, him, etc.) after than
rA andas

After than or as we can use an object pronoun
(me, him, her, etc.) or a subject pronoun (/, he,
she, etc.) + auxiliary verb.
She's taller than me. OR She's taller than I am.
NOT She's taller thaR I.
They're not as busy as us. OR They're not as
busy as we are. NOT Theyre Ret as bt1Sy as we.

comparing two actions
My father drives faster than me.
You walk more quickly than I do.
Atlanta played worse today than last week.
2 Max doesn't speak English as well as his wife does.
I don't earn as much as my boss.
We use comparative adverbs to compare two actions.
• Regular comparative adverbs: spelling rules

-

7
8
9

badly> worse

well> better
superlatives

Kevin is the tallest play er on the team.
Tokyo is the most expensive city in the world.
The small bag is the least expensive.
Lucy is the best student in the class.
W ho dresses the most stylishly in your family?
That's the worst we've ever played.

2 13>))

• We use superlative adjectives and adverbs to compare people, things, or
actions with all of their group.
• Form superlatives like comparatives, but use -est instead of -er and most/
least instead of more/ less.
• We usually use the before superlatives, but you can also use possessive
adjectives, e.g., my best friend, their most famous sone.
• We often use a superlative with present perfect+ ever, e.g., It's the best

book I've ever read.

a Complete with the comparative or superlative of the
bold word (and than if necessary).

4
5
6

carefulry> more carefulry

2 We can also use (not) as+ adverb+ as to make comparisons.

the same as

3

slowry > more slowry

fast>faster

• Irregular comparatives:

We use the same as to say that two people,
places, things, etc. are identical.
Her dress is the same as mine.

1
2

2 12>))

What's the.fastest way to get around Miami? fast
I think skiing is
horseback riding. easy
a scooter. powerful
A motorcycle is
I think that traveling by train is
form of
transportation. relaxing
You walk
I do. slowly
____ time to travel is on holiday weekends. bad
____ I've ever driven is from Washington, D.C. to
Chicago. far
The London Underground is
the subway in
New York City. old
bus I've ever been on. hot
This is
driver. good
Of all my family, my mom is

in after superlatives
Use in (NOT of) before places after a superlative.
It's the longest bridge in the world. NOT ef the h6Fld
It's the best beach in Florida. NOT ef Flerida

b Complete with one word.
Going by motorboat is lilQ.te exciting than traveling
by ferry.
1 A bus isn't as comfortable
a train.
2 It's __ most expensive car we've ever bought.
3
4
5
6
7
8

The traffic was worse __ we expected.
This is the longest trip I've __ been on.
He gets home Late, but his wife arrives later than __.
The __ interesting place I've ever visited is Venice.
I leave home at the same time __ my brother.
He drives __ carefully than his friend - he's
never had an accident.

9 We don't go abroad __ often as we used to.
10 W hat's the longest freeway __ the US?
<Ill(
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articles: a I an, the, no article
al an

I saw an old man with a dog.
2 It's a nice house. She's a lawyer.
3 What an awful day!
4 I have classes three times a week.

17>))

no article

• We use a/ an with singular countable nouns:
1 the first time you mention a thing/ person.
2 when you say what something is or what
somebody does.
3 in exclamations with What. .. !
4 in expressions of frequency.
the

2
3
4
5

I saw an old man with a dog.
The dog was barking.
My father opened the door.
The children are at school.
The moon goes around the Earth.
I'm going to the movies tonight.
It's the best restaurant in town.

• We use the:
I when we talk about something we've already mentioned.
2 when it's clear what you're referring co.
3 when there's only one of something.
4 with places in a town, e.g., movies and theater.
5 with superlatives.

18>))

a � the correct answers.
I love� the weddings!
1 Jess is nurse/ a nurse in a hospital. A hospital/
The hospital is far from her house.
2 What a horrible day fhorrible day! We'll
have co have our picnic in the car fa car.
3 My wife likes love stories/ the love stories,
but I prefer the war movies/ war movies.

Women usually talk more than men.
Love is more important than money.
2 She's not at home today.
I get back from work at 5:30.
3 I never have breakfast.
4 See you next Friday.

• We don't use an article:
when we are speaking in general (with plural and uncountable nouns).
Compare:
I loveflowers.(= flowers in general)
I love theflowers in my garden.(= the specific flowers in my garden)
2 with some nouns, (e.g., home, work, school) after at/ to/from.
3 before meals, days, and months.
4 before next/ last + day, week, etc.

b Complete with a/ an, the, or - ( = no article).
A
B
1 A
B
2
3

4 We go co theater/ the theater about

once a month/ once the month.
5 I'm having dinner/ the dinner with some
friends the next Friday / next Friday.
6 My friend is chef/ a chef I chink he's
the best cook J best cook in the world.
7 I'm not sure ifl closed the windows/
windows before I left the home / home
this morning.
8 In general, I like dogs/ the dogs, but I don't
like dogs / the dogs that live next door to me.
9 I got to the school/ school late every day
the last week/ last week.
10 I think happiness/ the happiness is more
important than success/ the success.

2 19>))

4
5

6
7

8

9

We're lost. Lee's stop and buy a map.
No need. I'll put� address in� GPS.
How often do you go to __ gym?
week. But I never
About three times
go on
Fridays.
A What time does
train leave?
B In ten minutes. Can you give me __ ride co __ station?
A What __ beautiful dress!
B Thanks. I bought it on __ sale __ lase month.
A What's __ most interesting place to visit in your town?
B Probably __ museum. It's __ oldest building in town.
A What should we do __ next weekend?
B Let's invite some friends for __ lunch. We could eat outside
in __ yard.
A Do you like __ dogs?
B Not really. I prefer __ cats. I think they're __ best pets.
A Is your mom __ housewife?
B No, she's __ teacher. She's always tired when she gees home
from
work.
A Have you ever had __ problem in your relationship?
B Yes, but we got over __ problem, and we got married __
lase year.
A When is __ meeting?
B They've changed __ date. lt's __ next Tuesday now.
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Language com

can, could, be able to (ability and possibility)
can/ could

I can speak three languages fluently.
Jenny can't come tonight. She's sick.
My cousin could play the violin when she was three.
They couldn't wait because they were in a hurry.
Could you open the door for me, please?

�34>))

• can is a modal verb. It only has a present form (which can be used with
future meaning) and a past or conditional form (could).
• For all other tenses and forms, we use be able to + base form.
be able to+ base form
Luke has been able to swim since he was three.
I'd like to be able to ski.
I love being able to stay in bed late on Sunday morning.
You'll be able to practice your English in the US.
2 Fortunately, I am able to accept your invitation.
My colleagues weren't able to come to yesterday's meeting.

a Complete with the correct form of be able to (El, B
orrn).

We use be able to+ base form for ability and
possibility, especially where there is no form of
can, e.g., future, present perfect, infinitive and
gerund, etc.
2 We sometimes use be able to in the present and
past (instead of can/ could), usually if we want to
be more formal.

� 35 >))

b �the correct form. Check./ if both are possible.

I've never been able to scuba dive.

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
IO

-

Her cell phone has been turned off all morning, so I
______ talk to her yet.
I don't like noisy restaurants. I like ______
have a conversation without shouting.
leave home when I get a job.
I
We're having a party next Saturday. ______
you ______ come?
swim before you can go in a
You need
canoe.
I'm going to France next week, but I don't speak
French. I hate
communicate with
people.
Fortunately, firefighters
rescue all of
the people trapped inside the burning house.
I'm very sorry, but we
go to your
wedding next month. We'll be on vacation.
you
I'm feeling a little worse.
______ contact the doctor yet?
The manager
see you right now
because he's in a meeting.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

I've always wanted to can/� perform .
My little boy couldn't/ wasn't able to speak until he was
almost two years old.
She's much better after her operation. She'll can/
be able to walk again in a few months.
He hasn't could/ been able to fix my bike yet. He'll do it
tomorrow.
It's the weekend at last! I love can/ beinB able to go out
with my friends.
W hen we lived on the coast, we used to can/ be able to
go to the beach every day.
I can't / 'm not able to send any emails right now.
My computer isn't working.
I could / was able to read before I started school.
We won't can/ be able to go on vacation this year
because we need to spend a lot of money on the house.
Linda hasn't been able to/ couldn't find a job.
Alex can/ is able to speak Korean fluently after living
in Seoul for ten years.
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have to, must, should

have to I must(+ base form)
You have to wear a seat belt in the car.
?J 42 >))
Do you have to work on Saturdays?
I had to wear a uniform at my elementary school.
I'll have to get up early tomorrow. My interview is at 9:00.
2 You must be on time tomorrow because there's a test.
You must remember to call Emily- it's her birthday.
3 I love the Louvre! You have to go when you're in Paris.
You must see this movie- it's amazing!
• have to and must are usually used to talk about obligation or
something that is necessary to do.
have to is a normal verb and it exists in a!J tenses and forms,
e.g., also as a gerund or infinitive.
2 must is a modal verb. It only exists in the present, but it can be
used with a future meaning.
3 You can also use have to or must for strong recommendations.

p

have to or must?
Have to and must have a very similar meaning, and you
can usually use either form.
Have to is more common for general, external obligations,
for example rules and laws.
Must is more common for specific (i.e., on one occasion)
or personal obligations. Compare:
I have to wear a shirt and tie at work. (= It's the rule in this
company.)
I must buy a new shirt - t his one is too old now. (= It's my
own decision.)
have got to
Have got to is often used instead of have to in spoken
English, e.g., I've got to go now. It's very late.

don't have to
You don't have to pay- this museum is free.
� 43 >))
You don't have to go to the party if you don't want to.
must not

• We use don't have to when there is no obligation to do
something, and must not when something is prohibited.
• don't have to and must not are completely different. Compare:
You don't have to drive- we can take a train.(= You can drive if
you want to, but it's not necessary/ obligatory.)
You must not drive along this street.(= It's prohibited, against
the law, NOT You dort't ha11e to d, i11e alo,ig tlti:s st, eet.)
• You can often use can't or not allowed to instead of must not.

You must not/ can't/ 're not allowed to park here.
should I shouldn't(+ base form)
You should take warm clothes with you to Quito.
� 45>))
It might be cold at night.
You shouldn't drink so much coffee. It isn't good for you.
I think the government should do something about
unemployment.
• should is not as strong as must/ have to. We use it to give advice
or an opinion-to say if we think something is the right or
wrong thing to do.
• should is a modal verb. The only forms are should/ shouldn't.

a Complete with the correct form of have to ® B or [1]).
I'll have to call back later because the line's busy. G
turn off their laptops during take-off. G
1 Passengers
do a lot of homework when you were in
2
you
school?

b � the correct form. Check .I if both
are p ossible.

rn

work nights. G
3 My sister is a nurse, so some weeks she
you ever
4
have an operation? [1]
get up
5 Saturdays are the best day of the week. I love
early. G
6 I
leave a message on her voicemail because she wasn't in. G
go to school; they'll all study at
7 In the future, people
home. G
charge the battery
8 With old cell phones, you used to
more often. G
9
answer his work emails on
your friend
weekends?

rn

10 The exhibition was free, so I ___ pay. G

2 44>))

You must not park here.

2
3
4
5
6

You don't have to/� use your phone
in quiet zones.
Do you think we should/ have to text Dad to
tell him we'll be late?
You don't have to/ must not send text
messages when you are driving.
A pilot has to/ must wear a uniform when
he's at work.
You shouldn't/ must not talk on your cell
phone when you're filling up the car with gas.
I have to / should speak to my phone
company. My last bill was wrong.
We don't have to/ shouldn't hurry. We have
plenty of time.
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past tenses
simple past: worked, stopped, went, had, etc.

3 10>))
She was born in Seoul.
They got married last year.
On the way to Rome we stopped in Florence for the night.
The plane didn't arrive on time.
W hat time did you get up this morning?
• We use the simple past for finished actions in the past (when
we say, ask, or know when they happened).
• Remember Irregular verbs p.165.
past continuous: was I were + verb + -ing

11 >))
W hat were you doing at six o'clock last night?
2 I was driving along the freeway when it started snowing.
3 W hile I was doing the housework the children were
playing in the yard.
4 It was a cold night and it was raining. I was watching TV
in the living room ...
We use the past continuous to talk about an action in progress
at a specific time in the past.
2 We often use the past continuous to describe a past action in
progress that was interrupted by another action (expressed in
the simple past).
3 We often use the past continuous with while for two actions
happening at the same time.
4 We often use the past continuous to describe the beginning of
a story or anecdote.
a @the correct form.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

-

8
9

The teacher gave Robbie a zero because he cheated /
�on the exam.
They didn't win the game although they were training/
had trained every evening.
Mike had an accident while he drove/ was driving
to work.
I cleaned/ had cleaned the house when I got home. It
looked great.
W hen we arrived, the game started/ had started. We got
there just in time and saw the whole game!
The captain didn't score/ hadn't scored any goals when
the referee ejected him.
My son got injured while he played/ was playing
basketball last Saturday.
Luckily, we stopped/ had stopped skiing when the
snowstorm started. We were already back at the hotel.
The Lakers weren't losing/ hadn't lost any of their
games during their trip to the East Coast.
The referee suspended the game because it was raining /
rained too hard to play.

past perfect: had+ past participle

3 12>))
W hen they turned on the TV, the game had already
finished.
As soon as I shut the door, I realized that I'd left my keys on
the table.
We couldn't get a table in the restaurant because we hadn't
bo oked one.
• We use the past perfect when we are talking about the past
and we want to talk about an earlier past action. Compare:
When John arrived, they went out. ( = first John arrived and
then they went out)
When John a"ived, they Juul sone out. ( = they went out�
John arrived)
using narrative tenses together

It was a cold night and it was raining. I was
3 13>))
watching TV in the living room. Suddenly I heard a knock
at the door. I got up and opened the door. But there was
nobody there. The person who had knocked on the door
had disappeared. ..
• Use the past continuous (was raining, was watching) to set
the scene.
• Use the simple past (heard, got up, e_tc.) to say what happened.
• Use the past perfect (had lcnock.ed, had disappeared) to say
what happened� the previous past action.

b Complete with the simple past, past continuous, or
past perfect.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The marathon runner was sweating when she�
the finish line. (sweat, cross)
The accident
when they
home.
( happen, drive)
when the referee
The crowd
the
final whistle. (cheer, blow)
so much.
her at first because she
I
(not recognize, change)
her on the freeway because she
The police
____ a seat belt. (stop, not wear)
while the coach ____
Some of the players
to them. (not listen, talk)
use the ski slope because it ____
We
enough. (not can, n ot snow)
They
pl ay tennis because they
a
court. (not able to, not book)
a yellow card because he ____
The pl ayer
his shirt. (get, take off)
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present and past habits and states: usually and used to

p used to or simple past?

We can use used to or simple past for
repeated actions or states, and the meaning
is the same.
I used to live in Miami as a child. I I lived in
Miami as a child.
But if the action happened only once, or we
mention exact dates or number of times, we
have to use simple past.
I went to Paris last year. NOT /-tlsed te ge te
Paris last year.
Jack caught the train to Chicago four times
last week. NOT Jaek t:Jsefi te eatell the trair1 te
Chie� (et:Jr times last fteek.

3 17>))
I usually get up at 8:00 during the week.
I don't normally go out during the week.
Houses in the suburbs usually have yards.
Do you normally walk to work?
2 We used to go to the beach for our vacations when I was a child.
He didn't use to do any exercise, but now he runs marathons.
I never used to like hockey, but I watch it every week now.
We used to be close friends, but we don't talk to each other anymore.
That building used to be a restaurant, but it closed down last year.
Did they use to live downtown?
Didn't you use to have long hair?

anymore and any longer

For present habits we can use usually or normally+ simple present.
NOTIused to get upat 8.00.
2 For past habits we use used to/ didn't use to + base form.
• used to does not exist in the present tense. NOT {use to get up at 8.00
du ring tlie 11ieele.
• We use used to for things that were true over a period of time in the
past. Used to often refers to something that is not true now.
I used to play a lot of sports. ( = I played a lot of sports for a period of time
in the past, but now I don't.)
• used to/ didn't use to can be used with action verbs (e.g., go, do) and
nonaction verbs (e.g., be, have).
• We can also use Lhe simple past to describe past habits (often with an
adverb of frequency).
We (often) went to the beach for our vacations when I was a child.
I lived downtown until I got married.

a Complete with used to (B 8 or rn) and a verb from the list.
argue be get along go out have
like tt'o'e speak spend wear work

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sonya used to live in New York City, but later she moved to
New Jersey. G
We
a lot in common, but now we're completely
different. G
much time online, but now I'm addicted to Facebook. [:]
I
your fiance
glasses? He looks different now. [1]
with my classmates, but now I spend all my time with
my friend. G
W here ____ your husband ____ before he got the job in
the bank?
My sister lost a lot of weight. She ____ so slim. [:]
you
a lot with your parents when you were a
teenager?
Japanese food, but now I eat a lot of sushi. [:] ·
I
Laura
well with her roommate, but now they don't talk to
each other. G

10 My ex

rn

rn

to me, but now he calls me a lot. (:]

We often use not...anymore I any longer
(= not now) with the simple present to
contrast with used to.
I used to go to the gym, but I don't (go)
anymore I any longer.

be used to and get used to

Don't confuse used to I didn't use to (do
something) with be used to or get used to
(doing something).
I am used to getting up early every day.
(= I am accustomed to it. I always do it, so it is
not a problem for me.)
Lola can't get used to living in the US.
(= She can't get accustomed to it. It is a
problem for her.)

b A re the highlighted verb forms right ./ or
w rong X? Correct the wrong ones.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sonya use to see Michael every day. X used
to see
His parents used to split up after he was born.
Do you usually tell a close friend about your
problems?
My sister didn't use to want children, but
now she has four!
I didn't used to like my math teacher when I
was in school.
They used to go on vacation every year.
That couple has three kids, so they don't use
to go out at night.
W here did your parents use to meet when
they first went out?
My husband use to work for a bank, but now
he's unemployed.
We love the theater. We usually go to a play
at least once a month.
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6A
the passive: be+ past participle
3 3ll))
A lot of movies are shot on location.
Our car is being repaired today.
Andy's bike has been stolen
The director died when the movie was being made.
You 'II be picked up at the airport by one of our staff.
This bill has to be paid tomorrow.
2 Batman Begins was directed by Christopher Nolan.

We often use the passive when it's not said, known, or
important who does an action.
Andy's bike has been stolen. (= Somebody has stolen Andy's
bike. We don't know who.)
2 If you want to say who did the action, use by.
• We can often say things in two ways, in the active or in the
passive. Compare:
Batman Begins was directed by Christopher Nolan.(= the
focus is more on the movie)
Christopher Nolan directed Batman Begins in 2005. (= the
focus is more on Nolan)
• We form negatives and questions in the same way as in
active sentences.

Some movies aren't shot on location.
Is your car beif18 repaired today?

• We often use the passive to talk about processes, for
example scientific processes, and in formal writing, such as
newspaper reports.

A lot of movies are shot on location.

a �the correct form, active or passive.
The college built /�in the 18th century.
I The costumes for the show are makinB / are beinB made
by hand.
2 The landscape inspired/ was inspired him to write
a poem.
3 This castle hasn't inhabited/ hasn't been inhabited for
almost a century.
4 The director's last movie set/ is set in the present.
5 The movie will shoot/ will be shot in the fall.
6 The actors aren't recordinB / aren't beinB recorded the
dialogue until next week.
7 The house wasn't usinB / wasn't beinB used by the owners
during the winter.
8 The makeup artist has transformed / has been
transformed the actor into a monster.
9 They hadn't owned/ hadn't been owned the company for
very long before they went bankrupt.
10 The photo took/ was taken by my husband on the
balcony of our hotel.

Then the water is heated to 100 degrees ...
Many buildings in the city have been damaged by the
earthquake.

b Rewrite the sentences w ith the passive. Only use by if
necessary.
People don't use this room very often. This room isn't

used very often.

They subtitle a lot of foreign movies.
A lot of foreign movies ____________
2 Garcia Marquez wrote Love in the Time of Cholera.

Love in the Time of Cholera ___________

3 Someone is repairing my laptop.
My laptop _______________
4 They haven't released the DVD of the movie yet.
The DVD of the movie ___________
5 They won't finish the movie until the spring.
The movie _________________
6 You have to pick up the tickets from the box office.
The tickets _________________
7 They hadn't told the actor about the changes in the
script.
The actor _________________
8 James Cameron directed Avatar.

Avatar _________________�·

-

9 They've already recorded the soundtrack.
The soundtrack _______________
10 They were interviewing the director about the movie.
The director----------------
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modals of deduction: might, can't, must

might I may (when you think something is possibly true)
3 44>))
Tony's phone is turned off. He might be on the
plane now, or just boarding.
Laura might not like that skirt. It's not really her style.
I don't know where Kate is. She may be at work or at the gym.
I'm surprised that Ted isn't here. He may not know that the
meeting is today.

• We often use miBht / may, can't, or must to say how sure
or certain we are about something (based on the information
we have).
• We don't use can instead of miBht / may, NOT Ht c,m ht im the

plant-now.

• In this context the opposite of must is can't.
The neiBhbors must be out. There aren't any liBhts on in the
house./ The neiBhbors can't be out. All the liBhts are on in the
house. NOT The 11cfghbtm rmut ,rot be out.

can't (when you are sure something is impossible I not true)
Brandon can't earn much money at his job. He's still
45 >))
living with his parents.
That woman can't be Jack's wife. Jack's wife has dark hair.
The neighbors must be out. There
aren't any lights on in the house.

must (when you are sure something is true)
3 46 >))
The neighbors must be out. T here aren't any
lights on in the house.
Your sister must have a lot of money if she drives a Porsche.

a Match the sentences.
He might be American.

I He can't be a college student.
2 He must be cold.
3 He might be going to the gym.
4 He could be lost.
s He must be married.
6 He must be a tourist.
7 He can't be enjoying the party.
8 He may not have a job.
9 He can't be a businessman.

Im
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

The neighbors can't be out.
All the lights are on in the house.

• We can use could instead of miBht in affirmative sentences.
Jack could (or miBht) be at the party- I'm not sure.
• We often use be+ gerund after might f must f can't.
They must be havinB a party- the music is very loud.

He's carrying a sports bag.
He's carrying a camera and a guide book.
He's looking at a map.
I [e's wearing abaseball cap.
He's looking at job ads in the newspaper.
He isn't talking to anybody.
He isn't wearing a suit.
He's wearing a wedding ring.
He's not old enough.
He isn't wearing a jacket.

b Cover 1-9 and look at A-J. Remembe r 1-9.
c Complete with must, miBht (not), or can't.
A W hat does Pete's new friend do?
B I'm not sure, but she miSJht_ be a model.
She's very pretty.
A Do you know anyone who drives a Ferrari?
B Yes, my nephew. I don't know his salary, but he
___ earn a fortune!
2 A Why don't you buy this dress for your mom?
B I'm not sure. She ___ like it. It's a little short for her.
3 A My sister works as an interpreter for the United
Nations.
B She ___ speak a lot of languages to work there.
4 A Did you know that Andy's parents have split up?
B Poor Andy. He __ feel very happy about that.
S A Are your neighbors away? All the windows are closed.
B I'm not sure. I suppose they ___ be on vacation.

6 A Where's your colleague today?
B She ___ be sick. She called to say that she's going
to the doctor's.
7 A Jane is looking at you in a very strange way.
B Yes. I've grown a beard since I saw her last, so she
___ recognize me.
8 A My daughter has failed all her exams again.
B She ___ be working very hard if she gets such
bad grades.
9 A Why is Tina so happy?
B I'm not sure, but she ___ have a new partner.
10 A Where's the manager's house?
B I don't know, but he ___ live near the office
because he commutes every day by train.
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7A
first conditional and future time clauses + when, until, etc.
first conditional sentences: if+ simple present, will I won't+ base form

Ifyou work hard, you'II pass your exams.
The boss won't be very happy ifwe're late for the meeting.
2 Come and see us next week ifyou have time.
3 Alison won't get into college un.less she gets good grades.
I won't go unless you go, too.

4 lSl))

• We use first conditional sentences to talk about a possible future situation
and its consequence.
l We use the present tense (NOT the future) after ifin first conditional
sentences. NOT Ifyou'll wo,k lra,dyou'llptm allyou, exam:.s.
2 We can also use an imperative instead ofthe will clause.
3 We can use unless instead ofif. .. not in conditional sentences.
She won't get into college unless she gets good grades f ifshe doesn't get
good grades.

future time clauses

As soon as you get your test scores,
4 16l))
call me.
We'll have dinner when your father gets home.
I won't go to bed until you come home.
I'll have a quick lunch before I leave.
After I graduate from college, I'll probably take
a year off and travel.
• Use the present tense (NOT the future) after
when, as soon as, until, before, and after to talk
about the future.

The boss won't be very happy if we're late for the meeting.

a Complete with the simple present or future with will.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

111111

Ifl fail my math class, I� it again next semester.
(take)
That girl
into trouble ifshe doesn't wear her
uniform. (get)
Ifyou hand in your homework late, the teacher ___
it. (not grade)
Don't write anything unless you ____ sure ofthe
answer. (be)
Gary will be suspended ifhis behavior ____
(not improve)
They'll be late for school unless they ____
(hurry)
Ask me ifyou
what to do. (not know)
Johnny will be punished ifhe
at the teacher
again. (shout)
from college this year ifshe passes
My sister
all her exams. (graduate)
tonight unless I finish my homework quickly.
I
(not go out)
some help with your project.
Call me if you

(need)

b 0the correct word or expression.

I won't go to college@{ unless I don't get good grades.
1 Don't turn over the exam after/ until the teacher tells
you to.
2 Please check that the water's not too hot before f after
the kids get in the bathtub.
3 Your parents will be really happy when f unless they
hear your good news.
4 I'll look for a job in September before/ after I come back
from vacation.
5 The schools will close unless f until it stops snowing soon.
6 The job is very urgent, so please do it after/ as soon as
you can.
7 We'll stay in the library as soon as/ until it closes. Then
we'll go home.
8 Andrew will probably learn to drive when/ until he's 18.
9 You won't be able to talk to the principal unless/ ifyou
make an appointment.
10 Give Mom a hug before/ after she goes to work.
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second conditional
second conditional sentences: if+ simple past, would I wouldn't+ base fonn
17>))
!fl had a job, I'd get my own apartment.
If David spoke good English, he could get a job in that new hotel.
I would get along better with my parents ifl didn't live with them.
I wouldn't do that job unless they paid me a really good salary.
2 If your sister were here, she'd know what to do.
If it was warmer, we could take a swim.
3 !fl were you, I'd buy a new computer.

• We can also use could instead ofwould in the
other clause.
2 After ifwe can use was or were with I, he,
and she.
3 We often use second conditionals beginning If
I wereyou, I'd ... to give advice. Here we don't
usually use lfl was you...

p First or second conditional?
you. (= this is a real

-

If I have time, I'll help

situation; it's possible that I'll have time - first
conditional)
If I had time, I'd help you. (= this is a
hypothetical I imaginary situation; I don't
actually have time- second conditional)

would I wouldn't+ base form
We also often use would I wouldn't+ base
form (without an if clause) when we talk
about imaginary situations.
My ideal vacation would be a week in the
Bahamas.
I'd never buy a car as big as yours.

• We use the second conditional to talk about a hypothetical / imaginary
present or future situation and its consequence.
If I had ajob... (= I don't have a job- I'm imagining it.)
1 We use the simple past after if, and would/ wouldn't+ base form in the
other clause.
a Write second conditional sentences.

2
3
4
S
6

7
8
9
IO

I (not live) with my parents ifl (not have to)
I wouldn't live with my parents ifI didn't have to.
Nick (not have to commute) every d ay ifhe (work)
from home
Ifthey (not have) such a noisy dog, they (get along)
better with their neighbors
I (not buy) that bike ifl (be) you - it's too expensive
We (sell) our house ifsomebody (offer) us enough
money
If my mother-in-law (live) with us, we (get) divorced
you (share) an apartment with me ifl (pay) half
the rent?
If my sister (clean) her room more often, it (not be)
such a mess
You (not treat) me like this if you really (love) me
Ifwe (paint) the kitchen white, it (look) bigger
you (think) about camping ifyou (not can afford) to stay
in a hotel?

b First o r second conditional? Complete with the correct
form ofthe verb.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

lTuuzy. with my sister if l have to go to Boston for my
job interview. (stay)
I'd buy my own apartment ifl hild. enough money.
(have)
earlier ifthey didn't go to bed so
My kids
late. (get up)
you
ifyou go to college? (live)
W here
If you make dinner, I
the dishes. (do)
your job, what will you do? (lose)
Ifyou
a yard. (not
We wouldn't have a dog if we
have)
How will you get to work if you ____ your car?
(sell)
sunburned. (not get)
Ifwe sit in the shade, we
If you could change one thing in your life, what ___
it
? (be)
He won't be able to pay next month's rent ifhe ___
a job soon. (not find)
Ifshe had a job, she
so late every night.
(not stay up)
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reported speech: sentences and questions

• If you report what someone said on a different day
or in a different place, some other time and place
words can change, e.g., tomorrow>the next day,
here>there, this>that, etc.
"I'll meetyou here tomorrow." He said he'd meet me
there the next day.

reported sentences
33 >))
direct statements
reported statements
"I like traveling."
She said {that) she liked traveling.
"I'm leaving tomorrow."He told her (that) he was leaving the next d ay.
"I'll always love you." He said (that) he would always love me.
"I passed the exam!"
She told me (that) she had passed the exam.
"I've forgotten my keys." He said {that) he had forgotten his keys.
"I can't come."
She said (that) she couldn't come.
He said (that) he might be late.
"I may be late."
She said (that) she had to go.
"I must go."

p sayandteU

Be careful - after said dQnl use a person or
an object pronoun:
He said he was tired. NOT fie seit:l me...
After told you !IlUll use a person or pronoun:
Sarah told Cally that she would call her. NOT
�Id tl'let site...
He told me he was tired. NOT Iletelt:I he was ...

58,_,

• We use reported speech to report (i.e., to tell another person) what
someone said.
• When the reporting verb (said, told, etc.) is in the past tense, the tenses in
the sentence that is being reported usually change like this:
present > past
will > would
simple past / present perfect > past perfect

p

reported questions

direct questions reported questions
34>))
"Are you married?" She asked him ifhe was
married.
He asked me whether she
"Did she call?"
had called.
"What's your name?" I asked him what his name
was.
"Where do you live?" He asked me where I lived.

When tenses don't change
When you report what someone said very soon after they said it, the
tenses often stay the same as in the original sentence.
Adam "I can't come tonight.·
I've just spoken to Adam and he said that he can't come tonight.
Jack "I really enjoyed my trip.·
Jack told me that he really enjoyed his trip.

• When you report a question, the tenses change as
in reported statements.
• When a question doesn't begin with a question
word, add if (or whether).
"Do you want a drinJer He asked me if/ whetl&er I
wanted a drink.
• You also have to change the word order to subject
+ verb, and not use do / did.

• Some modal verbs change, e.g., can>could, may>might, mwt>had to. Other
modal verbs stay the same, e.g., could, might, should, etc.
• You usually have to change the pronouns, e.g., •Jlilce pop ." Jane said that
she liked pop .
• Using tlaat after said and told is optional.

a Complete the sentences using reported speech.
"I'm in love with another woman."
My friend told me he was in love with another woman.
1 "I'm selling all my books." My brother said ____
2 "I've booked the flights." Emma told me ____
3 "Your new dress doesn't suit you." My mother told me

b Complete the sentences using reported speech.

1
2
3
4

4 "I may not be able to go to the party." Matt said
5
5 "I won't wear these shoes again." Jenny said ____
6 "I didn't buy you a present." My friend told me
7 "I must get a dress for the party." Rachel said ____
8 "I haven't been to the gym for a long time." Kevin said

6
7
8
9

9 "I found a bargain at the sale." My sister told me ____
10 "I can't find anywhere to park." Luke told me ___

11111

10

"Why did you dump your friend?" My friend asked
me why Ihad dumped myfriend.
"When are you leaving?" My parents asked me ____.
"Have you ever been engaged?" She asked him ___
"Will you be home early?" Anna asked Liam ____
"Where do you usually buy your clothes?" My sister
asked me ____
"Did you wear a suit to the job interview?" We asked
him ____.
"Do you ever go to the theater?" I asked Lisa ____
"What time will you arrive?" He asked us ____
"How much money did you spend at the sale?" I asked
my friend ____.
"Can you help me?" Sally asked the police
officer ____
"What size are you?" The salesperson asked me ___

�p.74
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gerunds and infinitives

• More verbs take the infinitive than the gerund.
• These common verbs can take either the infinitive
or gerund with no difference in meaning: start,
begin, continue, e.g., It started to rain. It started

gerund (verb + -ing)
I'm not very good at remembering names.
Katie's given up eating junk food.
2 Driving at night is very tiring.
Shopping is my favorite thing to do on weekends.
3 I hate not being on time for things.
I don't mind getting up early.

4 46>))

raininB.

p Verb+ person+ infinitive

We also use the infinitive after some verbs,
e.g., ask, tell, want, would like+ person.

Can you ask the manager to come?
She told him not to worry.
I want you to do this now.
We'd really like you to come.

• We use the gerund (verb+ -inB)
l after prepositions and phrasal verbs.
2 as the subject of a sentence.
3 after some verbs, e.g., hate, spend, don't mind.
• Common verbs that take the gerund include: admit, avoid, deny,
dislike, enjoy, feel like, finish, hate, keep, like, love, mind, miss,
practice, prefer, recommend, spend time, stop, suggest, and phrasal
verbs, e.g., give up, go on, etc.
• The negative gerund= not+ verb+ -inB

the base form
4 48>))
I can't drive.
We must hurry.
2 She always makes me laugh.
My parents didn't let me go out lase night.

the infinitive

• We use the base form
after most modal and auxiliary verbs.
2 after make and let.

4 47>))
l My apartment is very easy to find.
2 Simon is saving money to buy a new car.
3 My sister has never learned to drive. Try not to make noise.

p Verbs
that can take a gerund or an infinitive,
but the meaning is different

• We use the infinitive
after adjectives.
2 to express a reason or purpose.
3 after some verbs, e.g., want, need, learn.
• Common verbs that take the infinitive include: (can't) afford, agree,
decide, expect, forget, help, hope, learn, need, offer, plan, pretend,
promise, refuse, remember, seem, try, want, would like.
• The negative infinitive= not to+ verb.
a @the correct form.
I'm in charge of�/ to recruit new staff.
It's important for me spendinB / to spend time with my
family.
2 ApplyinB / Apply for a job can be complicated.
3 The manager asked me not sayinB / not to say anything
about the downsizing.
4 My boss wants me start/ to start work earlier.
5 Be careful not askinB / not to ask her about her
boyfriend - they broke up.
6 We kept workinB / to work until we finished.
7 Dave is very good at solvinB / to solve logic problems.
8 The best thing about weekends is not BOinB / not to BO
to work.
9 Layla gave up modelinB / to model when she had a baby.
IO I took a training course to learninB / to learn about the
new software.

Try to be on time. (= make an effort to be on
time)
Try doing yoga. (= do it to see if you like it)
Remember to call him. (= don't forget to do it)
I remember meeting him years ago. (= I have a
memory of it)

b Complete with a verb from the list in the correct form.
not buy commute leave lock not make
retire seh1p wear work not worry

I'd like to set up my own company.

My parents are planning
2 Rob spends three hours
every day.

before they are 65.
to work and back

about the problems he
3 Mark's wife cold him
had at work.
4 Oid you rememher ____ the door?
the shoes because they
5 In the end I decide d
were very expensive.
6 The manager lets us ____ early on Fridays.
7 All employees must ____ a jacket and tie at work.
anymore mistakes in the report.
8 Please try
9 I don't mind ____ overtime during the week.
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9A
third conditional
lfl'd known about the meeting,I would have gone. �3>))
If James hadn't gone to the training course, he wouldn't
have met his wife.
You wouldn't have lost your job if you hadn't been late
every day.
Would you have gone to the party if you'd known Lisa
was there?

You wouldn't have lost your job
ifyou hadn't been late every day.

• We usually use third conditional sentences to talk about
how things could have been different in the past, i.e., for
hypothetical/ imaginary situations. Compare:
Yesterday I Bot up late and missed my train.(= the real situation)

IfI hadn't BOt up late yesterday, I wouldn't have missed my train.

(= the hypothetical or imaginary past situation)
• To make a third conditional, use if+ past perfect and would
have+ past participle.
• The contraction of both had and would is 'd.
• We can use mi(jht or could instead of would to make the result
less certain.

Ifshe'd studied harder, she miBht have passed the exam.

a Match the phrases.

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

Billy wouldn't have injured his head
Ifl'd driven any faster,
Jon might have gotten the job
She would have hurt herself badly
If Katy hadn't gone to the party,
W hat would you have studied
How would you have gotten to the airport
If you'd worn a warmer coat,
Your parents would have enjoyed the trip
Would you have helped me

Im
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

A if you'd gone to college?
B you wouldn't have been so cold.
c ifl'd asked you?
D ifhe had wornb:is helmet.
E she wouldn't have met her new friend.
F if he'd been on rime for his inter view.
G if they had come with us.
H if she'd fallen down the stairs.
I could have gotten a speeding ticket.
if the trains had been on strike?

b Cover A-J. Look at 1-9 and try to remember the end of the sentence.
c Complete the third conditional sentences with the correct form of the verbs.

-

If Tom hadn'tgone to college, he wouldn't have met Sarah. (not go, not meet)
my flight. (not take, miss)
me to the airport, I
1 If you
2 We
the game if the referee
us a penalty. (not win, not give)
the weekend if you
with us. (enjoy, come)
3 You
4 Ifl
the theater tickets online, they
more expensive. (not buy, be)
him. (forget, not remind)
5 Mike
his wife's birthday if she
6 If the police
five minutes later, they
the thief. (arrive, not catch)
7 If you
me the money, I
to go away for the weekend. (not lend, not be able)
8 You
yourself if you
off the horse. (hurt, fall)
9 We
the hotel if we
the sign. (not find, not seen)
10 IfI
for it. (know, apply)
about the job,I
�p.85
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quantifiers

more or less than you need or want

large quantities
My uncle and aunt have a lot of money.
Nina has lots of clothes.
2 James eats a lot.
3 There aren't many cafes near here.
Do you have many close friends?
Do you watch much TV?
l don't eat much chocolate.
4 Don't run. We have plenty of time.

10>))

Use a lot ofor lots ofin El sentences.
2 Use a lot when there is no noun, e.g., He tallcs a lot. NOT
Ile talksa lotof.
3 much/ many are usually used in[:] sentences and [I), but a lot
of can also be used.
4 Use p1entyofinE]sentences. (= more than enough)
small quantities
A Do you want some more ice cream?
B Just a little.
The town only has a few movie theaters.
2 I'm so busy that I have very little time for myself.
Sarah isn't popular and she has very few friends.

11 >))

Use little+ uncountable nouns.few+ plural countable nouns.
• a little and a few = some, but nor a lot.
2 ,•cry little and very few = not much/ many.

12>))
1 I don't like this city. It's too big and it's too noisy.
2 There's too much t raffic and too much noise.
There are too many tourists and too many cars.
3 There aren't enough parks and there aren't enough trees.
The buses aren't frequent enough.
The buses don't run frequently enough.

There's too much traffic and too much noise.

I Use too + adjective.
2 Use too much+ uncountable nouns and too many+ plural
countable nouns.
3 Use enouBh before a noun, e.g., enouBh e88s, and after an
adjective, e.g., It isn't biBenou8 h, or an adverb, e.g., You aren't

wallcinBfast enouBh.
zero quantity
13>))

There isn't any room in the car.
We don't have any eggs.
2 There's no room in the car. We have no eggs.
3 A How many eggs do we have?
B None. I've used them all.
Use any(+ noun) for zero quantity with a[:] verb.
2 Use no+ noun with a El verb.
3 Use none (without a noun) in short answers.

a � the correct answer. Check./ if both are possible.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

My husband has too much /�lecrronic gadgets.
I just have to reply to a few / a little emails and then I'll
be finished.
Do you spend much/ many time on social networking
sites?
My bedroom is a nice size. There's enouah room/
plenty ofroom for a desk.
I know very few/ very little people who speak two
foreign languages.
My brother has downloaded a lot of/ lots of apps onto
his new phone.
I have some cash on me, but not a lot / a lot of
Their new TV is too/ too much big. It hardly fits in the
living room.
There aren't any/ There are no potatoes. I forgot
to buy some.

9 My niece isn't old enough/ enough old to play with a
game console.
10 I don't have a lot of/ many friends on Face book.

b Check./ the correct sentences. Correct the mistakes in
the highlighted phrases.

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10

My nephew got lots of video games for his birthday../
I don't post much videos on Facebook. many videos
How many presents did you get? A lot of!
I buy very few paper books now because I have an e-reader.
I don't use no social networks hecause I don't like them.
Please turn that music down. It's too much loud!
There aren't many good shows on TV tonight.
My I nternet connection isn't enough fast for me to
download movies.
I make too much phone calls. My phone bill is enormous!
A How much fruit do we have?
B Any. Can you buy some?
There are only a little websites that I use regularly.
Karen has plenty of money, so she always has the latest
gadgets.
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lOA
relative clauses
defining relative clauses (giving essential information)
Julia's the woman who/ that works in the
5 29>))
office with me.
It's a self-help book that/ which teaches you how to
relax.
That's the house where I was born.
2 Is Prank the man whose brother pl ays for the
Lakers?
It's a plant whose leaves change color in spring.
3 I just got a text from the girl(who/ that) I met on
the flight to Paris.
This is the new phone(that/ which) I bought yesterday.
To give important information about a person, place, or
thing use a relative clause(= a relative pronoun+ subject)
+ verb.
Use the relative pronoun who/ that for people, that/
which for things/ animals, and where for places.
• That is more common than which in defining clauses.
• You cannot omit who/ which/ that/ where in this
kind of clause. NOT Julia'J tl1e woman wo,Itsi11 tl1e
office with me.
2 Use whose to mean "of who" or "of which."
3 who, which, and that can be omitted when the verbs
in the main clause and the relative clause have a
different subjec t, e.g., She's the girl I met on the plane.
• where and whose can never be omitted, e.g.,
NOT,'-! that the woman dog ha, Its?

non-defining relative clauses (giving extra non-essential information)
This painting, which was painted in 1860, is worth millions 5 30>))
of dollars.
Last week I visited my aunt, who's nearly 90 years old.
Burford, where my grandfather was born, is a beautiful little town.
My neighbor, whose son goes to my son's school, has just remarried.
• Non-defining relative clauses give extra(often non-essential
information) in a sentence. If this clause is omitted, the sentence still
makes sense.
This paincing, whit:11 was painted in 1860, is worth millions ofdollars.
• Non-defining relative clauses must go between commas (or a comma
and a period).
• In these clauses, you Qll'.1 leave out the relative pronoun (who, which,
etc.)
• In these clauses, you Qil'.1 use that instead of who/ which. NOT rhis
painti,,g, that waJ painted in 1860, il wo, tit millio,u ofdoll-ars.

This painting, which was painted in 1860, is worth millions of dollars.
a Complete with who, which, that, where, or whose.
I
2
3
4
5

-

Mountain View is the area� Steve Jobs grew up.
Rob and Corinna,
have twins, often need a babysitter.
the president of the United States
The White House,
lives, is in Washington, D.C.
The sandwich
you made me yesterday was delicious.
The woman ____ lived here before us was a writer.
books form the Millennium TriloBY, died
Stieg Larsson,
in 2004.

you bought.
6 My computer is a lot faster than the one
has been damaged several times, is now
7 The Mona Lisa,
displayed behind bulletproof glass.
8 Look! That's the woman
dog bit me last week.
9 On our last vacation we visited Stratford-Upon-Avon, ____
Shakespeare was born.
doesn't like
10 We all went to the game except Marianne,
basketball.
11 That man ____ you saw at the party was my friend!
I learned to ride a bike.
12 That's the park

b Look at the sentences in a. Check ,/ the
sentences where you could leave out the
relative pronoun.
c

Add commas where necessary in the
sentences.

2
3
4

5
6

Caroline, who lives next door to me, is
beautiful.
This is the place where John crashed his car.
The museum that we visited yesterday was
amazing.
Beijing which is one of the world's biggest
cities hosted the 2008 Olympic Games.
Michael Jackson's Thriller which was
released in 1982 was one of the best-selling
albums of the 80s.
These are the shoes that I'm wearing to the
party tonight.
Sally and Joe who got married last year are
expecting their fuse baby.
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tag questions
tag questions

affirmative verb, negative tag
It's cold today, isn't it?
You're Peruvian, aren't you?
They live in Ankara, don't they?
The game ends at 8:00, doesn't it?
Your sister worked in the US, didn't she?
We've met before, haven't we?
You'll be OK, won't you?
You'd go on vacation with me, wouldn't you?

irLanguage

GRAMMAR BANK
It's cold today,
isn't it?

negative verb, affirmative tag
38>))
She isn't here today, is she?
You aren't angry, are you?
They don't like pizza, do they?
Lucy doesn't eat meat, does she?
You didn't like the movie, did you?
Mike hasn't been to Beijing before, has he?
You won't tell anyone, will you?
Sue wouldn't quit her job, would she?

• Tag questions (is he?, aren't they?, do you?, did we?, etc.) are often used to check
something you already think is true.
Your name's Maria, isn't it?

• To form a tag question use:
- the correct auxiliary verb, e.g., do/ does, be for the present, did for the past,
will/ won't for the future, etc.
- a pronoun, e.g., he, it, they, etc.
- a negative auxiliary verb if the sentence is affirmative and an affirmative auxiliary verb
if the sentence is negative.
a Match the phrases.
You know that man,
I You're going out with him,
2 You haven't told your family about him,
3 You met him last month,
4 You were at the same party,
5 You didn't know he was a criminal,
6 You aren't happy in the relationship,
7 You don't want to see him again,
8 You'll tell us the truth,
9 You won't tell any lies,
IO You understand what I'm saying,

[Q]

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

A didn't you?
B will you?
c did you?
D won't you?
E have you?
F weren't you?
G don'tyon?
H are you?
I aren't you?
J don't you?
K do you?

b Complete with a tag question (are you?, isn't it?, etc.).

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

IO

Your name's Jack, isniil?
Your brother works at the gas station,
?
They don't have any proof,
?
That man isn't the murderer,
?
?
You were a witness to the crime,
?
The police have arrested someone,
?
The woman wasn't dead,
?
That girl took your bag,
?
He won't go to prison,
?
You haven't seen the suspect,
?
They didn't have enough evidence,
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Food and cooking

VOCABULARY BANK

1 FOOD

2 COOKING

a Match the words and
pictures.

a Match the words and pictures.

Fish and seafood

1 carp
mullet
salmon /'sreman/
shrimp /Jrimp/
squid /skwrd/
tuna /'tuna/
Meat

beef /bif/
chicken ftJ1kan/
duck/dAk/
lamb /lrem/
Fruits and vegetables

beet/bit/
cabbage /'kreb1d3'
cherries /'tferiz/
cucumber /'kyukAmbar/
�plant /'egplrent/
(BritE aubergine)
grapes /grerps/
green beans /grin binz/
kmon /'leman/
mango /'mrel)Qod
melon /'mclan/
peach /pitf/
pear /per/
raspberries l'ra:zberiz/
red �pper /red 'pepar/
zucchini /zu'kini/
(BritE courgette)
b

2 >)) Listen and check.

c Are there any things in
the list that you... ?
a love
b hate
c have never tried

-

d Are there any other kinds
of fish, meat, or fruits and
vegetables that are very
common in your country?

4 boiled /b:,rld/
roasted /roust rd/
baked /ber kt/

b

grilled /grild/
fried /fra1d/
steamed /stimd/

3 >)) Listen and check.

c How do you prefer these things to
be cooked?

p

eggs

chicken

potatoes

fish

Phrasal verbs
Learn these phrasal verbs connected

with food and diet.

I eat out a lot because I don't really
have time to cook.
(= eat in restaurants)
I'm trying to cut down on coffee

right now. I'm only having one cup at
breakfast. (= have less)
The doctor told me I had very
high cholesterol and that I should
completely cut out all high-fat cheese
and dairy products from my diet.

(= eliminate)

�p.4
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VOCABULARY BANK

1 WHAT ARE THEY LIKE?

2 OPPOSI TES

a Complete the definitions with the adjectives.

a Match the adjectives and their opposites.
cheap /tJip/ hardworking /hard'wdrk1!jl
outgQing /'aotgour!J/ self-confident /self 'kanfad;lnt/
fil!!l)id /'st updd/ talkative /'t:,k;ltrv/

affectionate f.>'fckJ:mdt/ a�ssive f.>'grcs1v/
amQitious /rem'b1Jds/ 2.0xious /'rerJkJ;ls/ bQssy /'b::isi/
ctlfilming ftJormnJ/ com�titive /k;lm'pctdt1v/
inderumdent /indr'pcnddnt/ �lous /'d31:lds/
moody fmudi/ re.b.e_llious /n'bcly;ls/ reliable /n'la1dbl/
� /'sclfrJ/ �sible /'scnsdbl/ �sitive /'scns;lt1v/
�ciable /'souJdbl/ spoiled /sp:>1ld/ ill.[bborn /'stAbdrn/

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
b

.sdjish._ people think about themselves and not about
other people.
A _____ person always wants to win.
children behave badly because they are
given everything they want.
An
person gets angry quickly and likes
fighting and arguing.
_____ people have an attractive personality
and make people like them.
A
person has common sense and is
practical.
A
person is friendly and enjoys being
with other people.
people are often worried or stressed.
A
person is happy one minute and sad
the next, and is often bad-tempered.
people like doing things on their own,
without help.
A
person likes giving orders to other
people.
An
person shows that he or she loves or
likes people very much.
A
person thinks that someone loves
another person more than him or her, or wants what
other people have.
A
person can be easily hurt or offended.
An _____ person wants to be successful in
life.
A _____ person is someone who you can trust
or depend on.
A
person doesn't like obeying rules.
person never changes his (or her)
A
opinion or attitude about something.
23 >)) Listen and check.

c Cover the definitions and look at the adjectives.
Remember the definitions.

Opposite
�nerous
insecure
gzy
fll!iet
shy
smart
b

24>)) Listen and check. T hen cover the opposites and
test yourself.

c With a partner, look at the adjectives again in 1 and
2. Do you think they are positive, negative, or neutral
characteristics?

3 NEGATIVE PREFIXES
a Which prefix do you use with these adjectives? Put
them in the correct column.
affl.b.jtieus clean friendly honest i™inative
kind mature Qiganized r;12tient reliable
re™sible filtlfish �sitive sociable
un-/dis-

im- I ir- I in-

unambitious

b

25>)) Listen and check. Which of the new adjectives
has a positive meaning?

c Cover the columns. Test yourself.

p False friends

Some words in English are very similar to words in other
languages, but have different meanings.
Sensible looks very similar to sensible in Spanish and
French, but in fact in English it means someone who has
common sense and is practical. The Spanish I French
word sensible translates as sensitive in English (to
describe a person who is easily hurt).
Sympathetic does not mean the same as sempatik
in Turkish (which mean nice, friendly). In English,
sympathetic means a person who understands
other people's feelings, e.g., My best friend was very
sympathetic when I failed my exam last week.
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Money

VOCABULARY BANK

1 VERBS
a Complete the sentences with a verb from the list.
be worth /bi w;ir0/ borrow /'borout can't afford /krent ;i'brd/ charge ltfordy cost /k:,st/ earn ldrnl
� /m'hcrnt/ invest /rn'vcst/ lend /lend/ owe foul raise /re1z/ save /se1v/ waste /we,st/
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
11
12
13
b

l 35>)) Listen and check. Cover the sentences on the right. Try to remember them.

2 PREPOSITIONS

3 NOUNS

a Complete the Preposition column with a word from

a Match the nouns and definitions.

the list.

ATM (BritE cash machine) /e1 ti 'cm/ bill /b1l/
eeifl /bm/ loan /loun/ mortgage /'m::,rg1d3'
salary /'srel;iri/ tax /treks/

by for (x2) from in (x2) into on to
Preposition
1 Would you like to pay
card?

cash or

credit

1
2

in,by

2 I paid the dinner last night. It was my
birthday.
3 I spent $50
4

5
6
7

real

a piece of money made of metal
a piece of paper that shows how much
money you have to pay for something
the money you get for the work you do
money that you pay to the government
money that somebody (or a bank) lends you
money that a bank lends you to buy a house
a machine where you can get money

friends.

b

6 I borrowed a lot of money

the bank.

p Phrasal verbs

They charged me $120

8 I never get
money.
b

3
4

books yesterday.

My uncle invested all his money
estate.

coin

5 I don't like lending money
7

-

I'm going to inherit $2,000.
money every week.
I
me$50.
He promised to
I need to
$20 from my mom.
money.
I often
____ to buy that car.
The mechanic
me$400.
$200.
They
I
Jim$100.
some money.
I want to
____$1,600 a month.
My house
about$200,000.
We want to ____ money for the new hospital.

My uncle died and left me$2,000.
I put some money aside every week for my next vacation.
My brother promised to give me$50.
I need to ask my mom to give me$20.
I often spend money on stupid things.
I don't have enough money to buy that car.
I usually have to pay the mechanic$400 to fix my car.
These shoes are very expensive. They are$200.
Jim gave me$100. I haven't paid him back yet.
I want to put money in a bank account. They'll give me 5% interest.
I work in a supermarket. They pay me $1,600 a month.
I could sell my house for about$200,000.
We need to get people to give money to build a new hospital.

a haircut!

debt. I hate owing people

l 36 >)) Listen and check.

c Cover the Preposition column. Look at the sentences
and remember the prepositions.

l 37 >)) Listen and check. Cover the words and look at
the definitions. Try to remember the words.
I took out $200 from an ATM. (= took from my bank

account)

When can you pay me back the money I lent you?(= return)
I have to live off my parents while I'm in college,

(= depend on financially )

It's difficult for me and my wife to live on only one salary.

(= have enough money for basic things you need to live)

�p.14

Transportation

VOCABULARY BANK

D,-.._�__

1 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
AND VEHICLES

:-

.... ,·.

)I .•

,.

.

•••--

a Match the words and pictures.

b

II ...- ;., ..

subway /'",l\bwe1/

bus lbl\sl
freeway /'friwe1/
light rail/la1t rcil/
1 platform /'plret f:,rm/
scooter/' skut:,r/

(BritE the underground)

,. ' ••

\l

.

(�

£.

.,,.,''

, ,�,:.I/"'_ ..Y
'"
f.�
,�,, I I I , ',� , ;,o
.

train/trem/
truck /t rl\k/
van/ vren/

p

a Complete the compound nouns.
belt /bdt/ �mera /'k remra' crash/krref/ hour/'au:,r/ jam ld:yeml
lefle /l em/ light 'Ian/ limit /'lim:,t/ stand /strend/ fil2tion/'ste1fn/
ticket /'t1k:,t/ walk /w:,k/ work /w:,rk/ zone /zoon/

4 gas ___
'

"

. ···-...�

.

,"':';, -:-"'

�

7 road ___

11 speed ___
b

..

-�

�

\.,;

,,,,,,.
...//,(

----

..
. :;.;;.,
.....,_ ..
<-

12 ls!_xi

�
'

-�

m �--r--I-'_
-

_.,.

.

':.�

--�

.

--

6

pe.d.e_strian ___

,L l

J

How long does it take?
It takes about an hour to get from
Princeton to New York City by train.
It took (me) more than an hour to get
to work yesterday.
How long does it take (you) to get to
school?
Use take (+ person) + time (+ to get to) to
talk about the duration of a trip, etc.

Read the information box above. Then ask
and answer the questions with a partner.

p

...;-

5 QQrking __
'

,'

--.....

How do you get to work/ school?
How long does it take?
2 How long does it take to get from
your house to the center of town?

car ___

�

.

3 HOW LONG DOES
IT TA KE?

Compound nouns
Compound nouns are two nouns together where the first noun describes the
second, e.g., a child seat= a seat for a child, a bus stop = a place for buses to
stop, etc. In compound nouns, the first noun is stressed more strongly than
the second. There are many compound nouns related to road travel.

2

I'!_ l',

�-

,. j__'

2 ONT HEROA D

bicycle�

·�

.

'"""'·

--··
.
____;:- �

c Cover the words and look at the pictures.
Try to remember the words.

1

0

;
'\

I

-·
�
·
�
�
m

� ,,

2>)) Listen and check.

p

IJ ..

'

13 traffic ___

14 mffic ___

3l)) Listen and check. Then cover the compound nouns and look at the
pictures. Remember the compound nouns.

Phrasal verbs
Learn these phrasal verbs connected
with transportation and travel.
We set off at 7:00 in the morning to try
to avoid the traffic. (= leave on a trip)
I arrive at 8:15- Do you think you could pick
me up at the station?(= go somewhere in
a car and get him/her, etc.)
I got on the wrong bus, and I ended up
on the opposite side of town. (= find
yourself in a place I situation that you
did not expect)
We're running out of gas. Let's stop
at the next gas station. (= finish your
supply of something)
Watch outl I Look outl You're going to
crash!(= be careful or pay attention to
something dangerous)

�p.24
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Dependent prepositions

VOCABULARY BANK

1 AFTER VERBS
a Complete the Preposition column with a word

from the list.
about at between for in of on to with

Preposition
the police officer

2 We're arriving

Miami on Sunday.

3 We're arriving

O'Hare Airport at 3:45.

4 Who does this book belong
5 I never argue

?

my husband

6 Could you ask the waiter
7 Do you believe

money.

the check?

ghosts?

8 I can't choose

these two bags.

9 We might go out. It depends
10 I dreamed

b �25>)) Listen and check.
c Cover the Preposition column. Say the
sentences with the correct preposition.

me! I'm doing my best!

12 I'm really looking forward
13 If I pay

the weather.

my childhood last night.

11 Don't laugh
He apologized to the police officer for driving fast.

driving fast. J_Q__, lar_

1 He apologized

the party.

the gas, can you pay for the parking?

14 This music reminds me

our honeymoon in Italy.

15 I don't spend a lot of money

clothes.

2 AFTER ADJECTIVES
a Complete the Preposition column with a word
from the list.
about at for from in of on to with

Preposition
1 My brother is afraid*

bats.

2 She's really angry

_of_

her friend

3 I've never been good

last night.

sports.

4 Eat your vegetables. They're good

my older sister.

5 I'm very close

6 This exercise isn't very different
7 We're really excited
8 I'm fed up

! ·atso scared of and frightened of

b

�26 >)) Listen and check.

c Cover the Preposition column. Say the
sentences with the correct preposition.

p Gerunds after prepositions

Remember that after a preposition we use a verb
in the gerund (+ -ing).

-

We're really excited about going to Brazil.
I'm tired of walking.

going to Brazil.
its main square.

10 My sister is very interested
11 I'm very fond

astrology.

my little nephew. He's adorable.

12 She's very passionate
riding her bike. She does
about 30 miles every weekend.
13 I don't like people who aren't kind
14 She used to be married
15 I'm really happy

17 Why are you always rude
salespeople?

19 I'm tired

animals.

a pop star.

my new motorcycle.

16 My dad was very proud

18 Rachel is worried

�p.31

the last one.

listening to you complaining.

9 Krakow is famous
My brother is afraid of• bats.

you.

learning to ski.
waiters and

losing her job.

walking. Let's stop and rest.

__ (orto)

Sports

VOCABULARY BANK

1 PEOPLE AND PLACES
a Match the words and pictures.
�tain /'kreptan/
coach /koutf/
l fans /frenzJ
�ers fple1arz/
refe� /rcfa'ri//
illllpire l'Ampa1ar/

�tators /'spckte1tarz//
the crowd /kraud/
team/tim/
mdium fste1diam/
sports arena /sports a'ri na/

- -a
1:1- = :: - - - -_-_- _--- --:.�
.. ---... w �Bl!

•�

,,.�

b �2>)) Listen and check. Cover the words and look at
the pictures. Test yourself.

.,:.·

f'". -

.,.,.-

--

.

� ', r.

c Match the places and sports.
course/brs/ eettfl:/brt/ field /fild/
pool /pu I/ slope /sloop/ track /t rrek/
1
2
3
4
5
6

tennis/ basketball court
soccer/ baseball ____
swimming/ diving ____
running/ horse racing ____
golf ____
ski ____

2 VERBS

p You andabeat
game, competition, medal, or trophy.

d

3 >)) Listen and check. T hen test a partner.
A (book open) say a sport, e.g., tennis.
B (book closed) say where you play it, e.g., tennis court.

d Complete the Verb column with a verb from the list.
. do get i!Jjured get in shape go kick score throw tffit1'l

win

win

Verb

You beat another team or person NOT .'.Fhe
Red Se,c Vt'61'l the Vaflkees.

1 Professional sportspeople have to
3 A soccer player has to try to
5 Our new striker is going to
6 Would you like to
7 My brothers

b Complete the Verbcolumn with the past
tense of a verb from a.
Verb

c

the ball into the goal.

4 I've started going to the gym because I want to

beat

1 Costa Rica the US 3-0.
2 Costa Rica the game 3-0.
3 The Chicago Bulls 78-91 to
the Boston Celtics.
4 Spain with Brazil 2-2.

�t�ra=in�_

2 Don't play tennis on a wet court. You might

a Complete with the past tense and past
participles.
beat
win
lose
tie

every day.

swimming this afternoon?

yoga and tai-chi.

8 In basketball, players
e

a lot of goals.

the ball to each other.

5>)) Listen and check. Cover the Verbcolumns in band d.
Test yourself.

p Phrasal verbs

It's important to warm up before you do any vigorous exercise. (= do
light exercise to get ready, e.g., for a game)
My daughter works out every afternoon. (= exercises at a gym)
My team was knocked out in the semi-finals. (= eliminated)

4>)) Listen and check a and b.
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Relationships

VOCABULARY BANK

1 PEOPLE
a Match the words and definitions.
classmate �klresmcn,
close friend /kloos frcnd/
colleague fkalig �fkApl/
ex/cks. fiance /fiun·sei/ (female fian�
partner /'portn:lr/ roommate /'rumme1t/

b

3 19 >)) Listen and check. Cover the
definitions and look at the words.
Remember the definitions.

1
2

couple

3
4

6
7
8

two people who are married or in a romantic relationship
your husband, wife
the person that you are engaged to be married to
a person that you share an apartment or house with
a person that you work with
(colloquial) a person that you used to have a relationship
with
a very good friend that you can talk to about anything
a friend from school or college

2 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES
a Complete the sentences with a verb or verb phrase in the past tense.
be together become friends break up get along get in touch get married
get to know go out together have something in common lose touch ffieet
propose
1 I met
Mark when I was studying at Boston University.
2 We
each other quickly because we went to the same classes.
3 We soon
, and we discovered that we
a lot
. For
example, we both liked art and music.
4 We
in our second semester, and we fell in love.
for two years, but we argued a lot, and in our last semester of
5 We
school, we ___
6 After we graduated from college, we ___ because I moved to Chicago,
and he stayed in Boston.
again on Facebook. We were both still single,
7 Five years later, we
and Mark had moved to Chicago, too.
8 This time we
better than before, maybe because we were older.
9 After two months Mark
and I accepted.
last summer. A lot of our old college friends came
IO We
to the wedding!
b

3 20 >)) Listen and check.

c Look at the pictures. Try to remember the story.

p

-

Colloquial language
I went out last night with some buddies. (= friends)
I'm really into a girl I met in class last week. (= I'm attracted to her)
Jane dumped her boyfriend last night!(= told him that their relationship
was over)
My younger sister has a crush on Justin Bieber! (= be madly in love with
when you are young)
Phrasal verbs
My sister and her friend broke up I split up last month. (= ended
their relationship)
My brother has been going out with his friend for two years. (= meeting)

�p.50

Movies

VOCABULARY BANK

1 KINDS OF MOVIES

2 PEOPLE AND THINGS

\t

a

a Match the photos with the kinds of movies.

audience /':,di;;ins/ east /krest/ extra /'ckstr;;i/ plot /plot/
review /n'vyu/ scene /si n/ script :sknpt/ sequel /'sikw;;il
soundtrack /'saundtrrek/ §Q.ecial effects "spcJl 1'fcktS1
star /start subtitles fsAbta1t lz.

1 �....__
cast __
2 ____
3 ____
4 ____
5 ____
6 ____
7 ____
8 ____
9 ____
10 ____

all the people who act in a movie
(also verb) the most important actor or actress in a movie
the music of a movie
the story of a movie
a part of a movie happening in one place
the people who watch a movie in a movie theater
a move that continues the story of an earlier movie
images often created by a computer
the words of the movie
a person in a movie who has a small unimportant part,
e.g., in a crowd scene
11 ____ the translation of the dialogue into another language
12 ____ an article that gives an opinion on a new movie, book, etc.
b

an action movie /'rekJn 'muvi/
an �nimated movie /'ren;;ime11;;id 'muvi/
a comedy fkom;}(ii/
a drama fdrom;il
a historical movie /h1'st:mkl 'muvi/
a horror movie fh:,r;;ir 'muvi/
a musical /'myuz,kl/
a romantic comedy rou'mrenttk 'kom;}(ii/
a science fiction movie /'sa1;;ins 'f1kJn 'muvi/
a thriller renbr/
a war movie /w:,r 'muvi/
a western /'wcst;;irn/

b

a

movie and film
Movie and film mean the same, but film is
more common in British English.

lt was directed by Tate Taylor.
It was dubb ed into other languages.
Viola Davis played the part of
Aibileen Clark.
The movie is set in Mississippi in the US during the 1960s.
It is based on the novel of the same name by Kathryn Stockett.
It was shot (filmed) on location in Greenwood, Mississippi.

4
5
6
A
B
C
D
E
F

d What kind of movie is often...?

p

Match sentences 1-6 with sentences A-F.
I
2
3

c Think of a famous movie for each kind.

e What kind of movies do you f don't you like?
Why?

3 34>)) Listen and check. Cover the definitions and look at the
words. Remember the definiti ons.

3 VERBS AND PHRASES

33>)) Listen and check.

funny yjQlent exciting �ry I!lQving

Match the nouns and definitions.

p
b

It was situated in that place at that time.
He was the director.
This was her role in the movie.
The voices of foreign actors were used.
It was an adaptation of the book.
It was filmed in the real place, not in a studio.

beon
be on = being shown on TV
What's on TV tonight?

35>)) Listen and check. Cover 1-6 and look at A-F.
Remember 1-6.
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The body

VOCABULARY BANK

1 PARTS OF THE BODY
a Match the words and pictures.
arms /ormzJ
back /brek/
ears /irz/
eyes la1zJ
face /fe1s/
feet /fit/ (sinBular foot /fut/)
.fingers /'f11J9::,rzl
hands /hrendzl
head /hcd/
knees /nizl
legs /lcgzl
lips /hps/
mouth /mauel
neck/nck/
nose /noozl
shoulders /'fould::,rzl
stomach /'stAm::,k/
teeth It i0/ (sinBular tooth It u0/)
toes /touz/
tongue ltAl]I
b

39 >)) Listen and check.

c Cover the words and test yourself or a partner. Point to a part
of the body for your partner to say the word.

p In English we use possessive pronouns (my,

Possessive pronouns with parts of the body
your,
etc.) with parts of the body, not the.
Give me your hand. NOT Gi'te l'!'le t/o,e RBf'IB.

2 VERBS RELATED TO THE BODY
a Complete the sentences with a verb from the
list in the correct tense. Which two verbs are
irregular in the past tense?
eire /bait/ clap /klrep/ kick /k1k/ nod /nod/
point /p:,1 nt/ smell /smd/ smile /smad/
stare /stcr/ taste /te1st/ throw /0roo/
touch ltAtf/ whistle /'wtsl/

b

3 40 >)) Listen and check. Which parts of the
body do you use to do all these things?

�p.59

-

1 Don't be scared of the dog. He won't bite
2 Jason ___ the ball too hard, and it went over the wall into the
next yard.
3 Don't ___ stones -you might hit somebody.
delicious! Are you making a cake?
4 Mmm! Something
S The stranger
at me for a long time, but he didn't say
anything.
the rice? I'm not sure if it's cooked yet.
6 Can you
7 My dad ___ a tune as he raked the leaves.
8 Don't ___ the oven door! It's really hot.
9 The audience ___ when I finished singing.
10 The teacher suddenly ___ at me and said, "What's the answer?"
11 In Russia if you
at strangers, people think you're crazy!
in agreement when I explained my idea.
12 Everybody

Education

VOCABULARY BANK

1 THE SCHOOL SYSTEM IN THE
US AND THE UK
a Complete the text about the US with words from
the list.
college elementary grades 8.@duate high
kindergarten �sel'lool Q!jvate Q!,!blic religious
semesters twelfth

b

4 3 l)) Listen and check.

c Complete the text about the UK with the words
from the list.
boarding head nursery �fY Q!!Pils
secondary terms university

d

4l)) Listen and check.

e Cover both texts. With a partner, try to
remember the different types of school (starting
from the lowest level) in both countries.

In the US

M

any children start their
education between the
ages of two and four in
lpreschool. Once a child turns five,
he or she enters the US school
system, which is divided into three
levels, 2
schoo� middle
school (sometimes called junior
school. In almost all schools at these
high school), and 3
• The
levels, children are divided by age groups into 4
youngest children begin ins
(followed by first grade) and
continue until 6
grade, the final year of high school. The
school year is divided into two 7___.
schools, which means
Most US schools (about 75%) are a
they are supported by US tax dollars and education is free. The
schools, where parents have to pay. Many
other 25% are 9
schools, where the teachers may
of these schools are 10
be priests or nuns.
, you have to apply. Admission
If you want to go to 11
depends on high school grades, college aptitude test scores, and
extracurricular activities. A person who has completed college and
has earned a degree ls called a college 12

In the UK

C

school when they are five. Before that, many
hildren start 1
children go to 2
school From 11-18, children go to 3___
schools, where they study, eat,
school Some children go to 4
(not "students" which
and sleep. School children are usually called s
only refers to people who are at university), and the person who ls in charge of
• a school ls called the 6
teacher. The school year ls divided into three
7
. Higher education is often called a
_.

___

p

2 VERBS
a Complete the texts with a verb from the list.
� /b1'he1v/ be �nished /bi 'pAmft/ be suspended /bi S;l'spcnd;xJ/
cheat /tfit/ fail /fe1U pass /pres/ �dy /'st Adil take /terk/ (or do)
Discipline is very strict in our school. If
students behave badly, for example
if they ___ on an exam, they will
probably_, and might even ___.
Marc has to ___ an important English
exam next week. He hopes he'll __,
but he hasn't had much time to_, so
he's worried that he might ___.

b

4 5 l)) Listen and check. Cover the texts and look at the pictures.
Remember the texts.

educate or bring up?

educate = to teach somebody at a school

Luke was educated at Cherry Creek High
School and the University of Denver.
bring up = to take care of a child and teach
him I her how to behave. This is usually done
by parents or a family member at home.
Lily was brought up by her mother in a
small city.
learn or study?
learn = to get knowledge or a skill (from
somebody)
I'm learning to drive right now. How long have
you been learning Russian?
study = to spend time learning about
something
Russell is studying economics in college.
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Houses

VOCABULARY BANK

p The

1 WHERE PEOPLE LIVE

suburbs or outskirts?
suburbs is a residential area outside the

a Complete the Preposition column with in or on.

center of a large city.

Littleton is a suburb of Denver.
The outskirts is the area around a city that is

Preposition
1 I live

the country, surrounded by fields.

the farthest from the center of the city.
They live on the outskirts of Vancouver.

jn.__

2 I live the outskirts of Boston, about 5 miles from
the center of the city.
3 I live a �llage (a town I a gty).
4 I live in Del Mar, a small town

b

19>)) Listen and check.

c Cover the Preposition column. Say the
sentences with the correct preposition.

the West Coast.

5 I live the second floor of a large apartment
building.
6 I live Littleton, a suburb of Denver about 11 miles
from the center of the city.

d Describe where you live to your partner.

2 PARTS OF A HOUSE OR AN APARTMENT BUILDING
a Match the words and pictures.
A house
1 chimney /'tJ1mni/
deck/dck/ /
patio /'pretiou/
gate /ge1t/
roof !ruff
steps /steps/

An apartment building
balcony /'brelk;mi/
�ment /'be1smant/
mtrance /'cnt r�ns/
first floor
/farst fbr/
(BritE ground floor)
1 top floor /tap fbr/
b

walkway /'w':Jkwe1/ •-••-••
wall/w':JI/

20 >)) Listen and check. Cover the words and look at the
pictures. Test yourself.

3 DESCRIBING A HOUSE OR AN APARTMENT
a Match the descriptions and photos.
I live in a cabin in the woods. It's old and
made of logs. The rooms have very low
ceilings. There's a fireplace in the living room.
and it's very cozy in the winter.
b

I live in a modem apartment
in the city. It's spacious and
very light. with wood floors
and big windows.

21>)) Listen and check. Focus on how the highlighted phrases are pronounced.

c Cover the descriptions and look at the photos. Describe the rooms.

p In English,

-

chimney or fireplace?
chimney only refers to the structure on the roof of the house.
Fireplace is the place where you burn wood or coal.
n

roof or ceilig?
Roof is the top part of a house. Ceilin8 is the top part of a room.
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Word building

VOCABULARY BANK

1 MAKING NOUNS FROM VERBS

2 MAKING ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

a Make nouns from the verbs in the list and write them
in the correct column.

a Look at the adjectives and adverbs that can be made
from the noun luck in the chart below. Then, in pairs,
complete the chart.

a� /a'tfiv/ a� fa'gri/ 2!:gue /'orgyu/
a� fa'tretf/ eooese ltfuv �ensate rkamp;mse1t/
comQlgjn /k:>m'plem/ deliver /d1'!1var/
d..e.monstrate fdcm�nstre1tl ex�hk'splem/ lose /luz/
pay /pe1/ re� /n'spond/ sell /sd/ sue� /sak'sid/

1 + ation

2+ment

noun

3newword

adjectives
[±]

luck

lucky

fortune

fortunate

G

unlucky

adverbs

G

[±]

unluckily

luckily

unfortunate

comfort

choice

�tienee
care

b
b

38>)) Listen and check. !lnderline the stressed
syllable in the nouns.

7>)) Listen and check.

c Complete the sentences with the correct form of the
bold noun.

c Test a partner. Then switch roles.
A (book open ) say the verb.
B (book closed) say the noun.
d Complete the questions with a noun from a in the
singular or plural.

2
3

4
5
6

2

Have you ever opened an attachment on an email that
contained a virus?
with your family?
Do you often have
What about?
Do you prefer reading grammar
in your
own language, or do you think it's better to read them
in English?
Have you ever made a
to a company and
?
gotten
Do you think that there's too much
when
you're shopping, e.g., for a new phone?
Have you ever been in a
? What were you
protesting about?

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10
e

39>)) Listen and check. Then ask and answer the
questions with a partner.
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d

The beach was beautiful, but u,ifortunate(y
it rained almost every day.
My new shoes are very
. !wore
them for the first time yesterday, and they
didn't hurt at all.
He took the exam quickly and
and so he made a lot of mistakes.
. We missed
We were really
the flight by just five minutes.
Jack is a very
driver! He can't
stand being behind someone who is
driving slowly.
It was a bad accident, but
nobody was seriously hurt.
It was raining, but fans waited
in line to buy tickets for tomorrow's
concert.
The roads will be very icy tonight, so
drive
The temperature dropped to
we were all
20 degrees, but
wearing warm coats and jackets.
The bed in the hotel was incredibly
. I hardly slept at all.

fortune
comfort

care
luck
patience

luck
patience

care
fortune

comfort

8>)) Listen and check.
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Work

VOCABULARY BANK

1 VERB PHRASES
a Complete the verb phrases with a word or phrase from the list.
applied for /;>'plaid f::,r/ was downsized /w;>z 'daunsaizd/ was fired /w;>z fa1;>rd/
got promoted /got pr;>'mout1d/ re� /n'zam/ reti.(g /n'ta1;>r/ set up /set Apl
take /te1k/ work (x2) /w;>rk/

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
b

He bas to work extra hours.
Dan has to� a lot of overtime.
Matt
He was given a more important job.
last week.
Sometimes they work during the day and sometimes at night.
Most nurses have to
shifts.
He lost his job because of poor performance.
A man in our department ___ yesterday.
He lost his job because the company didn't need him anymore.
Colin
last month.
He has decided to leave his job. (also quit)
The politician is going to ___.
She's 65, and she's going to stop working.
Lilian is going to ___ next month.
She had the idea and has started doing it.
Angela has ___ a business to sell clothes online.
Everyone in the office has to ___ a training course. They need to learn how to use the new software.
She replied to an advertisement and sent in her resume.
She ___ a job.
42>)) Listen and check. Cover the first sentence and look at the second. Can you remember the verb?

2 SAYING WHAT YOU o·o
a Match the adjectives and definitions.
part-time /'port 'ta1m/ self-em�/sclf 1m'pb1d/
Nm.porary ftcmp;>n:ri/ unem� /A01m'pb1d/
well ru@lified /wcl 'kwol;>fa1d/

3 WORD BUILDING
a Make nouns from the following verbs by adding
-ment, -ion, or -ation, and making any other necessary
changes.
1 pro.!!!Q!g

pro!JJ.Qtion

4 emQ!Qy

2 aQQ.!y

5 9lli!lify

3 retire

6 resign

b Make nouns for the people who do the jobs by adding
-er, -or, -ian, or -ist, and making any other necessary
changes.
for people
1 I'm ____
2 He's ____
3 She's ____

without a job
working for himself
with, e.g., a college degree
or with a lot of experience

for a job or work
job. (opposite permanent) with only a
4 It's a
short contract, e.g., for six months
5 It's a ____ job. (oppositefull-time) only working
a few hours a day
b Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.

-

I
2
3
4
5

I work jsa_ a multinational company.
I'm ___ charge ___ the marketing department.
I'm responsible ___ customer loans.
l'm __ school (college).
I'm ___ my third year.
43 >)) Listen and check a and b.

c

1 science

4 pharmacy

2 law

5 farm

3 music

6 translate

44>)) Listen and check a and b. Underline the
stressed syllable in the new words.

d Cover the nouns and look at 1-6 in a and b. Say the
nouns. Think of two more jobs for each ending.

p

job or work?

I'm looking for worfc. I'm looking for a job.

Work is an uncountable noun and has no plural.
NOT I'm leekir,g fere -•el'k.
Job is a countable noun.

There are several jobs available in this company.

�p.78

45>))

Infinitive

Simple past

Past participle
left
lent

learned

Infinitive

Simple past

Past participle

learn 11:irn/
leave /liv/

be/bi/

was/wav
were/war/

been /bm/

lend/lend/

learned/1:irnd/
left/left/
lent /lent/

beat 'bit.
become/b1 1kAm/
begin /br'gm/

beat
became/b11ke1m/
began/b1'gam/

let
lay/let/
lost fbst/

let
lain /lem/
lost

bite /ban/
break/bre,k/
bring /bmJI
build /bild/
buy/bar/

bit/b1l/
broke/brook/
brought/br:,t/
built/b1lt/

beaten fbitn/
become
begun/br'gAnl
bitten rb,tnl

let/let/
lie liar/
lose /luz/
make/merk
mean/min/

made/me1d/
meant/ment/

made
meant

broken/'broukan/
brought
built

meet/mitt

met/metf

met

pay/pet/

paid/pe1d/

paid

bought/b'Jt/

bought

put/put/

put

put

can/kren/

could/kud/

-

catch/kretJ/
choose/tJuz/

caught/bt/

caught

read/rid/
ride/raid/

read/red/
rode frood/

read/red/
ridden fndn/

rang/rrel)/
ran/rren/

rung lrAI)/

run lrAnl

cost/bst/
cutlkAt/

cost
cut

chosen ftfouznl
come
cost
cut

ring/my

comelkAml

chose/tJouz/
came/keun/

say fc;e1/
see \ii

said /sed/
saw /s'J/

said
seen /sin/

do /du/
draw /dr'JI

did/did/
drew/dru/

done ldAnl
drawn/dr:,n/

dream /drim/

dreamed
(dreamt)
drunkldrAIJk/

sold /sould/
sent /sent/
set

sold
sent
set
shone

drink/druJk/

dreamed/drimd/
(dreamt /dremt/)
drank /drrel]k/

drive /dra1v/

drove /drouv/

driven fdnvn/

sell/sci/
send /send/
set /set/
shine/Jam/
shut IJAtf
sing/srl)I

eat lit/

ate /e,tl

eaten fitn/

fell /fell
felt /felt/
found/faund/
flew/flu/

fallen /'fofan/

sat/sret/
slept /slept/
spoke /spook/

sat

fall/fol/

sit /sit/
sleep/slip/
speak/spik/
spend/spend/
stand/st.end/
steal /stil/
swim/swim/

spent /spent/
stood/stud/
stole/stoul/
swam/swrem/

spent
stood
stolen/'stoulan/
swum/swAml

take terk/
teach/titJ/
tell tel/
think /011Jkl
throw /0rou/

took/tuk/
taught /t'Jt/
told/tould/

taken fte1k:in/
taught
told

thought /fbt/
threw /8ru/

thought
thrown /0r:iun/

understand
IAnda'staend/

understood
IAndar'stud/

understood

woke/wouk/
wore/w'Jr/
won/wAnl

woken/'woubn/
worn/w'Jrn/
won

wrote Jrout/

written/'ntn/

forgot/for'got/

felt
found
flown/floun/
forgotten/far'gatn/

go/goo/
grow/grou/

got /got/
gave/ge1v/
went/went/
grew/gru/

gotten fgotn/
given/'g1vn/
gone /gaol
grown/groun/

hang /h.el)I

hung/hAl]I

hung

have/h.ev/
hear /hrr/
hit !htt/
hurt /h:irt/

had/hred/
heard/har d/
hit
hurt

had
heard
hit
hurt

keep/kip/

kept /kept/

kept

wake/we1k/
wear/wcr/
win/wm/

know/nou/

knew/nu/

known/noun/

write /nut/

feel Ifill
find/famd/
fly/flaJ/
forget/for'gct/
get/get/
give /grv/

shone/Joun/
shut
sang /srery

run

shut
sung fsAry
slept
spoken fspouk;m/

Irregular verbs 165

Vowel sounds
usual spelling

tree

! but also

ee
ea
e

people magazine
beef speed
niece receipt
peach team
refund medium

i

dish bill
pitch fit
ticket since

fish

pretty women
busy decided
village physics

eer cheers engineer serious
ere here we're
ear beard
appearance
a
cat

j

e

egg

[!]
I

menu lend
text spend
plenty cent

0

shop comedy
plot shot
cottage on

friendly already
healthy many
said

watch want
calm

bald wall
a
aw draw saw
al walk talk

thought caught
audience

or sports floor
ore bore score

warm course
board

00

u*

pool moody
true student

boot
* especially before consonant + e

I

!i

usual spelling
u
00

bull

[!]
rn

rn
d

[!]
[!]
[!]

full
cook book
look good

! but also
could should
would woman

A very unusual sound.
sure plural

u

up

�
computer

air airport upstairs their there
wear pear
fair hair
are rare careful
area

clock

saw

fan travel
crash tax
carry land

SOUND BANK

public subject
ugly duck
cup

money someone
enough country
tough

Many different spellings,
fa/ is always unstressed.
aQQfil comtmm
er
ir
ur

person prefer learn work
world worse
dirty third
picture
curly turn

hour around
proud ground
ow town brown
OU

o*

broke stone
frozen stove
roast coat

owe slow
although
shoulders

ar

garden charge
starter

heart

m

a*
ai
ay

save gate
railroad plain
may say gray

break steak
great weigh t
they

[!]
[iJ

oi

boiled noisy
spoil coin
enjoy employer

oa

r

suitcase juice
shoe move soup
through

n
�

y

Q vowels

oy

i*
fine sign
motorc y cle
shy
y
igh flight frightened

vowels followed by Ir/

buy eyes
height

Q diphthongs

Consonant sounds
usual spelling
p

SOUND BANK

I but also

usual spelling

plate
transport trip
shopping apply

th

throw thriller
healthy path
math teeth

th

bb

beans bill
probably crab
stubborn dubbed

the chat
with
farther together

c
k
ck

court script
kind kick
track lucky

g

golf grilled
colleague forget
aggressive luggage

pp
b

gg

f

ph
v

t
tt

d
dd

chemisty school
stomach squid
account

food roof
pharmacy nephew
traffic affectionate

enough laugh

van vegetables
travel invest
private believe

of

caste tennis
stadium strict
attractive cottage

worked passed

director afford
comedy confident
address middle

failed bored

s

steps likes
boss assistant
c
twice city cycle
(before e, i, y)

ch
change cheat
tch
watch match
t(+ ure) picture future

[?]
JJI

shower

z
s

short dishwasher
selfish cash
ti(+ vowel)
ambitious explanation
ci(+vowel)
spacious sociable
decision confusion usually

elevision

Q voiced

Q unvoiced

jealous just
generous manager
bridge judge

1

limit salary
until reliable
sel I rebellious

r
rr
w
witch

wh

I

result referee
elementary fried
borrow married

written wrong

war waste
western highway
whistle which

one once

I

yet year
yogurt yourself
before u university argue

y

science scene

m
mm
n

lazy freezing
nose
loves cousins

sh

j
g
dge

II

SS

snake

! but also

nn

.

mean arm
romantic charming
summer swimming

lamb

neck honest
none chimney
tennis thinner

knee knew

ng

cooking going
spring bring
before g/k
think tongue

sugar sure
machine chef

h

i

handsome helmet
behave inherit
unhappy perhaps

who whose
whole
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